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.summary 
Aacroindentation hardness testing investigates the elastic and plastic 
behaviour of the surfaces and the bulk of solids, In this regime of 
~"N-
snall scale, high pressure deformation the/ bulk behaviour is modified 
and different ri,echanisirs_peculiar to different types of solid often 
assume a dominant role. This thesis classifies and examines these 
mechanisms, describes in which materials they can be e:x-pected to occur 
and why, estimates their effects on the deformation i.e. elasticity, 
yield stress, work hardening, displacement geometry, measured hardness 
and the uncertainties of ~easurement, shows under what circumstances 
~€asurernents con~arable with 'macro'-hardness can be rrade and indicates 
the wide range of other infornation that can be obtained using this 
simple test. 
The inter-relationships between the fundamental factors which influence 
microindeutation plasticity are explicitly described and the effects of 
varying external influences, such as temperature or dislocation density, 
on the nricrohardness are described in terms of these funda~Ental 'internal' 
factors. Investigations have been nade in particular on the inter-
-relationships between indentation size and the density of grain boundaries 
(in MgO and stainless steel) and the relative contributions of elastic 
and plastic deformation (in MgO and metallic glasses). 
A procedure for analysing data on the indentation size effect on micro-
-hardness has been devised and the problerr.s of rreasuring hardness 
anisotropy have been investigated. A statistical method for comparing sets 
of hardness data from different rraterials has been developed . 
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"We cannot learn the cipher 
Inscribed on our cell; 
Stars taunt us with a mystery 
Which we lack the lore to spell." 
Janes Branch Cabell 
"I am willing to taste any drink once." 
James Branch Cabell 
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Chapter 1 Why .Microhardness? 
The . principal practical use of dian:ond pyramid indentation 
hardness testing is to give an .estimate of the typical bulk yield stress 
for one of a group of similar materials for quality control, 
identification, · san:ple checking or checking uniformity across a single 
object. 
Mi.crohardness testing, which is generally the term used to describe 
hardness testing wh~n the load 6n the indenter is less than a few 
kilograms, is used for the same purposes where the sample is very small 
or very thin, or when a brittle substance is tested and a large 
indentation would be rendered unn:easureable by cracking~ 
Microhardness measurements offer a unique rrethod for investigating 
the plasticity and fracture of naterials on the san:e scale as the 
nEchanical interactions in the processes of friction, wear, abrasion, 
grinding, polishing and erosion by dust, wear debris, liquid drops or 
cavitation. Microindentation can be used to perform n:any tests, under 
different conditions, on the mechanical properties (including fracture 
toughness) of a srrall area on the surface of a single specimen. 
This thesis ;is concerned principally with the microindentation 
process when indentations are formed entirely or largely by plastic flow. 
The science of indentation fracture mechanics is a recent and fast 
developing field whereas the study of indentation plasticity has 
progressed slowly over a period of decades, However, recent studies 
(Lawn 1979) indicate a critical role for plasticity in the nucleation of 
indentation fracture and therefore the two fields may become nnre 
interrelated than they are at present, 
The main problem with using microhardness tests is the comnon lack 
of reproducibility and wide ranging results because of the strong 
influences of extraneous factors, These problens of naterials 
characterisat1on, cleanliness, rmking and rreasuring indentations are so 
interrelated and varied as to produce apparently random differences 
UNlv' p<1fY 
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between the work of one laboratory and another, For example, the strong 
dependence of microhardness number on the size of the indentation is widely 
recognised and a standard load of 100 gf, is often used in mineralogical 
and glassy metals studies, 
It is the purpose of this thesis to describe and investigate the 
influences of materials and e}..1)erin-ental conditions on microhardness 
measurement and to indicate when, and by how r.uch, such conditions affect 
hardness nurrbers and when additional information rray be obtained from the 
test. It will be seen that the technique can be used to investigate these 
ffaterials conditions which are often of interest in then:selves, 
The responses of materials to rrJcroindentation are extrerooly varied 
but there are always points of similarity. Different naterials can be 
thought of as bringing out aspects of microindentation behaviour which 
are hidden in the responses of other materials, Therefore a very wide 
range of metals, interrretallics, glasses and ceramics have been studied 
here in order to assewble as complete a picture as possible of the 
responses of solids to microindentation, 
A broad approach has been taken because of the wide range of 
physical, chemical and measurenent effects which can influence the 
determination of microhardness, If any of these effects were omitted from 
the study, the value of the experirrental work would be severely reduced 
because of the unknown effects of uncontrolled variables, This wide-
ranging review means that a significant proportion of this thesis consists 
of critical examinations of other researchers' studies with a view to 
extracting from their work that which is relevant to microindentation 
behaviour, 
Chapter two reviews the subject of nucroindentation hardness and it 
includes much from published work and personal communications from other 
researchers. However, all unacknowledged work in this chapter is the. 
product of the current study, Those contributions which can rrost easily 
3 
be described in the context of a review of the literature (and which do 
not require a great deal of qualification with regard to e.xperimental 
details) are include.d here, Thus the length of this chapter is deceptive; 
it is not merely a survey of published papers. 
Whilst chapter two describes the mechanisms in the indented materials 
which determine the plastic response, chapter three is concerned with the 
experimental problems of making and measuring indentations and with the; 
development of e,verimental and statistical techniques. These techniques 
have been designed to optimise the annunt of useful information that can 
be obtained from measurements with respect to the effort and tedium 
associated with making and measuring large numbers of indentations, 
The review in chapter two identifies several major obstacles to the 
interpretation of mi.crohardness measurements, and in chapter four 
experiments are described which were made with the object of resolving 
these difficulties. The interpretation of· the results is nade with 
reference to the theories and hypotheses advanced in chapter two. 
In chapter five the interpretation of the experimental results is 
used as a starting point to suggest more experiments designed to further 
elucidate the mechanisms of plastic flow beneath indenters in specific 
materials. New designs of microhardness testing machines are suggested 
to improve the accuracy and control of indentation testing and hence to 
render the interpretation of results ·nore straightforward. 
Chapter six concludes with a survey of the principal achievements 
of the study. 
"If you give me six lines written by the most honest 
man, I will find soroothing in them to hang him." 
Cardinal Richelieu 
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Chapter 2 'l'he Indentation .Kicrohardness Test 
The pyramid indentation hardness test is simple to perform but 
hard to interpret in tern'S of n-aterials behaviour. This chapter reviews 
the field and, where appropriate, includes rcy own contributions which 
are either of a theoretical nature or are deductions from published data. 1 
Firstly, sinple and con;plex models of the stress and strain fields 
will be summarised, then descriptions of the mechanisn-s by which the 
indentations are formed, followed by the results of considering these 
two aspects together. 
In the last three sections the problen'S of anisotropic and 
inhomog~neous materials and the effect of indentation size will be 
considered. 
I 
2 .1 Indentation fodels for Ideal 11aterials 
None of the nodels considered in this section approach the problem 
of the relative sizes of the indentations' stress fields and the 
,t..J.e. 
mechanisms, such as dislocationr, of plasticity. Only fully ductile, 
perfectly hor.ngeneous, isotropic materials will be considered here, 
2 .1.1 Sir.~ple Ideas 
In this section,models applicable to rigid-plastic materials will 
be described, that is those n:aterials for which the effects of elasticity 
can be considered to be neglible. 
For both perfectly plastic (i) and work-hardenable (ii) materials 
a relation of the form: 
H/Y = C 2.1. la 
has often been found to hold; where His the hardness (the pressure over 
the projected area of the indentation), Y is the yield stress (flow stress 
for work-hardenable rraterials) and C is a constant, This relationship 
can be derived theoretically for the case of a perfectly plastic r;iaterial 
Qndented by a rigid, flat die using slip-line field analysis (Tabor 1951), 
This analysis is only applicable to two din~nsional sections. Finite 
elerrent analysis has been used to show a sinrilar relationship (Lee et al. 
1972) but the cost of computations restricts this treatment to. only two 
dimensions too, 
Case (i) 
A fine-grained, fully work-hardened metal is a fairly good 
approxirration to a rigid-plastic material. For such materials,the constant 
C in equation 2,1.la is calculated theoretically to be about 3 {Tabor 
1951, Lee et al, 1972) for Vickers indenters and between 2,8 and 3,4 
for ball indenters when the plastic region fully encompasses the contact 
area with the ball (Douthwaite 1970, Tabor 1971)~ 
6 
Case (ii) 
Underneath an indenter, different parts of the plastically deforrred 
rraterial are strained by very different arrounts (probably fro~ zero to 
over 1000% for pyrarr,idal indenters), By making the assumption that for all 
hardness indentations thereis a single average representative strain (£Y), 
the relationship of 2.1.la can be applied to rraterials that work-harden 
(Tabor 1971), by taking Y to be the flow stress at a strain of Er rather 
* than the yield stress, Empirically, a strain of 0.2 tan(~) has been found 
to give fair correlations for nmny materials (Douthwaite 1970), For 
Vickers indenters (see appendix III), this strain is about 8% and C is 
empirically found to be about 2,9 for all pyramidal indenters (Tabor 1971), 
For ball indenters,C is found to be about 2,8, 
The above correlations have been obtained using data from fine-
grained, annealed metals for which the strain distributions beneath 
indenters can be e:>1pected to be fairly similar, but even so, there are 
rrany alloys for which C is greater . than 3 , C = 4,4 has been observed 
(see, figure 2/2), This clearly shows the inadequacy of the 'single 
representative plastic strain' hypothesis even for a class of broadly 
similar materials. However, if the idea of a constant C is retained, it 
may be considered that for different types of materials, different Er may 
be more appropriate, but this would reduce the model's usefulness in 
giving very quick, very rough estirna.t·es of the flow stress. 
This sir.ple nodel (equation 2,1, la), which rests alrrost entirely 
upon empirical correlations, rrakes no statements about the relative 
sizes of indentations; but given a flow str.ess, it predicts a hardness 
value that should be ~asured whatever load is used to nuke the 
*Footnote: f is the contact angle between the indenter and the surface; 
indentation, Neither is the rrDdel concerned with the shape of the 
indentations, though thel'.e are marked differences between those of 
case ( i) and those of case (ii) niaterials (which are dealt with further 
in section 2,3,2), 
7 
Generally, materials whose behaviour is described by the node! 
deform on indentation by forrrtlng a ' pile-up'* or ' coronet ' on the surface 
surrounding the indentation of displaced material . Therefore this model 
will be referred to as the ' surface -directed displacements model', 
2 . 1. 2 Elastic-Plastic t i::>dels . 
For many naterials,a significant proportion of the l'laterial · 
displaced by the indenter is taken by elastic strain , This is 
particularly important for rraterials with a low ratio of Young' s modulus 
to yield stress (E/Y). 
Models have been developed which are similar to that of equation 
2.1.la,but which have a C factor which depends on the rroduli, yield 
stress and Poisson's ratio of the material and the angle of contact 
I 
of the indenter with the surface. Some of these will now be described. 
1W 
When the rraterial displaced by the indenter is acconpdated by 
elastic corrpression (instead of flowing towards the surface to form a 
pile-up), the st ress field is similar to that surrounding an expanding 
spherical cavity in the solid (Marsh 1964), This is true even for 
pyramida 1 indenters, as Samuels and 1:ulhearn ( 1957) have shown that the 
strain surr9unding these rapidly assumes a spherical character (see figure 
2/1) . 
Much work has been done using wedge- shaped indenters (Hirst and 
Howse 1969), comparing the results with theoretical analyses of 
*Footnote: 'Pile-up' in this thesis will be used to mean a surface pile-
-up of displaced material and not, unless specifically indicated,~ 
dislocation pile-up. 
a C ( J( ,. 
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Figure 2/ 1 
ult«l:o. ek 
A diagram of theAdeforn~tion zones beneath an 
indenter in a nnterial which deforrrs plastically. 
h 
p 
e 
= the hydrostatic core 
the volume of plastic deformation where 
there are large shear stresses as well as 
the hydrostatic component 
the elastic ~interlan~ whete there is still 
a large hydrostatic st~ess but where the 
shear stress is below the yield criterion 
This view of deformation beneath indentations has 
been assumed to be reasonable for many years (see, 
for example, Tabor's review ( 1970)) and has been 
confirned by the finite element analysis perforrred 
by Lee et al. (1972). 
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(from lbore, 1974). This shows indentation hardness data 
from metals,collected from the period 1949 to 1972 using Vickers, Knoop, 
and spherical indenters and cones and pyramids of various shapes (i.e. 
various contact angles /3 ). The lines at H/Y= 2.75 and 3.2 are the 
minimum and maximum values predicted by a varietyof surface-directed 
displacement theories. The curve i s calculated from equation 2.1.2b with 
a Poisson's ratio of 0,3. 
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of expanding cylindrical cavities, as well as testing rraterials of 
different E/Y ratios with balls and pyramids (Marsh . 1964, Johnson 1969, 
Moore 1974, Franci~ 1976, Studman and Field 1976), One consequence of 
this 'ex1)anding spherical cavity' or 'radial displacement' rrodel is the 
relation devised by Studman and Field using Johnson and Moore's work 
(equation 2,l,2a), 
= 
~ { (E/y) ttwi.p + 4(1-2v)1] 
6 (l-v) 
2. 1. 2a 
Imaoka and Yasui (1976) found that finite elen:ent analysis produced a 
similar relationship. This model (equation 2, 1. 2a) has been extended to 
take account of the transition between the assum,~d hydrostatic core 
volume beneath the indenter (figure 2/1) and the plastically deforming 
zone ( Studr.an, Moore and Jones 1977). Ari e x'tra term was also introduced 
to take account of the changinb contact angle for ppherical indenters, 
which varies from zero to (' during indentation, . 
: J -I- 11 + ~ [1 +1m.((E/y)fa...f., + 4(1-2v)} J 12 3 6(1-v) 
2 .1. 2b 
J is zero for cones and pyranuds and -0.2 for spheres (see figure 2/3), 
e This model of Studrran, 1:oore, Jones and Field will hen<jforth be referred 
to as the ' Sfl.UF' node 1. 
Gerk (1976), by using a logarithmic 'true' strain approach, but 
without taking into account the bydro~tatic/plastic transition, has 
derived the relationship shown in equation 2,l . 2c,see figure 2/4) : 
~/y 2 . 1. 2c 
which gives a better fit to the data of Marsh and Hirst and Howse at 
low and high extrenes off->. 
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These radi a l-displacement models are only applicable to elastic: 
perfectly-plastic materials, that is, those that do not work-harden or 
work-soften, and there are few materials for which this is completely 
true. However, the behaviour of nearly all w.aterials which approach 
this condition is quite well described by the models, as can be seen 
frolli fi gures 2/2, 2/3 and 2/4, 
When the ratio E/Y is greater than about 114, the H/Y value 
is about 2. 75 and the pile-up rr.od.e of deformation begins to become 
U/)0 
siE:,nificant, when E/Y is much giFea.ter- than 114, the deformation 
can be expected to be wholly by radial displacerr.ents, 
2,1.3 El astic-Plastic Work-Hardening Eodels 
For a work hardening material one can define a representative 
flow stress which depends on t he form of t he compress ive stress 
-strain curve and the for m of the strain distribution beneath the 
indent a tion. This is a more so?histica ted procedure t han merely 
taking the repres entative stress to be that flow stress at 8% 
tensile strain, or 7. 5% coFr ressive strai n (Douthwa ite 1970). If 
the representative yield stress is y: · 
e,.. 
J~~M ~ ... 
where c and a 
2 .1. 3a 
are from figure 2/ 1 and Y(r) is the flov, stress as a function of 
the radius, r, from the contact point of the indenter. 
from the representative stress one can derive: 
~= j 
:r ... X + ~ + ~ .tv...f(o/t2t'4.\~ -r 4q-2-1J) 
2. ::) 3 \ ,~-11) 2 .1. 3h 
where both the usual yield stress and the flow stress appear. This 
derivation is largely of academic interest as the de termination 
of Y(r) for a real material is almost i mpossible (Studman, J.!oore 
and Field 1977). 
Gerk (19%) extended his logarithmic strain, elasUc-plastic 
model to deal wi t h simple strain-dependent flow stress relationshi::--s 
and derived the result : 
where ~ is the work harderiin~ rate, and 
( ~ 
\o = 
1 
- brtc 1'~~f) 
1- ~-Y~(ltv) Y/~)3 
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Now, if an analytical e~~ression for the stress-strain relationship 
of the material is assurr.ed, it is possible to calculate eh~licitly 
the effect of work-hardening on the hardness. Gerk used the stress 
-strain relation: 
s = b((2/3)e + 2 .1. 3d 
where e 0 is the prestrain and 
s = [[ ( O"'.· 0-- f" f'2. i,j = 1,3; i 'f j (. J L.,j 
[ L ( E~ 2. ]1 Ej) i,j = 1,3; i -.; j -e = 
i../j 
and O'[,_ and £i. are the principal stresses and strains. 
Gerk has numerically calculated solutions for a range of conical 
indenters indenting polycrystalline copper, He found some agreerrent 
with e~~eri~ent for low values of prestrain and for blunt indenters; 
conditions.in which the radial displacement node of deformation is 
expected to donunate the surface-directed displacement mode. 
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2,2 Indentation Mechanisms in Real Materials 
2,2,1 Plasticity P~chanisms 
For the purpose of this section,a plasticity mechanism will be used 
to mean any mechanism leading to non-elastic, permanent deformation and 
not only slip and twinning. 
There are a number of mechanisms which, because of the very high 
stresses, large hydrostatic component and high strain rate, occur on 
indentation which would not normally be activated at room temperature 
using a simple tensile test. The case of indentation of silicon carbide 
illustrates this very well. Silicon carbide is stiff, hard and brittle, 
yet, like other materials with these characteristics,it is known to 
deform plastically on indentation because the hydrostatic pressure 
surpresses the fracture mechanisms (Adewoye 1976, Sawyer 1979, Sawyer et 
al. 1979). The most important mechanism is likely to be dislocation slip; 
others which might be considered ar·e twinning, densification, and block-
-shear (where the shear stress is greater than the theoretical strength 
of the solid - Kelly 1966). 
Dislocations have been observed by transmission electron microscopy 
n (TEJ.I) beneath :y'dentations even in diamond (Humble and Hannink 1978) and 
fine-scale twins and dislocations have been seen in silicon carbide. The 
twins (Sawyer 1979) are thought to be growth faults,whereas Hockey and 
Lawn (1875),_ Adewoye(1976) and Page et al.(1978) have observed glissile 
dislocations directly beneath indentations and friction tracks. Impact 
sites of particles have also been examined by TEM (Hockey et al.1978) and 
the glissile dislocation structure produced is found to be sirrdlar to 
that beneath indentations. 
One form of silicon carbide has the sphalerite (zinc blende) 
structure and below a threshold temperature ( 600°C, Trefilov et al. 1977), 
Figure 2/5 Hardness (H) and Phase Change Pressure (Pc) 
Experimental hardness values are taken from Garbato and Rucci 
(1977) and e:,.,..1Jerimental P values from Van Vechten (1973). C 
0 indicates the n~st reliable values and 
-<?"- indicates the range of published values. 
Experimental hardness values are known to have been measured in 
the low te~perature, athermal range for Si, Ge and InSb, and 
in the higher temperature, thermal range for Ga.As, The flow 
stress/temperature properties of the other compounds are unknown. 
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Figure 2/6 - Predicted Low Ter.1perature Hardness and 
Experimental Phase Change Pressure 
The hardness is predicted for a compound QR by: 
+ ~1 . (fig/.) . 1/2 
W">sJ QI< 
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2. 2, la 
where HP is the experinental hardness for elerrent P and C/3/~>p is 
the force constant ratio for element P, P and Sare the elements in 
Group IV which form a con~ound isoelectronic with the compound in 
question, QR. So, for the compound InSb the relevent elements are 
Sn and Sn and for the compound ZnS the elements are c.e and Si, 
Since the hardnesses of the Group IV elenEnts have been 
measured in the low terr.perature regirre where slip is stress-
activated,it is expected that H+ predicts the hardnesses for the 
compounds in that low terr,perature regime, This procedure is necessary 
because there is insufficient experirrental data on the low ten~erature 
hardnesses of the compounds available in the published literature, 
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the hardness of crystals of this structure is controlled by stress-
activated slip ( Gilrran 1975); above this temperature (which can be well 
below room temperature for some of these compounds), the indentation 
rate, i.e. the velocity of the indenter, probably has a critical effect 
on the measured hardness, This is be.cause a high rate can lead to a 
higher stress being required to propagate the dislocations at the 
ffl 
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velocity necessary to accorrpdate the strain impo·sed by the indenter. This 
effect also occurs at higher temperatures but is expected to be less 
important. In addition, when the Peierls' stress becorres very low at high 
temperatures,there can be appreciable contribution to the hardness 
measured due to work-hardening (Gerk 1976), It should also be remembered 
that plastic deformation will also occur on unloading (Johnson 1963) and 
thus this rate should also be considered, 
Sphalerites are capable of phase changes, similar to the tin alpha 
-beta transformation, in which there is a density increase of 20.9% 
(Van Vechten 1973). This has been directly observed in CdS by indenting 
with a spherical glass lens and observing the colour change under load 
(Gilman 1973), In silicon,a reversible increase in electrical conductivity 
has been observed in the material under a loaded indenter,which indicates 
a reversible phase change to a denser solid with a higher degree of atomic 
coordination. Generally,the transition pressures (Pc) are much higher than 
the indentation pressures (see figure.2/5). 
The su_ggestion has been made that these phase changes may be the 
dominant factor deterntlning the hardness of Ge, Si and diamond (C~rk and 
Tabor 1978) and SiC (Trefilov et al.1977),but an analysis of published 
physical , thern:odynanuc and hardness data of IV, IV-IV, III-V, and II-VI 
elements and compounds shows that their hardnesses are very closely 
related to their bulk rr.oduli, ionici ty ( Garb a to and Rucci 1977) , subliootion 
energy and central/non-central force ratio(~/~), whereas the phase change 
pressure can be predicted from other,thermodynamic, data (Van Vechten 
1973). Figure 2/6 shows a plot of predicted hardness pressures against 
experimental phase change pressures for some sphalerites, The predicted 
hardness (H+) is calculated from the experimental hardnesses of the 
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two elements which form a compound isoelectronic with the compound in 
question,and from the force ratio (/3/~) of this compound, This is similar 
to Garbato and Rucci's work,except that this hardness H+ should be 
similar to the ehperimental hardness of the compound in the atherrra.l, 
stress-activated dislocation rroven:ent terr,perature range (i.e. below 
600°C for SiC). This has been done because experimental hardness values 
in this ten~erature range are not available for most sphalerite compounds, 
The object of this con~arison (figure 2/6) is to show that not only are 
the room tenperature hardnesses different from the phase change pressure 
(Pc) but that the 'ideal', cold hardnesses are also unrelated to Pc• 
Therefore it is coincidental that the experimental points for Si, Ge, 
InSb, CdS and Sn lie close to the H = Pc line and this relationship 
cannot be used to predict the phase change pressure from experimental 
hardness values (Gerk and Tabor 1978), 
The eh~erimental data for silicon carbide is not on figure 2/5 
but the pressure Pc has been calculated from thermodynamic data to be 
64 GPa (Van Vechten 1973),which is very sirr~lar to the hardness value 
of 69 GPa measured using a 50 gf, loaded Vickers indenter on the (0001) 
plane. It must be·remembered that the final equilibrium pressure (the 
measured hardness) is the minimum pressure that the rraterial is subjected 
to during the test. Thus,densification probably does occur in SiC on 
indentation , but may not be the dominant deformation mechanism (Sawyer 
et a l. 1979 ) . 
The high hydrostatic pressure beneath indenters also affects t he 
gene r a t ion and movement of point defects , I t is to be expected that 
vacancies will have higher nucleation energies and i nter st itia l s lower 
nucleation energies, At high homologous temperatures this will affect 
the creep mechanisms but;even at relatively low temperatures,'crowdions' 
m. ~~y be active and nray play an inportant part in acco11>dating the imposed 
strain (Velednitskaya et al , 1975, Rozhanskii et al.1970) in MgO and 
alumina, 
The magnitude of the shear stresses beneath the indenter can only 
be estimated,but a value of H/5 has been suggested by Tabor (1970), The 
shear stress beneath the indenter in silicon carbide is therefore about 
13 GPa,which should be con~ared with the expected theoretical shear 
strength of E/30 - equivalent to about 15 GPa (Eddington et al,1975) for 
a typical sample of SiC, 
Thus,the 'nussed-up' zone, the small volume of material beneath 
indentations in SiC which has been seen to have suffered large rotational 
strains and to contain unresolvably dense dislocation tangles (using 
TEM, Page et al,1978),~ay have been caused by densification and/or block 
shear. On unloading,the crystal is ·thought to have relaxed back from the 
densified/sheared state to something near the original structure 
(Adewoye 1976, Page et al,1978, Hockey and Lawn 1975), 
In glasses,the plastic deformation may be due to viscous flow, 
which strongly depends on the temperature and loading rate, In metallic 
glasses, 'shear bands', of unknown structure, appear to be the plasticity 
mechanisms ( see section 4, 3), In inor·ganic, non-metallic glasses, some 
kind of non-viscous, 'cold-flow' mechanism may operate (Bartenev et al, 
1969) in addition to both reversible and non-reversible densification 
(Neely and Mackenzie 1968). Densification is easily observed in silicate 
glasses and perspex by the change in refractive index (Peter 1970, Bassett 
1977),and Irmoka and Yasui (1976) have shown that densification probably 
accounts for about half the plasticity in silicate glass by comparing 
experimental data with finite element analysis of indentation mechanics. 
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2.2 . 2 Fracture 
The role of fracture in producing permanent indentations is two 
-fold: firstly, directly, by crushing in porous rraterials and spalling, 
and secondly, by influencing the stress state beneath the indenter so 
as to affect the plasticity mechanisms, Cracks can also be initiated by 
dislocation mechanisms,and this has been observed in MgO (e,g.Keh 1960), 
and SiC (Sawyer 1979, Naylor and Page 1979, Trefilov et al.1977). 
The quantitative understanding and application of indentation 
fracture mechanics (Lawn and Wilshaw 1975) is a recent and important 
development. However, this thesis is concerned with the formation of 
the indentation,and cracking will only be considered where it influences 
this. 
Fracture cannot displace rrnterial except by chipping or spalling, 
and indentations where these are the dominant modes of deforrra.tion have 
not been used in the current study, A fine network of micro-cracks may 
be able to relieve shear stresses,such that the number of independent 
slip systems required to form an (apparently wholly plastic) indentation 
may be reduced from the five necessary for arbitrary deformation (Groves 
and Kelly 1964),and such fine cracks have been observed in SiC and Al203 
(Hockey and Lawn 1975) , 
The interactions betweeru cracks and plasticity mechanisms are not 
well understood and will not be dealt with further,except to say that, 
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for any mat~rial,there appears to exist a size (or load) limit below which 
all indentation, whether by diamond indenters or dynamic particle impact, 
is plastic with no cracking occurring at all (Lawn and Evans 1977). 
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2. 3 Yielding and l.1icrohardness 
In this section,the major classes of discrepancies between the 
behaviour of real materials and that of model materials (section 2,1) 
will be described, Figure 2/7 summarises some of the causal relationships 
between the concepts covered in this and preceding sections, 
2. 3, 1 Flow l,!echanisms and Strain Distribution 
The Tabor relationship uses the flow stress at 8% strain (Y8%): 
H = 2,3, la 
and is applicable, within limts, to most work-hardening metals for two 
reasons: firstly, the flow mechanisms of dislocation glide are essentially I 
the same in the hardness test as in the tensile or compression test used 
to measure YS"' , and secondly, the strain field is more or less the same "/0 
in these metals and therefore a single representative strain (8%) can be 
chosen representing that field, Circumstances and materials where these 
conditions do not hold will now be discussed, 
Different Flow iiechanisms 
An example of this type of deviation can be found in the work of 
Westbrook (1958), who found that the relationship for single crystals of 
the halite structure could be represented by 
H = 35 Y 2, 3, lb 
(see figure 2/~ where Y is the yield stress on the primary slip system, 
The applicability of this is further discussed in 4,5,3, Hopkins et al. 
(1973) found that the constant lay between 4 and 17 (instead of being 
around ' 2,8) for mixed KCl:KBr crystals, This type of deviation from the 
plasticity 
mechanisms 
beneath the 
indenter (Y) 
2,2 & 
2,3,l 
elastic 
2.3.2 
E/Y ratio ~~~~~~~~~7 recovery 
densification 
beneath the 2/ 2.1.2 & 2.3.2 2,3,2 
indenter (affects 
E and Y) ~ 
2.1/ 
indenter angle ~ 
radial, pile-up or degree and 
2.1.2, ~ 
other type of ~2~.~3~,1·~-.~%~~7 type of pil~ 
?,,3,2 
displacement -up or sink-in 
2.3.1 
work-hardening 
Figure 2/7 ~:echanicc:1-l Effects on Indentation Shape 
Arrows are labeled with the section numbers where the connection 
appears in the text, 
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Figure 2/8 (from Gilman (1973)) 
Figure 2/9 
Derronstration of how 'starred' and 'barreled' 
indentations can be due to sink-in and pile-up 
respectively. 
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relationship of equation 2,3, la occurs because a different flow stress 
is r,1easured by the hardness test . from that measured by the compression 
test. The primary slip system in halite structure crystals is usually 
[ llOj <1Io), whereas on indentation the [100} <110) slip system rrust also 
be activated too, The strain irnposed by a compression~ 4::~axial, and, 
711 
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as such,can be acconpdated by only the three independent shears which are 
characteristic of the f 110] (1 To) system. The strain around an indentation 
requires five independent shears (Groves and Kelly 1963) and thus the 
secondary slip system (or some other deformation mechanism, see 4,5,3) 
must also be activated, The critical resolved shear stress for yield on 
the secondary slip system can be a hundred times that of the primary in 
the halite structure ( Gilman 1959, Swain and Lawn 1969), 
This difference, due to strain type, between the hardness and the 
compression tests is fairly subtle,in that dislocation slip is the 
donunant rrechanism in both, The hydrostatic pressure in the hardness test 
can also influence slip because of the slight dilation around dislocation 
cores (Spitzig et al, 1976) and this is especially important in ionic 
solids where charge effects are important (IIaason 1974), 
A rrore obvious difference between the hardness and compression tests 
is where the hydrostatic pressure beneath an indenter causes densification 
of the material,in which case the 'flow' stress rreasured by the hardness 
test will be affected by the critical pressure for densification • 
Different Strain Distributions 
Gerk (1976) has tentatively shown that for rrany materials (alkali 
(A.. 
halides and pur.~ f,c,c, metals) their hardnesses rrp become dominated at 
high temper atures by their wor k hardening characteristics rather than 
their yield or flow stresses . This deviation from Tabor's relation 
( equat ion 2, 3 ,la ) is because of a change in the strain distribution. As 
the temperature incre ases , the hardness drops a nd l eve l s off t o a cons tant 
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value (then drops again as the rrelting point is approached). Cierk 
interprets this as showing that the hardness is li~ted by the dislocation 
mobility at low temperatures, a·nd, as the mobility increases with 
temperature, dislocation reactions (work-hardening) become more important 
in hindering deformation, One nught expect the Tabor constant to remain 
at about 2,8 to 3,0 over the temperature range because the flow stress 
would be subject to the same rrobility effects, as long as the strain rate 
was the same. However, the representative strain (8% for low temperatures) 
might be expected to change,as the strain distribution will be different 
in the high temperature regime. Unfortunately,the relevant yield and flow 
stresses for the different temperatures are not readily available for 
comparison with Gerk's hardness values,and thus the effect of this change 
on the Tabor constant is unknown. 
When single crystals or other anisotropic solids are indented,there 
is a radically different strain distribution {which is covered in section 
4. 2). 
If densification occurs in the hydrostatic zone then the strain 
distribution will not resemble any of the models of indentation behaviour. 
Work-Hardening 
It has been shown (2,1,3) how work-hardening can influence the 
behaviour of both the radial displacement and .pile-up types of deformation, 
Now, the influen6e of work hardening on which of these types of 
displacement occurs will be described. 
As the indenter penetrates the rraterial,work hardening increases the 
flow stress, which neans that the indenter i _s surrounded by a hardened cap 
of naterial which is carried with it. Thus,the load is spread over a 
wider area in the softer material by the harder cap , and a depression , or 
'sink-in', is produced surrounding the indentation proper. The effect of· 
the cap is also to change the effective angl~ of contlct of the indenter, 
making it appear blunter, which will also slightly affect the type of 
displacement (see equations 2,1,2a to 2,1,2c), 
Vickers indentations in 'pile-up' and 'sink-in' rr:a.terials show the 
h 
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characteristic 'star' (pincusfion) and 'barrel' shapes when viewed normally 
( see figure 2/9); this is due to the contrast rr_echanism whereby the 
indentations are observed in an optical microscope (discussed in section 
3.1), The edge of the indentation is usually taken to b~ where the 
contrast changes abruptly, which occurs at the point where the gradient 
of the surface changes (indicated by arrows on figure 2/9 ). 
When scanning electron nricroscopy is used,the depth of field is sufficient 
to enable the whole of the pile-up to be seen (see figures in 2,4,1 and 
4.4.). 
Since work-hardening leaves the roodulus of the material unchanged, 
it may be conjectured that,in some cases,the E/Y ratio may be decreased 
to below 114 so that there may be radial displacement close to the 
indenter (in the cap) and surface directed displacement at a distance, 
However, such a complex problem of stress analysis is probably not 
amenable to analytic solution and would require 3D finite element 
computation, 
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2.3.2 Elasticity. and Microhardness 
In stiff materials and in materials with plasticity n:echanisms only for less than five independent shears, the elasticity of the material supports a significant fraction of the load on the indenter. 
Elastic Recovery of the Indentation 
On unloading the indenter,the material will tend to expand 
elastically and will be prevented from doing so corrpletely, that is from entirely refilling the indentation, by the plastically deformed material. Johnson (1968) has shown that plastic deformation will also occur on 
unloading, driven by the elastic recovery. 
Microhardness measurements are usually na.de by optically measuring the size of the indentation after the indenter bas been renoved, thus elastic recovery of the indentation can lead to serious overestimation of the hardness if the measured indentation is smaller than it was under load. The Rockwell hardness testing rrachines avoid this by rreasuring the depth of the indentation under load, but the mininum load available on these ma.chines is 15 kgf. 
In isotropic materials,spherical indentations recover equally in all directions,whereas Vickers and Knoop indentations recover in the depth and over the faces, but hardly at all along the diagonals (Beeukes et al. 1973). This is because at the corners there is a sharp edge which maximises the plastic deformation yet, because it is far from the centre of the indentation, the elastic recovery appears to be snall. Thus~ sharp groove is left cut into_the surface along the indenter's edges even if the indentation recovers completely over the facets when the load is removed. (This is especially obvious with indentations in polymers.) Therefore it is possible to zreasure a remn(lnt of the loaded indentation even when the 
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Figure 2/10 (from Buckle 1960) 
(a) This is a diagram of the shape of an 
indentation in an elastic, ductile solid 
(such as perspex) whilst the indenter is 
still under load. The heavy line shows 
the line of contact between the indenter 
and the. surface of the rraterial. 
(b) This is a diagram of the shape of 
the indentation after the indenter has 
been removed. 
(c) This is a diagram of an interference 
micrograph of the indentation in (b).The 
pile-up is visible next to the edges of 
the indentation and the contours inside 
are curved because the indentation has 
contracted elastically across the faces 
but nQt along the diagonals. 
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indenter has been rerroved. 
The effectiveness .of this technique can be tested by neasuring the 
size of the inderitation under load using speriial apparatus, either by 
observing from the other side of a transparent specimen, or with a 
conbined objective/indenter where one observes through the transparent 
diamond indenter (Muller 1973). Alternatively, if the indenter is coated 
with a thin layer of fine powder (evaporated carbon, sublimed NH4c1, or 
even lipstick (Dunegan 1961)) then the size of the indentation under 
load can be ascertained by examining the area wiped clean on the indenter. 
To make measurements of unrecovered hardness rapidly and easily it would 
be necessary to use apparatus which rreasured the depth the indenter 
penetrates, this is discussed ~n chapter five. 
Pyramidal indenters are favoured for practical use partly because 
elastic recovery can generally be ignored when rreasuring the diagonals. 
Interference microscopy can be used (Buckle 1960) for rreasuring the 
dE:pth of indentations and hence, since the shape of the indenter is known, 
the anount of recovery in the depth. In aluminium, not a particularly 
stiff material, the elastic recovery in the depth amounts to 1!%, whereas 
the recovery along the diagonals lS undetectable (Buckle 1960, 1973). 
Elastic recovery, in addition to pile-up and sink-in, can cause 
star-shaped Vickers indentations when the depth and facets recover and 
the diagonals do not. As can be seen ·from figure 2/10,pile-ups can also 
be present but,for very elastic solids, the recovery has a greater effect 
and thus the indentation is star- rather than barrel-shaped. PresumablY, 
if the two effects are matched there will be no apparent distortion and 
the indentation will b.e square. However, in such a case, the contours 
inside the indentation will still be curved. 
In anisotropic materials, whether mostly elastic or plastic, the 
elastic recovery is _ generally masked by the .nuch _ greater influence of the 
anisotropy on the ·plastic defornation and the pile-ups {but not always, 
see section 4.2). 
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Measurements of Elastic Recovery 
Berdikov and Babanin (1977) have measured the elastic recovery in 
the depth of Vickers indentations rrade in several types of silicon 
carbide and alumina ceramics and single crystals, and found it to be 
between 41% and 66%, They did this by rreasuring the indentation depth 
under load by measuring the displacement of the indenter as it penetrated, 
and by ~asuring the indentation depth after unioading by interference 
microscopy. However, their measurements of indentation diagonals (after 
recovery) are inconsistent with their measurements of indentation 
depths, the diagonals were all too large by at least 3 microns, and no 
confidence limits were placed on any of the data. Thus, it is· 
unfortunately not possible to use their data to examine the depth and 
diagonal relaxations in these stiff naterials, and no other data on 
this subject has been published, 
Degtyarev and Lagveshkin (1977) measured recovered and unrecovered 
ball indentations in steels and found that the pile-up on the softer 
samples made the recovered indentations appear largBr than the 
c.t,v recovered ones in spite of the shrinkage due to elastic contraction. 
Thus, the field of elastic recovery measurement is largely 
unexplored but there are experinental difficulties and specialised 
equipment is required to make reliable measurements, 
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Elasticity and Strain Conpatibility 
The strain around an indentation is probably a fair approximation 
to an 'arbitrary strain' whi ch requires five independent shears (from 
the five independent elements of the strain tensor) to be satisfied. 
These five shears are usually interpreted in terns of slip , twin, or 
kink vectors, thus in cubic materials the {111} (110) slip system has 
five independent shears, whereas [110} (110) and [100] <1Io) have only 
three each. If the volume of material under strain does not remain 
constant, that is if plastic densification or elastic compression is 
important, then the five-shears criterion is relaxed and fewer than 
five can be available and yet fully-plastic indentations can still be 
forned. 
The problem ren:ains of 'how much' elasticity is required to enable 
fully;--plastic indentations to be formed just using, for example, 
[110} (110) slip in MgO, or just [1100) (1120) and (0001)(1120) in SiC. 
This is important because fully-plastic indentations are observed in 
~ materials (howfver limited their plasticity) if they are made small 
erough. In fact, in MgO and SiC it is believed that elasticity is not 
sufficient and that secondary plasticity mechanisms operate (see section 
4.5.1 and Sawyer et al.(1979)). 
Hutchinson (1977) has considered the situation where a semi-brittle 
polycrystalline solid is uniformly strained and it is necessary to 
consider t -he elasticity in order to ensure strain conpatibility across 
the grain boundaries. His model shows that this is feasible but that 
even a little strain on a very stiff fift~ shearing system is a great 
help, alternatively, if the strain rate varies between grains then an 
arbitrary strain can be accomnx>dated if some creep mechanism::; are active. 
However, the question of 'how much' elasticity is required for 
arbitrary strain on a single crystal ren:ains unanswered. 
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2.3.3 Indentation Creep and Till'e-Dependent Effects 
Both the indentation rate (the velocity of the indenter) and the 
dwell time at full load can affect the measured w~crohardness, especially 
in materials which are also susceptible to chenoniechanical effects (see 
section 2.5.2). However, these two parareters of indentation rate and 
dwell time cannot usually both be easily varied on the same microhardness 
instrument: dwe1.l time is easily controlled on the Leitz 'tliniload', or 
on any machine where the indenter is dead loaded, but is controlled 
with difficulty on the Reichardt machine where the force is changed by 
varying the displacement of a spring by hand, Conversely, indentation 
rate in dead loaded machines is often controlled by an oil-filled dash 
-pot, and whilst a valve usually permits adjustnant of the damping 
characteristics of the arm holding the indenter, this is not easy to 
do in a repeatable manner as the number of air bubbles and the tenperature 
of the oil affect the viscosity. Indentation rate in the Reichardt 
machine is controllable in theory, if one has a steady hand. 
Various laboratories have used screw-driven nachanical testing 
machines to make indentations (Gregorev et al. 1977, FrBhlich et al. 1977, 
and s~e section 3.1.3 and chapter 5) but the vibration problem is severe 
and microhardness indentation rate e]q>erirnents have not been attempted 
with this type of apparatus. This kind of experixrent would be feasible, 
though perhaps only for 'macro'hardness, using a new type of machine 
which has been built by Barbato et al.(1978), where the indenter is driven 
by elastically strained metal bellows (see section 5.3). 
Particle and liquid drop impact situations are dominated by strain 
rate effects (Evans and Wilshaw 1977, Ruff and Wiederhorn 1979), but for 
microhardness indentation (son:etines described as 'quasi-static 
indentation') only dwell tine e]q>erirrents, and no indentation rate 
experiments, appear to have been performed to investigate tine-dependent 
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ef£ects, These approaches are well suited to the .study of creep 
mechanisms and of some aspects of the chemoirecha.nical effect (see 2,5,2), 
but they are not well suited to the study of dislocation velocitr: 
instantaneous stress level relationships, though this has been attenpted 
(Gerk 1975, 1976), Therefore,the remaining part of this section describes 
results from dwell tirre experirrents only, 
In nEtals, indentation creep is generally sinply related to 
conventional creep at the sane temperature (Mulhearn and Tabor 1960), 
though Latanision et al,(1978) have shown that Zn displays a cheIJX>-
-mechanical effect (see 2,5,2) which indicates that indentation creep 
in Zn might involve some unusual rrechanisns, 
In semiconducting and insulating ceramics, the nelting points are 
generally nnch higher than for rretals,and indentation creep predicted 
from conventional mechanisrrs would be much srm.ller than that which is 
observed, In part, this could be due to creep in the bulk, below the 
indenter, due to sorre of the exotic mechanisms described in 2,2,1: 
crowdionic diffusion, block shear, or densification, However, for rrany 
ceramics, the creep rate has been shown to be environreent-sensitive 
which indicates that surface, as well as bulk, plasticity is inportant. 
This low tenperature creep is termed Anomalous Indentation Creep (AIC), 
as the creep rate decreases with terrperature and is only detectable 
using low loads such that the indentation depth remains less than about 
3 microns (Walker 1973). In MgO, LiF, KBr, Al2o3 , TiC and Ge, the AIC 
is thought to be due to the cherni.sorption of water; in LiF the AIC rate 
drops to zero above 70°C (but the static hardness is still reduced by 
chemisorbed wa~er until the crystal has been heated to 200°.C, Macmillan 
1973). 
Orientation Dependence of Creep in Alkali Halides 
AIC in single crystals is affected by th~ orientation of th~ 
crystal. Brookes et al.(1975) have shown that MgO , LiF and NaCl, which 
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have the sanB crystal structure, have the sarre AIC rate dependence on 
dwell tirre at full load, · on temperature, and on crystal orientation 
(figures 2/ 11 and 2/12), The creep rate is always higher when the Knoop 
indenter has the long diagonal along <110) rather than along (100), Hence, 
for high homologous temperatures, and long indentation tirres, all three 
crystals display a hardness anisotropy which is the e.xact opposite of that 
predicted by the effective resolved shear stress IOOdel (see section 4,2,2) 
using the observed prirrary slip system [110]<110), but at lower 
terrperatures and shorter indentation times the model and the observations 
are in agreerrent. The high tenperature/long tirre hardness anisotropy is 
consistent with slip occurring on the f 100] (110> slip system (Brookes et 
al.1975, and see section 4,2,3) and this is discussed further in section 
4,5.2. 
Boyaskaya et al.( 1979) have also observed the inversion of the 
Knoop hardness anisotropy by COI!llaring KCl and NaCl with LiF and MgO 
at room temperature, However, they ·found the Vickers hardness anisotropy 
to be the same for all four crystals,which indicates that the geometry 
of slip around Knoop indentations is irore sensitive to secondary 
plasticity roochanisms than is the geometry around Vickers indentations, 
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2.4 Hardness of Single Crystals 
Any type of faceted, pyramidal hardness indenter can be used to 
measure hardness anisotropy, but the rrost conunonly used is the Knoop 
indenter. This indenter has 2mm plane symootry which, when measuring 
hardness, is superinposed on the plane group symn:etry of the test surface. 
Thus, on a [111} cubic surface, a Knoop indenter will show a six-fold 
hardness anisotropy. This superimposition means that a Knoop indenter 
introduces a centre of syrr,rretry and therefore cannot be used to detect 
any hardness anisotropy due to crystal polarity on, for exanple, the 
[1010J surface of an ~-SiC crystal, (This would ·require the use of a 
triangular (Berkovich) indenter or a pentagonal indenter (Brookes and 
Moxley 1975)). 
The following sections briefly review what is known about 
dislocation geometry around indentations in single crystals, especially 
for crystals of the halite structure which have been extensively studied. 
However, very little of this knowledge has been used in the development 
of models designed to predict the form of the hardness anisotropy of 
single crystals. Some of these nodels are reviewed and the nost successful 
(the effective resolved shear stress model) has been revised and extended 
in this current study~ Some predictions for the hardness anisotropy of 
silicon carbide are compared here with experiroontal hardness anisotropies, 
Finally, the problem of conparing Vickers and Knoop hardness anisotropies 
is rrentioned prior to its experin-ental investigation in section 4.2.2. 
2. 4. 1 I nden tit ion Geo.rretry in Single Crysta.ls 
Buckle (1973) has reviewed the indentation of ductile single 
crystals in terms of the shapes of the indentations and their pile-ups,. 
and Chen and Hendrickson (1973) have made an examination of the 
dislocation movement around microindentations in pure silver . The small 
scarcity of work in this field of metallic crystals compared with that 
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Diagrams of Vickers indentations on a single crystal of 
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effects of crystallographic pile-ups. The contours shown 
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performed on alkali halides is probably due to the difficulty of 
preparing non-workhardened surfaces from materials which cannot be cleaved. 
Some of the conclusions of the work of the authors mentioned above will 
now be sumnarised. 
Indentation Plasticity in Ductile Crystals 
In section 2.1.3,pile-up and sink-in adjacent to the faces of 
indentations iri isotropic materials were shown to cause 'barrelling' and 
'starring' of the indentations. This was due to the w·ork-hardening 
characteristics of such rraterials. In a single crystal, 'barrelling' and 
'starring~ occtir according- to the orientation of the indentation: the 
pile-ups are produced only in certain directions ·because rraterial 
displacement occurs via the mechanism of slip, which can only occur in 
certain directions in the crystal. Figures 2/13 and 2/14 show the effect 
for indentations on the (001) surface of aluminium single crystals. 
There is a third mechanism for barrelling/starring of 
indentations which can also only occur in anisotropic rmterials, but 
which does not depend , as do the work-hardening and crystallographic slip 
nechanisns, on the formation of surface pile-ups or sink-ins. This is 
anisotropic elastic recovery. This is discussed in detail in section 
4.2.2 but it can be seen to have had no effect on the alu~inium in figure 
2/14,as the interference fringes on the sides of the indentation are 
.straight . If elastic recovery had occurred,they would be curved because 
the indentation would have recovered more across its faces than 
along the diagonals (see section 2.3.2). 
Indentations made in alnnst any ducti·le or semi-brittle single 
crystal exhibit rays of dislocations which radiate from the contact point in 
specific crystallographic directions. These can be revealed by etching, 
whereby the etch . pits form a 'rosette' surrounding the indentation. This 
has been perforrred for silver crystals by Chen and Hendrickson (1973). 
Alternatively, the dislocation rays can be observed by transmission electron 
• 
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Figure 2/15 
Optical micrograph of a 1000 gf. 
Vickers indentation on the (001) 
surface of an MgO single crystal. 
325x-
Note the slip steps along (010) 
directions and the cracks along 
<110) directions • 
Figure 2/16 
SEM micrograph of a 300 gf. 
Vickers indentation on the (001) 
surface of a freshly cleaved MgO 
single crystal. 
0 lOOOx 75 tilt, 30kV 
Note the pile-ups in addition to 
the slip steps and cracks. 
Figure 2/17 
SEM micrograph of a 100 gf. 
Vickers indentation in a single 
crystal of LiF on the (001) 
surface. 
220x 75° tilt, 30kV 
Note the (110) cracks and the 
slight pile.:.up . 
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microscopy (TEM) (e .,g, Leiko et al., 1977). These investigations show that 
both dislocation slip towards the surface (in silver · and :rolybdenum) 
and prisrratic punching of dislocation loops (in rrolybdenum) can acconmodate 
material displaced by the indenter. 
The-study on silver shois that the~e is a pronounced indentation size 
effect on both the hardness and the relative rosette size in this rr:aterial, 
Srmller indentations cause lower hardnesses to be ireasured and have 
proportionally longer dislocation rays associated with them, but no 
explanation was advanced for this behaviour, 
Indentation Plasticity in Semi-Brittle Crystals 
Plastically formed indentations and dislocation etch pit rosettes 
are easily observed in semi-brittle materials because of the sinplicity 
of preparing clean, non-workhardened surfaces by cleaving or mechanical 
polishing (e.g. Keh 1960, Burnand 1972), TEM observations have also been 
made of the dislocations in rrany brittle and semi-brittle solids, e.g. 
MgO (Velednitskaya et al.1975), Al2o3 (e.g. Hockey 1973), Si (e.g. Hu 
1975) and SiC (e. g, Hockey et al.1978), These naterials form plastic 
indentations by the operation of primary dislocation slip and secondary 
plast,ici ty nechanisrrs, which may be slip on secondary slip systems or a 
variety of IIDre unusual roochanisr,B (see section 2, 2, l), The secondary 
mechanisms are presuned to operate because,in semi-brittle naterials, 
primary slip cannot accomrrodate the arbitrary strain irrposed by the indenter 
(see section 2,3,2). 
Prirrary Slip in Halite Structure Crystals 
The dominant and nost obvious deformation rrechanism in halite 
structure crystals is primary slip on the f 110) (110) slip system, The 
geometry of dislocation loops on the slip planes has been studied in detail 
by many researchers for . NaCl, LiF and MgO, It has been observed that, 
depending on the orienta.tion of the particular {110] slip plane with respect 
to the surface of the crystal, the loops son:etines surround the indentation 
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and sometimes do not .(Nadgornii and Stepanov .1963, Patel and Sutaria 1971) . 
The length~ of the dislocation rays on the ~lip planes at 90° to the 
surface are usually shorter than those rays on slip planes at 45° to the 
surfa·ce, but not always, and the relative lengths of the rays depends on 
the homologous tenperature, the load, and the indentation rate (Boyarskaya 
and Grabko 1973, Pantle and 11Irty 1974). 
The diversity of dislocation _ geonetry on just the six [110} slip 
planes is further complicated by the presence of cracks on the[1.10J planes 
perpendicular to the indented surface (see figures 2/15 and 2/16) which 
occur in the harder crystals (e. g, UgO and x-irradiated LiF), These cracks 
are nucleated* by dislocation reactions (Keh 1960) and they can be seen 
in figures 2/15 and 2/16 to extend to the exact limit of the area covered by 
the slip steps parallel to {010] directions, These slip steps are caused 
by slip on the [llo] planes at 45° to the surface, Figure 2/15 shows four 
other snall cracks,also roughly parallel to [11~, and two more of the sane 
type can be seen in figure 2/16. These appear to be related to the 
subsurface lateral cracks (white areas in figure 2/15), However, it should 
be noticed that no cracks are observed on {lOOJ planes, the normal cleavage 
planes for halite structure crystals. 
Figure 2/16 shows the surface topography effects V!.hich cause 
orientation-dependent 'barrelling' and 'starring' of indentations in halite 
structure crystals in the sane way that they are caused in ductile metal 
crystals. This has been observed in LiF as well as in MgO (see figure 2/17 · 
in which the indentation is orientated to produce, a starred indentation). 
The cracking and pile-up are less pronounced than in MgO, and no slip steps 
-
are visible, but the deformation clearly has .the same geoIIBtry as that 
shown in figure 2/18, which is from Arrrstrong and Wu' s paper (1978) in 
which the detailed dislocation 100vements causing the pile-ups and surface 
. grooves are described. (Figure 4/40 in section 4~5.3 shows the effect of 
temperature on the surface topography in MgO.) · 
*Footnote: The cracks are presuired to grow according to the theories of 
~-indentation· fracture mechanics XLawn and Swain 1975). 
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Figure 2/ 18 (from Armstrong and Wu (1978)) 
Diagrams of indentations in 1~0 showin~ the dislocation rays, 
slip steps, cracks and the process whereby surface topography 
affects the shapes of the indentations. 
Secondary Slip in Halite Structure Crystals 
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In halite structure crystals,high ionic polarisibility and high 
ho!IDlogous tenperatures encourage slip on the {100] (110) slip system 
(Gilman 1959 , Hulse et al.1964) . In MgO,the critical resolved shear stress 
(CRSS) for yield on the secondary slip system is about 100 tirres that on 
the primary slip system at room temperature, i.e. 0.09 Tm (Hulse et al. 
1964 ) and {100] <110) dislocations a r e not observed around i ndentations 
* e i ther by etch pitting (Burnand 1972) or by TEM (Velednitskaya et al.1975 ). 
However , at _ 1600°C (0.59 Tm), the CRSS is only twice as great as that of the 
pr imar y slip s ystem (Hulse e t al . 1964) and 1 i n fact , gene r a l ductility is 
observed in MgO s ingl e crys tals above O. 43 Tm ( Day and Sto.kes 1964) s i nce 
*Footno t e : Veledni tskaya et al. claim to have observe d f100J <110) 
dislocations beneath indentations,but close examination of the ~tructure 
of the edge dislocations in their critical micrograph reveals that it has 
been misorientated by 45° with respect to the other TEM micrographs . 
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at these terrperatures,diffusion-controlled creep mechanisms become 
important. Below 800 C 0 (0.34 Tm), there are no creep mechanisms active in 
bulk MgO, and it is even irrpossible for slip bands on two [1103 planes at 
90° to one another to interpenetrate (Day and Stokes 1964). However, slip 
on {100Jplanes nay be facilitated beneath indenters by the high hydro-
-static p iessure. Pressures in excess of 0.6 GPa have been observed to 
make general plasticity possible in polycrystalline A!g() at room 
temperatures (Auten and Radcliffe 1976). The machanism of this effect is 
thought to be easier slip on [loo]planes caused by compression of the 
dislocation cores (Haason 1974). However, slip nucleated cracking (as 
around indentations)limits the ductility of polycrystals even at 1.0 GPa. 
The hydrcstatic pressures beneath indentations are probably of the 
same order as the hardness, which for 1~0 at room temperature is about 
8 GPa,and such a high pressure may make non-slip plasticity mechanisns 
prnsible (see below). Nevertheless, there is indirect evidence for the 
occurrence of {100} (110) slip in MgO at room terrperature from the study 
of hardness anisotropy and anomalous indentation creep (see below). 
Zaitsev et al,(1977) have ireasured a higher flow stress in 
hydrostatically conpressed NaCl,and cross slip on (100J and {111] slip 
planes has been observed in NaCl at room telI!)erature by TEM (Strunk 1975, 
1977), presumably because,although pressurisation increases the flow stress, 
the increase is less for secondary slip systems than for the 
primary slip systems. 
Hardness Anisotropy and Indentation Creep Evidence for Secondary Slip 
The results of Brookes et al.(1975) on the inversion of the hardness 
anisotropy in alkali halides at high homologous temperatures and long 
indentation times weresu~marised in section 2.3.3. The high tenperature/ 
long dwell time anisotropies are typical of those observed in n:a.terials 
in which {100J <tfo> is the primary slip system (e. g. PbTe - Gilman (1959)). 
Although etch pitting showed no trace of [100] (110) slip for the 
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high temperature/long dwell time indentations, it is thought that secondary 
slip may occur only in a localised zone directly beneath the indenter. This 
can be compared with the situation forot.-SiC,where [11003 (1120> slip is 
known to control the hardness anisot r opy on foool.1 surfaces (Adewoye 1976, 
Sawyer 1979, Sawyer et al,1979), but etching reveals no rosette at all 
{Adewoye and Page 1976), Therefore,the tendency towards the inversion of 
the anisotropy for long indentation times indicates that secondary slip 
on [100] (1 Io) occurs in MgO at room temperature·; despite the lack of 
direct observational evidence. 
Crowdionic Diffusion 
The very high hydrostatic pressures and shear stresses beneath 
indenters can approach phase transformation pressures and the theoretical 
strength of of solids (see section 2.2.1). These unusual plasticity 
mechanisms are likely to affect the magnitude, but not the anisotropy, of 
the hardness if no significant crystallographic channellipg of point defect 
diffusion occurs. Such a mechanism has been proposed for A~O by 
Velednitskaya et al,(1975) who observed cathodoluminescence surrounding 
indentations which they claimed was not due to dislocations. A similar 
'crowdionic diffusion' nechanism has also been proposed to explain the 
formati on of plastic i ndentations in Al2o3 (Rozhanskii et al.1970), 
Indentation and Rosette Size Effects 
Since the identity of the primary active slip system and the 
geometry of the dislocation loops ar ound . indentations are well known 
for halite structure crystals, it is surprising that the !elationships 
·-between the dimensions of the dislocation ·rays, the sizes of the -
indentations, the neasured hardnesses and the critical r esolved shear 
stresses (for prinary slip) are still unclear. 
Firstly, the relationship between t he diameter of the etch pit 
rosette e xte nding in (.UO> directions on (001) planes and the size of the 
indentation will be considered, A nicrograph of such a rosette is shown in 
figure 2/19. 
· J 
Figure 2/19 
SEM micrograph of a 5 gf. 
Vickers indentation in LiF 
etched to display the etch 
pit rosette. 
3000x 30kV, 30° tilt 
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It is not known whether the dislocations in the rays exert a 
significant back stress on the indenter when it is loaded, and hence 
whether the dislocation mobility along the rays determines the hardness, or 
whether the size of the indentation is almost entirely controlled by 
mechanisms directly beneath the indenter (which would involve secondary 
m echanisns in addition to primary slip), If secondary nechanisns are 
inportant, then the rosette size and the measured hardness should be fairly 
independent and the ratio of the rosette diameter (D) to the indenter 
diameter (d) can be expected to vary over a wide range for different 
crystals, T'{aturally, since the dislocations in the rays accomnodate naterial 
displaced by the indenter, the sizes of the rosette and the indentation 
will never be completely independent. 
In any one type of crystal, the size of the indentation can be varied 
by changing (a) the load on the indenter, (b) the orientation of the 
indenter on the crystal, or (c) the 'intrinsic ' hardness of the crystal . 
This latter quantity may be varied by changing the proport~ons of solute 
elements, by irradiation hardening (either by electronic damage, or by 
electronic and displacement damage), or by changing the dislocation density. 
Any of the above treatments can be used to investigate the relationship 
between the rosette size and the indentation size, and hence to investigate 
the relative importance of the dislocation rays and the n:echanisns operating 
only beneath the indenter. 
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Figure 2/21 
Diagram of an indentation 
and rosette showing the 
lengths mentioned in the 
text. 
Burke and Auckland (1978) have examined the effects of orientation, 
load and ir:adiation hardening on the ratio D/d (dis the arithrretic mean 
of the two diagonal measurerrents of an indentation, Dis similarly defined), 
The results of the irradiation hardening experinent (Cr K~ x-rays were 
used) are shown in figure 2/20, It appears that there is no simple 
r elationship between 'd' and 'D' for the effects of orientation and load 
( 10 gf. to 100 gf.), but there appears to be a linear relationship for 
different degrees of irradiation hardening. 
Savenko and Shchukin (1976) also found a lack of proportionality 
between 'd' and 'D', but found a constant ratio between the indentation 
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s ize and the width (.x) of the dislocation rays for indentations made over 
a range of loads in both NaCl and LiF. This is not surprising,as the 
width is closely related to the caliper diameter of the indentation in 
t he direction of the ray (see figure 2/21}. Conversely, Varchenya et al. 
( 1970) found that the d/D ratio rerrained constant in LiF for indenter loads 
b Etween 1 gf. and 20 gf. 
,n 
Clearly, there is scope for a systerfnatic investigation to be made 
of the relative sizes of indentations and rosettes in alkali halides 
by means of the rrethods suggested above. The estimates of the relative 
significance of the primary and secondary plasticity mechanisms, which 
could be derived from such an investigation, are not readily obtainable by 
any other rrethod. This is further discussed in section 4,5. 3·. 
Rosette Size and CRSS for Primary Slip 
Whatever the relationships between deformation under the indenter 
and the propagation of dislocations along the rays, it is clear that the 
length of the ray will depend on the mobility of dislocations on the 
primary slip system. 
Hopkins et al,(1973), using doped KCl, found an inverse 
proportionality between the ray length and the CRSS for prirrary slip. 
However , this held only for the harder, nore heavily doped, crystals, and 
the nore conplex relationship for the softer crystals was interpreted as 
being due to subg:rain boundaries, or other macroscopic defects, on a larger 
scale than that of the doping ions, This could, perhaps, be further 
investigated by measuring the indentation size effect on the rosette size. 
Davidge (1967) found that there was a direct proportionality between 
CRSS and ferric ion content in iron doped .Jl gO and that the relationship 
between CRSS and ray l ength was monotonic , though not linear , and that 
even the l ~(CRSS)/ /.g(ray length) relationship was not linear over the whole 
r ange . 
Thus , me as ure m:mts of the r osette size can be used to naasur e the CRSS, 
but only if the effect has been calibrated first. 
2.4 .2 ?~croh~r dness Aniso t~opr ?~dels 
Any moc_e l which c2.n p r edict hardness anisotropy must exar..line 
the effect of the orientation of t he indente r on the shear stress 
resolved onto all the possible active slip systems in the material. 
If all the slip systems have a low resolve d shear s tress then that 
indenter orientation is ~redicted to be hard, Unfortunately t here 
are no e xact descriptions of t he stress fields beneat h real ~yra~ idal 
indenters and so a s~nplified a~proxi~ation for t he ~tress fie l d has to 
be used, \'lonsiewwicz and Chin ( 1973) calculated the stress for a 
s i mp lified incienter (a wedge) whereas Brookes, 0 1 :Jeill, and Redfern 
(1971) assumed a simplified stress state next to the indenter and 
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included an extra constraint factor to allow for some of the i operfections 
of this simplification. 
In order to resolve stresses onto the slip sy,stems t !1e material 
next to the indenter is assume<.: not to rot3.te during indentation ( C:.erk 
a lso assumed this in his derivation of equation 2,l,3c) even though 
the model of Brookes et al (the e ffective resolved shear stress, or 
ERSS model) then goes on to use tl::e degree to 17hic'!:J. t he material is 
lef t fre e to rotate as a para~eter. 
The t wo ty9es of model will be described a nd conclusions drawn 
from the comparison . 
The Cylindrically Symrretric Model 
Wonsi ~wicz and Chin's analysis likens a Knoop indenter to a 
wedge with the same included angle (25°) and assumes that the stress 
fie ld is the s ame as that s urroun ding aP-/ expandi ng cylindrical cavity 
(Hirst and Howse, 1969 ), No illowanc e is made for t he fact t hat there 
is a f ree surface bisecting the cylinder and t here fore it is i mp licit 
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that the expected hardness anisotropy will be only direction 
dependent, thit is the same hardness will be ,redicted if the lon g 
axis of the indenter is along [uvv.,J, whicl.12ver of the planes in that 
zone is the surface being indented, This corroborates with the 
ei1)erimenta.l data for Al single crystals (Garfinkle and Garlick, 1968) 
and for SrF2 , BaF2 , NaCl, and Aicl (Chin et al, 1972, 1973) and, 
perhaps, for Cr and V (Alexander and Carlson, 1969) but not with the 
data for the basal plane of hexagonal metals (Brookes et al, 1971). 
The model calculates the work required for the deformation of 
each volume element to a strain which is related to the average 
shear strain on a slip system by the Taylor factor ( !•:); this is in 
turn calculated using the minirr.um work analysis of Bishop and Hill 
(1S51). To do this a function representing the work hardening ~f the 
is required and the Hollomon relation: 
er= K' I\. . £. 
2.4.2a 
is used, The expected Knoop hardness number is then proportional to 
the average work integrated over all the volume elements: 
~/z. 
KHN = K. Yv r n'+"'(e) .d..e 
J'l1/2. 
2,4,2b 
Using the two parameters 'K' acd 'n~ very good fits to the data from 
Al single crystals can be achieved with this met hod, however, the 
value of the work hardening exponent. (n) thus obtained is found to 
be too high when compared with the stress-strain curve for Al, This 
is not surp~ising as the Hollomon relation is well known (Reed-Hill, 
1973; Sargent, 1976) to be extremely unstable in 'n' with respect to 
very small prestrains in the test r,:aterial ,, However, by tak ing work-
-hardening into account,this model supp lies a parameter (n) which can 
be used to give a measure of the model's reliability by compar ing it 
with an independently derived value, 
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The Effective Res olved She ar Stress Models 
These mode ls are derived by cons idering a loade d indenter , 
s t a tionary with re spect to t he crys t a l , f~r which 
. 
-~I, edges and tip on th~ p l as tici ty arc negl ~ le with 
t he eff e cts of its 
res9 ect to t he effects 
of its f a c e ts • Thus the model situa tion is a vertically- loa ded stationary inclined plane in a perfect crystal, considering each fac e t individually, , To t h i s loaded p lane the~are t wo reaction force s in the crys tal: a 
f rictional tensile force parallel to the facet plane, and a compressive 
f orce normal to it . Either, or both , ( Garfinkle and Gulick 1968, Calder 
a nd Arn~trong 1973) 1 of these iorces are then resolved onto the slip 
systewE in the crystal and then the calculation is repeated for the other f acet planes and for all indenter orientations. Those orientations where 
t here is a high resolved shear stress on one of the slip systerrs are 
predicted to be softer than those where the resolved shear stresses are all l ow, However , there are various methods which can be used to combine the effects of the indenter facets together and this has been reviewed by 
Arnell (1974) , 
The mode l is modified if t he resolved shear stress on each slip 
system is multiplied by a constra int f actor , whose nmgnitude depends 
on t he r e lative ori entations of t he i ndent e r facet and the s lip syste m, 
and this eff ective resolved s hear s tress (ERSS) i s t h en used, as above, 
to 9r edict t he har dnes s anisot ro~y. The reason for i nt r oduci ng this 
constraint factor i s to allow for the cons traint s on t he p l astic 
deformation produced by t he pres ence of the i nde nter (Dani e l s a nd Dunn, 
1949) and a l so to introduce a bias i n f avour of t hose slip systenIB 
wh ich transport mat eria l towards t h e s ur fac e ( Br 6okes et a l , 1971). 
Fo r met a ls which f orm p ile- ups such 2. bias i s reasonab l e but 
for elastic/plastic solids one would expect the Radial Disp l acement 
Eode l t o be more approp r iate (see 2, 1,2 ) , and one v1oul d a l s o exr,ect a 
compressive-force based model t o be more accurat R than one based cin 
I 
I 
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tensile forces. Nevertheless, although the nodel of Brookes et al, is 
based on terisile ~orces, it is very successful in predicting the hardness 
a nisotropy on 1!g0, Al20:3, SiC (to a degree, see below) and LiF as well as 
MnS, NaCl, Al, Cu, W, Nb, V, Cr, Ti, Zr, Mg, Zn and Co. Thus the sane 
theory, based on tensile stresses and on the prerrdse that displacerr€nts 
will be surface-directed and not radial, predicts the hardness anisotropies 
of both elastic/plastic and fully-plastic materials. Hence the conclusion 
can be drawn that the radial displacerrent rrodel is not applicable to even 
the stiffest elastic/plastic solids if they are single crystals. 
The stresses in the nodelled zone beneath indenters are possibly 
compressive, despite the success of the model of Brooks et al.,Arnell 
(1974) has obtained a better fit for the anisotropy in Co with a rrodel 
based on compressive stresses and clairrs that experirrents on twinning in 
Zn show that the stresses are compressive in reality. This indicates that 
the success of the ERSS rrodel based on tensile forces alone may be 
fortuitous and that if the phenomena of yield, flow, work-hardening and a 
different type of constraint factor were taken into account, a compressive 
3tress based r.10del may prove to be rrore accurate, However, at present there 
is no obvious method either for measuring the stresses directly or for 
extending the model to include yield and flow effects. The constraint 
factor and the effect of work-hardening will be discussed below. 
ERSS lbdels: Constraint Factors 
The constraint function of the ERSS mode l has a single value 
which is dependent on the relative orientation of t wo cartes ian · 
coordinate systems: that of the indenter (C1 ) and that of the crys tal 
(C2 ) . The relationship between t wo such sy~tems i s conventionally 
described by the transformation( ~ ) of one system into the other by 
successive rotations about three axes by three an~les (tho Euler angles). 
These rotations rmst be done in s equence otherv.rise the orientation ls 
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ambiguous (Matthews and Walker 1973), Thus: 
= 2,4,2c 
and MSN' J1sD and A~ are defined below. 
Consider the cylinder of material parallel to the steepest line(!) 
in the facet of the indenter (see figure 2/22), !! is in the facet and 
parallel to the surface of the material, G is perpendicular to Kand~. If 
initially AR is parallel to !!, SD parallel to Q and ~ is parallel to !, 
then first rotate the slip system axes about! by o<1 , then rotate about the 
SD axis (wl1ich has moved from G) by o<i. , and finally rotate about sn 
by 0<.i, t><. 1 1 C><-1. and. CX..> now unambiguously describe the orientation 
relationship and are suitable para.meters to be used in the formulation 
of the constraint function. However, in the general case these angles 
are difficult to calculate, since none of the angles marked on figure 2/22 
are Euler angles. 
Figure 2/22 
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There are several conditions which app ly to any constraint factor 
(even before such thing~ a.s pile-up and radial displacenents are 
considered): firstly, is the slip centrosymmetric? That is, is (hkl) 
[uvw] slip exactly the same crystallographically as ( bl;: l) [i:ivw] slip ? 
Clearly, if the cryst2.l has no centre of synm1etry then the slip direction 
may be (but not necessarily) polar (Gay, 1972). HoV1ever, there is no 
evidence that the critical resolved shear stress for yield of any slip 
system in any material is affected by the crystal's polarity in this 
nanner; neither is there evidence to the contrary, as no experiments to 
test this hypothesis appear to have been perforreed. If one assumes that 
plasticity is centrosy.rmnetric, even in acentric crystals, then the 
constraint factor will also be syr:metrical vdth respect to the intervals 
Oto 90 degrees and 180 to 90 degrees, nevertheless, the full range 
0 to 180 degrees must be used v:hen calculating the constraint factor to 
prevent ambiguity in the orientation relationship. The centrosymmetric 
assumption has been implicit in the constraint factors or Daniels and 
Dunn and of Brookes et al. and this may be why the ERSS model has never 
been extended to twinning and kinkin~ rr,echanisEJS; because these mechanisms 
are always acentric, and the effect of this on the constraint factor has 
not been recognised, 
The second general condition is that the gradient of the constraint 
f mction (CF) would not be reasonably expected to be discontinuous 
anywhere, for any of its parametrical angles, Thus a boundary condition 
on the constraint function (CF) would be: 
ES£_1 = 0 0( 0(-~ 
.2. 4.2d 
where ~ is arbitrarily small and o<. represents any and all of the . 
parametrical angles. Therefore any function which can be expressed as a 
Fourier series in 3 dimensions over the range 0°to 90° (or, for acentric 
mechanisms, 0° to . 180 ° ) for the three Euler angles, would be a s11i table 
contraint function, 
Now, it will be shown below that the e xact form of the CF on the 
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predicted hardness anisotropy is relatively unimportant compared with its 
boundary conditions. This is fortunate as these boundary conditions are 
more easily visualised than the .CF itself, Neither of the two sets of 
conditions that will now be described is unambiguous, in that quite 
different orientations of the indenter to the crystal have the sane CF 
value, therefore they will be described in the sarre terms as used by their 
authors, rather than by using the Euler angles. Figure 2/22 shows the 
coordinate system of the slip system: SN is the slip plane normal, ~ is 
the slip direction and AR is the axis of rotation of the slip system, at 
right angles to SN and SD. Vector _2, which is the direction of the 
compressive stress, is not shown, but is is perpendicular to f and!!, 
pointing out from the indenter, The angles used by Daniels and Dunn, and 
Brookes et al., are marked on the diagram. 
It IIUst be renEnbered that the constraint factor merely modifies the 
resolved shear stress (RSS) and that when this is zero, the value of the 
CF does not affect the predicted hardness anisotropy. The RSS is zero when 1J or A equals 90°. 
RSS = (L/A),cos pj ,cos A 2.4,2e 
where Lis the load on the cylindrical elerrent and A is its cross-sectional 
area (see figure 2/22). 
Daniels and Dunn used a CF with boundary conditions : 
CF= o (maximum constraint, EP.SS=O) :'hen f = 90t> and 
CF = 1 (minimum constraint, BP.SS=?sSS) when</'= o0 • · 
I) 
. 
• They argued · that then f =O there was no constraint on the rotation 
of the slip system,as deformation proceeded,about its axis AR, whereas 
when 'f =906 , the ~.xis AR was perpendicular. to the facet of the indenter 
and the slip system could not rotate, 
This n~y be visualised nore easily if two more elerrents are 
considered: parallel cylinders,exactly like that shown in figure 2/22, 
placed either side, with the same!! and parallel F vectors. There will 
be high constraint on material being displaced sideways, into one of the 
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adjacent cylinders, and less constraint on material being displaced 
outwards and upwards, towards trre surf~ce (assuming the formation of 
surface pile-ups}, When f is near 90° , rraterial is be ing rotated into 
neighbouring elements, when 'f' is 0° , material is displaced upwards. 'l'his 
constraint factor is shown e)(f)licitely in equation 2,4,2f, 
CF = cosy, 2,4,2f 
Brookes et al, found that the Daniels and Dunn model was incomplete 
because dislocations were observed on slip planes in 1!g0 for orientations 
of the indenter where the Daniels and Dunn model predicted a zero ERSS, 
Therefore Brookes et al, modified the CF such that a finite ERSS was 
predicted for the relevant slip planes, 
Brookes et al. used the boundary conditions: 
D o CF= 0 (maximum constraint, ERSS=O) when t =O (which makes f =80) and 
CF = 1 (minimuu1 constraint, ERSS=RSS) when f'. =O~ (~ ~ Y-=0°) 
Thus Daniels and .Dunn's criteria are retained, but the degree of freedom 
for the condition of maximum constraint is reduced such that it is only 
attained when .the slip direction is parallel to the horizontal in the 
facet of the indenter(~). This is because if i exceeds O then the slip 
plane can rotate even when ;f is close to 90 , However , if the situation 
where both~ and fare close to 90 is visualised, the CF takes a .value 
· close to 0,5 but the ira.terial can still only rotate into neighbouring 
cylindrical elezrenta, This apparent defect of the constraint factor of 
Brookes et al . has little impact on ~he predicted hardness anisotropy 
because,in such a position,the RSS is close to zero (Sawyer 1979, Brookes 
1979). However, Burnand (1972) found slip on planes in MgO for whi ch the 
predicted ERSS (using Brookes' CF) was zero , therefore this CF is no 
better than that of Daniels and Dunn , apart from its errpirical success 
for a wide range of nnterials, The analytic description of the CF used by 
Brookes et al, is given in equation 2,4 ,2g, 
CF = !( cos r + sin"() 2,4,2g 
Here I will suggest boundary conditions which are appropriate for 
a model based on centrosymtn9tric slip. If they were to be incorporated into 
a program to make hardness anisotropy predictions they should be expressed 
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in terrrs of Euler angles, and the analytic forITRilation, from the boundary 
conditions given, would not be as simple as that of the Daniels and Dunn, 
and of Brookes et al •. 
1. For the constraint due to the static presence of the indenter:-
a) low constraint when the slip direction is parallel with the indenter 
facet, 
b) high constraint when the slip direction is directed towards, or away 
from, the indenter facet, i.e. parallel t6 B• 
2. For constraint due to adjacent elements:-
a) low constraint when the axis of rotation is parallel to the facet 
horizontal!!, 
b) high constraint when the axis of rotation is perpendicular to the 
facet horizontal H (these are Daniels and Dunn's criteria), 
3, For constraint due to preference for the formation of pile-ups rather 
than for the displacerrent of naterial radially:-
a) low constraint when the axis of rotation is parallel to!!, 
b) high constraint when the axis of rotation is parallel to!• 
These constraints are appropriate for both tensile- and compressive-
stress based nodels, or for models which use a mixture of corrpressive and 
tensile stresses (e.g. ArnBtrong and Raghuram 1973). 
It can be seen that once the boundary conditions have been decided 
upon, the exact formulation of the CF itself is somewhat arbitrary ; 
generally there are an infinite our.her of Fourier series which will fit 
the boundary conditions. Daniels and Dunn, and Brookes et al. used the 
simplest forrrulation, However, if several functions are used, it is 
possible to exandne the stability of the whole rrodel with respect to small 
changes in the CF, I suggest that if wildly different hardness anisotropies 
are predicted -using slightly different CFs for a particular slip system -
indentation section geometry, then the nodel's predictions should be 
treated with great suspicion as, after all, the "real" form of the CF is 
unknown. Conversely, if several different CFs produce predictions which are 
closely in agreenent, then they can be used with a corresponding degree of 
confidence . 
Different constraint functions have been used to predict the hardness 
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6. SO' ~-
Figure 2/23 
anisotropy on the basal plane of°' SiC single crystals, all the CFs satisfy 
the boundary conditions of Brookes et al. 
CF( 1) = Hcos if' + sin 'I) 6. 2.4.2h 
CF(2) = 1/J+ Hcos tf' + . sin1'*t) V 2.4.2i 
CF(3) = Hcos4 Y, + sinlti) 0 2.4.2j 
CF(4) = Hcosftf + silltt) D 2.4.2k 
r and '( in figure 2/23, 
These four functions ar. e plotted against tV 
the syrrbol_s next to the equations and the figures serve to identify the 
predicted hardness anisotropies in figure 2/24, 
The ERSS model has been revised using the ideas of Arnell (1974) 
concerning the roothod by which the calcul~ted constraints on the slip 
systems due to each of the four facets of the indenter are rrerged to 
produce a predicted hardness anisotropy Th" . . . . . • is revised model ( the program is 
listed 1n appe d" I) nix produces a value 'f' for h . . eac orientation of the 
indenter on the surface of the crystal, 
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From equations 2,4,2e and 2,4,2h to k, 'F.' is defined for the i'th 
. l 
facet of the indenter, for a particular constraint factor, by: 
2.4,2-{ 
An ERSS value is calculated for each facet of the indenter using this 
equation then, assuming equal strains under each facet of the indenter and 
no work hardening, the pressure acting over the indenter (the hardness) is 
proportional to the sum of the stresses over the four facets: 
H 2,4,2m 
But, for yield beneath the indenter facets to occur, the ERSS must equal 
t te CRSS on the relevant slip system(s). Thus, frorr equation 2,4,2l: 
!:i = 
A 
Therefore: 
H 
and defining 'f' by: 
· f = 
CRSS 
Ji' • 
1 
CRSS, 
2,4,2n 
~ 2.4.20 
i=l 
2,4.2p 
gives a proportionality between the hardness and the geometrical factor 
'f I: 
H 0( CRSS,f 2 , 4 , 2q 
and 'f' is calculated for each slip system, for each crystal section and 
for every orientation of the indenter on that section, 
If yield and flow on indentation occurs only on the prinnry slip 
system (the one assumed by the model), with no work-hardening, then the 
measured hardness for any orientation wou~d be expected to be directly 
proportional to 'f' for that orientation, Predicted Knoop 'f' anisotropies 
for the [0001} surface of 6H rxSiC (see Ramsdell ( 1947) for the notation 
system for SiC polytypes) are shown in figure 2/24 for four possible slip 
systems using all the :four constraint. factors described above ( figure 2/23), 
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Sawyer's results for the experirrental hardness -anisotropy are shown in 
figure 2/25 and will be compared with the predicted hardness anisotropies. 
The predictions using the pyramidal slip system, (slip on the [33011 and 
[1Iol} planes) can be seen to be much more unreliable than those 
on the basal and prismatic planes as a nuch greater range in 'f' values 
for different CFs is predicted for the pyramidal slip systenE, Comparing 
the prisrratic slip . and basal slip predictions with the experimental results 
it can be seen that prismatic slip probably dorninates the anisotropic 
deformation rrechanisrrs when o< SiC is indented on the basal plane, Without 
using the different CFs, one might have been able to conclude that any 
slip of the type [hhOiJ <1120) was responsible; in fact, this is still the 
correct interpretation as the unreliability of the nDdel for pyrarr~dal 
slip does -not rooan that those slip systems do not operate in reality. 
The operative slip systems for indentation on the prismatic planes 
of 6H SiC are thought to be both [0001J <1~20> and f 1 fooJ .(1120) , but they 
operate for different orientations of the indenter , This has enabled an 
estimate to be made (Sawyer, Sargent and Page_ 1979) of the relative 
critical resolved shear stresses on these two systems. Basal slip is 
tlnught to have a CRSS between 1,2 and 2,1 titJEs that for prisn:atic slip 
(Sawyer, Sargent and Page 1979) , 
ERSS t.'.odels: Work-Hardening 
The ERSS model was orig inally de~ised without any consideration 
of the work hardening which usually accompanies indentation, Calder 
and Armstrong (1 973) put forward the suggestion that a degree of work 
hardening was equivalent to an increase in the critical resolved 
shear stress and was, itself, dependent on the relative orientations 
of the indenter and the slip system: 
KHN (CRSS + wht) o<.. ~·~~ 
whereas Arnell used: 
KHN 
2,4,2r. 
2,4,2s 
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and considered that the work hardening term (wht) was probably only 
weakly dependent on orientation as the work hardening of single crystals 
(assuming stage III slip) is very similar for different orientations. 
Ee considered that work hardening would increase the hardness in all 
indenter orientations and thus would decrease the magnitude of the 
anisotropy, Conversely, equation 2.4,2r indicates that even 
if whi itself is independent of orientation, it will nevertheless 
increase the n:agnitude of the hardness anisotropy, 
The reason why these altern2.tive formulations were put forward is 
easy to see, Arnell found t hat the theory ( without work hardening) 
predicted a larcer anisotropy than he observed in Co, whereas Calder 
and Armstrong found that the . theory predicted a snnller anisotropy 
(by 50 or BO~ ) than they observed in Ni, Al, Cu, and Fe-Si3~. However, 
-tJ..k" ho., 
there is a real difference between 2,4,2r and s, in~t he formei the 
CRSS for each slip system is replaced by (CTISS + wht), whereas in the 
latter the amount of hardening under each facet of the indenter is 
assumed to be independent of both the yield stress (CRSS) under that 
facet and the yielclin~ and work lrn.rdenine- under t he re j~,aining facets, 
Thus Calder and Arrrstrong's theory (eqn.2 , 4.2r) makes more sense, with the 
proviso that Arnell is probably correct (eqn , 2 , 4 . 2s) when he s uggests that 
the wht is not itself dependent on the relative orientations of the 
indenter and th~ slip system, 
Conclusions 
This review of geor:ietrical models of hardness ::i..nisotropy has, so 
far, omitted an important problem; the difficulty of 1-:nowing when a 
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model does adequately des cribe t he data and when it does not, For example, 
Brookes et al.cons idered their effort s successful when they were able 
to predict that t he hardness on the basal p laue of SiC was higher in 
the (1100/ direction t han in t he <1120> direction, t>.n d similarly 1;;ith 
two other pairs of directions on the two prism planes. Later work 
(Sawyer 1979, Sawyer et al. 1979) has shOwn that between these specific 
orientations the anisotropy is corr,plex anc! cannot be expl~ined by 
assuming deform~tion only by a single slip system. 
By using different boundary conditions for the constraint function, 
different hardness anisotropies can be predicted for the sarr!e slip system, 
and by "fine-tuning" the constraint function, within t he sar.i.e boundary 
conditions, it may be possible to produce any "required" prediction 
from any slip system. Then, if the magnitude of t he an isotropy is either 
too large or too sr,all, a "suitable" work hardenin g term could be used 
to make the final fit, 
Thus the mode ls as they stand. now have too many degrees of freedom 
when compared with the sparse e xperimental data, often of dubious 
reiability, available , An aut horitative mode l may eme r ge broadly on the 
lines of t hose de scribed here , but only when researche r s who apprec iate 
the problems of making reliable microharclness rneasuren:ents have 
accunulated a very much l a r ger volume of ·exper i mental data, 
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2. 4. 3 Vickers and Knoop H:udness Anisotropy 
From the arguments presented in the preceeding sections it can be 
seen that although most studies on hardness anisotropy have been done 
using Knoop indenters, the bulk of the work on stress analysis, indentation 
shape and rosette formation have been done for Vickers ind.enters, 
Therefore it is fairly important to know whether the two indenters measure 
the same anisotropy. One would expe"t the Vickers indenter to show a 
smaller magnitude of anisotropy, that is, a smaller fractional difference 
between the hardest and softest directions, because t~e stresses beneath 
Vickers indentPrs are knovm to approximate to a l1e1!1ispherical symmetry 
quite close to the indenter (at least in isotropic materials such as 
steel (Samuels and Bulb.earn (1857 )), The Knoop indenter is closer to a 
wedge shape, and the behaviour beneath the two indenters can be expected 
to be quite different despite the similar angles the indenters' facets 
make with the material's surface: 22°for Vicker's and 25° for Knoop's 
(perpendicular to the long axis),. 
One way of comparing anisotropies measured by the t wo indenters 
is to take the arithmetic mean of the K,1:?-;;" with the KE!T for the orient-
-ation at 90 degrees (figure 2/26): 
+ 
Figure 2/26 
Armstrong and Raghuram (1973) have shown that t his method produces 
identical Vickers and 'pseudo-Vickers' hardness anisotro:9ies for Niohiw11 
single crystals, but does not fit the data for Fe;O as the VPN and 
Kfl_~ anisotropies are 45 degrees out of phase, They explain this as being 
I 
1 , 
I 
1:1 
I' 
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due to the [110] 90 cracks surrounding the Vickers indentations changing 
the stress field to one with significant stresses normal to [110] , 
90 
However, these cracks are nucleated and grow by dislocation reactions (Keh 
1959, 1960) and the reason they do not form around Knoop indentations is 
that, for the sane load, a Knoop indentation is nuch shallower and displaces 
less ~aterial than a Vickers indentation (Burnand 1972), 
It will be shown in section 4.2.3 that the different hardness 
anisotropies measured by the two indenters in MgO are due to the crystal's 
restricted capacity for slip and the different shapes of the two indenters~ 
In some materials the Young's nodulus to yield stress ratio (E/Y) will 
affect the rreasured hardness anisotropy if either the modulus or the yield 
stress is anisotropic, This is the case for orientated polyrreric materials 
Balta-Calleja and Bassett 1977) in which the Vickers and Knoop hardness 
anisotropies are 90° out of phase. The question of the 'correct' hardness 
anisotropy of naterials with orientated microstructures and the problems 
of elastic recovery which affect the In:)asurement will be discussed in 
section 4,2.2 in the light of experinBntal evidence. 
~hile different me t hods cf ne asurin ~ hardness anisotropy are 
be inG discussed 1it is relevent to ment ion scratch har dness testing , 
Hardness anisotropies ~easured by this method are generally not 
centrosymmetric, as they have to be when measured by Vickers or I~noop 
indentation (these indenters have 4mm irnd 2mn plane sy:11u1etry respectively) 
and often the m2.6nituc'.e of scratch anisotropy is :;re2.ter than t'1at 
measured by _indentation, A brief review of the subject and a description of 
a nodel similar to the ERSS nndel for indentation hardness anisotropy is 
given by O'Neill et al.(1973). 
•Footnote: The san~ argument as that presented in section 4,2,3 has, very 
recently, been published by Rickerby (1979), 
2.5 The Indentation Size Effect 
If a continuum n:ode l of plas ticity i s assur:1ed, ie, that t he 
act ivation volur,,es of t ile :) l s.s tici t y are s n;:::tll co11,~,ar ed ,vi t h t he 
size of t he swalles t indentation, then t he equi libr ium pressure on 
inclen t Rtion (the hardness) v.-ould be expected to be t he sar1e for all 
sizes of indent a tions and ~)yr:udda l indenters v.rould be expected to 
produce identically shaped indent ations at all loads ( the Eirp ichev-
-Ki k l aw of similitude, Shoroshov et a l 1977). 
At present all t he quantit a tive mode ls of p lasticity on 
indentation (see section 2.1 ) assume continuum p l as ticit y and are 
ti.1erefore incapab le of describing t he indentation size effect (IS:S) 
except in t he case where it is due to macroscopic superficial layers 
of different har dness from t he bulk mateiial ( s ee 2.5.2 and 2,5.3). 
Spher ical indenters do not preserve geometrical simi larity 
unless sm~ller i ndentations ~re made with c~refully chosen smaller 
radii i nden t ers. tven when t his i s ~one an indentation size effect 
has been shown to exi s t on a very fine s cale (Gane 197 0) and was 
e:;.,.-plained as t eing due t o the lack of mob ile dislocations or easily 
activated sources in the very much smaller stressed volumes used in 
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their work. The softening which might be expected for higher di s locat ion 
densities from this theory was not observed (Gane and Cox, 1970) and 
it is now thought that a thin 'dirt' layer caused the effect, now that 
the work ha~ been repeated in ultra-clean apparat us us ing Auger 
s pectroscopy to check for the presence of surface layers (Pethica , 
1979). 
Sharp pyramidal indenters are generally assumed to induce a 
sufficiently high stress at the tip to nucleate dis locations in 
unfaulted material when loaded to a few grams f orce (to overcome the 
initial elastic contact caused by the finite radius at the tip). Thus 
in the usual microhardness regime the effect of t he density of 
dislocation sources has no rneasureable effect, and the effect of 
increas ing the dislocation density is to increase the hardness 
because of the higher yield stress, 
There are many mechanisms which can be visualised as causing 
an indentation size effect (ISE), Smaller indentations require 
dislocation loops to be more sharply curved, wh ich would increase 
the stress required to propagate them, and the effect of the surface 
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on both elastic and plastic influences on dislocations is proportionately 
smc>.ller for larger indentations. These, and other l!lechanisri1s, ·will 
be discussed below, but first the various ways in which the ISE can 
be quantified will be described so that later discussion be placed 
on a firmer basis. 
2. 5.1 Analytic and Enpirical Functions 
There are two approache·s that can be taken when considering the change 
in the nBasured hardness with decreasing loads, Firstly, that the change is 
real, in that it represents the intrinsic behaviour of the material, or 
secondly, that if some distorting factors are removed, then a 'load 
independent hardness number' can be obtained, In the first case, where 
the effect is assumed to be real, a theory can be devised to explain the 
e ffect (e. g • . that it is due to grain size effects) £!. the best fit 
empirical function can be found, A physical theory can then be looked for 
in terms of that function. In practice, only the second option is possible 
because con~lete quantitative theories for the indentation size effect have 
too many adjustable parameters to be useful. 
The second approach, where the effect is assurred to be due to 
rreasurement problems, is to devise a function in which the measurement 
offset appears as a constant and that function then fitted to the data, 
Therefore the two approaches both lead to the same action: fitting 
analytic functions to indentation load/indentation size data. The empirical 
function which fits nnst of the data well (Burnand 1972) and which rrakes 
no assurrptions about the cause of the ISE is given by equation 2,5,la, 
'l'he best general purpose empirical function describing the ISE 
for pyramidal indenters is: 
n L = a,d 2.5.la 
a, n are constants, Lis the load, .and dis the indentation diagonal. 
This is the 'log-index' relation, sornet irnes called the ":!eyer Law" 
after a similar relationship applicable only to spherical indenters 
where the ISE is caused by work hardening effects (Tabor, 1951), If 
there is no ISE then the parameter 'n' will be exactly equal to 2,0 • 
Note that this is ~n empirical function and thus mJst never be used 
for extrapolation beyond the range of the data, 
Now, if one can introduce extra factors into the function such as 
to retain the fit to the data, but to make 'n' become equal to 2,0, 
then one can look for an explanation to the ISE in t~ese extra factors 
rather than in the rather unmanageable index 'n'. The two equations: 
L = = 2, 5, lb 
L - Lo ;: 2.5.lc 
both achieve this . Equation 2,5,lb (Tarazov and Thibault, 1947) ass~~es 
that the 'real' indentation diagonal length is d2 and that the factor 
'c' is introduced to account for the error in measuring 'd' because 
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of the finite resolving power of the microscope and to allow for 
calibration errors between different microhardness t~sters. Alternatively, 
one can consider ct2 to be the 'origin~!' diagonal length under load, 
and 'c' to be the amount of elastic recovery on unloading in addition 
to the calibration errors, For 2,5,lb to describe the data adequately 
'c' must be the same length over the entire indentation size range and 
material dependent, Tarazov and Thibault had , an ingenious argument, with. 
which I completely disagree, to explain why the elastic recovery should 
be the same over the indentation size range . They say that since the 
shape of the indentation is the same, the stresses at the ends of the 
diagonals will always be the same, and thus the elastic contraction 
at the ends of the diagonals will always be the same, This idea ignores 
the elastic contraction of the rest of the indentation; I believe that 
-1 
I 
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whi lst the contraction may not be exactly in proportion to the size of 
the indentation, because of other ISE mechanisms, it will nevertheless 
be roughly in proportion. 
Equation 2.5,lc introduce s the factor L0 and again there are t wo 
arguments to justify its inclusion.Firstly, the microhardness tester 
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may be badly calibrated .with a discrepancy between the indicated and the 
actual load. Secondly, it has been postulated that the iraperfection at 
the tip of the indenter means that there is an initial load that must 
be applied before the stress will be high enoueh to produce a plastic 
indentation. This may be true for very snall indentations but in most 
s ituations, once plastic flow has begun, surely it is unreasonable to 
e~-pect the exact shape of the tip to continue to affect larger 
indentations. Therefore it does not make sense to identify L0 with this 
minimum indenting load as L0 is applied to correct the entire range of 
indentation sizes. 
These two equations have been tested on results from a range of 
steels and ceramics, using both Vickers and Knoop indenters, by Young and 
Rhee (1978), (They did not use a stati~tical technique for conparing the 
accuracy of the fit for the different functions, as has been suggested by 
Sargent and Page (1978), but instead made estirrates by eye.) When function 
2,5,lc was fitted, L0 was found to be unreasonably large and different for 
different specirrens, b.ut 'c' was found to be a reasonable length for 
elastic recovery, However, Sawyer (1979) found that if the 'elastic 
contraction'. theory were correct, his indentations made using a 100 gf. 
load would have had to have contracted by a third of their total length. 
This is unreasonable. 
-In this thesis I have used function 2.5.la to analyse the data 
from experiments on the ISE for the f ollowing reasons: 
(a) I do not believe the theories which have been applied to the 
other two functions, and if the three functions are judged merely as 
empirical equations then 2.5.la is superior because: 
(b) the ISE index 'n' is dire6tly related to the gradient of the 
load/indentation size relation: 
2.5.ld 
and • n ' is commonly between 1, 8 and 2, 0, though for pure annea l ect 
copper I found it to be 1.5, ac d ~roc':er ant ~il s on (1978) measured it 
t o be about 4 for ~bTe alloys 
(c ) the parameter 'a' in 2,5,la can be used to derive a hardness 
number which is that r..1easured for an indentation of standard size (which 
must be in the experimental range of the data, see 3,2) e.g. with a 
di agonal of 10 microns, whereas all other 'standard' microhardness 
va lues are defined for a particular load eg. lOOgf., which :neans that 
in materials of very different hardness the 'standard' hardness values 
are not comparable because they refer to entirely different size ranges. 
Admittedly the use of an empirical function does not greatly 
i mprove the understanding of the ISE (and even this method is not as 
s traightforward as it might appear, see 3,2) but it is necessary to 
have a consistent method of measuring the Qagnitude of the ISE so that 
the effects of exp'erimental ;r.iarameters ca.n be evaluated, and perhaps, 
better theories can be .developed in the future. 
2, 5,2 Surface Hardening Effects 
7o 
It is clear that the more the hardness of a surface layer differs 
f rom that of the bulk, the greater the indentation size effect (measured by 
t he anount by which the ISE index differs from 2.0, assuming that there are 
no other cauS!9S of the effect) will be, The irrnrediate effect of a solid 
l ayer is the san~ling effect, snnll indentations merely measure the 
hardness of the layer , whereas larger indentations also sample the bulk 
hardness . However , there are secondary effects too, as the presence of the 
s urface or a sur face layer affects the plasticity of the top layer of the 
bu lk material , Thus , even when a macroscopic surface layer is absent , th·er e 
are three components present : the env ironrr.ent (air , some other fluid, or 
vacuum) , the surface-affected zone , and the bulk , These secondar y, or 
I 
I 
environnental, effects on the surface plasticity. are present in all 
materials and are cor;:q:ilex and poorly understood (see figure 2/27), 
Environr..ent Env ironment 
Surf a ce Layer 
Layer Affected Zone Surface Affected Zone 
Bulk Plasticity Bulk Plasticity 
Figure 2/27 
Solid Layers 
Surface layers will be present after carburising, decarburising, 
ni triding, ion-i@plantation or a wide variety of trea trt,ents; oxides are 
always present on rDetals unless cleaned in ultra-high vacuuP-1 and checked 
with Au ger elect r c~ Sfactroccopy (Fethica, 1r 72). ~ark har dened layers 
are produced ty &r indini , vear, or ?Olishing of nearly all materials and 
thi s can be illustrated by selected area channelling patterns of the 
surface. This was perforrred on mechanically polished MgO to check that no 
such layer was present (Sargent and Page 1978), In glasses, stressed 
surface layers of different density from the bulk can be produced by ion-
exchange or l~aching ( Marshall and Lawn 1977) or by differential cooling 
from the melt , However, internal stresses in a surface layer make the 
indentation microhardness test unreliable, b~t if the indentation 
behaviour of the unstressed surface is known, the technique can be used 
to measure these surface stresses ( Hagan et al, 1977). 
The direct effect of a "thicli" (8 micron) surface layer of a 
harder material is showh in figure 2/28 Here the ISE becomes more 
· severe when the loads are increased beyond 50 gf, when the depth of the 
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indentation becon~s rrore than a tenth of the thickness of the layer (even 
the 200 gf. indentation has only a depth of 2,2 pm - Buckle 1973), 
The data for figure 2/28 is given by Buckle, but h.e fitted two straight 
1 mes to the plot, intersecting at the 50 gf , load measurements; here it is 
shown that a snnoth curve fits the data just as well, in agreerrent with 
the results of the rrodel described in section 2,5.3. 
8 ~icron coating of 4000 
TiC on Steel VPN 
3000 Buckle, 1S73 
2000 
10 20 50 100 200 Figure 2/28 
LOAD I gf. 
In this case,the secondary effect of the coating on the plasticity 
of the steel is probably insignificant compared with the primary effect. 
However, when the layer is very thin, as with oxi des on "clean" metal 
surfaces, or when there is no solid surface layer, the secondary effects 
clearly must dominate and this is dealt with in the · following section, 
Surface Plasticity 
Surfaces are structur-ally, chemically and electronically different 
from the bulki the top atomic layer has a lattice parameter normal to 
the surface which i s typically 5% less tha n that of the bult, there may 
be dang ling bonds or different chemical binding , a nd t here is a finite 
chance that electrons fro m the solid s pend par t of their existence 
beyond the surface (Latanision 1977). The ~est of this section has been 
·-
well covered by t he 1£175 NP.TO advanced study i ns titute on "Surface 
Effects in Crystal Plastici tyl' but, whilst sor,1e of the ri:echanisms can 
now be described and understood in phys ica l terms, quantitative estimates 
of their effects are,as ye t , not possible. 
The surface influences plastic ity by affe cting the operation of 
dislocation sources and the propa~ation of dislocat i ons i n the surface 
affected zone. Such dislocations may intersect the surface or remain 
who lly within the crystal, in the form er case they can be statically 
pinned or be subject to velocity dependen~ drag, 
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When the environment cont a ins no chemically active species it still 
i nf luences the behaviour of dislocations, even for a perfect surface in 
vacuum there will be i ~age forces attracting dislocations towards the 
s urface and reducing the critical stress for dislocation multiplication 
near the surface. However, in nearly all real situations there is a thin 
oxide layer which, since it usually has a hi gher modulus than the metal, 
attracts distant dislocations and repels close ones, and will also 
impede dislocatioE e gress because of the different §ur ger's vector in the 
oxide and the possible presence of a network of miswatch dislocations at 
the boundary. If the surface energy of the layer is different from that 
of the bulk,then its presence can either help or hinder dislocation 
escape when the geometry of the dislocations is such that slip steps are 
formed. Elastic straining of the material can cause a brittle surface 
layer to crack, and the stress pulse can then produce a tan gle of new 
dis locations below the layer in the bulk,thus work-hardening the surface. 
Even whe n there is no oxide or hydroxide surface layer,adsorbed gases can 
change the surface ener gy when present only as a monolayer. 
When dislocations are prevented from l~aving the crys tal,they exert 
back stresses which, if their sources are close by, inhibit further 
dis location multiplication,thus increasing the yield stress and, in later 
stages of deforrr.a.tion , the work-harden~ng rate. 
Thus, because of the presence of defects, surfa6e ledges and i mage 
fo rces,the sur~ace is generally both an easy s ource and an obs tacle for 
dislocations,and its influence on the ope r a tion of sources has been shown 
to extend to 60 to 100 microns below the surface in Al, Au, Fe and Cu , 
The surface is also a good vacancy sink and thus the vacancy concentra tion, 
and probably the concentration of impurities , both s ubstitutional and 
interstitial, will be different near the surface . ~ain boundaries , which 
are also vacancy sinks, have been shown to aff ect the y i eld stress (measured 
by mi crohardness) up to 100 microns into the bulk because of the effects of 
impurity segregation (I3raunovic and Eaworth, 1974), 
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All the above effects prob~tbly occur to a greater or lesser extent 
in all crystalline materials in a clean,dri environment. However, when the 
env ironment is corrosive,. contains so lvents, is an electrolyte, or polar, 
then electronic properties become important. 
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The zeta potential is a rr:easure of the surface charge 
in the near-surface of the solid (Westwood and Macmillan 
1973). 
Exper i mentally it is found that the hardness of serriconductors, 
insulators, and pure ir.etals is a maxirum when the zeta potential (see 
figure 2/9) is ze:ro, i.e, when there is no double charge layer a:t the 
surface. The zeta potential can be varied by changing the concentration 
or type of electrolyte or , for a con ductor, by changing the applied 
potential . Ih pure metals this effect is thought to be due to the effect 
on the surface energy, which is thouzht to be a maximum when there is 
no charge double layer~ Thus,slip systems which cause slip steps on the 
surface a.ce inhibited, and thus the hardness is a maximum; when the zeta 
potential is zero. However, this mechanism ·only works when the yield 
stress is relatively low and there are very few internal obstacles to 
slip, and when the dominant slip system causes slip steps. Thu~ in zinc 
the zeta potential influences microhardness on the basal plane, but not 
the prism planes, _because on the prisrri planes no slip steps are produced . 
The plasticity in non-nEtallic solids is relatively insensitive 
to surface energy effects because the Peierls' stress is so hi gh, but 
in these n:aterials, unlike me t a ls, the concentration of charge carriers 
is low enou~h for the space char~e to penetrate to a depth of about a 
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reicron . This space charge changes the energy levels of the valence and 
conduction bands and the isolated defects in the band gap: vacancies, 
interstiti~ls, dislocation jogs and kinks, The electrostatic interact{ons 
of surface dislocations (which carry strings of alternate charges in ionic 
crystals even when there are no jogs) and defects will also depend 
on the electrical conduction in this zone, either by optically or thermally 
activated electronic conduction, or by pipe diffusion of ions along 
di slocations. The precise t:€chanisn;s which cause the space charge to 
increase the mobility of dislocations at the surface, and thus decrease tfie 
hardness, are unknown and at present can only be guessed at. One known 
f ~tor, from environmentally affected drilling rates, is that the time 
constant for at least sorr~ of the rrechanisms nust be as low as 10-5 s, 
In corrosive or solvating rredia,dislocations can be pinned where 
they intersect the surface because an etch pit is for med ; if the medium 
is only weakly corrosive, the dislocation can drag along the surface 
caus ing an etch groove. This is distinct from a postulated 'dislocation 
drag effect' caused by electrostatic and elastic interactions because 
the retardi~g force on the dislocation caused by p5t ting will decrease 
as the dislocation velodity increases. 
A further hardening effect for small indent at ions does not depend 
on tbe pioperties of the surface as such, but on the absolute scale of 
the deformation, Small indentations re quire nearby dislocation loops 
to be of greatez-curvature than for lar ge indentations, and this will 
i ncrease the stress required to propagate such loops. f~t t (1956) 
postulated that smaller indentations would require slip to occur on more 
c losely spaced slip bands than those around larger indentations 
and that this close spacing would increase the flow stress. 
I 
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2.5.3 Surface hardenin '7 I:odels 
It has been shown that t he re are a great many mechanisms wb ich can 
cause an indentation size effect ( I 6E) on rnicroliardness by chanp; ing the 
hardness (yield stress) of t h in surface layers from that of the bulk. 
Different mechanisms, for example, the oi,e ration of i rr.age forces and 
the effect of charge double layers, will affect the p lasticity of the 
bulk material to different depths and thus there will be a nul ti-layer 
effect, with a yield stress gradient wi thin each layer. However, these 
descr iptions of possible mechanisQs governing the ISE are not sufficient 
fo r a quantitative investigation. 
A very simplified model has been considered and its properties have 
been investi~ated numerically, the results being expressed in terms 
of the "loe;;-index" me asure of ISE which has also been used to analyse 
experimental data , The model bulk material has a hardness H2 and is 
covered with a surface layer of thickness Land hardness H1• This single 
layer situation is a major simplification, no gradual change in hardness 
between the layers is assumed and neither are any criteria of strain 
cor.,patibi li ty across the interface taken into consideration. 
L 
Figure 2/30 
A Vickers indentation (diagonal d) is assumed to measure only the 
hardness of the hemispherical volume centred on the point P (figure 2/30) 
I I 
I I 
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with radius d/2 ( Samuels and Mulhearn 1957). Vii thin this hemisphere 
is the pyramidal space where the indenter penetrates anci two volumes: 
V1 of bulk . mat~rial and V2 of surfece material(the effects of elastic 
compression and surface pile-up are i gnored and the layer is assumed to 
have the same thickness everywhere). The hardness of the composite. 
structure, H, is calculated by a simp le law of mixtures: 
2.5.3a 
These simplifications have been made in order to reduce the 
nurrber of parameters in the model: as has been shown in section 2.5.2, 
the form of the load/indentation size relation and the quality of the 
data available are such that alrrost any function with two or nore 
parameters can be made to fit . This nodel has only two pararreters, 
H1 and H2 • The ratio 'd/L' is varied over a range such that, at one 
extrene, the henisphere is entirely contained within the surface layer 
and, at the other , the influence of the layer is neglible, 
This model can be used for t wo distinct phys ical situations: (a) 
the ISE case where there is a surface layer of fi xed thickness and a 
number of indentations of varying size are made in it, and (b) where 
indentations of a fixed size are made in a l a)1er which changes in thick-
ness ( This second case has not been_ further considered here.) Thus, 
f or the first situation , the nodel enables one to make a crude 
prediction ·of the dependence of the hardness on the indentation siz& 
H( d) from the layer thickness and ha.rdness. The empirical function of 
equation 2.5.2a, the log- index relation, can be used to obtain a H(d) 
function in the following way: hardness measured with a Vickers indenter 
is defined by: 
H. = 1854,4·F/ct2 2.5.3b 
where Fis in gf., dis in pmandH is in kgf.nrn- 2 . Thus, an alternative 
expression for the loc-index relation is given in equation2,5 , 3c. 
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H = 
differentiiting: 
~H 
I-I = 
n-2 1854,4 -a·d 
~d (n-2) ct 
.. 
2,5,3c 
2,5,3d 
Both -a% and ~t can be calculate d for any value of d (t1"J:ing F to be 
constant)" and thus the model can be used to predict t he log-index 'n' 
for ~ny indentation size, If t he log-index relatio~ holds for the 
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model situation, then the value of 'n' would be predicted to be . the sau1e 
over the whole range of indentation sizes, The results calculated using 
the model are shown in figures 2/31 & 2/32 : in 2/31 the bulk hardness 
was set to 1000 kgf. rrm-2 and the layer-hardness to the value marked on 
each of the curves, Figure 2/32 plot~ both the 'n' prediction and the 
'H ' Jrediction for the case where the superficial hardness is 4000 
kgf.mm- 2 the 'n' curve is the same as that in the previous figure but 
the horizontal axis is inverted, 
If experi mental data for 1Ig0 single crystals (data set ?,SY.Al 1, see 
section 4,5,2) is conpared with predictions from the nodel, a rough fit 
can be obtained if a layer 0,05 to 1.2 pm thick, with a hardness of 
· 1500 kgf, rnm- 2 , is assurr.ed to exist , With such a crude model, the values 
c m.not be more than a n estimate, but i t ~hould be rerr,en:beredthat the 
i nduced charge effects described in section 2,5,2 are thought to affect 
the top 1 pm of the solid (Westwood and 1'.acmillan 1973), 
The nodel shows that the I SE i s rnore s evere when t he hardness of the 
of the layer and the bulk diverge and that as indentation size becomes 
markedly different fro m the layer thickness , the lo g-index does approach 
2 , 0 , a s expe c ted, It i s inte r es ting that figure 2/32 shows that on l y a ve ry 
t hin laye r has a s trongeffect on har dness and the ISE index, ·and t hat as 
the i nde nt a t i ons . b~come ver y much large r t han the th i ckness o f the layer, 
t here is s till an e ff ect on the hardness and 'n' only approaches 2,0 
asyn~totically, This asyn~totic re 5~on, where 'n' is roughly constant 
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( about 1,96 for this rrodel) over a wide range of indentation sizes, n:eans 
t hat the log-index relation fits here, The value of 'n' here is 
r oughly sinilar to that found for a very large nurrber of inorganic single 
crystals by Burnand (1972): 1,86. Burnand made an extensive review of 
plblished log-index values and found that they clustered about 1,8 to 1.9, 
which he interpreted to be a fundan~ntal property of the nucrohardness 
test, i.e. he gave no further explanation. It is proposed, on the basis 
of the above, that this effect is due to measurerrents being nade in the 
asymptotic regime for crystals whose surface layers are affected by 
surface plasticity rrechanisns. 
·2" 5" 4 The Def.ect Density Theory 
The presence of defects, e!g. dislocations, precipitates and grain 
boundaries, in a crystal affects the yield stress and the hardness,and if 
the spacing of these defects is significant compared with the size of the 
stress field beneath an indentation I the stress fields from differently 
sized indentations will interact with different nurrbers of defects and 
there will be an ISE on hardness. In this section the effects of point 
and line-defects will be considered, ~rain boundaries being dealt with in 
section 2.7. 
Three different types of defect must be distinguished: (a)mobile 
defects, ieo glissile dislocations, {b) sessile defects, such as vacancies, 
interstitials, precipitates and sessile dislocation structures, and (c) 
dislocation sciurces, which will almost invariably be associated with 
dislocation networks, A d•istinction must also be made between indentation 
by spheres or-by pyramids. Spherical indenters will produce an elastic 
(Hertzian) stress field in the test rraterial before the stress becomes 
high enough to produce plastic yielding, A pyramidal indenter will induce 
s uch a high stress at its first point of contact that it will activate . 
nearby s ources i mnediately I and may nucleate dislocations horrogeneously . 
! 
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Since a perfectly sharp point cannot be achieved in practice, and the tip 
of a pyramidal indenter approximates to a spherical cap, spherical 
indenters of known radius are always used for making very small 
i ndentat ions ( down to O. 2 micron diarreter) ( Gane and Cox 1970), 
Glissile dislocations alone will have only a very slight effect on 
hardness as, even in a heavily cold-worked material, there are only about 
104 per square micron ( ie, spaced every 20nm)J and this is not sufficient 
to enable a plastic indentation to be formed merely by their rearrange-
- ment . To form an indentation plastically requires the operation of 
dislocation sources, which will be numerous in such a dense network. 
Sessile <lefects, such as vacancies and precipitates, will raise the 
hardness if they are ~mall eriough, and spaced clcisely enough, for 
several of them to be included in the stress field beneath the indenter, 
but if the indenter penetrates between defects, then as the size of the 
indentation increases, the measured hardness will change from that of the 
matrix only to that of the composite material, In the changeover there 
will be an ISE, This is analogous to the layer/bulk situation described 
previously but with a significant difference: as there is a random 
distribution of point defects there will be a great deal of scatte~ in 
the hardness measured around the transition range: 
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where the indentation size increasei from left to right and the shaded 
areas represent the experimental scatter . 
When the indentation is small compared with the separation of 
dislocation sources, assuming that a spherically tipped indenter is used, 
significant distortion of the strain field will occur as slip will begin 
at the first source to exceed its nucleatio~ stress, and not at the 
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point of highest stress beneath the indenter. Thus 1 as the indentations 
are made at lower loads 1 higher pressures at the point of indentation 
are required to activate the nearest sources and the material appears 
to get harder. As the indentations are ~ade smalle~ a point is reached 
where the stress is high enough to homogeneously nucleate dislocations 
in the perfect crystal,and this is the maximum hardness. 
Snorsiwrov et al. (1977) attempted to. derive a quantitative model 
which would describe hOw the hardness was governed by the distance between 
dislocation sources . They considered a layer, thickness L 1 whose "outer 
limit .•.. coincides with the surface ~f the indenter, and the inner 
depends on the nearest mean distance from the surface of the indentation 
to the most mobile defect." 
If the projected (square) area of the indentation (produced by a 
Vickers indenter) is F, then the projected area of the layer is Fa: 
2.5.4a 
therefore: 
2.5.4b 
where Ha is the "mean contact pressure over Fa" and His the hardness. 
Shorshorov et al. then deduced: · 
lJj 
H 
-11- )d 
- (?+2L. d 2.5 . 4c 
(where dis the diagonal of the indentation) by assuming Ha to remain 
constant whilst differentiating with respect to d, as: "It is well 
known that .the hardness becomes practically a constant value for large 
pyramidal or conical indenters." I _consider this to be incorrect as it 
is not in the 'large indentation regime' that they are applying the model, 
in fact, the whole point of [OC)delling the ISE is . that the hardness does 
change. However, equation 2,5,4c may be combined with 2,5,3c: 
n = 2 (lG(L dy2 + 5.687(L 'd}) · 
(1 + .8(L/d) + 5.687(L d)) 2.5.4d 
The expected relationship between log-index and the layer thick-
ness was plotted - see figure 2/35, which also contains the 4000 kgf,mm-2 
line from figure 2/32 (dotted) for corrparison. Both curves approach 2,0 
for large indentations but, whereas the rrodel described in 2,5,3 also 
Figure 2/35 
This figure shows 
relationships between 
'n' and layer thickness/ 
indentation size ratio 
for Shorshorov's and 
Sargent's (see 2,5,3) 
models. 
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assurres that there will be no ISE (i.e. n=2) when indentations are 
contained within the layer, the model of Shorshorov et al, .does not take 
the eventual hoEogeneous nucleation into account, and the predicted ISE 
becorr.es more and rrore severe as the indentations become srraller, The two 
· r;iodels can be corrpared in this way because the Shorshorov model is really 
a bulk/layer nodel, and is applied to the defect density situations by 
stating that the layer thickness is related to the mean spacing between 
sources, This will only hold when there are enough sources nearby to make 
this 'continuum' view valid, Thus laye.r/bulk rrodels can only be used to 
examine the defect density theory when there . is a high density of defects 
and the effect_ive layer thickness is small, , A rrore realistic model would 
examine the ways in which one source can relieve an arbitrary ~tress, and 
then simulate· different distributions of sources with different nucleation 
stresses in the stress field beneath an indentation. However, in View of 
the current lack of knowledge concerning this stress field even in 
homogeneous materials, such an undertaking cannot be attempted. 
Gane and Cox (1970) ;found that increased dislocation density 
added to the hardness at small indentation sizes but did not shift 
the inderitation size at which the hardne~s began to increase (figure 
4 of their paper) as would be expected if the defect density theory 
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were governing the ISE and and if, as is fairly certain, the source density 
were directly related to the dislocation density, This rr:eans that the ISE 
is not due to the finite spacing of sources in their material (gold) and, 
in fact, there is no e.xperimental evidence that this mechanism occurs in 
any material. Later work by Pethica (1979) indicates that the 
measurerrents of Gane and Cox may have been affected by a contaminant film, 
but the e,verirrent has not yet been repeated, 
For very small volumes,work hardening during indentation ceases to 
occur, even though a higher dislocation density increases the hardness, 
This is thought to happen because the dislocations glide out of the 
stressed volume before they can interact with each other, 
2. 5.5 Pil~-Up Effects 
In isotropic rraterials, surface pile-ups of displaced rraterial are 
produced along the edges of indentations but not at the corners, if 
material is not too stiff (see sections 2. 1.2 and 2,3,l), and so do not 
affect the rreasurenent of the di agonal, 
In anisotropic rnate~ials,the pileup is positioned crystallographic-
-ally with respect t o the indent ation , and, depending on the orientation 
of the indenter , can interact wi t h t he corners of the indentation (see 
2. 4. 1). In this case, the magni tude of the pilettp can clffect the rnagni tude 
of the measured hardness. Buckle has measured the heights of pileups 
relative to t he indentation depths for a large number of randomly-orientated 
copper and aluminium crystals (grains), He found tha t the smaller the 
indentation, the smalier the relative size of the pileup (see figure 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Figure 2/36 
(Fron: Buckle (1960)) 
2/36, the dotted line is the expected linear relationship), The reasons 
f cr this are not irrmediately obvious, For very srrall indentations 
(less than 0.01 microns in diameter), the surface energy becomes comparable 
with the plasticity energy,and this might reduce the size of the pileup, 
but the steady relative decrease in the pileup height below d=50 pm 
(figure 2/36)requires another explanation. 
d 
d 
Figure · 2/37 
It is known that a decrease in th~ size of th~ indentation often 
produce~ an increase in hardness which is a real, and not a measurement 
error, effect, Thus, for smaller indentations,the yield pressure will be . 
a higher proportion of th~ Young's modulus and there will be a tendency 
towards radial, rather than pile-up, displacerrent as E/Y drops below .114, 
thus decreasing the height of the pile-up, This hypothesis could be 
investigated if the effect of the hydrostatic pressure beneath the indenter 
on the nx:>dulus were known, and if careful rreasureoonts of pile-up height . 
and indentation size were rrade on a close-packed crystalline naterial 
(which would not be subject to plastic densification), 
It would be ':i.nter·esting to . know the h/t (== (d-do)/do) ratio (see 
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figure 2 / 3 7 ) for large inderitations, ~h~ie theie is no ISE, in a range 
of rigid-plastic materials with ~o work-harderiing, This would give a 
base line from which one could distinguish between fully plastic and 
partially elastic-plastic indentations solely on the basis of a pileup 
measurement. 
Therefore pileups may serve to amplify, by introducing a measurement 
effect,the ISE due to other mechanisms, and then only in materials where 
the pileup can occur at the corners of 'the indentation because they are 
anisotropic, 
2.5:6 Critical Fracture Size 
This thesis is concerned with the formation of indentations by 
plastic deformation. The critical fracture size is relev,tnt because 
below this size, all indentations are plastic, whereas larger indentations 
may be cracked , However, unless the nnterial conpletely fragrrents 
on impact, plasticity reechanisms still dominate the behaviour (see 2,2.2) • 
. The mechanisms of crack initiation on indentation have been the 
subject of much study recently because of the need to develop materials 
that are highly resistant to erosion by J ast mo~ing particles supported 
in fluids, e.g. coal combustion in fluidised beds, coal liquifaction, etc. 
Lawn and Evgns (1977) have shown that for indentation by s harp particles, 
there is a minimum load (P* ), below which· 'no cracking occurs at all, 
whatever the flaw size distribution and however brittle the material; also 
that there is a minimum flaw size (c0 ) below which no cracking occurs , 
whatever load is applied . These are related to the hardness (H) and 
fracture toughriess (Kc) of the material by : 
2 , 5,6a 
2.5 ; 6b 
The coefficients of proportional ity depend on the 6eqmetry of the 
i ndenter. These relations hips show that NaCl is expected to require 
a load to initiate cracking which is 50 times tha t required for SiC 
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and 667 times that required for }ligO. Lawn et al.(1975) used a slightly 
di fferent argument to derive a 'brittleness index': 
a* t>(, r E/H2 2.5,6c 
where a* is the indentation size at which the median crack is equal in 
si ze to the indentation, r is the fracture surface energy, and Eis the 
Young's modulus. This is equivalent to equation 2.5.Ga but making the 
Griffith approximation of PE being proportional to Kc, 
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2. 6 Microstructure and }1:i_crohs;rdness 
-----------------------·--------------
In deterndning which microstructures are likely to affect 
microhardness, one should first look at the influences of microstructure 
on those quantities which have already been found to influence micro-
-hardness, Thus, increasing the dislocation, gr&.in boundary, or point 
defect density of a pure anne aled crystal will increase the yield stress, 
which ·will raise t l.l e hi,_.r dness , A fine, equiaxed, untextv_r ed grain structure 
will be mechanically isotropic, whereas if the grains are (a) elongated or (b ) textured, th~n (a) plastic anisotropy or (b) elastic and plastic 
anisotropy respectively will influence indentation. The addition of 
second phase particles can affect t2e overall modulus as we11 as increasing 
the yield stress, but this will not be significant for most metals 
reinforced with intermetallic precipitates. However, carbon, glass and 
ceramic particles and fibres have quite different moduli from the metals 
and polymers they are used to reinforce, and even single-phase polymers 
can have large variations in rrodulus across injection mouldings. 
All the microstructures mentioned above have straightforward effects 
on hardness when they are on a much finer scale than the indentation 
. itself, The microstructure can have more direct, and much more poorly 
understood, influences whe n it is on the same scale as the indentation 
as, for exanple, when the stress field is srraller than the spacing 
between precipitates or , as described in 2,5,4, be t wee n dislocation sources. 
When an indentation covers two or three 6Tains of a semi-brittle solid, 
e. g. MgO I catastrophic cracking usually occurs because of s train mismatch 
across the grain boundaries, but, nevertheless I mos t of the deformc1.tion 
is plastic. In a fully plastic nnteri &l, such an inde ntation is distorted 
because of the different orientations of easy slip i .n the diff e rent grains. 
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When the grain size is substantially less than the indentation size, 
a Hall-Petch type relationship is often found to hold in ductile rretals, 
This is e :xpected from the equat;i.ons : 
H"" CY 2.1,1a 
and the Hall-Petch relationship: 
2.6a 
where 'g' is usually the grain size, but can also be the subgrain size 
(Thompson 1975) or domain size (Hannink and Murray 1972). Thus: 
2,6b 
where the quantity Ho must always be found by extrapolation fron the 
fine grained regime because coarser grains change the type of yielding, 
causing deviation from this relation, Therefore H0 is not the hardness of 
the rraterial at 'infinite' grain size, at g-! = 0, 
There has been a great deal of confusion in the past concerning 
the methods whereby these grain sizes are measured,and several different 
grain size parameters have been correlated with hardness, sometimes in 
a mutually contradictory manner (Rhines, 1977), The grain size measured 
by the mean linear intercept (N1 in the nomenclature of Rhines) is,in 
fact,half the mean grain boundary area per unit volume: it is a~ ~r~al 
property of the whole structure and is not connected in any way with 
the average grain diameter, Thus, the mechanism usually postulated to 
explain the grain size dependence Of yield stress, that of dislocation 
pile-up across the grain (either in the grain · (Honeycombe 1968), or along 
and edge of the grain boundary (Hir th 197~, · sargent 1976)) activating slip 
in the next: grain, is not supported by the e :xperimental data, In a "well-
behaved'' equiaxed material with a gaussian grain size distribution,there 
may well be a rough proportionality between the grain diameters and Nl' 
and this may explain the success of the equation 2.6b in describing 
the data empirically , The situation is confused by the fact that all 
the grain size parameters (see Rhines,1970,1977) clo vary with N1 when 
the microstructure is "well-beliaved" and that e;:;,J>erimental results 
o \er a considerable· size range (1 to 7) are imprecise enough to fail 
to distinguish betwe~ri first, second and third powers of N1 . Thus,th~ 
data can usually be fitted equally well to a number of 'g' parameters, 
a~~ the reason that g-l has been used, rather than some other power, 
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is that researchers in the past thought that it had some theoretical basis, 
ie. the pileup model. This theory has been shown to be totally inadequate 
and there is no reason why the yield stress (and thus the hardness) 
should be related to the grain size by a sirrple analytical function (Ashby 
1970, Thompson .et al. 1973, Sargent 197G). However, because of the 
difficulties in making precise measurements of both hardness and grain 
size,and because of the insensitivity of the plasticity mechanisms to 
the parameter used to measure the grain size, the Hall-Petch hardness 
relationship (2.6b) is almost always good enough to describe data 
empirically, even when 'g' is the distance between precipitates or fibres 
and not grain size ( Jindal and Gurland 1974). 
LI> It can be seen from 2,1,la and 2,6a that: 
C 
2.Gc 
but in fact it is a1':r1ost always found that: 
~ Yo > ka. ky 2.6d 
1968, Douthwaite 1970, 
Raghuram and Armstrong 1970, Jindal and Gurland 1974, Schulson and 
Roy 1977), though Nouet and Deschanvres (1973) found the opposite 
inequality. Th.at these two ratios are not i .dentical should not be 
surprising as the first, Ho/Y0 , compa.res the hardness and uniaxial 
strain measures of the yield stress, whereas kh/ky compares these two 
measures of the grain size sensitivity to yield, which is related to 
the work harderiing behtviour (Ashby 1970). This inequality may well be 
(Farrell and Loh 1971, Armstrong and Jindal 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'i 
due to the extra strain V!hich occurs on inde1itation. Tabor estimated 
the stra :in to be ·s% and fotHtd that 2 , 1 ~ la fitted the data much better 
when Y waE., set equal to the flow stress after the r11aterial had been 
strained a furthe~ 8%, in which case ~ne should use th~ ~low stre~s 
Hall-Petch equation: 
Yf - Y~ + ke.g-i 2,6e 
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(Thompson 1975) where the dependence of k on strain is far from simple e 
as it depends on the dislocation-density/strain relationship and also 
on the grain size, thus: 
2,6f 
and k has even been known to decrease with strain (Marcinkowski and e 
Fisher 1965). Theoretically: 
+ 
3/2 
constant,(Taylor factor) 2,6g 
(Johnson and Feltner 1970, Sargent 1976),therefore it is unsurp~ising 
that . the equality of 2,6c does not hold. Unfortunately there is no 
published data on the equality: 
H = 
yf 
.. 8% 
which could only be an 
than 2.6c, 
4 = C k 
e.s% 
approximation, 
2,6h 
but may be closer to the data 
2. 7 . Indentation Size and )Iicrostructure · Size Relationships 
--------------~--....... --------------.---------------~-~-----.----
If one -particular type ~f microstructural feiture dominates the 
hardness and other influerices,e,g, surface layers, are insignificant 
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then the hardness ~ay remain constant if both th~ indentation size and 
microstructure size are increased in direct proportion, The hardness is 
not expected to remain precisely constant, there is still t he Fall-Petch 
re lationship influencing yield stress and hence hardness, but there 
should not be any ISE caused by changing 'regime', i.e. from pseudo-single 
crystal hardness (when the indentation is entirely within one grain) to 
fully polycrystalline behaviour, This conjecture remains untested as 
systematic experiments varying both scales at once are lacking ir• 
precision (see chapter 4) and published data corrpares a fixed point on 
one scale with a range on the other, i . e . hardness values using a fixed 
load (or indentation size) on materials with different grain sizes (Jindal 
arrl Arrrstronil969), or a range of_indentation sizes on one particular 
material (Buckle 1973) , (Sargent and Page 1978), If the conjecture were 
shown to be true over a certain size range, it would be a convincing 
argun~nt that plasticity mechanisnIB acted on a scale nruch smaller than 
the sizes of the indentations in that size range, 
The available data and theories will now be considered for cuctile 
and brittle materials, All the poin~s for ductile materials are relevant 
to brittle naterials but not vice versa, 
2 . 7.1 Ductile Materials 
Buckle ( 1960 ,. 1973) has conside red the situation where indentations 
of different sizes are made on a naterial with a rricrostructure of a 
particular characteristic grain size, but he has not e~ended his ideas 
to the situation .where the scale of the rr.:i.crostructure also varies between 
specimens. This has been investigated and reported by Sar gen t and Page 
( 1978) for MgO , but the approach is valid for rretals, 
If the secondary influences do not cause any significant ISE,the 
hirdness for thiee mateiials o f increasing grain size (1 to 3) would 
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be expected to follow the pattein shown in figure 2/38 
are made at different sizes by using different loads, 
as indentations 
H 
single 
cryst al~ __ .-:::..__..e:::_ __ _ 
·hardness 
indentation size~ 
(=d) 
polycrystal 
hardnesses 
Figure 2/38 
Each of these curves will be subject to a great deal of experimental 
scatt er (as shown for one curve in 2/33 ), whi ch is a consequence of 
the interactions of indentations with one or two grains, as mentioned 
in section 2,6, At each of the end points, when the indentations are 
e ither much smaller than, or much larger than , the grains there will 
-... 
l1 
Figure 2/39 -~ 
---
J, J. 
indentation size -
(=d) 
be no ISE and thus the curves are horizontal, The three materials will 
have diffe~erit macroscopic jield stre~ie~ because ~f their diffe~ent 
. grain sizes, but the hardnes-1 of a single grain should be the same ·if 
the material is annealed and has not undergone any strain (which can 
lead to grain-size dependent dislocation densities). 
If an ISE due to causes other than changing microstructure size 
is present,the anticipated situation will be as shown in figure 2/39. 
Here it is assumed that the 'macro'hardness values on the right of the 
diagram are for indentations larger than the grains, but small enough 
to be still affected by the ISE due to, for example, a surface layer. 
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Precisely the sane effect on microhardness will be expected for 
precipitate size,or spacing,as for grain size (or 'grain boundary 
spacing'). Thus the experimental hardness/indentation-load relationship 
for a Cu-Ti alloy (figure 2/40 ) should be compr.red with the· range where 
curve 3, in 2/39 reaches the 'macro'regime. 
-2..-~~~~~~~~~--. 
H/kgf ,mm 
100 
80 Figure 2/ 40 . 
2 5 IO 20 50 100 200 
indentation load/gf. (from Biickle, 1973) 
The abscissa is the load, not the indentation size, but the saroo 
trend is e~~ected . Here the transition to 'rnacro'hardness values is 
confirmed b y netallo graphic e xarrination . The 50 gf . indentations are 
significantly larger than the precipitates and the srrallest indentations 
are not contained within either the matrix gra i ns or the needle-like 
precipi tates . 
2.7.2 Brittle and Semi-Brittle Materials 
Brittle ~aterials are geneially stiffei and harder than ductile 
materials,but plastic indentations cari always be formed if they are 
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made small enough (s~~ 2,5,6), Hcveve~ th~ie is a lower ljmit on the size 
at which useful indentations can E,e made, because of the finite resolving 
power of the optical microscope. Scanning electron microscopy can be 
used to extend this rang~but a point is reached where i~deritations 
become indistinct, not because . of a visibility ef:fect,but because the 
edges and corners are rou~ded and the uncertainty in the diagonal 
length due to tt:is becomes comparable with the indentation size. The 
cause of the rounding is not clear, but it nrust be a direct consequence of 
the pattern of plastic flow because it is too large-scale for 
surface tension to have a significant effect. 
With hard caterials such as MgO,the visibility and the cracking 
set lower and upper limits to the indentation sizes that can be 
measured, but for soft metals,indentations can be made and measured 
over the full range of the microhardness testing machine. This full 
range on the Leitz Miniload is 5 to 1000 gf,, which means that,for 
-2 a netal of Vi?N=lOO kgf.mm, the size :range is still only 9 to 134 micron.s, 
When data is only available from a restricted indentation size range, 
such as between d1 and d2 in figure 2/39, the ISE index relation fits 
very well, but the ISE index measured will change if either the 
indentation size range, or tb.e n:icrostruchire ·scale (grain size), is 
changed, 
In ductile mateiial~grain boundariei stretigthen the solid by 
impcdiEg slip, but in brittle and semi-brittle materials,the grain 
boundaries can be weaker ttin the bulk because they are more susceptible 
to fracture. This may be because dislocation pileups cause stresses 
which cannot ba relieved in the next grain (Keh et al 1959)1 and this 
effect can be aggravated in materials which have 'dirty' grain boundaries, 
Such materials , eg, MgO or BeO , have low melting-point substitutional 
impurit ies to improve mass transfer by diffusion during hot pressing, 
but these impurities segregate at grain.boundaries and deciease the 
intergranular fracture energy (Johnson, 1976). Dita for BeO is shown 
in 2/41 and a similar plot for ,MgO is in chapter 4, Sv is the grain 
boundary surface area per unit volume, 
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Where a rraterial gets softer as the grains get srraller, kh from 
equation 2,6b is negative, and the grain boundaries are weaker than the 
bulk. Kessler et al,(1974) have shown that the fracture energy of 
polycrystalline M(;Q is independent of grain size, when it is fully dense, 
and thus the decrease in hardness is not caused by a ~ain size dependent 
grain boundary weakening. 
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Alumina, however, shows the opposite behaviour, kh is positive, 
though it does decrease towards zero for fine grain sizes (Skrovanek 
and Bradt 1979), This alumina (see figure 2/42) was made by hot pressing 
without additives and thus shows the sarre kind of grain size dependence 
of hardness as a rretal, even though cracking does occur at the load used, 
I, 
"It is quite a three-pipe problem" 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 
. I 
3 ;.:eas ur e E:ent and .; na1ys is of Inden t c,ti o n Ilardne ss 
------------- . --------· ----. ------------------z--- . -"!""'O 
Thi s ci1apter revie,-,s the e:,:.?eri1~1e nta1 ~Jro1) leLs oi I1ardness 
1,.easure me nt I of controlling indentation loads and of measuring the 
dir,;en ::; ions of the indentations, The correct statistica l treatr;.ent 
of t l1e s e measure r.-1ents dep ends on t:ie type of e:xperimenta1 error and 
a n approp riate treatment for the quantitative investi gation of the 
ISE tas been devise d taking this into account, This treatment leads 
both to a r e~) roducible r.1.ethod for measuring the IS=: index and a rr.ethod 
of deterrining whee1er two sets of n:easurements on diffe:rent specirr.-ens 
are sig_nificantly different i'..ror;. one another. 
3. 1 Errors and Uncertainties in Indentation Hardness 1::easureL1ent 
This section revievrn the experimental c1.ifficul tie3 in applying a 
constarit and calibrated load to make an indentation and in oeasuring 
that indentation: its diameter, depth, pile-up l1eig:1t, t'.,e lengths of 
its associated cracks and dislocation rosettes, and the observations 
of tae slip steps, 
Th e influence of the response of the material on t~e ease with 
which these q_uanti ties are iTieasured is discussed, the effects of the 
response on t h e magnitude of these quantities ~aving been already 
discussed in ciapter 2. 
The s pecial me a sureme nt problems associated with usin g standard 
laboratory equipment to ma}:e ·cJ-splacement controlled indent~tions are 
discussed, 
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3. 1. 1 Cr:,n tr,-il c1. ::; cl ::: a l i hration of t he Lo a·d T.Jsed 
Cenerally errcrs involved in ru, .. king indentations become more 
significant as the loads used are: reduced and the indentations }Jecome 
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smaller; abs olute los.din[ errors due to U'.1b.1.lanced l e ver mschanisns 
or unzeroed ~iJrini;s are clearly only important 0.1·11en tl:e lo &..d offset 
becomes a significant fraction of the total used. However, even if the 
dead lo~d is accurately calib rated, vibration and inertial effects can 
increase the ef :i: Ective load. Tl1f) :i. Ddenter is deccelera ted and cones to 
rest as the indentation is m~de and if the velocity of the iudenter is 
i~ig:.i enough the kinetic energy of tl:e indenter and lever system nill 
significantly affect the fornation of the indentation, si~1ilarly, 
vibration will increase the velocity and hence the kinetic ener fsY. !f 
ti·,:3 indenter systern h::..s a :rnss of 10 g and excertc r .. dead lo::i..j of 10 gf, 
ther. a.n indenter- velocity of 500 microns s- 1 would incre2.se the effective 
load by 1% if tl;e indentation is 1 micron dee:? (i.e. H = 370 kgf/r,.1m2 ). 
This i nd r:rnter velocity is not likely to have a significant effect because 
of the kinetic ~neTf!.Y, but the effect on the strain rate will be 
significant and t I:e yie}.d stressJ~f n.11 materials are strain :rate 
sensitive to some extent. This is likely to be rrore severe for semi-
-conductors and semi-brittle r;:aterials which generally have large stress 
exponents (N) arising from dislocation velocity control: 
,. N 
£ ~ ~ 3, l, la 
The strain rate sensitivity of surfa.ce-plastici ty 1rnchanisms ( as 
descr i bed in 2 . 5.2) is almost conpletely unknown, but the occurance of 
a nor.,r,. lou s inden tation creep under de a d load indicates that it nay exist . 
'l' '.le!'efore t he ;;,tatic load e:;~rted by the mechanism r.ust be 
zerohl and calibrated , and the indenter velocity must b e kept c ons tant 
if conpara'.:l l e r.-.easm.·ements are to b e made . 
·\ 
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'l'he time at full load n.mst also be .stai.1dardised because of 
i ndentation creep (bOth ~onver,tional and anomalous) • This r,ust be long 
enough for all s ~.;:,11ificar.t cr r,eking s.nd dislocation movement to cease 
but it n::ust not be lone; enou§::h for indentation creep nechanisns to have 
rrn influence where these are not the sarce as those controll:;_ng the 
"instant" respo:1.se. Gerierally 5 to GOs are t11e periods that have been 
uded as standard by othAr researchers and in this work a 15s pe=iod has 
b-=en used for the room ·teL1~,ei·;:;.tare wcrk. 
If there are ran don, vitrations with :;,,ei·iods of r.cre than a few 
s.~conds then t :.1ey 1~.;,y cause a' creep-L1imic' effect ( }."oore, 1974) as the 
longer the dwell ti1£e tbe grea.te1· the probability that an irrpulse will 
occur and hence tee longer the dwell tin-:e, the lower tbe :r-easured hard-
-ness will be, 
(b) Axial Loadini 
Thibault and Nyquist (1947) originally found that the hardness 
was reduced when rueasured using asymmetrical indentations rnade 
when the surface of the material was not perpendicular to the indenter 
axis, This is to be ex~ected as half the square of the me~n diagonal· 
a 
rueasurement is an overestimate of the arejof the indentation when it is 
not square. however, Mulhearn and Samuels have sho,m that even taking 
this geon;etrical effect into account the equilibrium hardness pressure 
is less fQr asymrnetrical indentations (using the Vickers indenter) in . 
steels. !bore (1974) has shown that the geometrical mein, rather than 
the arith.rretic mean, of the indentation diaEonals gives a better estimate 
of the area and thus small asymmetries (up· to 20%, or 7° inclination 
from the vertical) can be tolerated when r.ak.ing rrieasurer:ients. This can 
be compared with the earlier 's!lfe' limits of 2° (Vickers) and ~0 (Knoop) 
suggested by Thibault and Nyquist . The lower hardness rreasured from 
skew indentations is more likely to be due to sideways movement of the 
indenter than to the different stress state. 
1 1 
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ic) In6e nt e r Shape 
Vickers indenters used for macro~ardness nBasurements often have 
a chisel tip about O, 5 f-r.i loni; ( see fi ~:ure 3/ 1): 
whereas rnicrohardness · indenters should r..::::pear to be 
perfectly s'.1,u9 in an 01 ,tical n;icroscope al t hou:), , 
in fact, t~ey will tave a sliGhtly rounded ti~ . 
These i r.~erf ections lead to in~ccurate aeasureLBn t ~ 
f ro~.: sr . .-a.11 indentations and ;ier:ce 2.;1 inc'.2ntation 
size effect on nacrohr..rdness can exist tl1ou i;;h tne 
Figure 3/1 
effect for LicrohQrdness, when the tir radius is estirated to he 0 .1 to 
0, C,l r· 1 is 1Jrobably in s i (.nificant as t he SEallest inde nt&tiOllS Used in 
t h is ,3 tudy are about 3 JMY1' in diar.1eter. 
3. 1. 3 Indentation Size 1~asureLent 
~Instrmiental Effects 
'i"l1e r,os t cri tic~cl r: •easurei:,ent for cie terr,;in in ;, hard!1ess n1.u'oers is 
th:1.t of tile incie1,.tation d ia l,onal, This is tr:-.e r.easure:nent likely to be 
sub ject to t lrn :::: rcz.. tes t rancor:. error, av.d· :) robably, t;1e ;_rea test 
syster. :atic e rror. In addition, since H~d-2 an error of x~~ in d 
fJ roducec:: an error of 2:S, in H. 
The r,rob lert.,S oi resolving indentation;:; in the o~) tical uicroscope 
have teen r e vier;e d by ; oore ( 1\) 74) z.ncl, briefly, Ly 3urn:1..nd ( 19 72); t i1e 
e rror is t Y1 ic·e t lle ~:.eso lution LiLi t (llL): 
TIL 
n:u .. erical a~1er1;ure 3. 1, 2a 
w'.1 ich is O. 5 r for ~~- nuuerical aperture of O.G5, i.e. for t~e 40~ 
oojectivc on t he Lei t z l:ia iloaci, · }fo,,,1ever, l:iffractio!1 effects cnuse the 
points wi.1ere the contru.2,t c han[;es rnost ra::.J idly (i.e. the points \7here 
tl1e corners of t i,e in<.ientRtion a1,pear to be) to he furt:1.er apart than 
tbel should b e, Thus a systematic s~1ift of 0,25 RL is ex1;ected, w!1ich 
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sllould be coLpared wit :1 t lie ex_-Jected s t a ndarc: deviation of ti1e 
uea~urerents,due to Jiffraction ef f ect s , of 0 , 25 RL. ~hese pr edictions 
have b ae n contr idict ati b~ · co1~ ~ri s on of o~tica l nnd s canninr e lectran 
r., icroc, co;_;; of i n(~ent a t im:s ( :2-u r u ri.n cl , 1072 and i.-:2...; lu::d , 1:J 7 ·:i ) \·,lli ch has 
i ndcntation3 a~pcar sRaller, 
·::b ile o:j tic~1.l ;"icros co,1y obscures t !1e ecl[.es and corc1crs of the 
inden t a tions, scann inL e l e ctron n icrdsco~y causes ~rob l eas he cause of 
the depth of f ield of t he i ~a~e. T~e ed; es of all re a l indentations are 
roundeL. ( see fi~.;ure 3/2): 
""1.d o;) tics. l ir .. ~. (;in b produces a 
shar~ differentiation (because 
of tbe liwited nur~r ical 
a:..~·erture, shown in the fi gure 
as a stop) from a snootb curve, 
whereas an SEll resolves t he 
~hole inden tation and a decision 
imst be made by t~e operator 
Figure 3/2 
as to ~h ich point should be t aten as t he ed Le of the indentation. Thi~ 
inttoduces a subjective and systematic variation. 
It has been su[cested (Varchenya et al, 1070) t hat dislocation 
rosette dianeters could be used insteadt ndentation dia gonals 
etci1 ;_J i t 
as t~ey are lar Ler and ~ore accurately Leasureable, However, it has been 
sl1own (section 2.4.1) ti1at a simple proportionality between t he two 
lengths does not always e"1st. 
3.1.2 ( b ) Effect of Test Laterial on Indentatio.n Visih ility 
!1s 1uen tioned above , an aC:cur ;;.t e r,easurern~at of an irnlen ta;tioa 
deJe11d.s u~ :,on 2..che i vi n,7 • a s:1ar~) contra,., t bet\"Teen t he 'in::;i <le' and the 
'out s i de ' o f t he in den t ::ttion, ,;1!1er e t l1ese have to he C:efine d in ter r,-.s of 
the vi cwin ~: ::.;ys t e,.1 1 ::; ef f 3ct i ve :1u,.1er ica l a j)erture, 
I 
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Th is good contrast is difficult to achieve if the material is transparent 
e. g. glass, LiF, MgO, or if also suffers frorr; l a teral and inter granular 
c .racking on indentation, In the .first case, a black background gives 
better contrast than white, but often the image is then too dark to make 
measurements, When cracking occurs the scattered light can obscure even 
the shape of the indentation, The solution in both cases is to sputter-
coat the surface with· a few hundred Xngstrorrs of gold to increase the 
surface reflectivity, This renders the surface topography rruch more 
visible (the indentation, the median vents and the intersection of the 
lateral cracks with the surface), To specifically study sub-surface cracks, 
polarised light microscopy of uncoated specirrens is recomrrended , which 
should-be followed by coating the surface and using the techniques for 
opaque specimens: Nomarski interference rricroscopy and Tolansky interferom-
- etry to give qualitative and quantitative, respectively, information 
about the topography, 
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3, 1. 3 Displacement Controlled Indentation 
Some pilot experiments were made with a Vickers indenter fixed to 
the cross-head of a screw-driven mechanical testing machine (Instron 
1195) driven at its slowest speed (0,83 _fIDs-1) with a continuous force 
readout from a load cell in series with the specinen, There was no 
independent displacement measuretrent, the distance travelled by the 
indenter was inferred from the crosshead velocity and the duration shown 
on the chart-recorder trace (which was driven at 83 rnms- 1). 
The time of first contact was determined to an accuracy of+ 0.2s 
and hence displacements were theoretically absolutely measurable to 
• 0.16 fm • 
In order to make useful comparisons between hardnesses measured 
using this method and those measured using the Leitz 1aniload it was 
necessary to extract from the recorder trace the information about the 
r esidual plastic indentation. The force measured on unloading was 
subtracted from the force measured on loading at positions of equal 
displacement (i.e. depth of indentation). 
Figure 3/3 F/N 
9 
0 
/; -
The unloading curve contains the information about the elasticity. of 
the specimen ,j ig , load cell and machine , and the plasticity that occurs 
on unloading (Johnson, 1968). Unfortunately the apparatus was subject to 
stress-relaxation and backlash in the screws and thus the uncertainty in 
: I 
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the displacernents on unloading was of the order of microns , which was not 
good enough, being roughly the sarr.e as the depth of the indentation. 
Figure 3/3 shows a diagram of the loading, holding, and unloading curves 
from the chart recorder trace for a polycrystalline MgO specinnn ( MG09), 
Fi gures 3/$' and 3/ t. are ln/ln plots of the loading curve and the 'loading 
minus unloading' curves respectively, 
While the stress relaXltion and the machine elasticity could be 
calibrated and allowed for it is doubtful that the sane could be done for 
the backlash , This requires the use of an independent method for rreasuring 
the penetration of the indenter; a capacitive displacement transducer 
would probably be the simplest with the required accuracy, The problelll3 
of vibration were not investigated systematically but were obviously severe, 
Frtlhlich et al. ( 1977) and Degtyarev et al. ( 1977) have made macro-
hardness measurements using rrechanical testing machines and in this regitre 
the problems mentioned above are less critical, however they made no 
al lowance for the elasticity of the jig and machine in their work which 
would stil l .have been important. 
At first sight the use of .a servo-hydralic machine, rather than a 
screw-driven machine, would circumvent nost of the difficulties, but such 
machines have very strong load-fluctuations at the resonant period of the 
s ervomechanism, It has been suggested (Paetke, 1979) that a stack of 
piezoelectric crystals in series with the specimen and linked electrically 
to an indepen_dent displacernent measuring device could be used to eliminate 
these vibrations and to simulate an 'infinitely hard' machine, but for 
making displacement controlled microhardness indentations it issimpler to 
design a machine fo r the purpose, and this is discussed in chapter 5. 
. I 
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3. 2 Measuring the Indentation Size Effect 
------------------------------ .----------
Only when hardne 9s indentations can be made and measured reproducibly 
under controlled conditions can the effect of a range of conditions be 
investigated, Measuring the indentation size effect (ISE) on microhardness c.. 
entails measurJment of hardness using a range of loads but keeping the 
o 1her variables described in chapter 2 constant. However, it is necessary 
to define what is neant by 'indentation size effect-' with due regard 
for the experimental problems, 
3. 2. 1 ISE Definition and E:,,,."Perimental Procedure 
The indentation size effect, that is, the change in hardness for a 
change in indentation size, is essentially unIOOasurable: 
ISE index 
.3.2.1 a 
The ideal ISE value is defined at a specific indentation size whereas 
the experimental scatter means that in practice it can only be 
measured over a range of indentation sizes, This means that the 
measurement of ISE is subject to two variance contributions, from the 
experimental scatter and from the change in the ideal ISE over the 
range of indentation sizes used for its determination, 
The method of data analysis was developed according to several 
guidelines: · it had to produce ISE values comparable with those produced 
by the methods of other workers and it had to be capable of being used 
on data published from which an ISE value h~d not been calculated. The 
method had to give estimates of the errors in the quantities it neasured 
so that differences between results from different specimens could be 
interpreted sensibly. If possible, the ~nalysis also had to be easily 
usable by other researchers so that truely comparable measurerrents of ISE 
could be made in the .future using a standard method. 
I: 
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Bearing these points in mind, the problem was attacked. from two 
directions. Firstly, a statistical treatn~nt was developed using the 
l og-index relationship, described in 2,5,1, and e~~ressing the ISE as a 
value in the same range as published log-index values, The treatment is 
applicable to measurements made using any kind of hardness indenter over 
any load or indentation size range. Secondly, certain practical constraints 
e, 
were adhered to for all the experimental measu:rfaients made in the present 
study to reduce the variability introduced by poorly understood variables; 
in addition to taking the precautions described in 3,1 to reduce errors in 
e i ndividual measu]7lllents. Thus all measurements of ISE were made using a 
standard load range. This meant that wide variations in indentation size 
occured between hard and soft materials but this was done, rather than 
using a fixed indentation size range, because the latter was felt to be 
t oo tirre consuminb and was uniikely to be used by other workers in their 
own e:iq:>eriments • . 
The sane nunber of neasurernents were rrade at each load in the 
standard range (10, 20, 50 and 100 gf,) to prevent the interpolated 
hardness value (see 3.2.3 ) being weighted towards the hardness at any 
one load and to reduce the number of indentations required to obtain a 
usable estimate of the ISE index. The particular loads in the standard 
range were chosen so that ireasurements nade using the Leitz Miniload would 
be absolutely comparable with those made using the high temperature, 
controlled atmosphere/vacuum microhardness testing rrachine ('Bessie' ) 
designed by Wilberforce Scientific Develop1(ments, For full details of 
this apparatus see Naylor (1978). 
When measuring the ISE for large grain-size polycrystalline materials 
Vickers indenters are preferable because the variance introduced by the 
hardness anisotropy of the grains is less for Vickers than for Knoop 
indenters , Therefore, for compatibility, all rreasurements of ISE were 
made, unless otherwise indicated, with the same Vickers indenter (V~04) . 
3.2.2 Random Errors and Error Ellipsoids 
The analytic function that comes closest to describing the ISE in 
the same terms as the 'ideal' ISE is the log-index empirical function 
(described in 2,5.1 and 2.5.3) where: 
n - 2 d ~ H H'Td 2.5.3d 
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and the log-index (n) is commonly used as a measure of the ISE by those 
researchers who do!!.£! try to explain away the effect as being due to 
measurement, or elasticity, difficulties alone. Fortunately the log-index 
relationship is one of the better empirical functions and thus the ID=asure-
~ment of an !SE value can be accomplished by fitting the function to the 
data by a least squares method (see 3.2.3 ) and using 'n' as the 
quantitative !SE index, However, there are several ways of fitting an 
a mlytic function to experirrental data, and. the type of experimental scatter 
determines the best method. When rr.aking indentations using a dead-loaded 
machine and measuring them with an optical microscope nearly all the scatter 
i s in the d.iagonals' measurenents at fixed . loads. Therefore the procedure 
developed fits the function by nunimising the squares of the deviations in 
these measurenents (see 3.2.3 ). !bst researchers do not state which 
deviations they use to make the fit, and those that do,use the deviations 
i n load, which is incorrect.(Adewoye, 1976). 
The fitting procedure calculates the variance in the log-index which 
is a consequence of the experinental scatter and calculates confidence 
limits for both the !SE index and the interpolated hardness value (the 
hardness ~hich would be measured from a well behaved indentation exactly 
10 microns in diameter),The ten rr~cron hardness (Hiopm> was chosen because 
it has obvious physical meaning, which 'a ' (equation 2,3,2a) does not, If 
the range of indentation diagonals in the data includes ten microns then 
there is only a small covarience between 'n' and 'H 'which IIEans that 10pm 
the ellipsoid a:xes (see 3/6) are roughly parallel to the plot axes. 
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Confidence limits on a single variable can be displayed graphically 
using error bars, but when two non-statistically independent variables are 
involved an error ellipsoid can be plotted (see 3/6 and the next section). (A brief description of this procedure also appears in Sargent and Page, 
1978. ) 
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For each ellipsoid there is a 95% probabilit1 that if a very large 
number of rneasurenents are made on the specinen then this 'very accurate' 
pair of values (n and H10;un) would lie somewhere inside the ellipsoid 
calculated from the current results. However, it is important to realise 
that the area of the ellipsoid represents only the random sriatter within: 
each set of data (and any change in 'ideal' ISE over the load range) and 
does not allow for variations between sets of data due to inadequately 
controlled variables such as visual acuity, relative humidity, or indenter 
velocity. 
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Confidence limits on a sinble variable can be displayed graphically 
using error bars, but when two non-statistically independent v1riables are 
i nvolved an error ellipsoid can be plotted (see 3/6 and the next section). 
(A brief description of this procedure also appears in Sargent and Page, 
1978.) 
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For each ellipsoid there is a 95% probability that if a very large 
number of measurements are made on the specimen then this 'very accurate' 
pair of values (n and n10JW1) would lie somewhere inside the ellipsoid 
calculated from the current results. However, it is important to realise 
that the area of the ellipsoid represents on~y the random s6atter within: 
each set of data (and any change in 'ideal' ISE over the load range) and 
does not allow for variations between sets of data due to inadequately 
controlled variables such as visual acuity, relative humidity , or indente~ 
velocity. 
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3.2.3 Calculating the ISE Index and Confidence Ellipsoids 
The ISE index and confidence ellipsoids are calculated from a set 
of data consisting of the loads put on the indenter L . and the diagonal l. 
measurements of the indentations di (where i = 1,N), The ISE index 'n' 
is calculated by fitting the data to the function: 
3,2,3a* 
where 'a' is another fitted parameter, The problem is to find values of 
'a' and 'n' which describe a curve which goes as close as possible to 
the e~?erimental points (see figure 3/7), An experimental point is 
defined by a pair of values Li and di' The rnetho<l used is to take a 
log/log transfornati9n of the data and to fit it to a log/log 
transformed function (equation (b)) which is a straight line (see 
figure 3/8), Natural logs are used throughout. 
ln(L) = ln(a) + n. ln(d) 
For e~~erimental data a least squares iit is the best to use; the 
parameters 'a' and 'n' are calculated to minimise the sum over the 
experirrental points of the squares of the distance of the experi~ntal 
point from the line. Now there are two different n-ethods for doing this 
involving two different residual distances r(L) and r(d). For a particular 
point (di and Li) and a given line (i.e. given values of 'a' and 'n') 
the two residual distances are parallel to the two axes of the graph and 
are given by equations {e) and (f) using the definitions of d and Lin 
equations (c) and (d), see figure 3/9. 
*Footnote: In this section,the 50 equations will be identified only by 
the relevent letter, i.e. (b), the prefix 3.2,3 should be assumed to 
be present. 
d 
t 
lnCd> 
ln(d) 
Load 
Figure 3/7 
e, 
'-0~ 
exptl. .~e0 
ln(load) 
Figure 3/8 
point~ r(L) \" 
di t---------
1 
r (d): 
~ I 
L· ""'L· ln(L)-. 
I I 
Figure 3/9 
"' . di is the expected size of the indentation given the 
the load used (Li) and the relationship between 
"' d and L given by the line. Li is, sinularly, the 
expected load given di• 
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I 
I' 
i 
I 
i'i 
II 
= ln( a) + 
-ln(a) + 
n 
The residual distances r(L) and r(d) are defined by: 
r(L) = 
r(d) 
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(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
Which of these two residual distances is used for the minimisation 
depends on the experimental arrangenent, For a dead-loaded microhardness 
machine, such as the Leitz Miniload, nnst of the error occurs in the 
measurerrent of the indentation diagonals at a 'fixed' load, Therefore 
the errors in 'di'are minimised here by using r(d), 
The sum of the squares of the residual distances is S', defined 
in equations (g) to (i), 
S' = I~ r2(di) ( g) 
S' = I~ [1n(di) ln(di)J 2 (h) 
S' = L~ [1n(d~) + ln(a) ln~Li)J 2 (i) n 
Now S' Ir.l.lst be minimised with respect to 'a' and 'n', which is difficult 
with the equations in their present foro, so S' will be minimised 
with respect to A and B where these are defined in equations (j), 
. I 
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A = B = 1.. -ln(a) 
n n (j) (j) 
S' = 
The ISE index is 'n' which is easily calculated from A and B. The 
' ten micron hardness' (HlOfm), the interpolated hardness measured 
froa a perfect indentation of diagonal ten microns, which is also 
derived from 'a' and 'n' can also be derived from A and B: 
· 18. 544 • a • lOn 
Differ.entiation is used to minimise S' in the usual manner: 
= 
(k) 
(1) 
0 0 
(711) and ( n) 
using these relations . and equations (j), equations (o) and (p) are 
obtained: 
These are 
[ B) . They 
and hence 
N . N A.N I ln(di) + B L ln(Li) 
N N 
[\n(Li)2 A L ln(Li) L ln(di)ln(Li) + B 
two simultaneous equations in A and B with solutions 
can be used to calculate the best-fit values for ' a' 
H~opm' using equations (q) and (r),(see equations j): 
n 
ln(a) 
= 
= 
1/ [B] 
-[A]/[B] 
= 0 
= 0 
[ A] 
and 
(o) 
(p) 
and 
IOI f 
(q) 
(r) 
An alternative, and completely equivalent, method for calculating 'a' 
and 'n' is by the use of matrices (quoted here without proof ,from 
Draper and Smith, 1966). This approach is more suited to automatic 
con:putation . 
11 
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The N data points are paired sets of values of ln(di) and ln(Li), these 
can be considered to be 2 vectors Y and 1 respectively, of length N. 
NowJ there is a n:atrix (of dimension 2*2) which contains the variences 
and covariences of the two estinates of the two fitted pararreters [Al 
and [B] : 
matrix = (
cov( [A] , [BJ ) var( [A])) = D 
. var( [B]) cov( [A], [BJ) 
it can be shown that: 
(s) 
(t) 
where (i) X is an N*2 matrix, the first colurrn of which is all 'ones' 
arri the second colurrn of which is the vector 6 (the list of all the 
ln(Li) values), and (ii) where a-2 is estioated by s 2 , the mean square 
of the residuals (equation u); this estination is only valid if the 
distribution of errors is normal. 
(N-l)s2 = sum of squares 
N [ r(L. ) 2 
1 ( u) In practice the matrix Dis calculated from the output of Harwell 
subroutine VC04. 
Now, in order to calculate the best fit values [A] and lB], the 
vector bis defined: 
b = (~~) ( v) 
which is a constant, whereas vector f is a variable: 
(l = ( !) (w) 
Now it can be proved that: 
b = (X'X)-lX'Y ( x) 
where Y was defined earlier to be the vector of the values ln(di). Hence 
b can be calculated. 
Now if a plot is made of tne A/B plane it can be seen that bis 
a fixed point and t hatp is a general point ( see figur e 3/ 10) • 
t 
B 
[BJ 
[A] A_,. 
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Fi (:'.Ure 3 / 10 
Confidence ellipsoid 
plotted in A/B space. 
£ is the best-fit point, but, because of the . inherent variation in · 
experimental quantities, there is a finite chance that the 'real' values 
of A and B lie instead at a point fa_, The probability that this is so can 
be calculated using equation y: 
= 2F 
Now a locus of all the points,£ for e:xarrple, which have the sarre 
probability of being the 'correct' point can be plotted and it has the 
form of an ellipse described by (y) when c = f3 , 
statistic for N-2,and 21 degrees of freedom. 
Fis the F-
If the probability value is 5% then there is only a 5% chance. that 
the 'real' values of A and B lie outside the ellipse , and a 95% that the 
lie within it. The ellipse is then known as the 95% confidence region~ 
11 
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Calculation of the Ellipse 
Define the matrix n-1 , the' inversion of the natrix DI as M. 
M has elements M11 , M22 , and 1,121= 112 , Now it is easier if the origin 
of A/B space is shifted to the point band the axes relabled x/y, then 
t he equation of the ellipse becomes: 
1 y 
0 
X10 X1 X-+ 
( z) 
Figure 3/ 11 
The extremas of the ellipse at x 1 and ~ are defined by different-
-iating the function describing the ellipse with respect toy and setting 
the result equal to zero, hence: 
and hence , from z : 
M22(M11 - ~¥t] (ab] y 
was used to plot the ellipse, the! values being the two branches of 
the ellipse b.etween x1 and x2 , 
Hence the ellipse was plotted in x/y space , .and by shifting the 
origin, also in A/B space, Every point on the ellipse was then transformed 
using equation-s q and r into a point in 'n' ( !SE index) and 'a' space , 
they were then transforned using equation 1 into points in 'n' and H
10 
space, This sequence changes the ellipse into an ellipsoid but retains 
the validity of the neaning of the 95% confidence region , 
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Weighted Least Squares Fit 
When the original ln/ln transformation is made it transforms the 
normal (Gaussian) distribution of the errors in the data into a log-
-normal distribution which means that a plain least-squares fit is 
inappropriate and that a wei~ted least-squares fit should be used, Each 
experi rrental point di & Li should be assigned a number, a weight wi whose 
increasing magnitude indicates increased importance, The problem is 
t hat a ln/ln transformation compresses . the data at higher values of d 
and L, and thus larger weights should be assigned to these points to 
compensate. for the smaller residual distances from the fitted line, 
The relevent fornulae are then: 
S" = [ ' Wi,r(di)2 (ac) 
instead of (gl, and (ad) and (ae) instead of (oJ and (p}: 
0 = A [wi [ wiln(di) + B [ w1ln(Li) ( ad} 
0 A L wi ln{Li) [ w.ln(d. )ln(L.) BL 2 ( ae) = + wiln(Li) 1 1 1 
these are two sinrultaneous equations for A and Band hence the ellipsoid 
in 'n' and H10~an be calculated . 
The equivalent natri;x treatrrent uses the N*N rratrix W where the 
elerrents are defined by: 
w .. = wi ( i=j) 1J 
= 0 (i/j) ( af} 
The matrix D is redefined by: 
D = (X'WY)-lc,-2 ( ag) 
and the solution vector b by: 
b (X'WX)-lX'WY . (ah) 
and hence the confidence ellipsoid can be calculated as above , One 
of 
problem rerrains,/how to decide what the weights should be, 
A good estirr.ate of Iv can be obtained by considering the equations 
to be solved if the original function (a) were to be fitted to the dat a 
, I 
i nstead of the ln/ln transfor~ed function, Thus 
A 
. (L./a)! (ai) di = ]. 
fr om Li = aan i (aj) 
i s used to define : 
= [ [di cti] 2 s ( ak) 
and s = [ [ di - (Li/a) !]2 ( al) 
rewriting in terms of A and B and IPinimising: 
exp(A) [ L?B [ B v ( am) Li.di = ]. 
exp(A) [ 2B Li ,ln(Li) - [ Li,di,ln(Li) = 0 (an} 
L~ 
]. can be approximated by: 
L~ rv 1 ]. + B,ln(Li) ( ao) 
which is only valid when Li is close to 1,0 (this condition will be 
r e1.axed later). Now: 
<i. 
]. 
= 
B 
e :xp(A). Li 
from equations ai and r, Therefore: 
L1=1 ]. which is also close to 1 . 
( ap) 
(aq} 
Therefore it is reasonable t o assume that di/e :xp(A) is also close 
to 1 (note that this and the previous statement differ in the terms 
"' for di and di) • Now: 
therefore: 
2B 
exp (A), Li 
i.e.: 
L_ et i. ( 1 + B. ln (Li)) 
Ic\·.c1 + B,ln(Li)) 
Now, using (ap): 
di/e:qi(A) ~ 1.0 
and 
'I'.::"' L di , ln(Li) d. + B ]. 
i.e. 
A [di [di. ln(di) 
(1 /' + B,ln(L1 )),d1 (ar) 
[ L~,di = 0 ( as) 
[ A ~ = 0 (at) 
· exp(A) 
= 1 + _ln(di/exp(A)) ( au} 
A 
. [ di(l + ln(di/exp(A)) = 0 ( av) 
+ B ~ di,ln(L1) = 0 ( aw) 
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Now if (aw) is compared with equation ( ad) it can be seen that the values 
are the weights to be used, i A Unfortunately the values di are 
obtained from the data by making the fit and cannot be used to make 
the fit in the first place, Thus the solution adopted was to take 
the mean value of the diagonal measurements at a particular load and to 
u 3:! this a ,... instead of di (see figure 3/ 12); 
d 
d 
& 
0 
Load 
Figure 3/ 12 
The condition that all the values of d. and L. lie close to 1,0 1 1 will now be relaxed, If one considers that all the data is scaled by 
dividing each neasurement by the geometrical mean of the extremes of 
the data: 
= (ax) 
If the range was d 1=50 microns and dN=55 microns, then the new range 
would be 0,953 to 1,049. Then, since the least squares fit is not 
dependent on the nunbers involved, the best-fit values can be rescaled 
afterwards. This procedure can only work when d 1 and dN (and L1 and LN) 
are close together; realistically the range for the diagonals is between 3.5 and 15 microns, which gives a scaled range of 0,48 to 2.07, which 
means that in the practical situation the weights are only approximately 
correct. However, this standard rrethod has been used for all tne analysis in this thesis. the suite of programs which were written for this purpose 
are called ISEMH and are listed in appendix I, 
.1 
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3,2.4 Random and Systematic Differences 
By remeasuring indentations under different lighting conditions, 
degree of eyestrain and under- or over-focus it has been established that 
possible variations due to measurement are of the sarr.e order as the random 
variation within each set of measurements, However, experimentally it has 
been found that results from sets of indentations nade on different 
occasions on the same material often seem to vary between the sets by more 
than would be expected from random scatter (e.g. see figure 4/19). If 
this observation can be shown to be statistically si~nificant, it would 
indicate that the variables that remain to be accurately controlled are 
important and not insignificant. Therefore, a technique was developed 
which compares one set of results with another and gives an estirrate of 
the probability that the two sets are essentially the same and that the 
diffference is due only to the random scatter within each set of data. 
Thus two specimens can be prepared differently, or the same 
specimen indented under different · conditions , and t _hen it is possible to 
test rigorously whether the different treatments have had a significant 
effect on the hardness and the ISE. When this is done for a single 
variable, Student's t test can be used, but when two mutually dependent 
random variables are involved (i.e. (ni-n)and(H107ff10 ) have a covariance 1 
which is not equal to zero),a different technique involving the residual 
standard deviations from the linear regressions ls required. 
One simp~e and quick approach is to look at the confidence 
ellipsoids for two specimens; if they overlap to an appreciable extent · 
then it is likely that their indentation behav.iours are the same-. 
· However, a more accurate estimate of the probability of coincidence can 
be obtained by the method described below. 
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l n(d) ln(d) 
A&B 
ln(load) ln(load) 
Figure 3/ 13 Figure 3/14 
If the two sets of data are teriood P and Q then the first action is to merge them into one set (using the MERGE program, see appendix I) termed P&Q. Then the ISE.MH program (see appendix I) is run on all these three sets of data: P, Q, P&Q. The three fitted functions are shown as 
straight lin~s in figures 3/13 and 3/14. For each fit the program 
calculates the weighted sum of squares of the residual distances: S", 
see figure 3/9 and equations 3.2.3f, 3.2.3ac and 3.2.4a: 
S" = 
These residual distances are shown in figures 3/13 and 3/14 as vertical lines joining the data points with the function line. It can be seen 
that when the sets of data P and Qare very different, as in the figures, 
then S" p and S" Q are nmch smaller than SP&Q• 
If the number of data points in P is Np, in Q:NQ, and in P&Q: 
Np&Q =NP+ NQ , and the sum of squares SP&Qis related to the vari ~ by: 
V = S"/(N-2) 3.2.4b because (N-2) is the nunber of degrees of f r eedom of the fit, then: 
Vp 3.2.4c 
and sirrdlarly for Q and P&Q. 
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Now, ren.enbering: the relative nagni tudes of Sp, SQ and SP&Q from 
figures 3/13 and 3/14, it can be seen that if the two sets of data are 
really different then the quantity F (equation 3.2.4d) will be 
significantly more than unity, whereas if P and Q represent the same 
behaviour F will be close to unity. 
F = 3.2.4 d 
Quantitatively it is possible to find out to what degree of 
significance F is greater than unity by e:xamining the F-statistic* tables 
fer degrees of freedom (2):(NP-+NQ-2). Thus if NP&Q is 32 the relevt(nt 
statistics are: 
0.10 (90% confidence): 2.49 
0.05 (95% confidence): 3.32 
0.01 (99% confidence): 5,39 
If Fis calculated to be 3.4 then P and Qare significantly different 
'to the 0.05 level' i,e, with a confidence of 95%. If Fis 2,3 then any 
difference between P and Q could just be random scatter in P and Q 
(less than 90% confidence is generally considered 'not significant') but 
nore data should be gathgred as 2,3 is only just less than 2,49, If F 
were 1.5 then . there would be little doubt that the P and Q sets of data 
described the same material, 
*Footnote : A ratio of variances which describe Gaussian distributions 
has itself the 'F' distribution, 
TI 
"There are nine and sixty ways 
of constructing tribal lays, 
And - every - single - one - of - them - is - right !" 
Rudyard Kipling 
"There are nine and sixty ways 
of constructing tribal lays, 
And - every - single - one - of - them - is - right !" 
Rudyard Kipling 
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Chapter 4 ExperiITental Investi gations 
-----------------------------------------
4 . 1 Introduction 
The numerous physical and chemical phenomena which can influence 
the indentation behaviour of n-aterials have been described in chapter2, 
and in chapter 3 the phenor.1ena that can affect the- measurement of these 
indentations have been described, In this chapter several of the points. 
raised are discussed in more detail with reference to the r esults of 
several series of experiments and measurerr.ents performed by the author, 
A sumnlliry of the relationships between the physical and chemical 
phenomena and their effects is given in figure 4/1 (the frontispiece) 
and each relationship is marked with the number of the section where the 
effect is described, and where relevent, discussed in detail and invest-
-igated experimentally, 
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4.2 Vickers and Knoop Hardness Anisotropy 
A cor:1parison of the two types of indentation on a well characterised 
anisotropic material can give insights into the stress and strain 
distributions beneath the indenters which cannot be readily obtained in 
any other way, In addition to setting the study of hardness anisotropy 
on a firmer footing, this study of the two types of indentation has 
in~lications relevant to all indentation harrlness testing, 
4.2.1 Definition of Hardness for Anisotropic J~terials 
The conventional method of m~asuring hardness (or microhardness) 
in anisotropic materials, whether they are single crystals· or textured 
by microstructure or grain orientation, is to rrBasure only one diagonal 
of the indentation, 
The hardness 'in a particular direction', e.g.! in figure 4/2, 
is generally defined (e,g, Brookes et al. 1971, Armstrong and Raghuram 
1973, or !,lellor and Edmonds 1978) by taking the projected length of the 
diagonal of an indentation which lies along that direction (!) and using 
the standard relationship for the relevant indenter (equation 4.2. la) to 
obtain a value for 'the hardness in that direction', 
H = geometrical factor • load 
. 12 diagona 
4 . 2, la 
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4,2,2 Hardness Anisotropy of i:aterial s with Orientated Microstructures 
In th~ current work, Vickers and Knoop indentations were made using a 50 gf, load on a directionally solidified Al-CuA1 2 eutectic with an average interlamella spacing of 2, 8pm, and reference will also be rr.ade to the work of t~llor and Ednnnds who rrade Vickers indentations with 300 gf, loads on unidirectionally transforrr.ed Cu-30 wt% I.n eutectoid (Cu/In pearlite) with interlari:ella spacings of O, 79pm and 2. Opm ( Mellor 1974, and tre llor and Edmonds 1978), 
Figures 4/3 to 4/7 are ntlcrographs of the indentations rrade in the Al-CuA1 2 eutectic and display the microstructure of this material; the Cu/In pearlite looks very sirrJ.lar, Figures 4/3 and 4/4 show the effect of the orientated rricrostructure on the shape of the Vickers indentations; despite the foreshortening due to the axial tilt in the SEM (scanning electron rr~croscope) in 4/3,the diagonal perpendicular to the eutectic alignment direction is obviously larger than the other diagonal, In 4/4 both diagonals are the same length but the indentation is rectangular, not square; again, sir:d.lar effects were observed by 11e llor and Edmonds (1978) in Cu/In pearlite, (Figure 4/4 also defines the eutectic alignment direction as the vector~.) 
The Knoop and Vickers hardness anisotropies for the Al-CuA1 2 eutectic were measured by the rr.ethod described in 4.2.1 (using 4 indentations at each orientation) and they are shown·in figure 4/ 8, the error bars are 
0 
! 2 standard deviations. This plot covers 90 from parallel to, to perpendicular to, the direction~· 
There are two curves for the Knoop, and one for the Vickers, hardness anisotropy in 4/8 because the two indenters have different plane symrretries . (2nm and 4mm respectively), The points derived from the short diagonals of the Knoop indentations have no error bars because oi the difficul t y df esti mating their reliab_ili ty, the lengths of the short diagonals are very ill - defined , as can be seen in figures 4/5 to 4/7 . 
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Fir;ure 4/2 
This figure defines the angle e 
with respect to a fixed direction 
in the nicrostructure (in this case 
~, the eutectic alignrrent direction) 
and the orientation of the indenter, 
When ir.easuring hardness anisotropy 
only one diagonal of the indentation 
is measured. 
Figure 4/3 Al-CuA1 2 eutectic 
50 gf, Vickers indent~tion at 
e = 0° and 90° (SE M secondary image, 
30°tilt), Note the cracking (marked 
by an arrow). 
1080X 
Fiture 4 / 4 Al-CuA12 eutectic 
50 gf, Vickers indentation at 
0 
e = 45 (SE M secondary electron 
i nage, 30° tilt). Note the less 
severe cracking which· still occurs 
on the sides of the indentation 
parallel to the eutectic alignment 
direction e, 
2232 " 
Figure 4/5 
900x 
SEU secondary electron irrage 
50 gf, Knoop indentation 
at 9 ::: 0° • 
F'i [:ure 4/6 
900,c 
SE!l secondary ele ctron image 
5 O gf. Knoop indentation 
0 
at 9::: 45. 
4/7 
9 00" 
SE i : secondary electron image 
so g£. Knoop indentation 
at e = 90° • 
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From figure 4/8 it can be seen that the KHN (long diagonal) is 90° 
out of phase with the VHN and KHN (short diagonal) hardness anisotropies. 
Clearly the simple rrethod for mel:!,suring and describing hardness anisotropy 
(4.2.1) leads to anbiguous results and the explanation for this behaviour 
nust be found. 
Elastically Driven Recovery 
Whilst an indentation is in the process of being rrade in an 
anisotropic material, it is presumed to be the sarr.e shape as the indenter. 
When the load is released the indentation relaxes into a less symrretric 
shape, as shown in fi£ures 4/3 and 4/4, The shape of these Vickers 
indentations is different from the ideal 4mm s~or.rretrical shape because of 
this anisotropic contraction, When an indentation is rrade in an 
anisotropic material there will be both elastic and plastic deformation 
but the proportion of the strain taken by these two mechanisrrs will be 
different in different directions in the material. When the indenter is 
removed, the most hi 6hly stressed directions will contract more, driven 
by the more highly elastically corr-pressed rraterial, Hence the indentation 
will be asymetrical, This hypothesis of the cause of the asymmetry of the 
i rrlentations, obvious as it may seem, has not appeared in previous 
p wlished work on the subject. 
The equilibrium stress field beneath an indentation is very co11;10lex 
and no adequ?,te description of it exists, However, in an anisotropic 
nnterial, it is reasonable to assume that the stress in the material in 
cont act with tbe indenter, when it is fully loaded, is the flow stress. 
Now, if the flow stress (Y9 ) and the Young's rrodulus (E9 ) both vary with 
orientation (6), then an estir.:ate of the extent of the contraction in any 
direction will be biven by Ye/E8 • Note that this is an estinate of the 
driving force for the contraction. ff plastic as well as elastic 
dEformation occurs on unloading it will not affect this esti~ate of the 
extent of the contraction that takes place . 
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~Causes of hardness Anisotropy 
The elast i cal l y driven contraction (or 'recovery') affects the 
measured hardness aniso t ropy by superin-posing an effect which has the sarre 
symr..etry as the microstructure which affects the shape of the indentations. 
There is also the effect of the anisotropy on the 'intrinsic' or un-
recovered hardness which has the sarr.e symmetry as that of the indenter 
which controls the indentation size. This intrinsic hardness anisotropy 
could only be rreasured if it were possible to neasµre the indentation size 
whilst the indenter was still under load, This could be achieved by using 
a displacement controlled machine (see 3, 1,3 and chapter 5).which would 
enable the unrecovered hardness to be measured for different indenter 
orientations on the specimen and the degree of contraction in each 
direction to be established by post facto exawination. At present it is . , 
only possible to measure the results of the combination of these two 
effects and it is thus very difficult to separate the two factors 
quantitatively, 
EstiD3tes of the Contraction of Vi ckers Indentations 
The different form, of anisotropy observed in the eutectic (figure 
4/8) can now be explained in terrrs of the above theory, Each measured 
anisotropy, whether for Vickers, Knoop (long diagonal) or Knoop (short 
diagonal), is a combination of two effects, one with the symnetry of the 
n; :icrostructure ( 2 mm in this case) and the other with the symrretry of the 
i rrlenter, and the relative magnitudes of these two eff ects also depends 
upon the shape of the indenter. 
Thus the hardness numbers, as shown in 4/8, have different rreanings 
for different orientations and their useful:µess,as hardness nu rrbers, to 
the further understanding of the subject is linited, 
Nevertheless, despite the lack of the dine nsions of the unrecovered 
(intrinsic) indentations, from the data available it is possible to 
estimate the e}s.'tent of the recovery in each of the two principal directions 
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in the two orientated materials. 
Figures 4/3 and 4/4 de1r.-onstrate that a greater degree of contraction 
occurs parallel to, rather than perpendicular t6, the direction e. If it 
is assumed that the recovery perpendicular toe is zero and then the 
are used 
dirwnsions of the indentation/to calculate the contraction parallel to£, 
then a lower bound estimate is obtained for the extent of the contraction, 
This is shown in table I where the contract ions are e}.-pressed as 
percentages of the (assurred) unrecovered indentation size. 
The Anisotropy of the Youngs Hodulus 
Now, despite the fact that the elastic moduli of the t wo phases 
in a eutectic or eutectoid can be very different, it will be shown that 
the average Youngs modulus of the composite is fairly isotropic. This 
will be dennnstrated for the Al-CuAl2 eutectic; the Youngs moduli of 
the constituent phases are 70 GPa (Al) and 142 CPa (CuAl2), Now the 
stress and strain fields beneath indenters are very complex but a fair 
estimate of the degree of elastic anisotropy can be obtained by 
considering the two cases of uniaxial compression parallel to, and 
perpendicular to, the direction£• 
In a lar,e lla material with approxinately equal volumes of the two 
pl:B.ses (the exact proportions are not critical) the effective nnduli in 
tbe two principal directions are the same-strain rrean (parallel to£) 
and the same-stress mean (perpendic.ular to £) and in this case they are 
106 GP a and 94 GPa respectively, 
Thus ttie degree of elastic anisotropy is of the order of one tenth 
which will only nnke a srrall contribution (in the opposite sense) to 
the anisotropic contraction i.e. the lower bound astir.ate for Al-CuAl2 
should be revised to be approximately; 18% - 18%/10 '.::: 16%. Therefore, to 
a first approxirra.tion, elastic isotropy can be assumed to hold, 
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Another Estimate of the Contraction 
If the contraction is proportional to Yg/E, where Eis not 
dependen t on direction, then an upper bound estimate for the contraction 
can be obtained by considering the anisotropy of the flow stress. From 
4/3 and 4/4 the flow stress can be seen to be greater in the direction e 
because that is the direction of greatest contraction. 1.ellor and Edmonds 
(1978) neasured the microhardness of the proeutectoid alpha and delta 
phases (102 and 430 kgf.rrn1- 2 respectively) as well as that of the 
eutectoid pearlite (332 kgf,mm- 2 ). These results are used here to give 
an upper bound for the flow stress anisotropy by setting the flow stress 
parallel to~ to be proportional to 430 kgf.rrm- 2 and that perpendicular 
to ~ to be proportional to 102 kgf, mm-2. If the recovery of the indentation 
in the proeutectoid phases were taken into account these . two values iould 
be even r:1ore disparate, so this is not a true upper bound, rrerely an 
esti rr,a te, 
Thus, if the unreco~ered diagonal of an indentation is 'd', then 
(if k is a constant of proportionality): 
d 
d = 
430,k 
102.k 
4,2,2a 
4.2.2b 
Hence the estimates of the recovery in the fourth column of Table I were 
calculated, 
Section 4,2,2 Table I 
lower bound another 
estimate estirr.at e 
Al-CuA1 2 22.19 ± 0 .96 27,20 ±. 0,71 
>. =2. Sp.m 
(50gf.) 
18% 
Cu/In 39,5 * 42.9 ±. 0, 5* ± 0 ,3 
>, =O . 79p.rn 
( 300 gf.) 
8% 10.1% i: 2.4% 
Cu/In 38 , 4 ± 1.1* 43 . 4 ± o. 7* 
,. e: 2. rPYl (300 3' .• 
11,5% 14.6% & 3.5% 
*from Mellor and Edmonds (1978) 
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These estimates of :::ecovery are not accurate as they do not take 
into account the strenr.thening effects in the co rr.pos ite which are not 
present in the proeutectoid phases, i.e. the presence of solute atoms 
( to saturation), dislocation networks produced by differential thermal 
shrinkage on quenching and the interlamella interfaces. For the same 
reasons the effect of the intrinsic single crystal hardness anisotropies 
of the two phases (which, in any eutectic or eutectoid colony, are two 
single crystals) will be mininal (page 1979), 
Stress Field Beneath the Vickers Indenter 
Although the recoveries have been calculated for the 8=0° and 9=90° 
~at-'4.-
orientations of Vickers indenters (figure 4/4), ·2. n.uch lar ger agi sg:l;i:9~y. 
. 0 1s to be eA~ected (and is observed) for the 0=45 position (figure 4/4), 
This is because the largest compressive stress parallel to the surface 
(i.e. the largest stress susceptible to anisotropic effects) is probably 
roughly perpendicular to the indenter's facets (see figure 4/9), This is 
consistent with the presumed rraxi.num tensile stresses being parallel to 
t1 
2 1 
J1 w l 
3Jf ~ 
le!-d 2----31 
g> 
Figure 4/9 
This is a plan diagram of 
a Vickers indentation 
showing the two projected 
diagonal len gths d 1 and d2 
and the four directions of 
larges t compress ive stress 
(postulated) as arrows, 
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the indentation diagonals, as evidenced by the position of median cracks 
a round Vickers inde ntations in brittle rraterials (Pa ge 1979), Therefore 
t re largest fractional chan ge in indent a tion shape is to be expe cted when 
the facets are rou i:;-hly parallel with the principal directions in the test 
m~erial~s microstructure. In this position the inde ntation (after 
recovery) is rectangular and both indentation diagonals are the same length, 
therefore the shape as well as the size of the indent a tion nust be 
examine d in anisotropic materials. 
Stress Field Beneath the Knoop Indenter 
For Knoop indentations the situation is different, The greatest 
stresses parallel to the s~rface can still be considered to be perp-
endicular to the facets but the similarity between the shape of the 
indenter and that of a wedge n~ans that the greatest horizontal 
con~ressive stress is approxirrately perpendicular to the longest diagonal 
(see f igure 4/10) and the greatest elastic contraction occurs in this • 
direction of greatest stress, Therefore the Knoop (long diagonal) intrinsic 
hardness anisotropy (which affects the size of the indentation) is always 
90° out of phase with the recovery anisotropy (which affects the 
ind e nt a tion shape) , wh e reas the Knoop (short diagonal) intr:i.nsic hardness 
anisotropy is exactly in phase with the recovery anisotropy, 
Figure 4/ 10 ~ ~ 
The ar,rows show ~ c:::!:7 
the direction ~ c:::!:7 
16-3° for an of the greatest 
cor,ipressive ~ unrecovered ~ Knoop stress in the ~ LP indentation Knoop indentation 
~ ~ 
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Thus it can be seen that the apparent syrrmetry between the Vickers 
and the Knoop (long diag,) curves in 4/8 is . fortuitous and for this 
reason the curves have been drawn to fit the points and not to cross 
over at the O = 45 position, 
Intrinsic Unrecovered Hardness Anisotropy 
The validity of these hypotheses about (a) the rraxinum compressive 
stresses around both types of indentation, and (b) the direction and 
magnitude of the recovery in aligned rnicrostructures, can only be tested 
against the experin-ental data if son~ rreasure of the intrinsic unrecovered 
hardness anisotropy is available, 
H 
200 
150 0 
8 
Figure 4/ 11 
D Moore's method - from Vickers indentations 
O R & A' s method - from Knoop indentations 
error bars ar$ + 2 standard deviations 
4/11 
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An approxirr.ate idea of the form of the unrecovered hardness 
anisotropy can be obtained by using l'.:'.oore' s method for averaging the 
diagonals of asymrretrical Vickers indenters (see 3.3.l(b)) and 
Raghuram and Armstrong's method for averaging two Knoop rr.easuren:ents 
at right angles (error bars are not appropriate for these points and 
are not plotted in the figure 4 /11) , No definite conclusions can be 
drawn from this exercise as the recoveries affect the rreasurements 
which are used by both methods , but it does appear that the estirrate 
of the intrinsic hardness anisotropy shown by both ITBthods is not 
severe. 
Explanation of the Observed Hardness Anisotropies 
The hypotheses about the forms of the stress distributions 
beneath Vickers and Knoop indenters will now be shown to be consistent 
with the experinEntal results, 
If the intrinsic Vickers hardness is not very sensitive to the 
orientation of the ~icrostructure, as has been indicated by the above 
section, then the Vickers curve in figure 4/ 8 is explained completely 
in terrrB of the differential recovery, i.e. the contraction anisotropy 
effect dominates the intrinsic anisotropy effect. 
~he Knoop results show that the intrinsic anisotropy dominates 
the contraction ru1isotropy for the case of the long diagonal, whereas 
for the short diagonal both anisot-ropy effects corrbine in phase. The 
contraction acts principally along the direction of greatest compressive 
stress which ·is why it has opposite effects on the two diagonals (see 
4/10). 
Conclusion 
In conclusion it appears that the eutectic and eutectoid materials 
both have definite 'hard' and 'soft' directions, that the Vickers 
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hardness anisotropy is controlled by the elastically driven recovery and the Knoop anisotropy by th~ orientation dependent intrinsic hardness, and that the anisotropy in elastic rr:oduli plays a n'inor role. 
It is interesting to note that the differential contraction will 
only have a dominant effect on the hardness anisotropy when the elastic deformation is a si f:n ificant proportion of the total,that is, when the E/Y ratio is less than about 114 (see 2,1,2), In fully plastic materials 
with E/Y much greater than 114 it is to be e :,.;pected that hardness 
anisotropy will be more obvious without the nasking effects of the elastic 
rreovery, but it is also to be e~~ected that Vickers indentations in 
such n~terials will be perfectly square, 
Bilckle (1973) n~de Vickers indentations in pure bisnuth single 
crystals, a material with a high E/Y ratio, but the indentations were by 
no means square. This may be because the restricted nurrber of slip systems did not per wi t a fully plastic pile-up to form all around the indentation 
and thus lead to a greater degree of elastic radial displacerrent than 
would be expected frorr1 theavera ge E/Y ratio. This liir.i ted plasticity 
effect nay also occur where a very stiff, hard phase nay not allow the foriration of a localised pile-up even if the average E/Y ratio for the 
whole con~osite is greater than 114, 
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4.2,3 Room Temperature Hardness Anisotropy of 1'.gO 
Published work on. the hardness anisotropy of Mg0 ( see 4/ 12) shows 
that both the Vickers and Knoop inisotropies on the (001) face display 
0 4nm plane symnetry and that they are 45 out of phase, This contrasts 
with the orientated n~crostructure materials where both the hardness 
anisotropies displayed 2mm syrnn,etry and were 90° out of phase, 
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Knoop and Vickers (DPHN) hardness 
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machines, Note that (a) there is an 
indentation size effect on the 
Vickers hardness, and (b) that the 
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The Knoop hardness anisotropy ·on HgO is well described by the 
effective resolved shear stress model (ERSS) of Brookes et al. (1971) 
(see 2.4.2) but Armstrong and Raghurarn (1973) and Boyarskaya et al.(1979) 
have developed other theories to eh~lain the Vickers hardness anisotropy, 
The forrrer theory, concerning the possible effect of median cracks on 
the stress field, was described in 2.4.3 and Boyarskaya'a theory is 
qualitatively similar to the ERSS theory in that it concerns the effects 
of the stresses resolved onto particular slip systeJP.s by the force 
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exerted on each facet of the indenter, 
In the current work,an extended and revised ERSS rr.odel has been 
developed (see 2,4,2 and appendix I) which can produce hardness anisotropy 
predictions for Vickers as well as for Knoop indenters and these are 
shown in figures 4/13 and 4/14, The shaded area in these figures shows 
the variation between predictions made using different forms of the 
constraint factor, equations 2,4,2h to k, From these figures it can be 
seen that the complex interactions between the indenter facets and the 
slip systerrs which are considered by the ERSS progra~ are sufficient to 
explain the different hardness anisotropies for the two indenters, This 
has two consequences, firstly, that the theory of Arrrstrong and Raghuram 
is unnecessary, and secondly, that there are no absolute 'hard' or 'soft' 
directions in ML-0 single crystals, 
Thus the nechanisLs controlling the hardness anisotropy in 1'g0 
are conpletely different from those operating in orientated microstructure 
materi ~ls (4,2,2). 
Wonsiewicz and Chin's ( 1973) rrodel of hardness anisotropy rrechanisrrs 
is only applicable to approximately wedge-shaped indenters ( i, e, Knoop, 
but not Vickers) and irnplicitely assumes that every direction in a crystal, 
irrespective of indentation plane, has a definite hardness or softness, 
Therefore this model is not appropriate for MgQ, or probably , for any 
other semi-brittle material with restricted capacity for slip (2,4,2), 
The success of the ERSS type of model in predicting the forrrs of 
anisotropies of both types of indenter shows clearly that it is the active 
slip systems in the bulk of the solid which control the anisotropy, 
However, the absolute magnitude of the hardness will be affected by other 
11 deformation mechanis ms. These may be secondary slip, elastic deforrriation, 11 
block shear, or the stress activated diffusion of crowdions (see 2,4,1), 11 
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4. 2.4 Indentation Creep Anisotropy in Alkali Halides 
At hir;h hoUDloi:cous temperatures and long indentation tirres Brookes 
et al.(1875 ) have shown (see 2,3,3) that in MgO, LiF and NaCl the Knoop 
anisotropy is the opposite of that predicted by their ERSS rrodel for the 
{11aj (1io) slip system. This was discussed in section 2.4.1 and it is 
t l:Dught that the effect n;ay be due to indentation creep on . the [100]\l 10) 
slip system which would produce the required anisotropy, see figures 
4/15 and 4/16 which were produced using the revised ERSS model and agree 
with the earlier predictions of Brookes et al.(1975), It is thought that 
slip on [100] <110) may even occur in 1.!gO at room temperature for long 
indentation tirres. 
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4. 3 Microhardness of Metallic Glasses 
An investigation of th~ microindentation behaviour of metallic 
glasses was made because their unique properties make a good test of 
the validity of several theories of indentation plasticity. These 
properties are, firstly, that they are homogeneous over any distance 
greater than a few atomic diameters, their structures are similar to 
I\. those of extremely viscous liquids, and therefore ori~ation and micro-
-structure effects on n:icrohardness are absent. Secondly, they are 
metallic, i.e. good electron conductors, and thus the effects of moisture 
on the surface plasticity can be expected to be nunimal (see 2.5.2), 
Thirdly, work hardening effects are not observed and they are nDdel 
elastic-plastic materials ( apart from slight anelastic effects). Fourthly, 
they deform inhomogeneously on indentation by 'shear bands', not by 
dislocation r.;8chanisn,s, and since their densities are close to those of 
their crystalline forn-s densification is not a significant rrechanism as it 
is in oxide and polymeric glasses. 
Thus netallic glasses are perfect model materials to test the 
surface-directed and radial displacement models of indentation plasticity 
with the novel plasticity n.echanis n, testing the general applicability of 
the models. A range of E/Y ratios and strengths in the experimental 
materials can be achieved by using a variety of alloys. 
Metallic glasses were also appropriate materials to study for 
several reasons unconnected with their structure or properties, Samples 
were easily a~ailable in a well characterised form and reliable 
. Corp'>· 
composition from Allied Chemical/Inc, and a great deal of recent work 
is in progress with these particular alloys cin their structure, yielding 
and crystallisation behaviour . in the department of metallurgy in Cambridge, 
Much of this work depends on the interpretation of the results of micro-
-hardness tests as the glasses are only available in ribbon form (35 to 
50 microns thick , 5 to 25 mm wide) a nd mi cr oinde ntation is the easiest 
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test to n:ake on the mechanical properties of such ribbons, 
A de facto standard load of 100 gf, is used by n~ost researchers 
for microhardness tests but often little account is taken of the 
indentation size effect (ISE) on microhardness and sometirres such hardness 
values are used for calculating bulk properties, such as yield stress, 
for which they unsuited, 
Therefore some critical study of the microhardness of n:etallic 
glasses was felt to be useful both to the study of ~icroindentation 
tests and to those working on the mechanical properties of these rraterials. 
4. 3. 1 Structure and Yieldin e; of retallic Glasses 
}tetallic glasses are novel materials which have only recently 
becoLe available in quantity and, also only recently, has some 
agreenent been reached on appropriate rndels for their structures and 
the unique mechanisrrs by which they flow. Therefore the subject will 
. * be briefly reviewed here before describing the results of microhardness 
tests on these naterials, 
Flow beneath microindentation at temperatures below the glass 
transition ten~erature (Tg) occurs by the operation of shear bands (see 
4.3.2(c)) but the operation of these is intinately connected with the 
structure of these alloys (see 4.3.2(a)) and to corr.pare their behaviour 
with other 'low E/Y' naterials it is necessary to understand the influence 
of the structure on the elastic properties (see 4,3,2(b)), The iwportance 
of homogeneOl.lS (viscous) flow to microindentation is generally assumed 
to be snall because of the high strain rates involved, 
-* Footnote : For further infornation on the subject of me tallic glasses 
the proceedings of the 2nd and .3rd international conferences on 'Rapidly (MIT Press) Quenched Metals' (published 1976/ and 1978 by the Metals Society, London) 
are recommended, especially Davis (1976) and Spaepen (1978), 
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4.3.l(a) Structure and Structural Relaxations 
Metall ic glasses are formed by rapidly quenching the melt (11.- 106 Ks1) 
onto a cold metal surface, Eutect'ic conpositions of transition rr.etals 
(i.e. Pd, Ni, Fe, Co, Cr, Ti, Zr, Ag, Au, and Cu), other netals (i,e, 
Be and Al) and rretalloids (i.e. P, B, Si, and C) are the most successful. 
There are broadly two classes of alloys, metal-rretal alloys such as 
cu50zr 50 and Be40Ti 50zr 10 , and n~tal-"etalloid alloys such as Fe80B20 
and Pd77 . 5cu6Si16 , 5 , though in the past year some lithium alloys and 
(perhaps) pure silicon have been successfully queched to glass (Pavuna, 
1979). 
It is generally agreed that the structure of the glasses is 
approxir,ately described by a dense, randomly packed s tructure of touching 
spheres with a high degree of short range order and metallic bonding 
(Giln~n, 1975b), However, great difficulties have been encountered in 
attempting to forr.ulate good structure models which reproduce the saroo 
short range order that is observed in real alloys, 
Experinentally the alloys have been investigated by polaris~d 
neutron scattering, small angle x-ray scattering (SAXRS), x-ray absorption, 
NMR, ma.gnetic moment measuren'ents, MHz and kHz pulse echo techniques,· low 
ten:perature heat capacity measurements, density measurenents and indirectly 
by differential scanning calorirretry (DSC) and transn'ission electron 
microscopy (TE1i) of specimens undergoing the glass trartsition and 
crystallisation. There are clearly differences between the two classes of 
alloys described above, the metalloid atons are completely sheathed by 
rretal aton~ and the hardness and elastic behaviour is different in the 
two classes (Davis 1976b), 
In metallic glasses theoretical study of point, line and planar 
defects has shown them to be unstable, if they existed they wbuld 
spontaneously break up into small perturbations of the existing structure 
( Argon 1979), 
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over an extended region, Tl1e various atorrd.c transport processes (diffusion, 
structural rela:xation and plastic flow) are there fore governed by the 
c mcentration and rrobility of these defects, 
The very rapid quenching rr.eans that the same glass can exist in a 
range of metastable states, with slightj different types of short range 
order, and structural rearrangenents occur easily when the glasses are 
stressed or annealed, long before they phase-separate or crystallise, 
These structural relaxations are extrenEly important to the 
understanding of the variation in the n~chanical properties of the glasses 
both below and above the glass transition point (Tg), 
However the distinctions between the different types of relaxatlon, their 
modes of operation, when they occur and their implications are not well 
understood (Chen and Lo 1978, Greer and Leake 1979) and even the 
nomenclature is not well defined, 
4.3.l(b) Elasticity 
The r.nduli of nBtallic glasses are less than those of the 
crystallised alloys but the yield stresses are high. Thus the glasses have 
low E/Y ratios, usually in the range 45 to 60, and therefore the proportion 
of elastic strain in yielding rraterial is significant, 
The Youngs and shear moduli are usually 30% less, and the bulk 
modulus 5 to 10% less, than the crystalline rraterial, and the Poisson's 
ratios h~i high: 0.4 to 0.45 , The Poisson's ratios are higher, and the 
shear moduli lower, than is to be expected just from the contribution 
of the disorder alone in the glassy state (Chen et al, 1975) which is 
attributed to the existance of highly nnbile extended defects and has 
in~lications for the low ten~erature plasticity of these naterials, 
Sorre idea of the mobility of these defects can be gathered from the fact 
that the elastic parameters are ~asured by kHz and MHz pulse-echo 
techniques. 
I I 
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At high stress levels nEtallic glasses display nonlinear anelastic 
behaviour and show a hysteresis loop on loading and unloading (!fusumoto 
and Ma.a.din, 1975) which may be due to mobile defects or to structural 
relaxation, The elastic limit is quoted by sonB researchers as the yield 
stress whereas others think that the flow-initiated fracture stress is 
nnre significant; this rrakes calculating H/Y and E/Y ratios difficult to 
do in a consistant manner. 
l~tallic glasses only increase in density very slightly when they 
crystallise (by about 1.2% for a typical alloy, Gilman 1975b) but the 
elastic moduli increase significantly, Thus the application of high 
hydrostatic pressure can be expected to have minimal effects on the 
density, since both glassy and crystalline forms are close packed, but 
large effects on the elastic rrnduli and Poisson's ratio of the glasses, 
Unfortunately these effects are largely uninvestigated; apart from the 
indirect and unclear evidence from microhardness tests. 
4.3.l(c) Heterogeneous Shear Band Plasticity 
Below Tg the deforrration at high stress levels occurs heterogeneously 
in localised shear bands (Spaepen 1978) about 2 to 200nm thick, These 
form very rapidly (in less than 7 ns) and although the total plastic 
strain to fracture in a metallic glass is only of the order of 2% the 
sh~ar strain inside the shear bands can be very large indeed as they do 
not strain harden. 
Shear bands are regions of permfinent structural change which are 
caused by ve~y lo~calised high strains. If shear bands are initiated in 
a ribbon and then it is polished further straining will cause the re-
-initiation of the sane shear bands, which implies a work softening effect. 
Shear bv.nds also etch differently fro m the bulk rr.aterial (Patterson 1979, 
Gibbs 1979). 
During yield the structural change is likely to be a local increase 
I l 
I 
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in the excess free volume, a shift in the equilibrium between the stress driven creation of free volun:e and its annihilation due to diffusional 
rearrangements. However, the nature of the perrrA_nant change in the 
shear bands is unknown. 
A relatively successful model has been put forward by Argon (1979) which describes possible structural changes in the shear bands, The rrodel 
. describes two related mechanisrcs, one occurring above, and one below 0.68Tg both utilising the defect structure of free volurre sites; the forrrer bei·ng diffuse and the latter being a more intense shear transformation localised in a disc shaped volume. 
The high Poisson's ratio of metallic glasses is indicative of the 
ease of atomic regroupings and hence responsible for the ductile deformation by shear bands, This has been convincingly demonstrated by Chen et al.(1975) who showed that the reduced microhardness H/K (where K is the bulk modulus), if divided by Tg to take account of the contribution associated with the disorder of the glassy state, decreases rmnotonically with increasing P aissons ratio for a number of alloys. That is, the higher the Poissons 
ratio, the easier the material yields, 
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From Chen et al.(1975). 
The reduced parameter H 
H = H/KTg as a function of 
Poisson's ratio for metallic 
glasses: Pd-Ni-P ( o ) , 
Pd-Fe-P ( 6 ) , Pt-Ni-P ( o ) , 
Pd77!cu6Sil6! ( '1) where H is 
the Vickers hardness, K the 
bulk nndulus and Tg the glass 
transition temperature . 
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The sensitivity of the mechanics of shear band plastic\y to the structures of the metallic glasses, which is indicated by Argon's nudel, is confirn-ed by measurenents of the SAXRS which show that cold rolling and low temperature annealing have roughly opposit e effects on the short range order (Waseda et al. 1979). 
The sensitivity of mechanical properties to annealing is demonstrated by the load-relaxation measurerrents of Hadnagy et al,(1978) who showed that 'as received' netallic glasses displayed varying behaviour, but that a uniform annealing treatment rennved these variations. 
Thus, while different structures in the same metallic glass certainly do affect the nEchanics of shear, there are as yet no adequate rrodels for the effects and a paucity of data, 
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4. 3. 2 Indentation Hardness fodels and I1!etallic Classes 
The responses of rr~tallic glasses to indentation are very sirrilar 
to those of crystalline metals, pile-ups are always observed surrounding 
the indentations and the H/Y ratio is general ly about 3,2, The pile-ups 
are not smoothly rounded as they are in crystalline metals because the 
plasticity is due to shear bands and these can be, seen forming the pile-up 
in figure 4/18. Nevertheless, these characteristics show without ambiguity 
that metallic glasses deform by surface-directed displacerrents, 
Figure 4/ 18 
l,ietglas 2826A (as received) 
Ni36Fe32Cr14P1286 
Vickers indentation 100 gf, 
30 s dwell time, Taken in 
a Stereoscan SII SEM with 
30°axial tilt at 30 kV 
1300x 
Now metallic glasses have unusually low E/Y ratios (see 4.3.l(b)) 
and therefore the theories of indentation plasticity (see 2,1.2 and 2,3,2) 
predict that they will deform by radial displacerr.ents, Thus the experimental 
behaviour is precisely the opposite of that expected, 
The magnitude of the problem can be seen in figure 4/lD This is 
the same as figure 2./1 ( duplicated here) but with the circles showing 
the behaviour of 5 rretallic glasses ( 2 points for different values for 
Pd/Cu/Si - Davis 1976, Chen and Polk 19740 the lines showing the 
behaviour predicted by the Studman, Moore, Jones and Field n.odel(SMJF) 
for three values of Y and the lines showing the range of predictions 
on a basis of pile-up displacements, The SM.JF rrod el was shown to be the 
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best radial displacerrent rrodel in 2 .1. 2 1 the rrndel due to Gerk yields 
alrrost exactly the sarre H/Y to E/Y curve (see figures 2/3 & Z/t;-); Mrny 
of the points shown in 2/~ have H/ Y values in excess of those predicted by either rrodel,which is to be expected for two reasons, Firstly, the 
effects of elastic recovery make all rm.terials, especially those with low E/Y ratios, appear rr.uch harder than they 'really' are; the models predict 
the behaviour under load and not after relaxation. ~econdly, work hard-
-ening in crystalline materials increases the flow stress relC.vSl.nt for indentation deforr.n.tion and, whilst this can be taken into account by 
using Tabor's 8% representative strain method, the method is not exact, 
The position of the n~tal l ic glass data is such that either new indentation theories rrrust be fornulated which can explain why metallic 
glasses appear to behave differently from all other materials, or the 
data must be examined to see if it is possible that the flow stresses and 
elastic moduli relevan,t. to indentation are sufficiently different from 
those measured in the bulk to enable corrected data to be encompassed by 
the existing theories. This latter course will now be followed and will 
show what kind of strange effects must operate in metallic glasses if 
they are to be described by conventional rrodels. 
Elastic recovery has already been mentioned as leading to over-
-estiri.ates being rrade of H/Y, especially in low E/Y rr.aterials, Pd/Cu/Si 
metallic glass (Pd77 , 5cu6Si16 , 5 ) has an E/Y value of about 57 and H/Y of 3. 17 (Davis 1976). If it is to obey the SMJF model it should have an·-H/Y 
value of about 1.34, This rreans that if this difference is to be explained 
only in terrrs of elastic recovery a 100 gf, indentation wot1-ld have to 
recover elastisally from 27,9 to 19.3 rr~crons, i.e. by about 35%, and this is typical for all the n"Etallic glasses for which the relevent data exists, This is not a totally unreasonable degree of recovery, the Al-CuAl2 
eutectic recovered by at least 18% (see 4.2) and 35% could be achdeved 
without any distortion of the indentation as the edges are not strain 
hardened. 
• 
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However, the discrepa ncy between the e .xperimental r esults and the 
predictions of the rrDdel cannot be e:x-p l ained only in terms of elastic 
recovery, The critical observation is that surface pile-ups, or 'coronets: 
are formed around indentations, the 'wrong' deformation rro de definitely 
occurs and the H/Y ratio is a parameter of secondary irrportance, The 
prinary cause of the discrepancy is that the E/Y ratio is observed to 
be too low, therefore the elastic 1mduli and the flow stresses will now 
be examined to see whether the E/ Y ratio relevent to the behaviour 
beneath indenters is really as low as it appe2.rs from bulk n:easurements, 
Since the plasticity mechanisns depend on the degree of free 
volume in the material (see 4,3,1) it is to be expected that the 
hydrostatic stress beneath indenters will affect (i.e. raise) the flow 
stress rrore than is the case for crystalline rraterials. If this occurs 
then the E/Y ratio will be even smaller than the value measured from 
bulk properties, naking surface-directed displacements appear even n:ore 
unlikely. However, the elastic moduli will also increase under pressure 
(and, presumably Poisson's ratio will decrease, though this only has a 
small effect on the S1'.JF n:odel 's predictions) and if E increases nnre 
than Y the pile-up regime value (E/Y greater than 95 forv=0.4) may be 
achieved, 
The above conjecture will now be put to the test: Pd/Cu/Si has a 
yield stress between 102 and 186 kgf. nm- 2 (various authors use differe nt 
definitions of yielding, HasuQoto and fad.din 1975, Davis 1975, Chen et al. 
1975, Davis J976, Davis et al,1976b) and a Youn gs modu lus E be t ween 8400 
- 2 2 and 10006 kgf. nm , the crysta lline form has E = 13260 kgf, nun- • Even if 
it is assur;ed that under indentation E increases to the crys t a lline value, 
whils t at the sarre ti rre the flow stress is only 140 kgf .rrm-~ can an E/Y 
value as high as 95 be ::i.ttained. (The yield stress of 102 kgf . rrm2i s an 
elastic limit stress, not a flow stress,) Theref ore it is very unlikely 
that the effect of hydrostatic pressure on the Youn g 's modulus can bring 
the behaviour into agreement with the SMJF theory. 
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There is one remaining possibility that may reconcile theory and 
o~ervation, that is if the work softening effect in the shear bands' 
beneath the indenter reduces the relevcwt flow stress by about 40%. Such 
a work softening effect inside shear bands nay well exist (Patterson 1970, 
Gibbs 1979) but no way of measuring it has been devised, 
In conclusion , metallic glasses do test the applicability of the 
theorie~ of indentation plasticity to the limit and these theories appear 
to fail, In the light of this failure it wou ld be useful to ree :,,.;amine the 
data on other nnterials which appear to diverge from these IIDdels' 
predictions. It may becon~ apparant that they are not, as has been 
previously assun~d, freak results, but valid counter examples, However, it 
must be admitted that previous data has, almost without exception, been 
collected without regard for elastic recovery; a new experimental program 
would have to take this into account. 
It may be that the principle of two regimes of yielding distinguished 
by different E/Y ratios may continue to be valid and that the rrodels to 
da~e have only been quantitatively in error, However it is also possible 
that the E/Y ratio (and the Poissons ratio) nay be insufficient to 
separate the two regimes and that the ~-:echanis m of flow, by shear bands, 
dislocations or densification, rray have to be taken into account, 
Patterson et al. (1978) have observed that when rr.etallic gla3ses 
crystallise the hardness and the flow stress increase drarratically and the 
pile-ups disappear. Thus in the ·nri.crocrystalline form these~ alloys 
again appear to obey the models' predictions. This indicates that it nay 
be the shear band mechanism of plasticity which is causing the failure of 
the models as the partially crystalline glasses flow horrogeneously in a 
viscous fashion and the crystalline alloys by dislocations and grain 
boundary sliding. Alternatively, this is also , evidence for the 
possibility that it is the work softening effect in the shear bands 
. 
. which increases E/Y such that pile-up deforn~tion occurs, 
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Davis (1975, 1976) noticed that the H/Y and E/Y ratios were 
incon~atible with the observed pile~up defor mation but attributed it to the 
rretallic bonding in the rr.etallic glasses, hot appreciating that the 
radial displacement nndels , as they are stated at present, do not assume 
any kind of bonding or plasticity mechanism and should be valid for all 
naterials, 
When considering the theoretical and experimental H/Y and E/Y ratios the problem of thE: ISE on hardness must be taken into consideration, The· · 100 gf, standard load may be large enough for the continuum rrodel of plasticity, as used by the indentation plasticity theories, to apply, However, the role of the ISE, which has proved to be a largely errpirical 
subject, cannot usefully l::J.e discussed without some attempt to rreasure it; this is the topic of the next section. 
Sumn:ary 
1, l.Ie tallic r;lasses deform by surface · directed displacerr.ents and not by the radial displacements which are predicited by the SJUF theory, 
2 , The surface directed displacement mod e of deformation is not due to hydrostatic pressure effects on the flow stress or the Young's n~dulus, 3, The reason for the behaviour is definitely connected with the shear band mechanism of flow as the behaviour becomes conventional on 
crystallisation, 
4, None of the surface directed or radial displacerrent theories fit the observed data, even if work softening is assumed . to occur, 
4. 3. 3 ISE in Metallic Classes 
Vickers indentations were made using loads iu the range 10 to 
100 gf, on four different glassy alloys; one alloy was available in two 
different ribbon widths and both of these were tested, A number of sets 
of measurements were made on each ribbon, each set consisting of 4 or 5 
indentations at each load (see 3,2,1), All indentations were observed 
by optical and scanning electron microscopy to be surrounded by surface 
pile-ups, or 'coronets', 
Two series of measurensents were made, one on the clean, shiny 
surface of the as-received ribbons, and the other series on the reverse 
side after an erosive vibratory polishing treatrrent, This latter process 
involved gluing a 20 mlli l~ngth of ribbon to a metal block with cyano-
-acrylate resin and vibratory polishing it in 0,25 rricron alumina powder 
for up to 79 hours, details are given in tables I and II, 
Section 4.3.3 Table I 
1let glas (c) PMS code Ribbon width Co n-position code 
2605A Q 1. 0 mn Fe78 tb 2B20 2826 R 1.8 mm Ni 40Fe 40P 1486 2826A s 1. 8 mm Ni36Fe32Cr14pl286 2826 T 25, 4 mm Ni40Fe40P14B6 2605 u 1. 3 Il'JU Fe80B20 
The data was analysed by the methods described in section 3,2,2 
and appendix I, A larger scatter than would be e:is-pected from the random 
scatter within each set was observed between sets of results collected 
at different times from the sane piece of ribbon, This is illustrated 
in figure 4/ 19s which shows the results from 11 sets of data 
from the eroded and· uneroded 2605A (Q) glass in the form of 
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Section 4.3.3 Table II 
Metglas (c) P~JS code Hours in the thickness of 
code eros ion polisher the ribbon~ 
QB 23! 30 + 3 2605A 
-
QC 0 38 
RB 23} 55 + 3 
2826 -
RC 0 58 
SA 10 35 + 3 
-2826A 
SB 0 38 
TB 79 40 + 3 
-2826 
TA -o 51 
UC 79 30 + 3 
-2605 
UB 0 3_1 
error ellipsoids* on a plot of ISE index against a log-scale of inter-
-polated 'ten micron hardness' values (see chapter 3 ). The variation 
between the e llipsoids is due to uncontrolled systen~tic difference~ 
in the testing conditions, if the scatter were ~ue only to random effects 
the ellipsoids would be rruch nnre tightly clustered , as are the sets 
labelled 1,3,5 and 7 in the right hand figure. In this case the 
systematic differences are r.uch greater in QB and are very likely to 
be due to variations in surface topography. The undersides of ribbon~ 
* Footnote: The number by each ellipsoid deno'tes the name of that set of 
data, thus QB4 etc., to distinguish rretallic glass data from that from 
other materials all dataset names are prefixed by AC (Allied Chemical), 
thus the full name is ACQB4, for example, The ' missing' n a rres (i.e. QB5) 
wer e u sed for i n t ermedi a t e rrerged s ets of data, QB5 c ont ained a ll the 
dat a f rom QBl , 2,3, and 4, 
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i.e. those sides in contact with the quenching wheel, are rough with 
undulations about a micron or so deep which extend about 30 microns or 
so sideways, for comparison, the indentations rr.ade ranged from 3.5 to 
12, 8 microns in diameter, i.e. 0. 5 to 1. 4 microns deep. The erosion 
treatrrent rerroves tens of microns of rrnterial but the undulations pers i st 
since erosion, unlike grinding or polishing, affects the whole surface 
at once. 
In the case of the uneroded naterial (QC) the cause of the deviation 
of QC2 is not clear, but it is unlikely to be due to inhorrogeneities in 
the ribbon as such a change in properties would have to exist over an 
area of 1 rrm2, the area over which one set of n~asurements is n~de. The 
deviation is more likely to be due to loading-rate or rreasurement effects. 
Nevertheless, the QC2 results were included with the rest of QC and, when 
c a rpared with the merged sets of QB data, no significant difference was 
f arnd. This was the case for all the alloys, the erosion treatment did 
not affect either the ten wicron hardness or the ISE index significantly, 
and the statistical method mention.ed in 3,2,3,and described in appendix 
II, showeci that the pairs of sets of results were identical to · the 99% 
confidence level. 
Therefore the indentation behaviour is qualitatively and quantitat 
-ively the same in the interior of the ribbon as it is on the surface, 
there appears to be no change in 1rech an ical properties through the 
thickness of the ribbon in any of these alloys. It is true that the 
erosion treatment never rerr.oved as nuch as 50% of the ribbon, but the 
strain field beneath an indenter penetrates a distance into the interior 
which is at least ten tiri~s the indentation depth (Tabor 1951), 
Tests on the 25,4 mm 2826 ribbon (TA) showed that there was no 
significant difference betwee n the indentation behaviour in the centre 
and that alonf; the edge of the ribbon. In the s ame ribbon lOgf, Knoop 
indentations were made parallel to, and perpendicular to , the rr:elt-
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-spinning direction, i.e. alon g and across the ribbon, and no difference 
was detect ed , There was no hardness anisotropy, 
The data from the eroded and uneroded specimens was rrerged and the 
results are shown in fi gure 4/ 20 and table III, The ellipsoids in this 
latter figure are sna ller than those in figure 4/198 because each one 
represents data from at least 100 indentations and, since these measure-
- rrents were made on a nu rrber of different occasions, it is hoped that 
the remaining effects of poorly controlled systewatic errors have also 
be come much sr11aller, 
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Section 4.3.3 Table III 
Code H_(ten-micron} ISE index £!__( 10 gf. ) 
< 1190 1. 78 1487 Q2 ( 1109 - 1277) (1.76 - 1,80) (1431 - 1546) 
< 896 1. 84 981 Rl (820 - 936) ( 1. 82 - 1. 86) (942 - 1022) 
< · 954 1.85 1052 S2 (881 - 1032) ( 1. 82 - 1. 87) ( 1002 - 1105) 
< 887 1. 92 962 T3 (817 - 962) (1.90 - 1.95) (917 - 1010) 
< 1153 1 , 86 1277 Ul ( 1034 - 1286) ( 1. 83 - 1 , 90) ( 1198 - 1364) 
Ranges in brackets are to the 95% confidence level, 
Hardness values (H) are all in kg~.nm1 2 
H ( 100 gf,) 
1132 . 
(1117 - 1148) 
818 
(808 - 828) 
896 
(881 - 911) 
865 
(851 - 879) 
1105 
( 1086 - 1124) 
I-" 
O') 
c.,J 
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4.3.3(a) The Existence of the ISE 
The nnst important observation is that al1, the alloys whose 
behaviour is shown in figure 4/20 have ISE indicies in the range 1,8 
to 1.9 (approx,), there is a strong effect of the indentation size on 
microhardness: smaller indentations cause higher hardness numbers to be 
measured, 
It is very difficult to explain this observation in terms of what 
is known about the causes of the ISE, It was hoped that rr.etallic glasses 
would have ISE indices of 2, 0 so that by nndifying their conJ)OSi tion, . 
crystallinity and by adding surface layers of different thicknesses the 
various causes of the ISE could be investigated individually, 
There is some evidence that phosphorus segregates to the surface 
of the ribbons (Patterson 1979), but the erosion experiF.ent shows that 
the ISE is not caused by a segregated surface layer, and any layer of 
oxide on the surface is likely to be only a few atoms thick, The 
shear bands are srraller than the indentations and do not form cells or 
subgrains as dislocations can in crystalline metals. There is no 
independent ev idence of any microstructure on the scale necessary to 
produce the observed ISE, the inhorr.ogeneit ies observed by Patterson et al, 
-3 (1978) are too large at 15 microns, and too sparse (5 mm ) to have the 
requirei effect. Inhomogeneities on a scale of about 100 nm would cause 
the ISE if they had the effect of soft ening the Paterial (see 2.5 . 4 and 
4,4,3) but magnetic coercivity measurements show that metallic glasses in 
the as-quenched condition, before annealing, are complet e ly devoid of 
inhomogeneities ( Gibbs 1979 and Gibbs et al.1979). 
Surface pile-ups occur, but they are only a syrrptom (2,5,5) of the 
!SE and not a cause, There are no line defects in n-etallic glasses and 
t terefore sr.-a.ller indentations cannot force a tighter curvature, as they 
may for dislocations , and hence increase the flow stress. The only 
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possible effects in terms of the n~chanisrrs previously described in 
chapter 2 are (a) scaling effects due to the shear bands themselves, and (b) the effect of the free surface on the mobility ' of defects near the 
surface. However, the structure of a glass means that the stress field 
of a defect will drop off nore rapidly with distance than it will in a 
crystalline solid, therefore the effect of the free surface is likely to be minimal. 
Thus the c~ly effect which can possibly cause the observed ISE is the scaling effect due to the finite size of the shear bands, They are 
usually about 20 n~ thick but can be up to 200 nm thick* which is the 
size necessary to affect microhardness indentations 1 micron deep. Shear bands do not exist in the as-quenched rmterial and therefore cannot be detected by coercivity n~asurements as they are not initiated until penetrated by the indenter, and they are certainly softer than the bulk 
of the glass. If they caused hardening of the rr~terial then an ISE would 
exist but the index would be greater than 2 (see 4,4,3). 
Concluoion 
The ISE in metallic glasses is caused by the scaling effect of the finite size of the shear bands conpared with the size of the indentations. Detailed study of the ISE may therefore aid the understanding of the 
operation of shear bands and vice versa, 
*Footnote: Personal comnunication : Donovan (1979) , 
4. 3. 3 (b) 1Ribbon Width1 Effect 
The second observation to be made from figure 4,3,3B is that 
materials Rand T have the san:.e ten micron hardness but different ISE 
indicies. Rand T a~e the sanE alloy, hletglas 2826, and it is to be 
. Cl/.) 
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expected that their behaviours should be identical/ they only differ in 
the width of the ribbon. 
Allied Cherrical Inc. do not publicise their manufacturing methods 
but the narrow ribbon (R) is alrrost certainly nude by melt-spinning 
using a single jet from a circular nozzle, ~hereas the wide ribbon is 
probably made using multiple circular nozzles (rather than using a slit). 
This difference is sufficient to increase the ISE index from 1,84 to 
1.92,i.e. to decrease the lOgf. hardness by 2% and to increase the lOOgf. 
hardness by 6%, 
The effect Illlst be due to different quenching rates affecting 
the state of structural relaxation of the alloy and hence the (postulated) 
inhonogeneities. If both wide and narrow ribbons were given the sarre 
annealing treat rrent it is to be expected that fl, smaller difference 
would be observed between their ISE ellipsoids, 
This observation shows that mechanical properties, as well as 
magnetic properties ( Greer and Leake, 1979) can be sensitive to details 
of the structure of rr:etallic glasses. 
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4. 4 1.licrohardness and Grain Size in Stainless Steel 
---------------------------------------------------
These e xperirnents with a ductile, single-phase, crystalline 
metallic alloy are intended to provide a reference for the work 
with semi-brittle (to be described in section 4,5), 
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There has been nuch research published on the effect of 'grain 
size' on 'the hardness number' of metallic alloys (see 2,7,1) but none 
of it is suitable for direct comparison with the l lgO studies. In the 
current work standard procedures have been developed for the systematic 
measurement of grain size, microhardness and the indentation size effect 
on microhardness (see chapter 3). 
4. 4 .1 Choice of Alloy and Therrr.orr:echanical Treatment 
The alloy: 20%Cr - 25%Ni - 0.05%{C+N) - balance Fe, was chosen for 
experimentation because it is sin gle phase. It is wholly austenitic 
(f,c.c structure) and very ductile (12 possible slip systerrs) , it is also 
non-ferromagnetic. It is highly corrosion resistant which not only rreant 
that specinens could be stored without special precautions but that oxide 
layers did not interfere with microhardness n:easurerrients (see below), 
A very similar alloy (as above but with the addition of 0.5%Nb) 
has been the subject of study by other workers in the Departrrent of 
Metallurgy and Materials Science in Cambridge and procedures have been 
developed for electropolishing, electroetching and for the preparation 
of thin foils for TEM (see, for exanple, Howell et al. 1975), 
The current work, however, required a nurrbe~ of specinens of 
different grain size, each to be horro geneous with a sharply peaked size 
distribution of equiaxed grains. Therefore a prograrrme of therrromechanical 
treatments was embarked upon aimed at developing this type of micro ... 
structure. 
11 
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Theriron:echanical treatments were origina:py atte.npted with the niobium 
stabilised alloy but it was found that the NbC precipitates pinned some 
of the grain boundaries, thus causing. discontinuous grain growth and 
inhonngeneity in the specimens. This sarre effect has also been observed by 
Healey et al, (1973), Therefore the alloy actually used for the experiments 
reported here was the niobium free alloy(supplied by the UKAEA, 
Springfields), 
The method choseri to increase the grain size was that of critical 
strain annealing whereby specinens are strained to a critical e~~ent and, 
on annealing, recrystallise into very much larger grains (Cottrell, 1975). 
This process works very well for aluminium and alpha-brasses but the 
critical strain effect was found to be very srrall for the alloy of stain-
-less steel used in the current work, Later studies (Brown, 1978) have 
confirired this finding, Generally, anneals at temperatures less than 800°C 
did not permit complete recrystallisation in less than 45 minutes and 
anneals at temperatures in excess of 930° C caused rapid grain growth by 
grain boundary migration after recrystallisation. Although large grain 
size specin:ens could be obtained by the latter method they were not used . 
for microhardness measurements because of the possibility of greater 
grain .boundary segregation than would be expected for the sn:aller . grain 
size specimens produced by recrystallisation , These latter specimens were 
produced by rolling to between 13 and 49% reduction in thickness prior to 
recrystallisation. (For full details of the treatnents used see appendix 
II)• 
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Figure 4/21 
optical wicrograph of specimen 
STU2, the largest grain size 
spectmen, 55x rragnification, 
the scale bar is 100 n:icrons, 
Figure 4/22 
optical micrograph (Nonnrski 
interferometry) of specimen 
STU4A, the smallest grain size 
specirren, 795x wAgnification, 
the scale bar is 5 nucrons 
Figure 4/23 
Scanning electron rricrograph of 
a 100 gf, Vickers indentation in 
STU4A, 30° specimen tilt 
500 X 
!'igure 4/24 
Scanning electron nucrograph of 
the same 100 gf, indentation as 
above and a 300 gf, indentation, 
83° specimen tilt 
415)( 
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4.4.2 Quantitative 1ticroscopy 
The microstructures were e:xamined by optical microscopy of electro-
-etched el~ctropolished surfaces (see appendix II), Tracings of these 
m :icrographs were scanned by a 1.etals Research Quantimet 720B which was 
programmed to calculate the grain boundary surface area per unit volume 
(S) a well behaved stereological pararreter which could be n;easured from V 
sections without n~king any assumptions about the shape of the grains, S~ 
is also related to the mean linear intercept value for the grain size <l) 
by (Hanson 1979): 
Is = 2 4,4,2a V 
Use of S enables separate account to be taken of the grain boundary and V 
the twin boundary surface areas per unit volume, The separation is 
achieved by tracing the two types of boundary onto separate pieces of 
paper prior to analysis by the quantinet. Unfortunately it did not prove 
possible to separate the the two features in the finer grained specimens 
and all the Sv values used in the comparison of microhardness rreasurements 
are the suns of the twin boundary and grain boundary Sv values, This 
approach was used by Babyak and Rhines (1960) for their work on brass, but 
the rrethod was challenged by Thomas (1960) on the grounds that their grains 
were not randonuy shaped. The materials used in the current work have 
equiaxed grains (see figures 4/21 and 4/2~ so this difficulty does not 
a rise. 'fable I shows the proportions of the surface areas of grain and 
· twin boundaries for the specimen (STU22) with the largest grains, 
Sv(gb)/µm-l 
0.091 ± 0.014 
Table I 
f (gb)/µm 
22 + 3 
Sv(tb)/pm-l 
0,032 ± 0.010 
l (tb)/µm 
63 + 25 
The ratio of twin boundary (tb) surface area to grain boundary (gb~ surface 
area is 35% in this specinen. The ranges shown in table I are+ two 
standard deviations , i . e . a confidence level of about 95% , 
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The Vickers microindentations were roughly square (in projection) for 
all the loads used (see 3,2,1) in all the specirr.ens. No consist«.nt 
'starring' or 'bar~elling' was observed, that is, there was no piling-up 
or sinking-in except sporadically, when a particular grain was orientated 
for that kind of defornRtion, This can be seen in figures 4/23 and 
4/24; the 300 gf, indentation in the latter figure has a slight pile-up 
along part of one edge, 
This lack of pile-up in general indicates that the material deforns 
by radial displacerrents. However, the nndels described in 2.1.2 cannot 
be used to describe the behaviour because of the significant work-
-hardening that occurs in this alloy, 
4,4,3 Expected Behaviour 
Some ideas on the effects of 'varying scale of microstructure' on 
the microhardness behaviour have been discussed in 2,7,1 and specific 
predictions will now be rrade for the behaviour of stainless steel based 
on these ideas. 
When considering the effects of grain size on the hardness it is 
sensible to use the hardness rreasured from an indentation of a standard 
size; if a standard load hardness were used, the differently sized 
indentations in materials of different hardness would cause difficulty 
in interpreting the results, Therefore the 'interpolated ten rrdcron 
hardness' ( see chapter 3) is used here, 
If the grain boundaries (or the dislocation tangles along grain 
boundaries afte~ straining) have a significant . effect on the flow stress , 
and hence the hardness, then the hardness is expected to behave in the 
manner described in figure 4/25 . However, if the flow stress is affected 
nnre by other mechanisn~ than by the effect of grain boundaries , then the 
dependence of Hon the grain size will be weak. 
Figure 4/25 
Diagram of the likely relationship 
between hardness and grain size in 
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a ductile n~tal , dis the indentation 
diar::eter and J. is the grain size, 
= 0.1 :: 10 
The shaded area indicates experin~ntal 
scatter, 
There are two regimes of behaviour where the hardness does not 
change rapidly with grain size. Firstly, the pseudo single crystal 
regime, where the indentations are much srraller than the grains, and 
secondly, the continuum regime, where all the grains are much smaller 
than the indentations, In the transition region the hardness can be 
expected to be very sensitive to the precise distribution, shape and 
orientation of the grains being indented and this is represented by the 
shaded areas on the t wo fi1;ures ( 4/25 and 4/26) . 
At each of the extreme regimes the ISE inde x will be about 2~ as 
a change in the size of the indentations, that is, a change in the relative 
sizes of the indentations and the grains , does not cause a lar ge change in 
rreasur ed hardness , In the transition region larger indentations will cause 
higher hardnesses to be measur ed and the ISE inde x will increase to values 
above 2 , see f i gure 4 / 26 , If a particula r hardness/indentation size 
r e lationship i s postu l ated, a s in figure 4/25 , t hen the r elevent I SE 
inde x/indentat ion size r elationship can be calculat ed using equation 
2. 5 . 3d : 
n 2 + lH • .d. 1a H 2 . 5 .3d 
*Footnot e : assutunb that the re a r e no c auses o f the I SE not conne cted 
with the microstructure. This ass umption will be shown t o be false in 
the light of the results, however, the ISE index will still be smaller at 
the extrerres than in the transition r egi~. 
ISE 
2-0 
=0-1 =10 
4,4,4 Results and Discussion 
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Figure 4/26 
The expected variation of ISE index 
with grain size and indentation size, 
based on fif:,ure 4/25 and equation 
2.5.3d, 
The microhardness measureroonts were processed by the program 
ISEMH ( described in chapter 3) and ellipsoid plots are shown in figure 
4/27 . From this it can be seen that the four specirrens have indentation 
behaviours which are sometimes distinct and not dependent monotonically 
r 
on the grain size (iee grain sizes in table II), This can also be 
seen from figures 4/28 & 4/29 and the former shows that there is certainl5 
no Hall~Petch type relation operating here, 
This very small effect of the grain size on the microhardness is 
very probably due to the 'cleanliness' of the alloy,and hence its grain 
boundaries , and its work hardening behaviour, The action of indentation 
strain hardens - the material to such an extent (according to Tabor, to a 
rEJ)resentative strain of 8%) that the hardening effect of the grain 
boundaries is ins ignificant by comparison, Th~ work hardening rate for the 
allo~r has not been determined directly, but annealed austenitic materials 
generally have very high work hardening rates,though in this case the rate 
j~ 
can be expected to be~ than average be cause of the low stacking 
fault energy in the alloy (Porter et al . 1979) which renders cross slip 
difficu lt. 
Code 
STU22 
STU1C4 
STU4A15 
STU4A3 
Section 4,4,4 
- Table I 
H(ten-rnicron) ISE index S /rrm- 1 H ( 10 gf.) H ( 100 gf,) 
267 1. 90 122 266 240 
(240 - 298) 
I, (1.86 - 1.94) (98 - 147) (246 - 288) (233 - 247) 
208 1. 72 104 212 145 
( 182 - 238) {l.67 - 1.77) ( 94 - 116) (194 - 232) ( 141 - 149) 
245 1.93 167 227 217 
( 186 - 325) (1.81 - 2.04) ( 149 - 183) (203 - 256) ( 199 - 239) 
202 1. 78 284 207 156 
(175 - 234) (1.73 - 1.84) (227 - 340) (191 - 224) (150 - 162) 
Ranges in brackets are approximately to the 95% confidence level,. Hardness ·values (H) 
are all in kgf,nm- 2 and S is the sum of the twin and grain boundary surface areas V 
per unit volume. 
.... 
-..J 
~ 
ISE 
1-8 
1-6 ---- -------
100 H 200 
lkgf.mm2 
300 
Figure 4/27 
The 95% confidence ellipsoids produced ~y the programne 
ISEMH from the data for four specin:ens of stainless steel. 
ISE is the indentation size effect index and His the 
interpolated 'ten micron hardness' , 
T l:E codes labeli'ing the ellipsoids are identifi ed in table I . 
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Figure 4/28 
0 
4A15 
0.2 0-25 
· O 
4A3 
0-3 
Sy/ -I 1pm 
The ten rr~cron hardness (H) plotted against the 
0-35 
grain boundary and twin boundary surface area per unit volum3 (Sv)• 
8 + + 
22 
1.A15 4A3 
8 
1C4 
1.4 L----L-----.l...--------1-----....L------..l.-----_..J 0-1 0-15 0.2 0-25 0.3 0.35 
Sv1 _, 
1pm 
Figure 4/29 The ISE index plotted against the grain boundary and 
twin boundary surface area per unit volu~ (Sv>• 
The boxes in both this figure and 4/28 are 95% confidence limits 
on Sv and ISE (Hin 4/28). 
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Since the grain boundaries have no significant strengthening effect* 
no ISE is to be expected and the index should be 2, unless an additional 
indentation size effect is caused by other n:echanisns, Figure 4/29 shows 
that there is a definite indentation size effect on the hardness, the 
index is consistantly less than 1,9, for all four specirrens, That this is 
not due to the presence of grain boundaries can be seen from (a) the fact 
that the effect is negative (n less than 2),rather than positive as 
predicted, and (b) the fact that the index does not vary syster.ntically 
with grain size. 
The indentation diarreters ranged from 9 to 36 microns and the rrean 
linear intercept grain size ( i) varied from about 7 to about 28 microns. 
Therefore it is to be expected that, had the grain boundaries had any 
effect upon indentation rr.echanisus, this would have become apparent in the 
experirr.ents. 
In this waterial, austenitic stainless steel, the ISE is unlikely to 
be caused by precipitates, or other microstructural defects on a smaller 
scale than the grains for two reasons, Firstly, because theory predicts that 
the ISE due to nucrostructure will be higher than the extremes (see previous 
section) aqd secondly,because the annealed and recrystallised alloy is 
va:y clean in the rrJcrostructural sense, 
The surface preparation treatrrents were designed sfcifically to 
exclude the possibility of hard surface layers persisting from the cutting, 
grinding or polishing operations (see appendix II.II) and,since there is 
such a high proportion of chromium in the alloy, any residual oxide layer 
is probably only a few atonE thick, 
*Footnote: To investigate the scaling effects of grain boundaries upon the 
ISE a better experimental material would be a metal with heavy segregation 
at grain boundaries , a low strain hardening rate and very few defects 
within ;the grains thenselves, e.g. a soaked low-alloy ferritic steel. 
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Therefore the conclusion can be drawn that the indentation size 
effect in this material is caused by t .he detailed rrechanics of dislocations 
i.e. the effect of the finite size of dislocation sources, the ITBchanisrrs 
of dislocation sources activated by an e,vanding stress field, the effect 
of dislocation curvature on the flow stress and the elastic effects of the 
free surface on the near-surface dislocations. These are the only mechanism~ 
· which can cause the ISE which have not been eliminated by the experimenta~ 
procedure, further investigation of these effects is, however, likely to 
be very much rrore difficult. 
This CJnclusion can be compared with the si~ilar conclusion that 
was reached for the cause of the ISE in metallic glasses. Despite the 
very different nature of shear bands as compared with dislocations, the 
fine scale rrecbanics of defornation in both types of rraterial appear to 
cause an indentation size effect on the rreasurement of rnicrohardness, 
I 
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4,5 Microhardness of Magnesium Oxide Single Crystals 
Magnesium oxide was chosen for this study because its microhardness 
is known to be sensitive to several of the mechanisms and effects describ~d 
in chapter two, Indeed, . in the appropriate circumstances, it can probably 
be susceptible to all these effects (see figure 4/1), which makes it 
difficult to design experiments to test these factors individually. 
Nevertheless, the microindentation behaviour of single crystals of MgO has 
been rrore intensively studied, by researchers worldwide, than that of any 
other single material. 
This study concentrates on the mechanics of the indentation process 
as MgO chane;es from semi-brittle to fully ductile behaviour as the 
tet1perature increases. This occurs because secondary deformation rrechanism.s 
become rrnre inportant with respect to prirrary slip on the [110J(1Io)systeIJl3. 
As this change occurs the E/Y ratio of the crystal also changes and thus 
this material is ideal for investigating the application of the rrodels of 
radial and surface directed displacement to the situation where there is 
only lin,ited ductility. This problem was first raised in 4,2.1 in 
connection with materials with orientated microstructures. Clearly, the 
n:odels describe only ideally plastic, isotropic, homogeneous materials, 
but since such materials do not exist, the liwits to the applicability 
of the models must be investigated experimentally if they are to be of 
any real use. 
The study of the room temperature indentation behaviour of MgO 
single crystals included here is a necessary preliminary to both the 
high temperatur~- e:,,.-perir.1ents and the study of the· effects of grain 
boundaries on the hardness of MgO which is described in 4.6 . 
Parallel studies have also been made on LiF whose behaviour at 
room terrperature (about 0 , 27 Tm for LiF) may be similar to that of MgO 
at elevated temperatures . 
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4,5,l Environmental Effects 
Environmental effects on the microhardness must be considered 
before undertaking any series of e~~eriments on non-IrBtallic materials 
and the effects of the dipole nnn~nt and charge density of liquid 
environments on LiF and MgO is well documented (Westwood and Va.cmillan 
1973). However, the only environmental condition which is likely to be 
present and to have an effect on the microhardness of LiF and MgO during 
experiments designed to investigate other, non-envi~onmental, effects 
is water vapour. Therefore, prior to e:xperin:ents on the effects of 
temperature, anisotropy and indenter load on the microhardness of LiF and 
MgO, the effect of iroisture on the hardness of these crystals was 
investigated, 
Effects of Moisture LiF 
An experirrent was designed to compere the hardness measured from 
indentations made on perfectly dry and on wetted LiF crystals~ An 
investigation was also made to check whether the wetting process affected 
the rreasurement of indentations which were rrade under perfectly dry 
conditions. The purpose of this latter experirrent was to find out whether 
wetting changed the surface reflectivity of LiF, and hence the rreasureioont 
of indentations, This was necessary in order to be able to make a comparison 
between indentations which differed only by the conditions under which they 
were made, and not by the conditions under which they were measured. 
A LiF crystal (LIFl) was cleaved under dry toluene (from a freshly 
opened bottle), Both halves were indented, without renoving them from the 
toluene, using a range of loads, Both halves were removed from the toluene 
and rinsed in water, dried on a paper tissue, and re-indented, again using 
a range of loads. One of the halves was then etched (see · appendix II . II) to 
produce an etch pit rosette and the other was sputter- coated with gold prior 
to rreasuring the indentations optically, 
LIFlAW 
LIFlAD 
LIF2 
Section 4,5,l Table I 
Cleaved under 
toluene 
II 
II 
water rinse 
kept under 
toluene 
II 
indented in 
air 
indented under 
toluene 
II 
kept in 
.air 
water 
rinse 
kept under 
toluene 
(. 
gold sputter 
coat 
II 
II 
The whole sequence was completed in less than 48 hours, A Vickers indenter was used, 
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Figure 4/30 
50 gf. Vickers indentation 
on the (001) plane of LiF 
cleaved and indented under 
dry toluene. Indentation 
diagonals parallel to (010) 
Secondary electron irrage, 
1100)( 
Note the barreliing due to 
a slight pile-up at the sides 
of the indentation (see 
figure 2/16), 
Figure 4/31 
Results for LiF, 
see table I for 
key to codes, 
200 
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A second crystal (LIF2), cleaved from the same block as the first, 
was cleaved and indented under toluene and measured without being rinsed; 
Table I sunmarises the treatnents. All specirrens were examined by 
scanning electron microscopy and figure 4/30 shows an unrinsed, unetched 
indentation. 
It is e,~ected that environmental effects affect the surface 
plasticity mechanisms and therefore that snall indentations are more 
environmentally sensitive than. large ones; Table II shows the hardness 
values measured from only the six 5 gf, indentations r.:ade on each of the 
crystals, Figure 4/31 shows the corrplete set of data (from 200 gf., 
50 gf, and 5 gf, loads) displayed on the standard ISE index: log 
H plot, Using the t-test on the data in Table II and the F-test 10pm 
rrethod (see 3,2,4) on all the data the sama results were obtained: the 
set of data LIFlAD is different fron: LIFlAW to a confidence of 90% and 
different from LIF2 to a confidence of better than 97%. 
Section 4,5,l 
LIFlAW 
LIFlAD 
LIF2 
Table II 
-2 H/kgf.mm 
139 
115 
132 
(ste. is the standard error in the rrean) 
-2 ste, /kgf, mm 
11 
4 
5 
This shows that the damp air environrrent raises the hardness 
( lAW compared with lAD) and that rinsing in water before rreasurement 
but after indentation has a significant effect ( lAD conpared with 2). 
The first conclusion disagrees with the results of Westbrook and 
Jorgensen (1965) who found that LiF indented under toluene was about 15% 
harder than that indented in damp air (using a load of about 3 gf,), This 
discrepancy may be due to their drying treatment (they did not cleave 
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specimens under toluene) but is more likely to be due to the higher load, 
shorter dwell tirre and h~gh indenter velocity ( 500 pm s-1 ) used in the 
current study, 
1bist LiF is known to be susceptible to anomalous indentation creep 
(see section 2,3,3) whereas dry LiF is not, It appears that in the current 
study the anomalous surface sensitive creep n:echanisrrs are not given 
sufficient time to reduce the measured hardness significantly . Instead, a 
hardening effect is observed which may be due to the effect of rroisture 
on the plasticity mechanisrrs which operate at high strain rates, 
In conclusion, the effects of the rroisture on the hardness of LiF 
cleaved single crystals are conplex and deserve further study, However, the 
purpose of this investigation was to determine whether special precautions 
should be taken when naking indentations in LiF. Hardness measurerrents made 
in the darrp air of the laboratory were reproducible and consistent if the 
crystals were freshly cleaved, hence no special drying treatrrents have been 
used in the ftirther studies on th~ hardness anisotropy of LiF (see section ._) 
4.5.2). 
Effects of Moisture MgO 
Burnand (1972) rreasured the hardness of MgO cleaved under toluene and 
found it to be slightly lower than the hardness of MgO cleaved in air or 
rrechanically polished, but the effect was swall, Westbrook and Jorgensen 
(1965) neasured a 20% decrease in hardness for indentations about one micron 
deep when MgQ crystals were first dried in argon and indented under toluene, 
This is a significant decrease and therefore e"'I)erirrents were perforrred to 
measure the effect with the apparatus used for the high temperature study, 
High terr.peratures (Westbrook and Jorgensen used 300°C) cause water to be 
desorbed from the surface of the crystal, thus room temperature hardness 
measurerrents could be anorralously high compared with those at higher 
temperatures if noisture effects are significant. 
In this study, instead of cleaving the crystals under toluene (as 
I 
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was done for LiF), dry surfaces of MgO were prepared by baking at high 
temperatures under vacuum. J1echanically polished l"gD single crystals were 
heated in the high teniperature ,· controlled environrc.ent microhardness 
apparatus (described by Naylor (1978) and Naylor and Page (1979)) to 800°C 
and annealed at that temperature for 30 winutes at 10-6 torr with the 
charrber vacuum connected to a liquid nitrogen cooled water vapour trap, The 
specimens were cooled to 50°C over a period of 4 hours and indented under 
a vacuum of 10- 7 torr. Damp nitrogen was then adr.1i tted to the chamber 
directly from the cylinder; experiment showed that there was no difference 
y in the n~asured hardness when the nit/ogen was first bubbled through water 
and it is presumed that the nitrogen in the cylinder was damp as it is 
. 
. 
unlikely that nitrogen itself affects the hardness of MgO. The chamber 
was then re-evacuated to 10-7 torr and the specimen re-indented; it was 
then let up to s.tr.x:>spheric pressure, the specirr.en exposed to the 
laboratoiy atmosphere and indented again. The data from this sequence 
is shown in table III and similar results were obtained using Knoop 
indenters. 
Section 4,5,1 
Dry - vacuum 
Damp - vacuum 
Damp - atrrosphere 
Table III 
H/kgf. trm- 2 
1496 
1411 
1581 
ste,/kgf.nm- 2 
35 
50 
58 
ste . is the_. standard error in the mean. This 'table stnnrrarises 
data from 70 n.easurements of Vickers indentation diagonals 
made using 10 gf. loads for dwell tirres of 15 son a specinen 
at 50°C. · 
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Use of the t-test to study the data in table III shows that there is 
no significant difference between either of the ' darrp' measure1IEnts and the 
' dry' rreasurement ; 
In conclusion, thereis no significant effect of noisture on the 
hardness of MgO measured using the high temperature, controlled environ~nt 
apparatus and the dwell tirres and indentation rates stated above. 
Action Taken 
Although these investigations of the water vapour sensitivity showed 
no significant effects , nevertheless the polycrystalline i!gO speci rrens 
were indented in air imnediately after mechanical polishing and rinsing in 
water, for consistency. 
The furnace controllers on the controlled environment machine rrade it 
easier to rrake a sequence of measurerrents whilst cooling, rather than 
whilst heating, the specirr.en. Therefore, as a rratter of course, all MgO 
crystals tested at high temperatures were first annealed at 800°C for 30 
minutes under vacuum. 
11. 
4.5.2 Crystal Anisotropy and Indentation Size Effects 
It is important to investigate the inter-relationships between 
these two effects of hardness anisotropy and indentation size effect 
because, whilst neither are well understood, it may be possible to 
discover whether the same, or different, mechanisms are responsible. 
For example, if it is found that indenter orientation affects the 
hardness but not the !SE index then this would indicate that the two 
effects have their origins with different mechanisms (or with the same 
mechanism in a different part of the deforrr:ation volune). 
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MgO and LiF are known to have the sane form of hardness anisotropy 
(see 2,4, l,and 2,3,3) but of different magnitudes and it may be possible 
to correlate the effect of orientation on the !SE with the known 
similarities and differences between MgO and LiF. 
The success of the effective resolved shear stress models for 
hardness anisotropy (see 2.4.2) indicates that it is the dislocation 
activity on the primary slip system inmediately adjacent to the hydrostatic 
core which determines the form of the hardness anisotropy as this is the 
region whose stresses are -modelled. However, the relative importance of 
the primary mechanisn-:s in the rrodelled zone COP.1Jared with the same 
mechanisms outside this zone and the secondary mechanisnB (see 2,4,1) is 
not likely to be the same for LiF- and 1~gD and may be the cause of the 
different magnitudes of the hardness anisotropy (about 10% and 50% 
respectively) , Therefore a slight difference in the orientation dependence 
of the !SE is expected between the two materials if the secondary 
mechanisms, which are not thought to be strongly orientation dependent, 
are responsible for the indentation size effect . 
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Anisotropy/ISE Results for LiF - Knoop Indenter 
Knoop hardness ani~otropy n.easurements were made on two crystals, 
one freshly cleaved (LIFZ) and the other which had been exposed to the 
laboratory atr.-osphere for two months (LIFY). It is evident from figure 
4/32 that the long exposure hardens the crystal and increases the 
' 
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magnitude of the orientation dependence of both the hardness and the ISE 
index. (Z2 and Y4 are sets of data froTh indentations with their long 
diagonals parallel to (100) directions and Y2 and Zl from indentations 
parallel to (110), all on ( 001) cleaved planes,) 
The ISE indices for Zl and Z2 are not significantly different 
whereas those for Y2 and Y4 are different to a confidence level of 95% 
(using the t-test) , Therefore it is possible to conclude that at least 
some of the mechanisms which control the ISE are orientation dependent 
and are also influenced by long term nnisture effects, 
The hardening effect of exposure to nx:,isture which is evident here 
is in agreen-ent with the hardening .effect observed by Westbrook and 
0 Jorgensen (1965) but contradicts the measurements re~rted in section 
4.5.1. This indicates that the length of tirre exposed to water is an 
important parameter, in addition to the length of time the indenter is 
under load, The time scale suggests a diffusion process or slow corrosion 
but the phenomenon has not been further investigated here, 
..) 
Anisotropy/ISE Results for MgO - Knoop Indenter 
A freshly mechanically polished crystal (1'.SXZ) was t ested and the 
results are shown in figure 4/33, If this is compared with figure 4/32 
it can be seen that:-
a) The l.1g0 crystal is harder and the indentation size effect more 
pronounced (i.e. ISE i nde x further froru 2,0) at all orientations than in 
LiF. 
b) The hardness anisotropy is . of· g-reater magnitude in MgO than in LiF. 
c) The effect of orientation on the ISE index is different for the 
two materials. In LiF the_ (100> indentations ISE index is larger than 
that for the (110) indentations whereas in MgO the opposite effect is 
observed. 
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This last 6bservation confirms the hypothesis that the indentation 
size effect is affected by the unmodelled mechanisms in that the 
anisotropy/ISE behaviour is different. However, this would have been 
indicated had the anisotropy/ISE relationship nerely differed in na.gnitude, 
in fact it differs in sign. This shows that the unmodelled mechanisms 
are also orientation dependent which points towards primary slip (not in 
the n~delled volu!!E) or secondary slip rather than diffusive mechanisms. 
Anisotropy/ ISE Results for 1Ig0 - Vickers Indenter 
This data is presented here to confirm that the Vickers and Knoop 
0 hardnesses are 45 out of phase (see 4,2.2) and to show that use of 
the Vickers indenter leads to a smaller magnitude of hardness anisotropy. 
Figure 4/34 shows the results and table I sunmarises the procedure 
and the preparation and orientation of the crystals (which were all 
mechanically polished). If only the effect of anisotropy on the ISE index 
is considered, a trend can be discerned for the index to increase as the 
indentation diagonal orientation is changed from (110) to OOO) but it 
· • .J "' 
is barely notic~ble above the experimental errors; the ISE indices of 
specin.ens El and All are different to. a confidence of only just better 
than 90%. 
The data from !IBXRCI is included here for comparison although the 
indentations were rrade with a different rricrohardness apparatus. The Hiorm 
2 
-2 for RCI is 1314 kgf.mm- whereas that for All is 1144 kgf.mn , an 
increase of 15%. This is thought to be due to the different indenter 
velocities and indenter-arm inertias rather than the effect of moisture 
which has been shown to be snaller than thi s in section 4.5.1. 
'i 
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Figure 4/34 
Crystal Anisotropy Effects on the Hardness and ISE index 
on the (001) surface of MgO at room temperature, 
Section 4,5,2 Table I 
dia~onal Earallel apparatus conditions 
to 
(110) Leitz Miniload in air, 15s dwell tirre 
(210) II 
" " 
(100) II 
" " 
(100) * Wilberforce Machine vacuum, 10s dwell time 
*described by Naylor and Page (1979) and Naylor (1978), 
All indentations were measured, after sputter-coating with . gold, with 
. 
' the optical microscope on the Leitz Miniload, The set of data lISXRCI 
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was collected from specimens which had been heated at 800°C for 30 mins, 
under vacuum and kept under vacuum whilst they were cooled to room 
temperature, 
Conclusions 
It would be a mistake to read too nuch into these results as no 
account has been taken of the indentation contraction on unloading due 
to the elastic compressive stresses, These will depend on indenter 
orientation and on the proportion of elastic to plastic deformation, 
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i.e. the E/Y ratio (see 2.1.2) where Y is the effective flow stress beneath 
the indenter, This ratio is likely to be different for large and small 
indentations when an indentation size effect on hardness exists because the 
higher the hardness, the higher the effective flow stress is likely to be. 
This effect is not small; in MgO, for Knoop indentations aligned with their 
long diagonals along < 100) on (001) surfaces, the hardness rreasured using 
a 10 gf. load is 803 kgf. nm-2 and that measured using 100 gf. is 446 kgf. rrim.2· 
Elastic contraction can be seen to have occurred if the aspect ratios 
of the Knoop indentations are examined. If there is no contraction, or 
equal contraction in all directions, then the long diagonal should be 
seven tirres the short diagonal in length. The aspect ratio has been 
m msured for the largest indentations made on MgD from the sets of data 
MSXZl and hlSXZ2. It is 5,51 ! 0,08 for indentations with long diagonals 
along <100) and 10.28 + 0,08 for indentations for indentations with long 
diagonals along (110) ( errors are + two standard e!'rors). 
The aspect ratio differences are not due to the pile-ups which 
occur on the surface of MgO ( see 2. 4 ,.1) because these are too small to 
account for the differences; they must be due to elastically driven 
recovery , Therefore this investigation could usefully be repeated using a 
displacement controlled microhardness machine so that unrecovered 
microhardness values could be rreasured. 
' 
4. 5. 3 Experiments on 1Ig0 at Elevated Temperatures 
The main aim of this thesis is to show that the quantitative 
investigation of the microindentation behaviour of elastic-plastic 
solids, particularly the indentation size effect, yields information 
about the mechanisms and distribution of plasticity beneath indenters, 
At room temperature secondary plasticity mechanisms (see 4,2,1) are 
known to be active in Hg() but have never been directly observed. A study 
of the indentation behaviour as the temperature is increased and the 
deformation mechanisr.1s change in relative importance was thought to be 
a good test of the information that can be obtained from only 
the quantitative microhardness measurerr.ents, 
Increasing the temperature affects the flow of ~agnesium oxide in 
a number of ways, in addition to facilitating flow by secondary mechanisms. 
Firstly, the Young's nodulus (E) decreases with increasing 
terq:,erature in addition to the flow stress decreasing with temperature; 
the overall effect is to increase the E/Y ratio, The change in E also 
affects the strain fields of individual dislocations and hence the work 
hardening rate because of the effects on the multiplication and 
interactions of dislocations, Secondly, the increase in terrperature 
increases the strain rate dependence of slip, he~ce the indenter 
velocity becomes a nore important parameter. In the current study the 
indenter velocity has been kept con~tant at all temperatures. Thirdly, 
the creep mechanisms (vacancy and interstitial diffusion along dislocation 
cores and in the bulk) increase in importance, Therefore the dwell tine 
at full load was kept constant at 5 s to reduce these effects on the 
measured hardness (except for the room temperature· tests when 10s was used) 
It is possible that the same mechanisms which operate in the bulk 
at elevated temperatures may be activated by the high stress levels 
beneath indenters at lower temperatures ._ Therefore , as the temperature is 
' 
increased, it is to be e .xpected that this core region in which the 
stress activated rrechanisrrs occur will increase in size relative to 
the size of the indentation because they will be easier to intiate at 
higher temperatures , .Such a scaling e.ffect should be detectable by 
study of the indentation size effect on microhardness. 
Experirrental Procedure 
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The Wilberforce Instruments high ten~erature, controlled 
environment microhardness machine was used for this investigation; it is 
fully described by Naylor (1978), who commissioned it. 
Mechanically polished hlgO single crystals were stuck to silver 
steel blocks using a few drops of alurninophosphate cerrent. This was 
prepared afresh for each specimen; a small quantity of comnercial purity 
alumina powder (supplied by Cawood Refractories) with a bimodal particle 
size distribution (i.e. a rrdxture of 100 and 200 IIESh powders) was mixed 
to form the paste with dilute orthophosphoric acid. The 11gD, paste and 
silver steel block were then baked at 200°C for an hour to set the cement. 
The thermocouple used to measure the temperature of the specin-en was 
spot welded to the steel block. 
The specirren and indenter were baked at 800°C for 30 minutes under a 
vacuum of 10-6 torr before each sequence of measurerrents to anneal the 
specimen and to completely outgas the furnace and cement. The liquid 
nitrogen trap was filled at the beginning of the anneal and kept topped 
up throughout the course of the experizrents. 
For each set of indentations at a particular te~~erature the 
specimen was aligned under the microscope and then positioned under the 
indenter whilst they both cooled to the correct .temperature. They were 
left at that temperature for a few minutes to check that the temperature 
ha,l..stabilised and then all the indentations were made rapidly in case 
the temperature control drifted. On each specimen 16 indentations were 
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made at each temperature, a procedure which took 9 minutes. Four 
indentations were made at each of 10 1 20 50 and 100 gf, loads without 
nnving the specin~n from beneath the indenter furnace, The specimen was 
positioned using the microrr.eter controls on the stage, 
All indentations were measured at room temperature using the 
microscope on the Leitz Miniload, Heasurement of indentations at 800°C 
showed that there was no significant change in dimensions on cooling, 
The control knob used to move the specimen stage between the 
indenting and the observing positions is the same control that is used 
to rotate the specimen, A degree of 'play' in this control meant that 
the orientation of the specimen with respect to the indenter sometimes 
va-ied from the standard position (Vickers indenter diagonals along 
(OlO)directions on the (001) surface). The orientation of such sets of 
indentations was rr.easured later using the rotating stage on the Miniload 
and is indicated in the results, On the basis of room terrperature Vickers 
hardness anis0tropy measuren~nts, it is not thought that these mis-
orientations have had a significant effect on the rreasured hardness. 
Hardness and !SE Measurements 
The variations of the ten-rr~cron hardness and the !SE index with 
temperature are shown in figures 4/35 and 4/36; figure 4/37 displays the 
same data on the !SE index/lg(HlOpm) plot and table I identifies the 
differ~nt sets of data, Figure 4/35 shows that the hardness decreases 
monotonically with temperature. It is presumed that this rrerely 
indicates that the Peierls' stress for slip and the stresses required for 
the activation of secondary rrechanisrrs decrease with temperature. 
Figures 4/36 and 4/37 show that the !SE index is si~nificantly less 
than 2.0 at aJl temperatures , and therefore the use of the ten-micron 
hardness in fi~ure 4/35 is a significant advance over using, for example, 
the 100 gf, hardness because the complicating effect of the indentation 
size (see figure 4/36) is removed from the measurements. 
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s2ecimens 
used 
HS:XC & USXI 
MSXC 
MSID 
MSXI 
MSID 
MSXI 
MSXI 
MSXI 
MSXH & MSTI 
MSXH & MSTI 
J,.:S .xH & MSXI 
Figure 4/37 
This shows the same 
data as figures 4/35 
and 4/36 with the 
additional inclusion 
of D21. 
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de grees misorientation 
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The indentation size effect in Mg{) is almost certainly not due to defect density effects (see 2 , 5 , 4) or surface layers; in dry vacuum the only surface plasticity effects will be those of image forces on dislocations near the surface and the possible effects of electronic 
surface states on the interactions of dislocations containing charged jogs, These effects are thought to be srm.11 , The ISE is probably due to the effects of the finite sizes of dislocations and dislocation loops which were thought to be the cause of the ISE in stainless steel (see 4 , 4,4). 
The steady increase in ISE index with ten;perature above l00°C (apart from the deviation at 300°C and 400°C) which can be seen in figure 4/36 rreans that for the higher temperatures the indentation size effect of hardness is sn~ller, Now, the cause of the ISE in MgO single 
crystals was thought to be that the funda~ental deformation mechanisms had critical lengths associated with their operation which were 
significant fractions of the sizes of the indentations . The decrease in the magnitude of the effect is therefore thought to be due to types of 
mechanism with shorter critical lengths (presumed ta be the diffusion of point defects) becoming dominant at hi gher temperatures. This is . · 
consistent with the disappearence of dislocation rosettes at higher temperatures (Boya r s kay a nd Gr abko ) and the e xpans ion of the cor e whi ch was postu l ated above , 
There is a contributory cause to the increase in ISE index wi t h ircreasing te n;per a ture in that t he i nde nt at ion s ize ran ge at 800°C is 7 to 30 rm whereas at 100°c i t is 3 , 5 to 16,5 µm because t he same load range was use d f or a ~l te nperat u r es . Thus the inde x will ·be higher at 800°C because the inde nt ations are, on average, larger relative to the de f or mat i on proces ses . To r et a i n t he s ame inde ntation size r ange a t 800°C would mean us ing loads in the ran ge 2 to 40 gf . which would require some modi f ication of the high t e nperature microhardness apparatus. 
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The high values of the ISE index at and below l00°C are thought to 
be due to competition between the mechanisrrs which are particulaly 
sensitive to low stress/long times and those sensitive to high stress/ 
short times {where a long tirre seems to be J!X)re than a second), The data 
indicates that even though dwell tirries were kept to 5s, creep mechanisms 
dominate at higher temperatures ( as shown by the increasing index) whilst 
below 100°C 'impact' sensitive n~chanisms dominate which are less 
sensitive to the indentation size effect. This hypothesis could be 
investigated by repeating the entire set of measurements using different 
dwell times ( 1, 10, 20, 60s for example), The longer times should 
depress the transition temperature between the. two types of behaviour. 
The relatively high index value at 300°C and the low index value 
0 at 400 Care not thought to be significantly different from the general 
increasing trend, 
Implications of the Young's ~bdulus and the Hardness 
The radial displacement models described in section 2.1.2 do not 
describe indentation in anisotropic solids with limited ductility but 
have been applied here to investigate points of comparison. 
If the material displacerrent vectors are assumed to be radial then 
a knowledge of the Young's nodulus (E) and the hardness (H) makes it 
possible to calculate the flow stress beneath the indenter (see appendix 
I for the program used to calculate this). These calculations have been 
done using the Hiopm data and published values of the ITDdulus 
of MgO at the relevant temperatures (Simnons 1965), The results are 
presented in figures 4/38 and 4/39, Figure 4/38 shows the E/Y = 114 line 
above which the surface directed displacement rrDde of deformation is, 
theoretically , likely to become important (see section 2.1,2), It is 
inter esting to note that the data shows that this ma y occur for Mg0 
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above 200°C and it is obse~ved that above this temperature 'Keh' type 
cracks on [110] planes are not forn:ed. The lack of these cracks suggests 
that the dislocation rosette is not formed (see section 2.4.1) hence the deformation is nnre concentrated around the indentation, which is 
consist«nt with a greater emphasis on surface directed displacerrents. It 
should be remembered though, that pile-up occurs around indentations in 
MgO at room temperature (see 2.4.1), so that the effect observed is merely 
a slight change in the relative proportions of the active mechanisms. 
The H/Y ratio (shown in figure 4/39) varies between 2.4 and 3,6 
which is a much n~re reasonable range than the value of 35 which was 
obtained by Westbrook (1958, and see section 2,3.1) when he used for Y the 
critical resolved shear stress for yield on the primary slip system. 
The accuracy of the rr~dels is difficult to assess as it is almost impossible to measure the relevant flow stress directly and although it is known that the nndels are inappropriate,they provide the only estimate 
available for these stresses in MgO (i.e. 536 kgf.mm-2 and 81 kgf .mm-2 
for room temperature and 800°C respectively), 
The change in the E/Y ratio over the temperature range rreans that 
the elastic recovery of the indentations will be different over the 
temperature range which will lead to overestimates of the ten-micron 
hardness for the measurerrents made at the lower temperatures. Accurate 
measurements of the effect of temperature on the indentation plasticity 
of MgO and all other stiff solids req~ires the use of apparatus which can 
measure the size of indentations under loaded indenters. 
I 
I 
- } 
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Conclusions and Suggested Further Work 
The radial displacement nudels provide sensible interpretations of 
the data but do not give more insight into the operative processes thanthe 
surface directed displacement model which gives H/Y = 3 (approximately)• 
Independent measurerr.ent of the flow stresses of MgO at very high 
hydrostatic pressures for a range of strain rates and imposed strain 
geometries is required to test the models properly. 
Quantitative measurement of the microhardness of fJgO has 
demonstrated that the deformation modes and dominant plasticity mechanisms 
change significantly over the range 25°C to 800°C and the information 
obtained is sufficient to suggest further specific lines of research. 
If surface directed displacen~nts are favoured above 200°C and if 
secondary plasticity n:echanisms allow general ductility then pile-up 
should be observed parallel to the facets of the indenter for all 
orientations of the indenter on the crystal and not just when the 
diagonals lie along (OlO)directions. This will depend upon whether 
secondary mechanisms are dependent on crystallographic orientation. If 
secondary slip is dominant then a situation similar to that of single 
crystal aluminium will occur, where the pile-up is still crystallograph-
-ically determined (see 2.4.1), but if diffusive processes are important, 
and the diffusion rates are not orientation dependent (as is likely in 
cubic materials like Mg{) - Page (1979)) then the pile-up will always be 
at the facets of the indenter as in fine grained polycrystalline metals. 
The distribution of the pile-ups could be observed qualitatively 
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) but quantitative measurement would 
require stereo microscopy or multiple beam optical interferometric 
wicroscopy (Tolansky interferometry). 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEil) has been performed on Mg{) 
specirrens indented at room ten:perature by Velednitskaya et al.(1975) 
(see section 2.4.1) and Hockey et al.(1978) and no slip on the ( oo ~ .(110) 
slip system was observed . Slip on this system has been observed by TEM 
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on iigO specirrens deformed in compressiqn at high temperatures (Langdon and 
Pask 1970) but no TEM observations have been reported for MgO specimens 
indented at high ten~eratures, 
In conclusion , there is a great deal of detailed information which 
can be obtained from careful analysis of microhardness data which is 
complementary to the information obtainable from microscopy. 
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4. 6 Microhardness of Polycrystalline Magnesia 
Indentations in brittle materials are susceptible to the forr.iation of 
cracks if the load on the indenter (of a particular georr.etry) is greater 
than a critical value dependent on the material (Lawn and. Evans 1977). For 
sharp indenters on glasses and relatively tough polycrystals, these cracks 
are of two types: median cracks, which are perpendicular to the surface, 
and lateral cracks, which are roughly parallel to the surface. In poly-
crystalline MgO, the grain boundaries are weak and indentations larger than 
the grains cannot be rr.easured because catastrophic intergranular cracking 
occurs, rather than either of the two types of crack described above, 
However, indentations of roughly the same size,· and srraller than, the 
grains can be formed entirely by plastic flow and are easily rr.easured, 
V~ny ceramics are produced commercially for applications where 
alrasion and erosion resistance is a design consideration and it is 
generally realised that, besides indentation fracture characteristics, 
grain size and surface microplasticity are important waterials paraireters. However, very few studies (see, for exarrple, section 2,7.2) have been 
made on the effect of grain size on the formation of plastically formad 
indentations in ceranucs. Therefore this investigation was undertaken 
to fill this gap, specifically to aid the interpretation of friction and 
wear measurements nade in the ceramics laboratory in Cambridge on silicon 
carbide and silicon nitride (Adewoye 1976, Sawyer 1979), 
During the. investigation two objectives were considered: -
1. to develop)i the nost appropriate methods for the investigation of 
microindentation behaviour and for measuring rep.resentative plastic 
hardness values for polycrystalline ceramics , and 
2 , to attempt to understand the 11~aning of 'representative plastic 
hardness values' for nominally brittle rr.aterials . 
:Much of this thesis is directed towards fulfilling these t wo 
objectives and here only t he e :xpe r i rrental r esults on the hardnes s of 
111 
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polycrystalline .:r.~ will be presented •. · 
The published work on the grain size/mi.crohardness relationships in BeO and Al2o3 (which was review~d in se~tion 2,7,2) shows that in the former material the presence of _ grain- boundaries leads to lower hardness 
rreasurements whereas, in Al2o3 , the increased density of grain boundaries has a strengthening effect (over nuch of the range of grain sizes), This current study is directed towards finding out whether the behaviour of MgO resembles th~t of BeO or Al20 3 and to establish the reasons for the behaviour, by using both microhardness and indentation size effect on 
microhardness measurenents. 
4.6.1 Choice of Material 
If the effects of only the crystallographic mismatch at grain boundaries on the flow in semi-brittle rraterials beneath indenters is to be studied, it is inportant that the grain boundaries in the test material are 'clean'. Ideally, a single phase, fully dense, semi-brittle ceramic 
with no grain boundary segregation is required for such an investigation, Hot - pressed nagnesia comes close to fulfilling these requirments. Magnesia powder can be hot pressed to form fully dense (better than 99% 
of theoretical density) billets without the use of additives (Vasilos 
and Spriggs 1963, Rice 1971), However, LiF is often added to the MgO powder to reduce the temperatures and pressures necessary for hot pressing and it is found that the LiF can be evaporated from the billet during a later, higher tenperature phase of the process: Benecke et al.(1967) used a powder containing 4% LiF but their hot pressed UgO contained only 75 ppm 
of Li, 
No significant diffe~ence was found in the current study between the mechanical properties of J.!gO hot pressed with 4% LiF · and MgO 
aquired from Eastman Kodak, which (it is presumed) was hot pressed without 
additives . 
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'!'he problem of porosity, which can weaken _ grain boundaries or aid 
plasticity by supplying dislocation sources and sinks (stress 
concentations and free volume), would appear to be not important in hot -
pressed MgO, However, it should be reroombered that only 1% porosity (by 
volurre) is equivalent to twenty 0,1 pm diameter pores in every cubic 
nucron of naterial. The location of the porosity in hot-pressed MgO may 
also complicate the behaviour; porosity is known to be present in grains in 
large grain sized specimens, and in grain boundaries in smaller grain sized 
specirrens (Evans and Langdon 1976), 
Unfortunately,the properties of ceramics are generally very 
sensitive to grain boundary structure and segregation so even the very 
low levels of in.purities and porosity in MgO may have significant effects 
on the rrechanical properties, Nevertheless, hot- pressed MgO is close 
enough to the ideal experinental material for experiments to be worth 
attempting, if its shortcomings are kept in mind, 
Polycrystalline alkali halides,forired by hot ~forging of single 
crystals,are potentially better experirrental materials for the study of 
grain bounday density effects as extrerrely clean grain boundaries can 
be produced by this process (Evans and Langdon 1976), However, there is 
a strong texture in such materials and hence plastic flow across grain 
boundaries ndght be easier than in a randomly orientated polycrystal. 
In addition, those alkali halides which can be hot~forged are those which 
have low rrelting points, and therefore creep ~chanisrrs may be active at 
r mm temi:erature, 
4.6.2 Specirren Preparation 
Hot pressed MgO ('IRTRAN 5 (evaporative grade)) was obtained from 
Eastman Kodak as 'random chunks' (identified in the current study by the 
prefix EKM), Cylindrical billets (identified by the prefix MOO) were also 
hot ... pressed from selected .MgO powders (with 4% LiF) using a laboratory 
scale apparatus constructed by Martin (1978) and used for annealing 
experiments by Jepps(l979), This apparatus consists of an RF inductively 
heated graphite die with a graphite plunger; the pressure is applied to 
the charge in the die by admitting compressed nitrogen to a piston which 
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c mnected with the . graphite plunger via a water cooled brass plattern. 
The die is supported by water cooled brass fittings, surrounded by a 
silica glass tube and flushed with argon (to prevent the die burning). 
The tenperature was measured using an optical pyrorreter focused on the 
die and a correction for the emissivity of graphite was applied to the 
measureroont. 
The charge was ~gO powder, with a binodal particle size distribution, 
with the addition of 4% LiF powder. 
Specimens were hot -pressed at a pressure of 7.46 MPa for 45 to 75 
minutes at about 830°C, followed by 45 to 60 minutes at 1250°C, and sone 
specimens were given a further anneal in air. Different grain sizes were produced by varying the hot pressing tines at the two temperatures. 
Only one of the 'random chunks' of the Eastman Kodak magnesia was. 
selected for the investigation. It was cut in two, one half (EK12) was 
t EBted after polishing and etching whilst the other (EKM6) was first 
annealed at between 1300°C and 1400°C in air to increase the grain size. 
The specirren preparation treatments are fully described in appendix 
II.I and appendix II.II . gives details of the polishing and etching 
treatments prior to indentation. 
4.6.3 tlicroscopy 
The etchant used to reveal the grain boundaries had a 'relief 
polishing' effect on the finer grain.sized specirrens and hence Norrarski 
interference microscopy was used to produce photographs of the 
microstructure. These were used to calculate Sv _(the grain boundary 
density) using the Quantimet by the same procedure that was used for the 
stainless steel specinens . The _ grain size distribution was also measured 
and found in all cases to be approximately Gaussian, despite the fact. 
that the original powder had a binndal distribution of particle sizes. 
This effect has also been observed by Evans and Langdon (1976). 
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Figure 1/41 
M009 specirren·, two 100 gf. indentations. 
30 tilt, 30kV SEM, 450~ 
Figure 4/42 
EKM2C speciroon, two 100 gf, indentations. 
30 tilt, 30 kv SEM. 600x 
Note the intergranular fracture 
leading to whole-grain pullout. 
Figure 4/43 
EKM6E specimen, one 50 gf. indentation 
on an etched grain boundary. 
30 tilt, 30 kV SEM. 3000 ;< 
Note the distortion of the indentation 
caused by different degrees of elastic 
recovery in the two grains. The 
different elastic rrDdulus: yield stress 
ratio in the two grains is caused by 
their di ff erent crystallographic 
orient a tion . 
Figures 4/.41, 4/42 and 4/43 are sc_anning electron rricrographs of 
indentations on etched surfaces of the specimens MCD9, EK M2C and EI0/6E 
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(see table I in section 4.6.5). No pile-up or sink-in was observed around 
any of the indentations but the indentations were asymIIEtrical when, as in 
figure 4/43, they were made across a grain boundary. The smaller grain 
sized speciroons tended to suffer from spalling of entire grains next to the 
indentations and this can be seen to be occurring in figure 4/42. 
Because the :;rai.n boundaries were attacked by the etchant in 
preference to the dislocations, it proved to be impossible to reveal 
dislocation etch pit rosettes in the polycrystalline MgO specirrens, even 
in specirren EKM6E which had the largest grain size. Two etchants were used 
for h~O (see appendix II.II) and both only required a few seconds to etch 
up grain boundaries whereas the formation of etch pits required more than 
a minute . Indentations were made on polished specinens and then heavily 
etched and e:xamined at high magnification (5000") in the SEM but no traces 
of etch pits were observed. 
4.6.4 Expected Behaviour 
A simple plot of hardness against grain boundary density should show 
whether Mg0 is '.hardened' or 'softened' by grain boundaries, If it is 
hardened , then the operative rr.echanisms are expected to be the same as those 
in metals,where high back stresses occur in dislocation pile-ups at grain 
boundaries (in order to initiate slip in the next grain) and work hardening 
occurs .due to se~ondary slip along grain boundaries (which is required to 
prevent intergranular fracture (Sargent 1976)), If MgO is softened, then the 
expected nechanism is the relaxation of the nece~sity to flow on secondary 
. slip systems beneath the indenter. The differently orientated grains around 
the indenter, between them, may be able to supply five indeper.dent shears on 
the primary slip system,if the requirement for continuity along the grain 
boundaries is relaxed. The ease of intergranular cracking in MgO, referred 
to above, indicates that a softening effect is expected. 
Hsx 
Hpx 
Figure 4/44 
This is a diagram of the expected possible variations of hardness 
with the ratio of the indentation size (d) to the grain size(}). 
H is the hardness of the single crystal and is shown here as SX 
being greater than Hpx• the hardness of the polycrystal, There 
are different gradients at the points H = Hsx and H = Hpx because 
the ISE index at the former point is 1.7, and at the latter 2,0, 
The shaded area shows the possible range of experimental 
variation (as in figures4/25 and 4/26) where the measurerrents 
depend on the precise orientation and size o f the grains 
surrounding the indenter. 
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In stainless steel the work hardening that occurred on indentation 
obscured the expected hardening effect of the grain boundaries, The 
effects of work hardening on the rmasured hardness of MgO at room 
temperature is unknown, though nuch work has been performed on the 
work hardening at elevated tenperatures (Routbort 1979); 
The behaviour of the ISE index is likely to be complex. If the 
polycrystalline MgO behaves like netals and alur;,ina then the arguments 
presented in section 4,4,3 are directly relevant: the presence of grain 
boundaries is expected to raise the index above 2.0. However, if the 
grain boundaries are weaker than the bulk (as in BeO and as appears to 
be the case for MgO) then, using the same arguroonts, the presence of 
grain boundaries can be expected to lower the ISE index below 2.0. 
ISE 
1. 7 
F :igure 4/45 
This shows a diagram of the expected variation of the ISE 
index if the hardness follows the behaviour shown in figure 
4/44. The ISE index can be calculated from the Hand d values 
using equation 2,5,3d. 
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Now, the behavi.our of si~gle cry~tal ];lgO has been studied and at 
room temperature the ISE index has been found to be l, 7 + · 0.1 for all 
orientations cf th~ Vickers indenter on the (001) plane section. Hence 
the expected effects of the grain boundaries on raising and lowering the 
ISE index must be taken with reference to the value of l.7and not 2.0. 
Figures 4/44 and 4/45 show the expected ideal variation of the 
hardness and ISE index with indentation size (d) and grain size (1) if 
grain boundaries have a weakening effect (as in beryllia); these figure.s 
should be conpared with figures 4/25 and 4/26 which describe the 
expected behaviour for ductile metals with no intrinsic indentation size 
effect on microhardness. Figure 4/45 is derived from figure 4/44 in 
the same way that figure 4/26 was derived from figure 4/25, by using 
equation 2.5.3d :-
ISE index = 2 + ~ li H ' c>H 2.5.3d 
The index for high d/J:, ratios will be expected to be 2,0 and not. 1. 7 
because if the indentations are nuch larger than the grains then they 
will certainly be larger than the critical lengths associated with the 
fundanEntal deformation mechanisms, and it is these critical lengths 
being a significant fraction of the indentation size which is thought to 
cause the identation size effect in single crystals (see section 4,5). 
Figures 4/44 and 4/45 show the ideal expected behaviour, in reality 
indentations are not measureable for large d/i ratios because catastrophic 
cracking occurs. 
When indentations are much snaller than the grains (low d/i ratios) 
then the behaviour predicted here is for a random ~ispersion of 
indentations over the specimen. However, it is possible to place 
indentations precisely, either close to grain boundaries or close to 
grain centres, and this has been done for the larger grain sized 
specimens. Indentatio·ns placed in grain centres on a specimen are 
are e::,,,-pected to show similar behavj_our to that of indentations which . . . 
have been randorrJ.y placed on a specimen of larger_ grain size as the 
distance of the indentations from the ·grain boundaries will be, on 
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average, similar in the two cases. Similarly, · the behaviour of indentations 
placed en grain boundaries can be expected to reseni>le that of indentations 
on specimens with snaller . grain sizes , (Roberts 1979). 
Whether the ISE index decreases or increases with increasing 
density of grain boundaries will depend on whether the average indentation 
size is large or small compared with the average grain size in addition 
to whether alumina-type or beryllia-type behaviour is found. If the 
behaviour resembl«.s that of beryllia then figure 4/45 shows the expected 
!SE index relationships, Increasing grain boundary density (Sv) neans 
that the grain size (.[) decreases and therefore that the d/l ratio 
increases if the indentations are roughly the same size throughout. 
Clearly, from the figure the index rray increase or decrease and no 
prediction of the behaviour can be made, but if the I SE index is found to 
be less than 1.7 for any specin:en this would indicate that the behaviour 
would be of the beryllia type. If the behaviour resen:bles that of alumina 
then the envelope of possible rreasurements (the shaded area in the figures) 
will probably lie above the dotted line in figure 4/45 and the index will 
always be greater than 1,7, 
4.6,5 Results 
Table I gives the measured ISE indices, ten-nicron hardness values 
and grain boundary densities of the specimens used in this .investigation 
anl the symbol~ which identify the positioning of the indentations on the 
specimens . 
Figure 4/46 shows the variation of hardness with grain boundary 
density and it can be seen that there is no significant trend for the 
ten-micron hardness over the range of grain sizes used. The_ grain sizes 
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Section4,6;5 Table 'I 
s;eecimen data set H 
~lOpm ISE index _§v/rnm-1 . simbol code 
MSXA 11 . 1144 1. 74 0 0 
.(1018 - 1286) (1.71 - 1,78) 
MSXE 1 952 1.68 0 D (790 - 1150) .( 1. 62 - 1. 73) 
EKIYBE 4 1189 1.64 8 0 (918 - 1540) (1.53 - 1.75) 
EKM6E 6 984 1.56 8 V (717 - 1351) (1.53 - 1,75) 
MG09A 11 981 1.57 39 + 2 IJ (740 - 1301) (1.49 - 1.65) 
MGOlOC 11 1024 1.65 131 + 10 II (882 - 1188) (1.60 - 1.69) 
EKM2C 6 1079 1.54 134 + 2 0 (843 - 1381) (1.47 - 1.60) 
MGOlOA 21 819 1,74 310 + 10 Iii (625 - 1073) ( 1,66 - 1.83) - . 
EKlt3A 4 931 1.91 709 + 27 a 
· (663 - 1306) ( 1. 80 - 2, 03) 
Footnotes to Table I 
The ranges given here are+ two standard errors, about 
95% confidence limits. The error bars on the figures in this section 
(4,6) are also 95 % confidence limits, the confidence limits on the 
gram sizes are shown in the figures by the width of the cross-piece 
on the error bars. 
Specimens MCD9A, MCDlOC and MGOlOA are sometimes referred 
to as M9A, MlOC and Mt.OA for brevity. 
0 single crystal, indentation diagonals parallel to (010) 
D single crystal, indentation diagonals parallel to <110) 
0 indentations placed on grain centres 
'Y indentations placed on grain boundaries 
• indentations placed randomly 
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Figure 4/46 
(for clarity the sets 
of results MSXEl and 
EKM6E6 have been omitted 
from this plot as they 
are almost coincident 
with MSXA11 and EKM6E4 , 
as can be seen from · table I) 
The same Vickers indenter 
was used to make all the 
indentations. 
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I ' 
I 
(.t, the mean linear intercept values) ra11ge ·from O. 28 um (EKM3A). to 
25 um (EKM5E), .. 
Thus, from the figure, it appears that _ grain boundaries in MgO 
neither strengthen nor weaken the solid.However, that is merely the 
interpretation of the data for ten micron indentations, there is nnre 
information on the behaviour contained in the ISE index results. 
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Figure 4/47 shows that the !SE index increases steadily from about 
1.55 to 1.9 with increasing grain boundary density (Sv) for randomly 
placed indentations. The significant observation here is that for low 
_ grain boundary densities the index is less than 1. 7, Hence the behaviour 
resembles that predicted in figure 4/45 where the index decreases from 
1,7 and then increases towards 2.0 as d/i (which is proportional to Sv) 
increases. 
Therefore the conclusion is that MgO resenbles BeO in that its 
grain boundaries tend to be weaker than the bulk but that the effect is 
much snaller, Figures 4/49 and 4/50 show the hardnesses measured from the 
indentations rm.de with 100 gf, and 10 gf, loads respectively, and it can 
be seen that it is the sma.ller indentations, those made with a load of 
lOgf., which have been ~ost affected by the different grain sizes. Figure 
4/50 shows a trend towards lower hardness measurements for higher Sv which 
confirms the weakening effect of the _ grain boundaries .deduced from the 
ISE data, 
The hypothesis that the behaviour of indentations made near grain 
boundaries resembles that of indentations randomly placed in smaller 
grain sized specin:ens (Roberts 1979) is supported by the evidence in 
figure 4/48; the ISE index decreases from 1.7 to 1.55 - the early part 
of the predicited relationship, Similarly, the data from indentations at 
grain centres (EK1EE6) would fit the rest of the data if_ it were displaced 
towards smaller _ grain sizes ( larger Sv), However, the 10 gf. hardness 
for EKU3E6 plotted in figure 4/50 would not fit the· data better if it 
were displaced in a like manner, Nevertheless, overall the agreement 
with the hypothesis is good. 
4.6.6 Conclusions 
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The data from polycrystalline magnesium oxide has been interpreted 
using the same rwdel of the effect of grain boundaries on the rnicrohardness 
that was used to interpret the results from stainless steel. Despite the 
conplexi.ty of the application of the model a self consisttnt and corrplete 
description has been ma.de for all the effects observed in terms of the 
nodel alone. 
The indentation size effect has been shown to be rrore sensitive to 
microstructural effects than microhardness values on their own. 
Therefore it is believed by the author that a significant advance 
has been made in the understanding of ~icrostructural influences on the 
microhardness of solids and that a mechanical testing technique has 
been developed which is nore sensitive to certain effects than any 
which has been heretofore available. 
11 
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4. 7 Other Nri.crohardness Results 
The microhardness and indentation size effect have been measured 
for a nurrber of materials, in addition to ?,'.gO, LiF and stainless steel, 
and these measurements and data from other workers are displayed in 
figure 4/51. All indentations were nade using a Vickers indenter and 
where the load range used was not 10 to 100 gf,,this is indicated in the 
table. 
N'iaterial 
fine grained 
stainless steel 
MgO (100) 
MgO (110) 
MgO 800°C 
MgO 500°C 
MgO 150°C 
MgO fine grained 
.MgO 500°C 
(high loads) 
Copper 
(25 .. 300 gf.) 
Al/Mg/Zn 
( 5 - 100 gf,) 
LiF 
(5 - 200 gf.) 
Alumina 
(25 - 200 g-f_-,) 
Si3N4 
SiC hot pressed 
SiC 
(50 - 1000 gf.) 
Section 4.7 Table I 
Data set code 
STU4A3 
M3XA11 
MSXEl 
MS :XSHI 
M.SXI51 
MSXdll 
EKM3A4 
MSXB51 
CUP5A 
Dl8Al & 
Dl8A2 
LIF#///1 
] 
l 
see section 4,4 
see section 4,5,2 
see section 4.5,3 
see section 4,6 
made using loads 100 gf, to 1000 gf, 
rrechanically polished polycrystal, 
99.999% pure 
underaged and averaged alloy, 
rrechanically polished, supplied by 
B.Livesy, Dept. J~tallurgy, Carrbridge. 
measuren:ents made by the final year 
undergraduate class (77/78) at Carrbridge, 
SAPPH from Nagai et , al,(1976) 
NN.11 & Norton and Brow11 Baver~ hot pressed Si 3N4 BNll 
NC12 Norton hot pressed SiC 
CSC2, GSC3 Single crystal SiC, n:easurements n:ade 
& G3C17 by Sawyer (1979), 
2-2 
2-0 ~ \]\ \ 
X 
" "O C: 
w 
u, 
f ine 
stainless 
steel 
1-5 I-
~opper 
I 
1-4 
100 200 
fine 
/ I grained 
MgO 
I+ I 
~go 500°C 
[high V 
loads] · ~MgO 
~ , (,oo) 
~MgO MgO 
. soo·c 
~10) 
~MgO 
soo·c ~ 
~MgO 1 so·c 
500 1000 
Si 3N4 
,--L--, 
~11!J~:.. .. \ + 
'---,---J 
Alumina SiC 
2000 5000 
H10pm/kgf.mm2 
I 
10000 
Fi gt1_!'e_4/ 51 
tv 
~ 
.... 
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Observations from the Data 
The low !SE index for the coppe~ is probably due to the hardened 
surface layer caused. by the rr.echanical polishing, Therefore chemically 
polished surfaces would appear to be essential if the effect of . grain 
size on the indentation behaviour were to be investigated in this 
material. 
Testing of precipitation hardened alloys of different ~degrees of 
aging would appear to be an excellent nethod for further investigating · 
the validity _of the defect density rrodel for microstructure/microhardness 
behaviour, The pilot results reported here for Al/1~/Zn do not show a 
. great deal of difference between underaged and overaged alloys, This may 
be due to a hard surface layer (as in copper) or to work hardening on 
indentation (as in stainless steel, see section 4,4), 
The high load n:easurements from hot MgO ( MS)(l351) show a different 
!SE index from the low load n:easurenents (1EXI51). This dennnstrates that 
the !SE index is not constant with respect to indentation size and that 
the log index e~irical function (L = a.dn) is not a good fit for the 
whole indentation size range, This does not invalidate the use of the 
·d.. ISE index whr.6; is defined· using the gradient of the hardness/indentation 
size relationship (see section 3,2,1), 
!SE index which is defined using the gradient of the hardness/ind8ntation 
rclationship (see section 3,2,1) as.long as the indentation size range, 
over which the n~asurerrents were rrade, is specified, 
The alumina, silicon carbide and silicon nitride all have very 
similar !SE index values which are also similar to those for MgO single 
crystals, The cause of the indentation size effect is probably the same as 
that postu~ated for MgO: the critical lengths associated with the 
fundan:ental plasticity roochanisms may be large enough to be a significant 
fraction of the size of the indentation, This indicates that similar 
studies could be n:ade on these materials as have been n:ade on MgO, 
4,8 Conclusions from the Experimental Invest~gations 
---------------------------------------- ~ ---------
The main conclusions from the results of the experimental work 
described above will now be summarised, The conclusions of the whole 
thesis are summarised in chapter six. 
Flow in Metallic Glasses 
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The object of this investigation was to test the validity of the 
radial and surface-directed rraterial displace~Ent models on metallic 
glasses , which appeared to be ideal model materials. However, it became 
apparent that the shear band mechanism of flow in these materials caused 
significant deviations from the behaviour predicted by either model. 
There is an indication that work softening occurs beneath.indenters and 
this may explain the behaviour if it does not occur uniformly throughout 
the deforming volume. 
The existance of the indentation size effect on microhardness in 
n::etallic glasses demonstrates that the sizes of the shear bands, or 
critical lengths associated with shear bands' elastic strain fields, 
are significant fractions of the size of the deforming volume around an 
indentation. 
"The Defect Density" i·bdel 
This nndel, described in section 2,5,4 and applied to grain 
boundaries in sections 4,4 and 4,6, describes qualitatively the effects of 
microstructur~ on the indentation size effect on microhardness. The 
results of e:xperinirnts on stainless steel and magnesia have been explained 
in terms of the rrodel, However, the results are not clear-cut as the 
influence of :;rain size on the hardness of both these materials is srr,a.11, 
Causes of the Indentation Size Effect 
In s t a i nless s t eel and n:a gnes ia, single a nd po lycrystals , it has 
been hypothesised tha t , as i n metall ic glasses , t he exper i mental 
results indicate that the fundamental deformation imchanisns directly 
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affect the indentation size effect on m:j.crohardness. This is thought to 
be due to critical lengths associated with the movement of dislocations 
being significant fractions of the sizes of mi.croindentations in these 
naterials, These critical lengths, analagous to the 'coherent regions' 
of Buckle (1960), could be slip band spacings (see Mott 1956), critical 
radii for the nucleation of dislocation loops (especially in alkali halide 
single crystals), dislocation pile-up lengths or some length typical of 
elastic interactions between dislocations. It should be remembered that . 
a 3,5 micron (diagonal length) Vickers indentation is only 5000 Kngstrorrs 
deep, 
Elastic Recovery 
Orientation dependence of elastic recovery has been shown to 
dominate the hardness anisotropy neasured on materials with orientated 
microstructures, The different degrees of elastic recovery in different 
directions, which cause a change in the shape of the indentations with 
orientation, are thought to be due to different stress levels being 
attained in different directions under the sane indentation. The elastic 
(!X)duli were shown to be insufficiently anisotropic to have the observed 
effect in the n~terials in which the measurements were n~de, The 'intrinsic' 
hardness anisotropy, which determines the change in· s·ize of the indentations 
with orientation, was assuned to be srrall on the basis of indirect 
e v.i.dence, Direct measurement of the · intrinsic hardness anisotropy was not 
possible with the apparatus available. 
The observations have direct relevance to isotropic materials with 
the same flow stress to stiffness ratios as the strong directions in the 
anisotropic conposites, In such isotropic naterials, sictl.lar degrees of 
elastic recovery are to be expected as were so imnediately obvious in the 
anisotropic materials. This is not generally realised .• 
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Hardness Anisotropy and the Indentation Size Effect 
The study of hardness anisotropies measured on the san~ n:aterial 
with different indenters has been shown to be able to give information 
about the stress states beneath indenters which cannot be . gained by other 
methods. 
When hardness anisotropy is studied in single crystals in 
conjunction with 1reasurements of the indentation size effect, it has 
been shown to be possible to suggest the relative inportance of the 
possible different mechanisms of plastic flow, some of which operate on 
the atomic scale, These measurerrents appear to be directly sensitive to 
the lengths over which the deformation rrechanisms operate. 
Conclusions 
The stress and strain fields beneath indentations have been 
investigated both directly and by testing the validity of models of the 
deformation geoiretry. There are very many problens that rell'ain to be 
solved before con~lete solutions become available, 
The results of the experiments have shown that there are reasons 
for believing that nti.croindentation rreasurements offer a direct rrethod 
for investigating mechanical properties on scales smaller than the 
indentations themselves. Deductions have been made here about mechanisrrs 
occurring on the scale of some tens of nanometres, these deductions lack 
confirmation but the fact that they can be rrade shows that microindentation 
can at least b~gin to be applied to such situations, 
"The thj-ng I like about Science, 
is that one obtains such an enornous return in conjecture, 
for such a trifling investment in fact." 
Mark Twain 
"Making all his nowhere plans 
For nobody" 
Lennon and McCartney 
!I' 
I 
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Chapter 5 Suggestions for Further Work 
------------------------------------------
It has been established that microhardness tests are apparently easy 
to perform but the results are hard to interpret. However, sorre of the 
problems of interpretation could be avoided if greater control were 
exercised over the making and measuring of the indentations. Therefore, 
the possible further lines of research will be described here in 
conjunction with descriptions of the most appropriate type of microhardi:iess 
testing machine. 
There are broadly three levels of rrodification that could be made to 
existing microhardness machines (such as the Leitz 'Miniload'):-
1. a modification for ITEasuring the size of the indentation when the 
indenter is under full load. 
2. a modification for continuously measuring the size of the indentation 
and the load on the indenter, 
3. a new type of apparatus where the rate of loading and the rate of 
displacement of the indenter could be controlled, in addition to the size 
of the indentation being continuously n€asured, 
These will now be described separately, 
5 .1 Measurement of Indent at ion under Static Load 
The procedures which permit the n:easurement of ·indentation under load 
were described in section 2,3,2 and e xcept for the method whereby a diarrond 
pyramid is mounted in the optical system, they all involve time consuming 
application of surface films to the indenter before each indentation is made, 
The diamond/lens combination suffers from the di'fficulty of designing a 
syst em for controlling the load applied to th e i ndenter. 
It is thought that the easiest, and most widely applicable, rrethod for 
measuring the size of an indentat ion whilst the indenter is fully loaded, 
would be to measure the indentation depth by rreasuring the displacerrent of 
the indenter. Continuous o-Easurement of indenter displacement is almost as 
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easy as static measurerr.ent, and continuous neasurement is the subject of 
the next section, 
5. 2 Continuous Indentation tleasurement under Dynanic Loads 
The indenter displacement and displacerr.ent rate could be measured by 
a capacitance bridge (see, for exarple, Cowling and Bacon (1973)) or with a 
laser Michaelson interferometer (as used by Barbato et al.(1978)), 
If the indenter displacement can be measured continuously, the rrajor 
problem then is to determine the position of the surface of the test 
material by an independent rrethod so that the indentation size can be 
calculated, Berdikov and Babanin (1977) used an alumina sphere probe 
mmnted on a lever arm, but the quality of their measurerrents (see section 
2.3.2) does not inspire confidence in this rrethod, 
A nunber of methods for detecting the time of contact of the indenter 
with the specinen surface are possible. If conducting or semiconducting 
specirr.ens are to be tested, then a semi.conducting diar:ond indenter could be 
used and the conductance between the two measured, This apparatus could 
also be used for the study of phase transfornations beneath indenters in 
semiconductors , especially where a rretallic phase may be forrred (Gridneva 
et al. 1972, Trefilov et al, 1977, Sawyer et al.1979 and see section 2.2.1). 
A transducer for rreasuring acoustic errdssion could be rrounted on 
either the specimen · or the indenter to detect contact, An indenter mounted 
system would have the advantage of easy changeover between specimens, 
whereas a specimen ·rrounted system would enable the acoustic emission to 
be studied for its intrinsic interest, especially when indentation fracture 
occurs. 
The simplest n-ethod for detecting the contact is probably to 
continuously measure the load on the specirren with a load cell (see section 
3.1.3) This has the great advantage that continuous rreasurement of load 
and indentation size could be mtde , and therefore tha t the change in 
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pressure (hardness) during indentation would be rreasureable, The indentation 
size effect could be n:easured from just one indentation, However, strain 
rate effects make it unlikely that dynamic hardness would be the sarre as 
the static measuren~nt. 
If the indenter is dead loaded and hits the specir.en with a set 
velocity (as in the Leitz 'Miniload') it will decelerate as it penetrates, 
Thus strain rate effects will be inexorab ly linked to indentation size 
effects with this type of apparatus, 
If static indentation hardness measurerrents are required, then a dead 
loaded Imchine,equipped with continuous load and indenter displacerrent 
ri-easuring devices, would very probably give sati:>factory results. Sorr.e 
ex-perin:ents that could be perforrred with this type of apparatus will now 
be described. 
Su ggested Further E :xperiments 
If indentations can be rr.easured under load, then the 'unrecovered' 
hardness can be neasured . and the corrplicating effects of elastic recovery 
on the measured hardness can be eliminated, Alternatively, if the unloaded 
indentation is measured optically, the elastic recovery can be measured. 
In many materials elastic recovery is not thought to have significant 
effects on the measured hardness, however, direct experirrental evidence for 
this assumption is sparse. Therefore, whilst rrany of .the experiments 
described below could be attempted with currently available apparatus, the 
interpretation of . the results would not be as easy. 
With an indenter displacerrent rreasurin g machine I the intrinsic hardness 
anisotropy could be measured for the materials wi~h orientated micro 
-structures described in section 4,2, The deductions that have been made 
about the intrinsic hardness anisotropy could be verified (or refuted) 
directly. The elastic recovery in different direction could be n-e asured 
accurately and better estimates could be made of the stress levels attained 
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in different directions in the surface. Hence the stress fields of Vickers 
and Knoop indenters ( an·d others) could be investigated with rrore confidence. 
Orientated microstructures are an e xtren:e example of two phase texture 
in a material. If elastic recovery could be rr:easured then the effects of 
texture due to crystallographic orientation of grains in a single phase 
material could be rreasured, Quantitative results could be obtained instead 
of qualitative estimates (Lee 1973), 
The hardness anisotropy due to plastic anisotropy has been studied, 
whereas the hardness anisotropy due to elastic anisotropy has not, If 
elastically anisotropic composites were indented, the hypothesis that the 
elastic recovery is proportional to the Y/E ratio could be tested. 
The degree of elastic recovery that occurs in rretallic glasses is 
unknown. It is presumed to be small because surface pile-ups are observed, 
However, it has been shown that yielding beneath indenters is not understood 
in metallic glasses, therefore elastic recovery due to the compressed 
hinterland may be significant. It ·has been argued that no shape change on 
elastic recovery would be expected in these materials, and the recovery 
may be very large. 'Unrecovered' hardness measurerrents would be invaluable 
in studying the anorralous behaviour of ll'etallic glasses, 
Measurerrent of the indentation size , independent of the size and Rhape 
of surface pile-ups, would facilitate the correlation of pile-up height with 
the stress benaeth the indenter, Buckle (1960) found an indentation size 
effect on the relative heights of pile-ups, which may be due to an 
indentation size effect ori the hardness. 
The II'.easurement of surface pile-ups on MgO as a function of 
temperature would give infornation about the changing ductility and the 
role of secondary plasticity rnechanisrrs as the material changed from being 
semi-brittle to being fully ductile, Measurement of pile-ups is probably 
nost reliably nude by Tolansky nul t iple beam interferon:etry, Stereo scanning 
electron microscopy could be used, but pile-ups are fairly featureless , 
which makes quantitative stereomicroscopy difficult , 
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If a technique for accurately n:easuring pile-ups could be developed, 
it would be useful to measure pile-ups around indentations in isotropic, 
fully work-hardened (i.e. approxi rr.ately rigid-plastic) !T'aterials. The 
size of the pile-up could be conpared with that surrounding indentation in 
work-hardening alloys, It is presuned that the shape of the pile-up would 
give information on the strain distribution beneath the indenter and that 
they nay be sintllar for material which obey Tabor's relationship (H/Y=C), 
whether for the yield stress or the 8% strain flow stress. 
If the size of the pile- up in fully plastic materials were known, 
the size of the pile-up could be used as an indication of the relative 
proportions of material displaced radially and towards the surface. 
It was postulated in section 2.1 that the representative strain may 
be different from 8% if the strain distribution were different from that 
around indentations in work-hardening alloys. Study of the pile-up could 
be perforr.~d in conjunction with flow stress and hardness n~asurerrents 
on rraterials which do not obey Tabor's relationship, 
In section 2.6 it was found that the ratios H/Y and kh/ke (the ratib 
of the 'Hall-Petch type' g;rai n boundary hardening pararreters for flow and 
for hardness tests) were not the sarr.e and it was postulat ed that kh/ke+S% 
ruif,ht be a better ratio to measure. Such an investiration would be 
experimentally straightforward but would perhaps take a long tirr,e to 
perform for a range of materials. 
The 'sink-in' phenomenon, where. a work-hardened cap of rraterial is 
pressed into the test surface (see section 2.1.3) may be investigated by 
the same microscopical techniques that could be used to study the pile-up. 
If the surface topography can be n:easured then it could be used to check 
the accuracy of three di rrensional finite elewent anaiyses (FEA) of 
indentation plasticity. A program of resea.rch using FEA could also 
investigate 'how ouch' elasticity is required to perntlt plastic indentat~on 
in materials with restricted capacity for slip (see section 2,3,2). 
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The study of the effect of n:icrostructure on the indentation size 
effect on microhardness could be . continued in order t o nore rigorously 
t est the defect density .rrodel whic;:h was used to e }q) lain the results from 
MgO and stainless steel. For ductile metals, an alloy is required in which 
the work-hardening effect on indentation is srr>.all compared with the 
hardening effect of the microstucture. If grain boundaries are used to 
harden the alloy, finding a good experimental material is difficult because 
the hardening effect of grain boundaries is often dependent on the work-
-hardening rate. A solution treated, low alloy ferritic steel, in which 
t rere is heavy segre{;ation at the grain boundaries, might be profitably 
studied. 
To test the "defect density" theory (see section 2.5 .4 ) of micro-
-structure/ISE relationships in semi-brittle r..aterials, the clean grain 
boundaries formed in hot forged single crystals of alkali halides could 
be used, but the effects of te~ure would also have to be studied in such 
materials. 
It is clear that the study of the defect density model using grain 
boundaries to harden the test material is subject to many problems, The 
use of precipitation hardened alloys, or rretals hardened by dispersed 
oxide particles, might produce results which are more easily interpreted, 
When the sizes of indentations under load can be measured, then the 
quantitative measurenent of the effects of the activation volumes of 
ioochanisrrs of plastic flow on the indentation size effect on microhardness 
could be measured. This study would perhaps be simplest if a range of 
polyn~rs were used as the experimental materials, Mechan isms with very 
different activation volun:es can be activate4 at room temperature by the 
correct choice of polyn~r. Unfortunately, polymers are very sensitive to 
strain rate effects, therefore a microhardness machine in which the rate 
of indenter displ acen~nt was controlled would be rrost suited to this 
investigation. This is described in the next section, 
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5.3 Displacement Controlled Microindentation 
In section 3, L 3· pilot experimrnts were reported on the subject of 
using tr.echanical testing machines to make indentations. The vibration and 
backlash problems probably exclude such rr.acg.ines for rricrohardness 
measurerr.ents, A loading system based on elastically expanded metal bellows, 
as used by Barbato et al,(1978) would be rrore appropriate, 
For the accurate nEasurement of the rrorr.ent of indenter: specimen 
contact a sensitive load cell is required which is also extrerrely stiff. 
A pietzoelectric quartz load cell nay be sensitive enough, However, an 
alternative method is to rrount the specimen on an elastically supported 
stage and to maasure the displacerr.ent of both the indenter and the stage 
(see figure 5/1). Such a machine could operate with a range of indentation 
rates. Feedback mechanisms would enable indentations to be made using 
either constant displacerr.ent rate or constant loading rate. 
A displacement controlled machine would enable indentations to be 
made in alkali halide single crystals at constant strain rates, Thus the 
noisturR controlled softening effects for slow indentaticin rates (anomalous 
indentation creep) could be separated from the hardening effects 
(postulated in section 4.5.1) for fast indentation, Etch pit rosettes could 
be mea~ured around indentations made using a range of strain rates and 
hence relationships between strain rate and dislocation velocity could 
be investigated. In addition, slow strain rate experi ments using perfectly 
dry crystals would give information .about secondary plasticity n:echansisms 
(which may include creep nechanisns) occurring directly beneath indenters. 
In section 2,3,3 it was deduced from the results of Boyarskaya et 
al.(1979) and Brookes et al.(1975) that the strain rates below Vickers 
a~ Knoop indenters were sufficiently different for Vickers indenters not 
to show up the inversion of hardness anisotropy with · increasing honnlogous 
terr;perature, When the strain rate can be controlled independently, the 
phenon;enon could be investigated systerratically. 
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Further Re finements 
The apparat us as d~scr ibed would be rathe r diffi cult to ad apt f or 
controlled environn:ent, high temperature t es ting, but since the rrasses of 
the indenter and the stage do not affect the neasurements (e xcept at very 
high velocities) small heaters or coolin g coils could be mounted directly 
on both. A temperat ure ran ge of plus or rrinus one to two hundred degrees 
centigrade from room temperature could be achieved by this means, 
Since the process of indentation and displacenent would be under 
electronic control, a sophisticated digital control system could also 
o ~rate stepping motors on the specimen stage and rrake an entire progranmed 
series of measurements, sending the results to a computer for statistical 
analysis and final presentation of the data on a graph plotter. 
If the displacement rate were changed continuously during indentation, 
the apparatus could simulate the behaviour of a dead loaded ma chine (if the 
deceleration rates of the indenter had previously been measured), Thus the 
characteristics of these sin~ ler machines could be investigated in terms of 
the uechanical responses of specirre ns. Hence, measureme nts made on these 
rracbines would be easier to inte r pret in the future. 
solenoid valves on the 
'low and hi gh pressure line~ 
displace ment transducers~ 
elastic support 
Figure 5/1 
air bear ings (3 sets 
required) 
indenter and specimen 
anti-vibration pads 
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5.4 Further l~croscopical ?~thods 
Different n:ethods of makinr; indentations, i.e. using constant or 
varying displacenJ:: nt rates, will change the distrib11tion of strain and 
the proportions of the different p·lastici ty rnechanisn'S beneath indenters. 
However, the occurrance of certain types of mechanisrr: (e. g. [ 100] (1 Io.> 
slip in hlgO ) could be investi gated, using scanning and transmission 
electron r.1icroscopy, in speci mens indented using any rr'1crohardness 
ma chine. 
Velednitskaya et al.(1975) used cathodolurninescence to look for 
point defects round indentations in 1:gO, This study could be extended to 
e xi.rdne indentations rnade in alkali halides over a range of homologous 
temperatures and be co~,e.lat ed with the rosette size - indentation size 
relationships discussed in section 2,4,1, The distribution ·of dislocations 
close to the indentation point (i.e. not in the rays) might reveal llOO! 
(110)slip beneath Knoop indenters after indentation at long dwell times 
in alkali halides, or alternatively, after indentation at fairly low 
homologous temperatures (probably O. 1 to 0,2 Tm), Transmission electron 
microscopy has the potential for directly exan.ining any debris l ef t after 
the operation of unusual secondary plasticity mechanisins, such as block 
shear, densification/phase change or crowdi onic di ffusi on, It is very 
probable that the phase change on indentation occurs in silicon, and since 
this material has been extensively studied by TE.II. it would appear to be 
ideal for the study of indentation plasticity involving fleeting phase 
changes, 
Conclusion 
For imrrediate applicability, the ITDSt useful developMrrent in the use 
of microhardness as a research tool would be the fittin g of existing 
microhardness rra.chines with load cells and displacement transducers, 
Elastic recovery would cease to be a problem and a beginning could be rrade 
on the study of strain rate effects. 
"There was a door to which I found no key 
There was a veil past which I could not see" 
Edward Fitzgerald 
Chapter 6 Conclusions 
This chapter consists of a list of conclusions and a final 
surrmin g-up. 
1. The S 1':JF and Cerk II!Odels of radial displacements have been 
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p :resented in graphical forn, and the SMJF nndel has been shown to predict 
a change-over fl·or.·, radial to surface directed displacetr.ents at the poin.t 
E/Y = 114 (see section 2,1), 
2, There is a great deal of experin:ental data, including that from 
mE:tallic glasses, which does not fit any of the models of indentation 
plasticity. M.1ch of this disagreement may be due to inadequate attention 
to the problew of elastic recovery, Detailed and careful work using 
in~roved apparatus is required to test the validity of the rrodels of 
material displacement. Some ex1)erirnents involving rr.easurement of pile-ups 
have been described to elucidate ·the relative irrportance of the two modes 
of deformation. Characterisation of materials' fl6w under conditions of 
high hydrostatic pressure and high strain rates will be required fo~ full 
understanding of the mechanisns involved, 
3. The phase change pressure in sphaleri te crystals has bee11 shown to 
be . almost always higher than the indentation pressure (hardness) and 
whilst phase chan ges rra.y occur fleetingly in these crystals (especially 
CdS , InSb, Ce, Si and SiC), this densification does not appear to dominate 
the other mechanisms of plasticity. 
4, If densification occurs, or plasticity mech an isrrs are significantly 
affected by hydrostatic pressure, the rr.odels of indent ation plasticity 
becorr:e less relevant. For metallic glasses the shear ·band mechanism of 
fl ow n:eans that the behaviour is not described by any of the models, 
whereas for single crystals of i ·:g{) the models appear to be valid approx-
-imat i0ns, 
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5. The published data on the elastic recovery of SiC and other 
ceramics is unreliable (see section 2,3,2), 
6. The cylindrically syrrmetric mode l of hardness anisotropy has less 
g meral applicability than the ERSS rrodel. 
7. The ERSS model is capable of nany extensions and revisions, but a 
g,reat deal of. ltiDre detailed and more accurate e>.'Perimental data is required 
before such e>.~ensions can usefully be nade, 
8 • Comparative hardness anisotropy measurements using different 
indenters has been shown to give inforrration about the stress fields beneath 
the indenters, 
9. The study of hardness anisotropy together with the ISE in single 
crystals has been shown to be able to give information about the plasticity 
mochanisms on very fine scal es. 
10. A simple nodel of surface hardening effects on the ISE indicates 
that 50% hardening in the top rricron of the surface of Mg() would explain 
the indentation · size effect, Howeve.r, experiments in controlled environments 
indicate that the hardness ~snot strongly environment-sensitive and 
therefore that the ISE is probably caused by the finite sizes of the 
fundan,ental plasticity rrechanisrrs, 
11. The ISE in stainless steel and n-:etallic r;J.asses is thought to be 
caused by the finite sizes of dislocations' and shear _bands' critical 
interaction lengths, as in MgO, 
12. Surface Layer Models may be used to model the effect of varying 
densities of defects on the ISE but only in the continuum range, where 
the defect spacing is nuch smaller than the indentation, 
13. A serri-quantitative model has been devised for the effects of 
different densities of defects (for all densities) on the ISE and applied 
to e>.'Perirnental results from MgO and stainless steel , 
237 
14, Complex techniques have been shown to be necessary to obtain 
reliable microhardness measuren"ents which can be interpreted in terrrs of 
plasticity mechanisrrs if currently avail able microhardness machines 
are to be use d, 
15, A short design study has been made, including pilot experiments, 
on the d~velopnxmt of more appropriate microhardness testing machines. 
Son:e possible e xperiments using these machines to study detailed plasticity 
n. EChanis rrs in specific mater i .als have been su ggest ed, 
Mi crohardness tests are currently most used for making semi-
-quantitative comparisons between materials and for such purposes the 
technique as it is used at present is entirely. adequate . 
It h as been shown here that microindentation c an be an extrerrely 
versatile research tool with unique capabilities for studying fundamental 
mechanical properties of solids, For such applications, gre a t care must 
be taken to use the most appropriate experirr.ental technique and the 
i nterpretation of the results is rarely straigi{forward. This thesis 
describes procedures which can make the technique easier to use and it 
highlights several areas where the application of the technique is 
not well understood, but where, with further research, it could be 
e xtre:::;el y useful. 
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Appendix I Models and Pro grams 
This appendix contains the detailed descriptions of tno models of 
indentation behaviour, the data analysis used for measuring the 
indentation size effect (the theory of which is explained in chapter 3) 
and the pro~Tams used in connection with calculations made using the 
radial displacement rrodels. 
The first model, HSU.I (Hard Surface Layer t.bdel) predicts the 
indentation size effect on hardness in a composite of two layers of 
isotropic, ductile nnterials of different hardness. The results are 
shown in section 2.5.3. 
The second nodel, KHAHi (Knoop Hardness Anisotropy .fodel for 
Monocrystals) takes no account of the indentation size effect and is 
only concerned with the effective resolved shear stresses on the slip 
systems of indented single crystals. This is discussed in detail and 
some results are shown in section 2.4.2, the name is something of a 
misnoDEr now that it has been extended to predict Vickers hardness 
anisotropies as well as Knoop hardness anisotropies. 
All the probrans have been written in fortran to run on the 
Cambridge University Conputing Service IB1~ 370/165 and nearly all make 
extensive use of the Computing Service's graph plotting subroutines and 
other subroutine libraries. 
Both the data analysis program (ISEMH - Indentation Size Effect on 
Aiicro-Hardness) and _ KHA lll are currently ir:plerrented with the Ceramics 
Group's facilities on the university computer and procedures and 
documentation have been written by this author (not included in this 
thesis) as part of their developement to enable other workers to use 
them easily and efficiently as part of their own research (Roberts 1979, 
.Sawyer 1979, Sawyer et al . 1979 , Greer 1976). 
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I. I HSL1,; Hard Surface Layer ibdel 
This model predicts the indentation size effect on the Vickers 
microhardness of a compo::;ite naterial which is a consequence of srr.all 
indentations being dominated by the behaviour of the surface, and large 
indentations being dominated by the behaviour of the bulk, The model 
material is a layer of hard, isotropic, ductile material on top of a 
substrate of softer, isotropic, ductile material; it considers the 
problem in three dimensio-ns and not merely on a two dimensional section, 
The program could easily be altered to cope with the inverse situatio9, 
which would lead to ISE indices greater than 2.0, but this extension has 
not been made, 
Several assumptions are made about the deformation in order to 
produce a rrodel which does not have so many adjustable parameters that 
no useful predictions can be made:-
' 1. That only the rraterial in a hemisphere subtended by the diagonals 
of the square indentation are affected by the indenter and affect the 
measured hardness, 
2. No account is taken of material flow or conse~vation of volume, the 
model is purely geometrical. 
3. The measured hardness (H) depends only on the volume fractions ID . 
(Vs and Vb) of the two types of material in the hemisphere and that it 
is given by a sinple law of mixtures : 
H = V ,H 
m s s equation I.Ia + 
where H is the hardness of the surface and Hb is the hardness of the s 
bulk, 
4. There is no indentation size effect on hardness in either of the 
two component materials in isolation, Hsand Hb are constant in any one 
node! situation . The behaviour was predicted for situations where_Hb was 
set to 1000 (arbitrary units) and Hs = 2000 , 4000 , 6000 , 8000 , and 10000. 
P l ots o f the r esults are s hown in section 2.5.3, 
1, 
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5. The indenter does not penetrate the surface layer, neither is the 
layer compressed to less than its original thickness (see figure in 
section 2.5.3) , 
Given these assumptions, the mechanics of solving the problem of 
predicting the hardness for indentations of a range of sizes are as 
follows. The georretrical problem is that of finding the volumes bounded 
by a hemisphere and two concentric, equiangular, square-based pyramids. 
An anal~'tical solution was attempted but a wholly numerical approach was 
found to be quicker, both for computation and for presenting the results 
graphically. 
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C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IISl.M 
Surface Hardening Hodel 
This pr~gram calculates the hardneaa (uainf a 
:
1
~~!:r 1~f ~it:~:~tr~~)t~~a~rr:ds~ist~~i~to11 diff~rent hardness. It does this over a range of indentation sizes such that the hem1spher1oal z0ne beneath the jndenter is at one extreme ::~1~:~irc~~t~!::d1=1t:~~ ~::h1f!~~,rarga~tthe 
}~!e ~r~:~~~n~:r~u]3tes the rate ~r change ot harj n~ ss with 1ndentat1vn size and from this calculates th~ J0g-index -for every indentativn size . 
REAL A(81),D(81),N(81),PD(81),PD2(81) 
H2:IOOO . 
DO 170 NH:1,11,2 
NH2:NH-1 HI : fLOAT(NH2)'1000. If(NH2.EQ.O) Hl:1100. 
DO 150 K=l,80 
01 Js the Indentation diagonal d1v1ded by the layer thickness DI • 200 . /K 
D(K)=D1 
J •K- 1 
PO(O•DI 
PD2(K):1./DI 
Al:O. 
A2:0. 
HUH is the number or slices used in the calculation of the volumes of the seotiona 
~rc!r~ur:~i~~h~feih!h~~o~~=;~~e1~~~1u~~=·· nf these sections in each slice and tots them up 
NUH:150 
DO 100 L• I NUH 0 2 ,fLOAT( Ll t( fLOAT(NUH)'Z.) D3 = DZ - 1./(•'NUH) 
02 is the de pth of the bOttom or the slice L 03 i s the depth at the ziddle of the alJoe L 
AO:O. 
W8: 
A5:0. 
A6:0. 
A6 ls the are or the cross section or the hemisphere ie. • circle in eaoh altoe 
R l s O . 
81 ls the radius of the circle in each slto• 
30 it:SQRT(0.25·D~ 1 '2) A6=3- 14159'Rt• 2 
sis the l e ngth of the side of th8 square whiob i~u~~:r~r~=~~==~tt~~ ~~r~~~ePJ~~=~da~~l~~e1:utt• 
50 S,2.4 7509 '(1/DI - D3) + 0.35355 If(S.GE.O) GOTO 60 S:O 
GOTO 110 
\. 
78 : C 
79 C 80 C 81 
g2 84 
si h 
89 
90 
9 1 
92 
3a §6 
§A 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
R2 Is halt the diagonal or the croaa-aectional square 
60 R2: 1. 4142 1S 
H(S.G'LR1) GOTO 70 IF(R2.GT.R1) GOTO 80 Al : Al + 415112 
A1 Is the cross-sectional area or t he aurrace layer 
· 
A4:4 'S" 2 AO:A4 
GOTO 90 
70 Al : A1 + ~.141591R1''2 A3:3 .1 4159fR1 11 2 AO= A 3 · GOTO 90 I ; 
Bo Z: SQRTfR11•2 - 5 11 21 A5:R1 .. 2 1 (3.14159 - 46AfAN{Z1S)) A 1 : A 1 + A5 
AO:A5 90 CONTIN UE 
+ 11•s•z 99 10 0 
101 
102 
103 
104 
10 5 
106 
107 
10 8 
10 9 
110 
11 1 
11 2 
11 3 
114 
115 
11 6 
117 
118 
11 9 
120 
12 1 
12 2 
123 
12 4 
125 
12.6 
127 
128 
129 
130 
C 100 CONTIN.UE 
131 
1~2 l~~ 
13i l)A 
n9 
1 ijo 
141 
142 
1'13 
144 
145 
1 46 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
15 3 
154 
11:: 1.H 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c. 
11 0 Vl : A1/(NUHl2) - 0 . 023 80747 V2 = 0 . 26179939 - A1/ (NUM 9 2) 
0 . 02~80747 Is the volume or the indentation Jtselr 
wo\c1sm~~~ r:y:~b~~!~~:da~~ ~~ f: t~~ttuf~3 ;~1u~e, 
150 
130 
140 
14 5 
160 
0.261 79939 is the volume or tbe · whole bealspbere 
V5 • V1 + V2 A( K} : (H 11 V1 + H2 1V2)/V5 
A I s the calculated hardneaa t or the l'tb valu~ of D1 
P • V1/V5 
CONTINUE 
DO 160 K: 1 , ~9 IF( K.NE.1 OTO 1 WRITE(6i1l5 D1,P,l?K). GO TO 16u 
J:K-1 
L:K+l 
G:A (K) -A (J) G:G/(D(K)-D(J)) G2:A(L/-A(K) G2:G2/ D(L)-D(K)) 
G ls the gradient o r the hardneaa vrt. tbe dlag0nal 0r the Indentation. N 1~ the log-Index (see thesia aec ti oo 2,5,3) 
gfii~~,gri!JA ( K) + 2 
WRITE(6 140)G N(K) 
FORHAT(14XJF11.6,F13 , 6_) WRITE(6 14 ,)Dl,P A(K) FORMAT(IX,F8 . 4,4i , F8.-,4X,F9.2) 
CONTINUE 
G:A(2)-A(1) 
2cH< ~<~~iir\ lHc 1, 
WHITE(6,')D,A 1 H + 2 
l 
155 
156 
157 
15 8 
159 100 
161 
162 
!93 
,o4 
165 
166 
1 QT 
10S 
169 
170 
171 
17 2 1n 
174 
175 
176 
177 
17d 
\'Q 
1~0 
1 $1 
182 
18 3 
184 
18, 
H30 
187 
18S 
1S9 
190 
191 
1 ~' l'l 'i 
104 
1 ~<; 
1 ~16 
nA 
199 200 
::io ' 202 
203 
2(1~ 
205 
2(10 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ll:ll,14 
Now the results are plotted 
CALL TRMCHR!O. ,o.,o.,o . ) CALL BRKPLT 8) CALL TRHCHR 3 . ,0.,0.,5 . ) 
CALL PLIMIT,30 . 1 110. 1.30.,110,) CALL ULIHIT o . ,cOO.,tt2,H1) CALL GRFTYP O, 1 ') CALL ANFR EO 4,8,5,10) CALL PE N() ) 
CALL PLTGXY(PDlA,79) CALL BL1XTYP( -1 CALL BOXXY(O ,0 
CALL ULl HIT(0 ., 200. , 1. ,2,) CALL Pc N(Z ) 
CALL PLT GX Y(PDlN,79) CALL BtlXTYP(-2 CALL BOXXY (0 ,O 
CALL PE ~( l ) CALL TITLE(' ' 1 
+' Q I AG ON A 1./L AYd - fHICKNESS', 24 1 1 CALL GULIH(XL,XR,YD,Y U) CALL H0V FT 0 (XL,Yul CALL DHA WTtl (XR,YU 
CAL L THH CII H!o . ,o.,o.;o.) CALL £,RKf LT 8) CALL THH CII R 3.,0 ., 0. ,5 . ) 
CALL PL IHIT (30.,110.J30.,110,) CALL ULIHIT(O . ~.o . oo,,H2,H1) 
CALL PEN(3 ) CALL PLT ~XY(PD2,A,79) CALL 'llOXTYP(-1) CALL BuXXY(O,O ) 
CALL ULIHI T(0.4,0.005,1,,2,) CALL PES ( 2 ) 
CALL PLTGXY(PD2,N,79) CALL BOXTYP(-2) CALL BOXX Y(O,O) 
CALL PE N( 1) CALL TITLE{' ' 1 
+'LAY~R- THICKNE~s>oIAGONAL' ,24,' CALL GULIH(XL,XR,Y D,JU) CALL H0VKTtl(XL,lul CALL DRAWTu(XR,YU 
170 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
•• 1) 
• ,1) 
l\) 
CJt 
co 
I. II ISEMH The Data Analysis Procedure 
The rationa le behind the n:ethod of data ana lys i s and the t heory of 
the linear regression and the statistics ·are given in chapter 3, section 
3 . 2 . 
The program has been adapted to produce interpolated hardness values 
for standar d dia gonal len{;ths other than the ten micron length used 
throughout the current work for Vickers indentations . A 70 micron hardness 
has been used to reduce the covarience in the results for Knoop indentation 
results, and a 35 micron hardness is currently being used in the analysis 
of ~ardness data from silicon carbide materials using a Vickers indenter 
(Roberts 1979). 
The actual linear regression is nade using the UKAEA Harwell 
subroutine VC04, but a replacement for this could easily be written 
using the theory presented in 3.2. 
Essential for the use of the ISE1M program in the practical 
situation is the program HERGE which is used to merge two sets of 
data (in !SEMI readable format) into a sin gle set with the same format . 
A listing of t his pr ogr am is appended to the listing of ISEMH . 
1 
2 
~ 
·~ 
! 
1g 
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12 
n 
l~ 
n 
J~ 
21 
2.? 
~~ 
~t 
H 
29 
H \i h H ~~ 
~o 
41 
42 
4 ~ 
ij 4 
~& 
u 
49 
5 0 
5 1 
~ 2 
5~ 
54 
§~ 
~ ~ 
~9 60 
61 
g2 
6~ 
i~ 
u 
6 9 
70 
71 
72 
H 
H 
77 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
. C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ISEHH 
SUBROUTINE ROOT(IND) 
Analysts or Load/Indent-diagonal data rrom 
micro hardness test s. 
· Parts or this program (ie. subroutine HUDDLE) 
were written al AERE Harwell ; July-Sept . 1975 > to flt a strai ght line to ln/ln data or · load time in a str es s rel~xatlon tes t , ( This was to 
measure crack gruwth Jn a 'Double Torsion' type 
specimen). 
· The program was re-writt en for lls present functio n In Feb. 1976 (Cambridge). 
The pr 0 gram was adapted and extended to draw the results on the ·pl o tter in June-July 1976 , A weighting o f the flt was introduced 1n Nov. 1976 in ord er lo adjust for the distorti on or the Norma l distributi o n of errors by the lq/ln transf \~,rmati,1n . 
The sec ti 0n 0( the program that calculates 
~~;~~~~;~~~=}~~r!~~~p[ 0 rv!r-~~~ 1~~s 0 ~1-trre~ex~rfl~ 
-Se~~!~e:rg~l! 7 ~qua l to the mea n diag o nal measu-
-re ~e nts we re J11tr o duc e d on th e 28th Octobe r 77. The tw~ pr,)~ r3ms r~r Kno ,1 p a nd Vickers indt" !ltl~rs wet''-' Cllmb lnlid tn N,,vt•mber '/'f , 
Tl1e mea n hardtH'2s numb e rs f1) r eac h luad were lnsert~d on 2 De~e mber 1977 . 
The ' ten mi c ron hardness• replaced the crude 
•one mi cron Heyer jntercept• i dea and the anno-
-t 3.t 1 ,1113 f)n t hC' pl ,,t M Wl.'rc chant,(.<'d fr, ·,m 1 t near 
~~cr1~~~~~l::
1cag! ~":rrl~a~ ~:' !~,ro~tYn:1~~1~, 
was adJed In May 78. 
The fitt e J . Me yer lin e was added to the plot or 
mlcr 0 hardnes~ a~ alnst l o ad in June 19J8, The pl,,t ,,r 1n1 cr ,, 1,~rdnAS5 a g:l1nsl ndentoL1on diag0r1al anJ th e te11-micr0n lines o n lhJs and the previ o u s pl o t · were ~dded In July 1978, · 
Philip Sar~e nt 
D• pt. Mct a llur~y an d Mnlerlals Solenoe ( ;\rut,,·1.ls l'.. 
INTE GER STAR !STAR DEE . 
INTEGER NUM,fOUNTl6RPS,TEST,D0L,HASH,PAGE LOuI CAL'1 TNF0(~8 
REAL D!AG(600),LOAD(60o),W(600)ASIZE(5o),CHECK REAL SIGMA("O),MEAN(50) ~L(50 ) nN DlSP,O~L(50) REAL MAXS,HINS,ODIAG(6od),O~OA6(6do),A,B,C,D REAL 1 8 PR CB 
DATA DOL,HASH,ISTAR/1H$,1Hl,1H'/ 
COM MO N. PIAG,LOAD W 
CO~H ON / PI Cl/ A A,C,D STAR COHH J N / PIC2/ sfGMA 0MiAN,SL,D1SP COHH ON /COM1/PROB,C UNT 
COHH 0N /COHO/ ODIAG,O LOAD COHH ON /PIC4/ OSL 
COHH 0 N / COM2/CONST 
COMM ON /COH3/ DEE 
Read the . data 
IF (I ND. EQ. 1) CONST:1854 .4 
IF(I ND.EQ.2) CONST:14230.0 PAuE:1 
GRF S:O 
SBR: 1STA R 
COUNT:O 
REA D(5i10 1END:190)INFO 10 FORMAT 58A1) 
WRITE( 20)INFO 
20 FORHAT(/1, , 58A1/' +' ,58('-')///) 
78 
ii 
81 
g2 
8~ 
~6 
8A 
g9 
~~ 
92 
~~ §6 
9A §9 
100 
101 
102 
18~ 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
11 4 
116 
117 
118 
119 
1?0 
111 
122 
123 
12ij 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
H~ 
1H 
137 
138 
lJZ 
141 
14 2 
143 
1 4 4 
145 
146 
147 
148 
14 9 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
WRITE ( 6, 30) 
30 FORHAT(1x 1 • Dlag . Load ',4X,'ln(d1ag) •, 1'ln(l r,ad) 4X,'HN'/'+ '5('_') 4X,'--',51, 28(' ·> 2x A(• ·> 4x • 'n ' 40 READ1s: 1 ,END:2oo:ERh:2o5l LO AD(COUNT +1 ) 
~~~R.6h; s!~D -210,ERR=265 NUH 
WRITE(6 1 50) LOAD(COUNT+l) 50 FORMAT( ,ox,F6 .1 ) 
OLOAD(COUNT+l) = LOAD(COUNT+1) OSL(GRPS) = LOAD(c og HT+1) LOAD( COU NT+ 1 ) • AL O~( LOA~(COUNT+l)) SL(GHP S ) = LOAD (C OUNT+1) WRITE(6 160) LOAD(COUNT+1) 60 FORMAT( +' ,30X,F6.3) 
. C0p y 0ut the data, als ~ write the Vlckera 
SIZF.r~~isld= H0~gneas and the ln'• uf the data 
DO "/fJ J e 1 1/IJM 
READ( 5t 'tl11D=220,ERR:26Jl DIAG(COUNT+J) 
§ii~~~n~s1U ~TsiiEr6Ris1 .sLi rG/~l3NT+J) 
~CtI~l~~~~1.~\·~<g~~~I~i&NT+J) 
DIAG( COUIIT+J) : AL OG (DIA G(CSUNT+J)) LOAD (CO UUT+J) : LOAD(COU~T+l) OLOAD(COUIIT+J) = GLOAD(C SU~ T+l) 1111 = r. r, II:: T I r; L f}A D ( r. r, IJ II T + ,J i I r, fJ I Ar, ( COUNT+ J) • • 2 
70 ~Gll~~~l9~) D!AG(COUI/T+JJ,HI/ 
SIZE( GRPS) : SIZ~(GRPS)/NUH 
80 FORMAT('+',F6.2) 
90 FOHMAT('+' ,20X,F6.3, 12X,P', . 1/) 
N0 w calculate the siz e 0r the error bars 
f0r ea c h group 0 f data J.e. fGr each l0ad 
CAL I. ll An:: ( r.rJ IJ NT , 1/IJH , r, RP.~ , C ', 11 :; T i 
Intr0duce the we 1ghtJ ng fact0r~ . 
Th ese a re e~ual, lhe r, r '! tically{ tr., the : ~~ ~e ~ ~~ii. {~~d~ai1~~:s ~h:~:ip~~f~~ 
v~luc:1 are n0t av~Jl~~l~, 0f c0urs~. until 
aft e r the lin e 1s filled; the cean 
value 0 f the dlags ls used Ins tead. 
DO 100 ,J=l,tlUM 
W(COUNT+J) = EXP(HEAll(GRPS)) 100 CONTINUE 
110 :~=~1 ~,1 ,1,END:230,ERR:265 ) 
lf(T E~T.EO.DO L) GOTO 120 
IF(TE S T .N E . HASH) GOTO 240 COUNT:C OUNT+NUH 
IF(GR PS.GT.49) GOTO 250 lF(COUUT.GT.599) GOTO 260 GOTO 40 
TEST 
C The pr0gram sklpa tu 120 when all the data C has been read 1n with no formatting errura 120 CONTIIIUE 
COUNT:C fJ UtlT+tlUH 
C 
C Print mea n indent sizes WRITE (6, 130) 
130 FORMAT(/) . 
~~Y~Er~x7U6}AI~sG~fisHINS,HAXS) 
140 FORMAT(/ Range 0f indent s1zea: ' 1F6 2, ' lo ',F6.2) 
ISEHH ? 
~ 
.,, 
0 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160. 
161 
16-2 
l~~ 
1Q5 
10 6 
167 
16B 
169 
1 70 
17 1 
17 2 
lH 
n~ 
177 
178 
nz 
1 ~ 1 
'~ .2 
183 
184 
18? 
1 ~~ 1n 
1 89 
1 0 0 
1 ~ 1 
1~2 
1~3 
194 
195 
196 
m 
19~ 
2 00 
201 
~0 2 
2l"' ~ 
20 4 
20 5 
2(' 6 
207 
203 
2J~ 
2 10 
211 
2 12 
21 3. 
2 14 
215 
216 
217 
2 18 
2 19 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
220 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
150 
160 
IF(INO.EQ.1} WRITE(6, 150) IF(INO.EQ.2 WRITE(6 160). FORMAT(/' V ckers inJenter') FORMAT(/' Knoop indenter•) 
CALL GRFTYP(-1,STAR) 
Fit a str aigh t line to the data DEE:1 
CALL HUDDLE(COUNT,INFO,IND,OEE,CONST) 
10 micron intercept section 
---------------------------
The diagonals are rescaled to be ~njts ot 10 ~lcrons, thus . the Intercep t ln(a) is 
the h,g of the •load to make an Indentation 
of 10 micr.:>ns. 
165 DO 170 J: 1 COUNT 
DIAG(J) : 6IAG(J) - 2.302585 C 170 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DEE = 10 
CALL MUDDLE(COUNT,INFO,IND,DEE,CON3T) 
Plot the poin ts & straight line on a ln/ln plot 
CALL LNPLT(GRPS,COUNT,INFO, 
+IND,DEE ) 
DEE:10 
CALL CONF(INFO,IND , CONST) 
CALL 'SETFUNI0.75,40) CALL GRFTYP -1,2u3l · CALL SET FUN . 2'.J, 70 CALL WEIRD(GRPS,COUN~,INFO,IND) 
WR!TE(6 180) 
180 FORMAT(}/• All data manipulation completed,'// 
+' 1"11.11.11' SAH(:ENT'/ 1 ClsHAHICS GROUP'/ 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
265 
+• CAMBRIDGE. 1979') 
RETURN 
Err,Jr messages 
WRITE(6,270) 
s TCIP 
WRITE(6,280) STOP . 
\iRITE(6 ,290) 
STJP 
WRITE(6,300) 
STOP 
liK!TE(6, 310) 
ST0P 
li,ITE(6,320) 
STOP 
WRITE (6,330) STOP 
WRITE( 6,340) 
ZTJP 
liRITE ( 6 1 350) STOP 13~8 
GRPS 
GRPS 
GRPS 
GRPS 
GRPS 
GRPS 
GRPS 
F0rmat statements for error messages 
270 FORMAT(/1X,'IIIII ERROR 11111', 1' Nn d3ta fnund') 
280 1fOR~~Jl~}xd:t!'}~u~~Re~et!'!'~6AO 
2value expected' 14) 
290 FORHAT(/1X,'llljl ERROR 11111', 
l~EHH 3 
232 
~~4 
2j5 
236 
~1i 2 9 
C 
C 
1' End of data found where a NUH 2value expecte d' I4) 300 FORMAT(/1X,'lft6t ERROR lllll'f 1' End of data found where a DAG 2value expected' 14) 
310 FORMAT(/1X,' llllt ERROR 11111', 1' End of data f o und where# or$ expected',I') 320 FORHAT(/1X '00#00 ERROR 11##1' 1' D exp~cled but n0t f0un1 1 N6H 1s vrong',1-) 330 FORHAT(/1X,'D0IOO ERROR lfffl', 1' GRPS ~reale r th a n 49 ar.d no 2end 0f data In sight' 14) 340 FORMAT(/1 X,'DOl#O ERR6R #1111', 1' COIJNT greater than 5~~ and n0 2end ~r dala ln e i ght ' I4) 350 FORMAT(/1X('##l#f ERROR 11111', 1' In inpu data format') 
END 
2 0 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
2116 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
2~) 
254 
255 
256 
2~7 
2'>8 
2i;9 
260 
261 
262 
g------- --- ----- -------- ----------------------------------
~2?i 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
2 ·,·:i 
276 
277 
278 
ni 
281 
282 
281 
2011 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
21~6 01 
02 
03 
30 4 j8g 
3gi 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
I :;~:HU 
SUBROUTINE HUDDLE(COUNT,lUfO,IND,DEE,CONST) 
f~~f gfr,io¥HJ6~~~U~ F,STAk,LEE . 
It~: AL W ( I, CJ r, ) , I' Ai ( 4 I , I, I Ar; I ', 'J r; I , LO Ar, ( F, r, ', ) 
Rf: A L L II P , L II P l , L II P 2 , H 1 'J , 11 1 0 1f H 1 0 2 / :; I~~ ?I? HEAL C0Htt 1 S1GA,S1Gt>,~A,~& 1 S GC 1 PJ},CG~ST REAL A,B,ASTD,t>STD,xSTu,At>C OV,uE L ,tEl.B 
COHH0H OJAG!LOAD,W 
cgHMOH /V~~l~/Ltt"IJPGCOPR~A1!£A:r~,e:r~.A!COV, 1~va·~v~A i'xn6~., JJ,P CCJV, ,nu.,,u,m:.AS,Ylmll, 
COMH611 /PfCl/ B~,SIGB,AA,:IGA,:TAh 
FlttlnK a oLraJght line L~ Lh~ ln/ln plot 
WRITE(6 10) 
10 FORMAT( I 1The wel~hted straight line• , 1' fl tted tr, the , · 
-~;!~!!~,r!:~;,,, . 
IF(IND.E Q.1 ) WRITE(6,20)HIFO 20 FORMAT( ' Vlckara Indant~r'/ 
1' Hen n d!ag0nal wel1hts.'/1X,58A1/) IF(IIID.E0.2) WAITE(>, 3D)IIIFO 30 FOICMAT(' rn0,,p 1nd~n£~r'// 
1 ~ R ~ H \\di~ Jo Q ~ l we 1 g bt s . • / 1 X , 5 o A 1 /) 
qo FOHHAT(lx,12,• ml crr,n lr.Larcer;,L'//) 
CALL VC04B(L0AD,D1AG,W,COUNT,A,B,O) 
DELB:BSTD/B 
BB:1.0/B 
SIGB: 3 1 DcLB 1 BB 
WRITE(if50)BB,SIGB 
Q 1 = 01!-'.; r; 8 
02:BU+SIGB 011 :BB-S1GB 1 2/3 022:B0+S1GB 1 2/3 
WRITE( 6,60 ) Q1,Q2,Q11,Q22 50 FORMAT(lX,'Index = • P6.3 ' +'/ 1'+',17X,' _ ',F6.3,4X,1(3 s{gmas)'/) 
DELA:ASTD/ A 
AA:-OB 1 A 
SIGA:3 1 SORT(D ELA'DELA + DELB'DELB)•AA 
~~~1~~ift1)AA,SIGA 
Q2:AA+SIGA Q11 =AA - 2 1 s1ai13 Q22:AA + 2 1 SIGA/3 
WRITE(6,60) 01,Q2 Q11 1022 60 FCRHAT(11X,': ',Fi.3, to ',F6.3,-X,'(3 s1_gaas)'/_/ 
. 4 
~ 
m 
~ 
1
09 
10 
11 
12 
~l~ 
1lt jlA 19 
· 20 
321 
322 
323 
324 
ui 
,21 
328 
,2 9 
~ ' .) 331 B2 
"~ ~ " 335 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c . 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
111X,•: '.,F6,3£' to ',F6,3.._4Xl'\2 a1gmaa) 1 /) 70 FORHAT(1A,'ln ercept = • 1,6.j 1 ·•'/ 1 '+ • , 17 X , ' _ ' , F 6 • 3, 4 X , ( 3 s 1 gm as) ' /) 
PH1:CONST"EXP(AA+SIGA 0 2/3l/(DEE••2) PH2:CONST 0 EXP(AA-S1GA 0 2/3 /(DEE• •2 ) PH= COSST • EXP(AA)/(DEE •2) WRITE(6 80)DEE, CON ST,DEE,PH,PH1,PH2 80 FOR HATdx,12,• micr0n'/' Hardness= •,F7.1, 1' • exp(in~er';ept)/(',I2,'""2)'//11X,'= , 2F7.1//l1X, = ,F[.1, 3' to ',F7. 1,ZX,' 2 sigmas)'//) 
Q1=3"ASTD 
02.3•ssro Q>.:{COUNt~2)•RSTD•RSTD 
WRITE(o,90)HSTD,Q3 ... CORR,ABCOV,A,Q1~B,02,couNT 90 FORMAT( Weighted ttesidual sta. 16x L = ,F8.5// 1' Sum 0f Squares of Residuals= ,Fo,3// 2' •correlation Coefficient• • ' ,F8.5// 3 ' "C 0 v a riance" · = •, E12.4// Ii• "A 111 ,:: 5 X, 1 : ',F6.3,' + ',F6.3/ ' +',37X,'-'// 5' "B"',25X '= 1 ,F6 .3, • + 1 F6.3/'+',37X,'-'// 6• Number l ... r data p,·,Ints•,1X, 1 : ' , I~/l) 
Now the variables A,B,ASTD,BSTD,ABCOV IN THE c,)rtml,n l>l,1ck /VCOliD/ st.111 refer t,1 t.he quan~ities f0und by the routine VC04B and not 
i~rt~in~~i~t~~aern~:ansformed to be appropriate 
RETURN 
END 
33~ Hg 
340 
Hl 
~42 
~43 
344 
., ~ 'i 
c------------------------------- ------------------------- 
~ !.i 0 
3:17 
3 4~ 
, 49 
~-o 
~" 1 
~c.' 
~5 ~ 
,< ij 
~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
~ " Q ~ ~ 0 
~t' , 
~ ~ 2 
'~ 3 H4 
~ ~; 
:- 67 
3t-~ 
369 
H~ 
372 
37~ Hs 
376 
377 
- 73 j79 
3~0 
~~} 
383 
3d4 
385 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
I SEHH 
SUBROUTINE BARS(COUNT,NUM,GRPS,CONST) 
This subroutine calculates the size of t he error bars for a particular load: LOAD(COUNT+1). There are NUM values in D1AG(C0UNT+1) lo nIAG(COUNT+NUM) 
the mean and stand~rd dev1at1~n i n lh~ me 3n or e returned in SlGHA(GRPS) 
and MEAN(GRP$). 
REAL DIAG(600) ,W(600) LOAD(600) ,SIGMA(50) REAL MEAN(~O) SL(~O) CON§T,HN CHEAN QO HARDM(50) REAL 0D!A~(60d) 1 0LOA6(tiOO),OSfG,HAH6L(~O),HARDH(50) REAL HARD(b0u) INfEGER GRPS,COUNT , NUH 
COMMO N DlAG LOA D W CO~M0N t PIC~/ S1JHA 6HEAN,SL ~~~~ g ~ ;~iC~fg~ 1ftiAoh~ftfRDL,HARDH COMM~N / COM4/HARD 
S1';f1A(,;RPS): 0 
HEAN\GRrS) : 0 
OSIG = 0 CHEAN= 0 
IF( NUH. GE. 1 ). GOTO 20 WRITE(6 10) NUH GRPS 
1~ FORHAT(}1X,'IIIII ERROR 1 1 NUH=',Ia,• IN GROUP: STOP 
,,.,, '. 
', I4) 
20 IF(NUH. NE. 1) GOTO 30 · MEAN(GRPS) : D1AG(COUNT+1) SI'uHA(GRPS) : 0 
RETURN 
30 CONTiNUE QO: CONST•OLOAD(COUNT+1) 
5 
386 
~si jg9 
390 
391 
p2 
3§d 
i§6 
in 
t: 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DO 40 J:1,tlUH 
CHEAN = OMEAN + ODIAG(COUtlT+J) MEAN(GRPS) = HEAH(GRPS) + DIAG(COUNT+J) HARD(COUNT+J) = Q0/0DIAG(C0Ut1T+J)••z 40 CONTIIIUE 
MEAN(GRPS) = HEAH(GRPS)/tlUH OMEAN: OHEAN/NUH 
~~G~2cJR~s~u~ s1GHAIGRPs> • 
1 (DIAG(COUtlT+Ji-MEAN(GRPSl)" 2 (DIAG{COUtlT+J -MEAN(GRPS) 
OSIG = OSIG + (0DIAG(C0 Ut1T+J )-OHEAN)• •z 50 CONTINUE 
SIGMA(GRPS) : 3'SQRT(SIGHA(GRPS) 1/( (NUH-1 )"NUM)) 
OSIG = SQRT(0SIG/((NUH-1) 1 tWH)) 
N0 w SIGMA c0ntains 
3 1 s ~rt( 3quarc re,Jdual a/( ( UUH-1 )"KUH)) 
HARDH,GRPS! = QO/OHEAN••2 HARDL GRPS : QO/(OHEAU+2•0S1G)•tz HARDH GRPS : QO/(OHEAN-2 1 05IG)••2 WHITE r,,r,o IIAR!JH(GHP'.i) ,IIH I, L(<,Hf3) ,HARuH(Gf<PS) 60 FORMAT{ +',43X,F6.1/ 
138X,'(' ,f6.1,' -> ',1'6.1,'J'/l 
RETURN 
END 
99 00 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
40'/ 
408 
409 
410 
411 
4 12 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 111 A 
419 
420 
421 
422 
4 2'l 4 2Q 
425 
426 
427 
428 
11 29 
430 
4 ~ 1 
4~2 
t3ij 
C----------------------------------------------------------
~16 
4i7 
438 
439 
4QO 
441 
442 
4113 
44Q 
445 
114 6 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
·459 
460 
461 
462 
 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IRF.HII 
SUBROUTINE LNPLT'(GRPS,COUIIT , Itll'O, IPID,DEe) 
Thl3 31Jbr0utjn~ f1n13 lh~ maximum 
and minimum valu~s 0f the zeasur~d djag vna ls {and errvr tars) tv adju~t 
~repf~~! 1 ~f1 1 fh~e~:~: a~X in ts, 1r~ws an err~r bar f0r e ach L0AD and 1ra~s an ann 0t ated L0 x ~rr,ur,d lt1e ~l0t. lL dra~~ Ln~ t~~t flt straight line a c r 0ss t~e data. It wr1te5 t~~~ 1:nJ 0 ~h=~~~1~!! 5 f~~h!h!1l~~~=c~~J 3!~~=r-;~:rtd0~Y tg~7f~lted line (all c~ara~t~r~ 
It pl0t3 tw0 cr0sses as a guide r0r cutting U? the pai,er. 
f~~~gft,~r,~~ ib?;,, ,STAR,IUI,,I,EE 
REAL x1,x2,Y16Y2,LHE,HH£ABHAX,DEEl'AC REAL B111N,:sAII M( 0) !"· ~S! ,A REAL SL(5u) ,ME.:/dl 5 'J , .... I'JHA (50) REAL !JHAX,DHI11 1 WMAX)~H ! ~ l<f: AL H X :; I r; BJ LO Ali ( I, 'J J J}, u I AG ( ', ', 0 i 
=~=t =i~:~l~:~ft~l1~2~~IN,L~MAX 
COMMON DIAG,LOAD W 
COMMON /PIC1/ B,SIGB,A,SIGA,STAR COMMON /PIC2/ SIGHA,MEAN,SL 
CALL TRHCHR(0.,0.,0.,0.) CALL BRKPLT(8) 
CALL TRMCHR(3 , 5,0.,0.,5,) 
This section makes sure the diagonals are 1n 
micrvns • 
DEEFAC : ALOG(FLOAT(DEE)) 
DO 5 I= 1 ,.COUNT 
DIAG(I) • DIAG(I) + OEEFAC 
6 
tv 
0) 
t-s, 
· -63 
.46~ 
465 
H6 
467 
466 
469 
470 
471 
47 2 
473 
474 
475 
47 6 
477 
478 
4 79 
45 0 
451 
482 
45 3 
4 ~ 4 
485 
486 
48 7 
4~8 
4$9 
4~J 
~91 
492 
49'1 
4 .'.l ~ 
~~5 
49 7 4~8 
4 ~Q 
5 j .) 
50 1 
5J2 
;sa 
c. ,"lc; 
",., 6 
5J"'t 
5Jd 
5 09 
51 0 
51 1 
51 2 
51 3 
~ 14 
51 5 51 0 
51 7 
51 8 
51 9 
52 0 
521 
522 
~~ ~ 
~~6 
527 
528 
52 9 
530 
~' 1 i; ~2 Ba 
535 
5J6 
~33 
539 
C 
C 
C 
C 
·c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
.c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IS F.HII 
5 CONTINUE 
Th is oection rinds the extremes or the dat a 
CALL RHXHN (DIAG,COUHT,DHIN ,DHAX) 
Thi• section fi nds the extreme s or the err u r bar3 
DO 10 J:1,GRPS S AN DH(J) : SIGHA ( J) + HEAN(J) 10 CONTINUE 
CALL RHXHN(S ANDH,GRPS,BLAN K,BHAX) DO 20 J:1 ,G RPS SA~ DH( J) : HEAN(J) - SIGHA(J) 20 CON TI NUE 
CALL RH XHN(SANDH,GRPS , BHIN,BLANK) 
Finj the max and mln IF(DHIN. LT.BHIN) HIN : DHIN 
IFIPHI N. GE.FHINI HIN= BHIN IF DHAX . GE.BHAX MAX: DHAX IF DH AX. LT.BHAX MAX , : BHAX 
This · next aect!on calcula tes the size or the pl,>t. -spa c e 
Calculate the window min!~um : WHiN 
IF(HI N. LT.3,5) GOTO 30 WM 1 N : 3 , 5 GoT0 · 60 
30 S21~~3~s20:5•J IF\HlN.LT.WHIN) GOTO 40 G0TL1 6('1 
,o C0ST1NUE 
\i RITE(6, 50) HIN 50 FOR~AT( / 1X,' #f#f# ERROR ###f#', 1 1 Hin va lue of data point or error• 2 1 • b ar be l0 w 0 . 0 '/ 
,,0X. 1 HIN: ' ,F 7,3/l 
:Hv P 
Calculate window maximum 
60 IF(HAX.GT.3,5) GOTO 70 WHAX = 3.5 GOTO 100 
7 0 f\ 1..1 ~ (\ ,, = , ' , 0 
IF(H AX. GT.3 , 5+0.5 1J) GOTO 80 
~~AX : 3.5+ 0 . 5 1 J GOTu 100 60 COS TINUE 
WRI TE ( 6 90 ) MAX 
WHAX 
90 FORHAT() 'lX;'tftff ERROR ff#H', 1• Ha x v a lue of dat a point or er r or bar 2 ab0ve 8.5'/ 
3~n~'MAX: 1 , F7,3/) 
Write labels to axes and title 
100 CHL PEN(2) 
CALL TEXT(91., 15.\qo .,15., 1'LOADS in gra ms ', 46 1~tiXcJ~ ~li 1 t~·~~crln~I :18i 1 CALL TEX T(50.,110, ,85 . ,110., IINF0,7) 
CALL PEN(~ ) CALL TRHCfiR(2.8,1.4,0.0,3.5) CALL LOCCHR(30,L9 . 0 , 0) . WRITE(8,110) INrO 
7 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 548 
5119 
550 
551 
552 
553 554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 560 5 61 
562 
563 
564 
~g6 
567 
568 
569 570 
571 
572 
573 574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 580 
5 8 1 
582 
~H'l 
584 
~g6 
58A 
~g9 
590 591 
5§2 ~9~ 
595 
596 
597 598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 61 ij 
615 
616 
110 FORHAT('+' , 58 A1) C 
. g Write the index and intercept 
C 
CALL PEN(2) CALL TRHCHR(2.8,0.,0.,4.) CALL LOCCHR( 136.0 122.0,0) WRITE( 8 120 ) B,SIGB,OE~,A SICA 120 FORHAT(!X{'Index ='Ill ' 1F6.3,_• + ',F6.3// 111,1 2;' m c r0n Intercept =' II ',r6. J,' + •, 2F6.3/ /• e rrrJrs : 1 / 1 3 sigma.s,'1 3' err<Jr bar s :'/' 3•e rrc.r• , 4• in th e mean .•) CALL LOCCHR( 136 , 0, 122.0, 0) WHITE( 8, 130 ) 130 FOR HAT(//9 X, 1 _ 1 ////9X, 1 _•/ 1/////////// 
~JX,~iL~~ a ~A~6~~~t~i7~!~'// 
CALL PE N(~) 
140 
150 
C 
CALL L. OCC flR(l36.f50.,0) lf(IND. EO . 1) WRI E(8,140) IF ( I II D . E O. 2 ) WR IT E ( 8 , 150 ) FORMAT(' VICKERS indenter•) FODHAT(' KNOOP indenter') 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
160 
170 
Pl0t tw0 crosses f0r •tear-~rr• 
CALL PEN ( 1) 
CALL TJIH CHR(3.5,0,k0. 1 5.) CALL HOVtT0(213. o,, .o, CALL PLT Clill(78) 
CALL HOV ET0(2.0,3,0) CALL PLT CHR(78) • 
aarlcera 
Sea l,, tr, flt ln the 100mm range, set up the window 
CALL PLIHIT130.kl30.,30.,130 . ) CALL GRFTYP -1 ~TAR) CALL ULIHIT 1.6,S.O,WHIN,WHAX) 
Pl0t the data pGints 
CALL PEN(J) 
CALL TRH CIIR(3.5,o . io.,5.) CALL PL TGXl (LOAu,D AG, COUN T) 
Plot the error bars 
CALL PE:N(2) TI P : 0,0 7 DO 170 l=l,GRPS DO 16 0 J:1,2 
Xl:SL(Ii-TIP X2 : SL(I +TIP 11:Hf.AN l)+ SIGHA(l) ¥2 :H U U( I )-$IGHA(I) CALL HOVETO Xl,Y1) CALL DHAWTO X2 Yl) CALL H(] VF.TO SL/1),Yl) CALL DHAWTO SL(I)lY2) CALL HOVETO Xl,Y2 CALL DR AWTO X2,Y2 CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
Plot the line; go to Le ft Hand End 
LHE : ( 1 . 0-A )/8 + DEEFAC IF(LHE .LT.WHAX) GOTO 190 WRITE( 6 180) LHE 180 FORHAT()1Xi'DDff## ERROR 11 11# 1', 1 1 Fitted . ine has DIAG Gtr to p Gf 2 scale at LO AD=', 
1/IP.HII 
~ 
0) 
w 
61! 
~19 
620 
6.:: 1 
622 
62 3 
624 HS Oc 6 
627 
62d 
~29 
Q "1 J H 1 
6 32 
633 
6 3 4 &H 6H g~9 
6ijo 
6 4 1 
642 H, 
644 
645 
6 4 6 
6 47 6 4d 
~" ~ 
~so 
65 1 
6 52 
6 5 ~ f5 
~ ~ 5 6 :,o 
~ ~A ~ .~ 
~bi) 
6 61 
~ ~ 2 
t o 3 
664 
ti ti5 
(:I O t'< 
607 
l'6 3 
6 69 
6 7 J 
67 1 
672 
67 ~ 
th 
6 70 gg 
fAZ 
68 1 
g~ j 
6:3 4 
~~ ? 
g~ ~ 6sA 
65 9 
§9 0 
09 1 
692 
69 3 
C 
C 
C 
C 
3'1 . 0 '/' LHE z 1 ,F6.3/) STOP 
190 IF(LHE.LT.WHIN) GOTO 200 CALL HOVET O ( 1. 0, LHE) GOTO 250 
200 LHE: A+ B1 WHIN - B1 DEEFAC IF(LHE.GT.1. 0) GOTO 220 WRITE(6 210) LHE 
210 FORHAT()1x 1
1 11111 ERRO R 11111 1 1 1' Fitted lne has LOAD less than 21 .Oat DIAG!WHIN'/ 3' LHE = ',fo.3/) STOP 
220 IF(LHE.LT.8.0) GOTO 240 WR if E(6 230) 
230 FORHAT()1x 'll# II ERRO R 11111 1 , 1' Fitted itne has LOAD grea ter than 8,0 1 1 2' at DIAG: WHAX') ST OP 
C 240 CALL HOVETO(LHE,WHIN) 
·g Naw draw to the Right Ha nd End 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
250 RHE:(8 . 0-A)/B + DE EFAC CALL PEN (2) 
IF (RHE. GT . WHIN) GO TO 270 WRITE(6,260) RHE 260
1fOR~J[;~Jx1;~!'~!sE~~~~ ~}~'t~ltom or 2ocale at LOAD=', 
3'8.0'/' RHE : ',F6.3/) sr,,p 
270 Ir(RHE.GT . WHAX) GOTO 280 CALL DRAWT0(8.0, RH E) GOTO 330 · 
260 
290 
RHE: A+ B1 WHAX - B•DEEFAC IF ( Rli E . GT . 1. 0) GOTO 290 WR!r~(o,300) RIii:: STuP 
IF(RH E. LT.8.0) GOTO 320 WRITE(6,310) RHE STuP 
300
1fOR~t if!J x1:~:'t~sEEG~: r:::'~Aan 1 ,0 at ' 2' DIAG:,MIN'/' RHE: ' F6.3/) 310 FO~~A T(/ 1X ',,,,, ERROR ,,,,, •, 
1' Fitted line has LOAD greater t ha n 8 , 0 at•, 2' DlAG: WH IN'/' RHE: ', F6.3/) 
320 
C CALL DRAWTO(RHE,WHAX) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Draw a horlzantal line at diagonal• 10 
mlc r 0ns, ie. DIAG = 2.30259 
CALL PEN(1 ) 
CALL HOVE TO(l.0 , 2.30259) 
. CALL DRAWT0(8.0,2.30259) 
Plot the box 
CALL PEN ( 1) 
CALL TRM,'.HR(3.5,0.,0.\5.) CALL AN r"REQ( 5, 1u, 5 , 10 
LWHIN:ALOGlO(EXP(WHIN)) 
LWHAX:A LOG10(EXP(WH AX )) 
CALL ULIHIT (0 .434295,3,47436,LWHIN,LWHAX) CALL BOXLL( O,O) 
I SEHH 
9 
694 
~ii 
697 
698 
699 
700 
701 
702 
t84 
705 
706 10A 
t89 
710 
711 
712 
71 3 
71 It 
tl6 11i 
tl9 
720 
7 2 1 
722 
723 
724 
725 
726 HA 
t
2iz 7 1 
7 2 
t~~ 
ij6 
i3A 
739 
740 
7 4 1 
742 
~~4 745 
74 6 14i Hg 
750 
751 
752 
HJ 
755 
756 1si 
t§9 
760 
761 
7 62 
H4 
765 t66 1ii 
769 
770 
C 
C 
330 RETURN 
END 
g----------------------------------------------------------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE HATI(H,D) 
Thlo subroutine inverts a 2•2 aatrix 
REAL 1 8 H(2,2),0(2,2),DET 
OET = H(l 1l 1 H(2 2) - H\ 2 1)1H(1,2) IF(DAB S (Db .GT.I.OD-12 6oTO 20 WRITE(6,10) 
10 FORMAT(///' Matrix X is SINGULAR I') STOP 
20 O( 1, 1 l D( 1, 2 
0( 2, 1 
0(2,2 
RETURN 
END 
H( ~ l2)/DET 
-H• ,2)/DET 
-M/ 2,ll/OET H(l,1 /DET 
C----------------------------------------------------------C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE CONF(INFO,IND ,C 0UST) 
This subr o utin e sets up the wind0 wlng 6~~ti~~~ 1 ~f ~~~}?~~n~~rl~~~}~~nfn{~e 
fh~b~~~~!~tri~ ~t~r~;~.d~ht~~ f; 0 ~h! or 
calc ul ated pair ~ r valu ~ ~= ~~yer Int e rc e pt an~ Ind ex . ELI PS ls called tD g~~w1:a~~ a:~1!~~elh!ht?tf~ e~r~t:~~1 
REAL'6 01 02 03 04, PRO B,VAL REAL 1 8 XMlz 1 iMIA•YMAX 1 Y~l~,AHIN 1 AMAIXBMJN,BMAX REAL PX1,rX2,P11tPYLlA,B,PB,C,NST, 0a~ igi~2:t ,?0 ~~}6!~~ \~ AR, h t 
COMMON /PIC1/BB SIGB,AA :1r,1 ST~R COMMON /VC04D/ LI NDF coAR At AST D,BSTD ABCOY, 1H:TD,P,OAPSTD 6os to,P6cov,A Hl3fD,XHtAN,Y~!AN, 2
~iA= 6~', co~ l 5PX0B,couuT COMMON /CO M3 / DEE 
The COMMON bl 0c k COH 1 c0nt al ns PHOB (r e al'3) an d COUNT(Jnt) . If PROB lo s:naller (e . .:.5 0S 'J the 
ellips es will be omall~ri if lar~er{iJ. 9SJ they 
will be larger. (not imp emented - only 95S 
available). 
The COMM ON bl0ck VC04D contains the inter~ept A, gradjenL B, the standard d~'liati~n~ and the 
c ovarlence ASTD, BSTD, ABC 0,. 
The parameter space plot is bGun1ed by the values , XHIN, XMAX, YHIN, YHAX in users coGrdinates. 
Find the F statistic (Gr the 951 
~~~~~~ :r r;.n!l}!8fl~}1.frGm the total r.u:ber Gf 
Th ~ n1Jmt~r nf d~gr~e~ ~, rr~~1~m 1a COUVT-2 
and 2 . 
CALL TRMCHR!0 ., 0.,0 . ,0,) CALL BR KPLT 8) 
CALL TRMCHR 3.5,0, ,0, ,5,) 
PROB • 0 .950 00 
ISEHII 1? 
~ 
0) 
~ 
77 1 
+H 
77 4 
775 
776 
777 
77S 1p ta ~ 
76 2 
78 l 7S ij 
Hi 
H~ 
75 9 
790 
7 q l 
7', 2 
79 3 79ij 
795 
7~ 6 
7~ ~ 
1 ii ~ 
79 9 
eoo 
S0 1 
802 
~l13 
801' 
605 
f0D 
607 
SJS 
809 
8 1 0 
811 
8 12 
8 1' 811' 
815 8 10 
~]J 
81 9 
~20 
~ 2 , 
.,, 
e2j 
S 2 14 
8 25 
5 26 
~27 
829 
5 2 9 
~-o g 3 1 
s~j ~ ~5 
936 
~H s ,Q 
d !jj 
~ ~ 1 
84 2 
5:43 
84& 
S~ 5 
846 
847 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ISEHH 
CALL FVAL(VAL) 
Set up window 30.0 to 200.0/30.0 to 200.0 
mm in plotter space (XHIN to XHAX/YHIN to YHAX in 'Heyer intercept-index space•) The window in user space has the same 
scale as 'Meyer intercept - index space• but its origin is at ln(a)/n in Heyer 
space. ( ln (a):AA , n=BB). 
First the range in ln(a) is determined 
such that the ellipsoid is plotted 
r0u~hly in the middle of t he plot , XMIN= AA - 1.25 DO 
YHIN: 1 . 3DO 
XMAX:XHIN+2.5DO 
YHAX:YH1N+1.0D0 
CALL PLIHIT(30.,200., ,30 . ,291.539) 
Write the cross at ln(a)/n. 
CALL ULIHIT(XHIN-AA 1XHAX-AA,YHIN-BB,YHAX-BB) CALL HOVETO(o.o,o.o, 
. CALL PEN(,) 
CALL PLTCllR(78) 
Plot the ellipse in Heyer coordinates If DEE= 1 then the diagonals are measured in f!~~ 0 ~1 =~~r~~s~Elh: ~~y!~elnt~=c::t•,~=dtl~ la t ter case ls co nverted to an interpolated hardness number for a ten micron indentation. 
CALL ULIHIT(XHIN,XHAX,YHIN,YHAX) CALL PEN( 'I CALL ELIPS VAL) 
. Plot a box in black . 
CALL TRHCHRf 3·\10· ,0. !5.) SSL~ ~~~~ ~~(ri~J.•~! 14 
CALL PEN(1) 
IF( t>EE. NE. 10) GOTO 10 XHIN = t> L0 G10(QQ•DEXP(XHIN)) XHAX = t>L0GlO(QQ•DEXP(XHAX)) CALL ULIHIT(XHIN,XMAX,YHIN,YHAX) CALL BOXLY(O,O) 
XORG = 3.0 
GOTO 15 
10 IF(DEE.NE . 1) GOTO 100 CALL BOXXY(O,O) iiORG = 0.0 
15 IF(XOR G. LT.XHIN.OR.XORG . GT.XHAX) GOTO 20 CALL HOVETO(XORG , YHIN) CALL DRAWTO(XORG,YHAX) 20 CONTINUE 
Hake user coordinates the same as pl o tter coordinates and extend the 
window . 
CALL PLIHIT(l. ,2Q0.,2.,243.) CALL ULIHIT(l.,290.,2.,243.) 
Write the title Jn red. 
CALL PCN(2) 
CALL TEXT(S0.,210 .• 85 . ,270.,INF0,7 ) CALL TEXT(40.A40. 1 b8 ,, qO., +' PHILIP SARGENT h79 1 , 19) 
,, 
848 
849 
850 
851 
852 
853 
854 
855 
856 
85i 
g~9 
860 
861 
862 
863 
864 
865 
866 
867 
868 
869 Hn 
872 
873 
874 
875 
876 
877 
878 
879 
800 
881 
882 
883 
884 
886 
88"( 
888 
889 
890 
891 
892 
8§~ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Write the axes labels in red 
CALL TRHCHR(2.8,1.4,o.o,3.5) CALL LOCCHR(140.,20.o,o, 
IF(DEE.NE.1) WRITE(8,30)DEE 30 FORHAT(lX,12,' mlcr0n hardness•/ 18X 'k~f/(mm••2)•) 
IF/D E~.EQ. 1) WRITE(8,40) 40 FORHAT(lOX ,' ln(a)') 
CALL PEN(,) 
PB:PRCJB•160 
CALL LOCC HR(30.o,20.o,o) WRITE(8,50)PB 50 FORHAT(1X 1 F5.1,'J') Wl<ITE(8 6u) 60 FORMAT( / Hean weighted flt.•) CALL f'El/(2) 
IF(IND.EQ.1) WRITE(8,70l IF(TH D.E0.2) WRITE(B 80 70 FOll MAT(lOX,'VICKERS !ndenter 1 ) 60 FORMAT(10Xl'KNOOP indenter') CALL PEIi(, 
WJIITE(8,9 0 INFO 
90 ~~t~AJ~~7~)~8A1) 
CALL TEXT(16., 170.,16.,194., 1 1 lndex n',8) 
Pl0L f0ur crosse s ror •tear-~rr• 
CALL Pl::11(1) 
CALL THMCHR(3.5,0 . 0,0.0,5.) CALL HOVET0(213.o,3.o) CALL PLTCHR(78) ' 
CALL MOVET0(2.Q,3.0) CALL nTCHR(78) 
RETURN 
~~g ~g~~~i~l 1!~l~~EERROR DEE STOP 
END 
', I 13) 
aarkers 
895 
896 
8§A C----- ----------- ------------------------------------------ 899 
900 C 
901 C 902 C 
903 C 
904 C §8~ g 
907 C 
908 C 
909 C 
910 C 
911 · C 
912 C 
913 C 914 C 
915 C 
916 
917 
918 
919 
920 
921 
922 
923 
C 
92ll 
1 s~:Hu 
SUBROUTINE ELIPS(VAL) 
This subr0utlne pl0ts an ellipse (Jn green) fvr a particular c0nf1ctence limit given by VA L . It calculates this ellipse using th• Fisher Inf0rmati0n Matrix whj~h i~ the inv e r~e 0f lhe D1spe r3i 0 n, 0 r ~~~a~~:n~:fc~f~~i~n ~~f~~ ~~t~~c~e5 
1fti:dsg~ 0 ~c84~y.~~en~trt~·t~~~ 
d erived parameters: the ~ e y~r index 
and intercept. The calculatl0ns are transf 0rmed t0 .this sec 0nd space by 
subr0utlne XY. 
~~!t•H AiT0t~5{~;~~~8~v,VAL REAL•R H( ? ,~) 1 i(2,2) ,E,F,~,H,EP INTEG~R NJM~ ~TAR 
COMMON /PIC1/BB SIGB,AA SIGA STAR COMMON /VC04D/LltttDr,co~R,a6AtA:TD&BSTD,ABCOV, 1RSTD,P,Q,PSTo,os D,P~COV,NH S D,XH~AN,JHEAN, 2XVAR,YVAN,XYCuV 
I~ 
l:'v 
(j) 
c.n 
9 25 r6 
9H 
929 
9 ~0 
9 • I 
9 ~2 
C 
C 
C 
C 
!P C 
93~ C 
9 17 a~s 
9 ~9 9 ij 0 
9 4 I 
9 42 §~l 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
NJHP:100 
Set up the Fi sher matrix 
D11, 1 l : ASTO•ASTD D 2,2 : BSTD•BSTD D I, 2 : ABCOV 
D 2, 1 : ABCOV 
CALL HATI(D , H) 
DO I O ~: 1 2 
liRITE(b,20)H(J,1), H(J,2),D(J,1),D (J ,2) 10 CONTI NU~ 
20 FORMAT(///' H : ' 1 2(E12.4,3X),' 1 D : ', 2(E12 . 4,3Xil 
M0v e l o extreme edge or ellip se 
where dF/dr = 0 where F(x,y):O i s the ell pse. 
E: VAL • H(2,2) · 
9 4S 
9 4 b 
947 
9 118 
9 49 
950 
~5 1 
0 •2 
F: M( l, 1J•tt(2,2) - H(l ,2)•H(1,2) C WRITE(6 ~O)E F · 
. · 30 FORMAT()!• VIL• 
953 
95 & 
95S 
a •~ 
~;A 
~;; q 
9~ 1) 
9 6 1 
0. 2 
9g 3 
9 5& Q6 • 96 0 
~~ ~ 
96 9 
97 0 
iz i ~ ~ -~ 
. I 
0 ' 
~t i 
977 9 7:l 91 9 9~J 
9 ~ , 
iF 9d 
tU 
9:\ 7 
93 S 
9S 9 
99 0 
99 1 
99 2 g~ J 
~~ ­
~. o 
~ ~ ! 
9H 
100 0 
100 1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
l~f.HH 
1H22 = ' , E12.4/' H11H22-M12H12 •' ,E 12.4) EF:E / F 
IF(EF.LT . 1.0D-5.AND.EF.GT.-1.0P-5 ) X1s0 . 0D0 IF(EF . GT . 1.0D-5) X1= -DSQRT(EF) IF(EF . LT.-1 . 0D-5) GOTO 110 
~RIT~AL 1 ~~lE2)'H(1,2)/H(2,2) 
40 FOR ~At?I VAL ' H12H12/H22 =' , E12.4//) EF: E/ F 
. IFlEF.LT . 1.0D-5.AND . EF.GT.-1.QD-5 ) IF EF . GT. I . OD-5) YI: DSQRT(EFJ IF EF.LT.-1 . 0D-5) GOTO 110 
Ad just for rounding errdrs 
Pl 0l the ellipse In 2 halves 
DO 90 J:1,3,2 K:2-J g!tt Ai i~J0[J · ~1V) 
Yh O, ODO 
WRITE( 6 50 )K,i1 Y1,U V 50 FO RMAT() / /' MO,ETO: R=',I4/3X,4(E12 , 4,3X)) 
PI = 3. 1415926 ~~ ~0 x f~tc~i~~PI/NJHP) WRITE (6 , 60 )X2 
60 FO RMAT(' X2 : ',E12 . 4) 
E = M(2,2) • (H(1,1)•x2•x2 - VAL) H = M(2,1)•M(2,1)•x2•x2 WR I TE(6,70)E,H 70
1~
0 A~~ r~c M11 •x2•x2-VAL) =' ,E12 . 4/ 
2' M21M21 • x2•x2 =' ,E12.4) 
EF = H - E 
IFlEF.LT . 1.0D-5.AND . EF . GT.-1,0P-5) IF EF . GT . 1 . 0D-5) F:DSQRT(EF) IF EF .LT.-1.0D-5) GOTO 110 
G = - M(2,1) 1 X2/M(2,2) 
Y2: G + K°F/H(2,2l CALL XY(X~,Y2,U,V 
CALL DRAWTO(U,V) . 
80 ~~~iI~B£100)I,X2 , Y2,U,V 
90 CONTINUE 
100 FORMAT(' ',I4,3X,4(E 12 , 4,3X)/) 
Fa0,0D0 
13 
1002 
1003 
100& 
1005 
1006 
1007 
1008 
1009 
1010 
1 a 11 
1012 
1013 
101& 
1015 
1 a 1 5 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 
1021 
1022 
1023 
102& 
1025 
1026 
1027 
1028 
1029 
1030 
10 31 
1032 
1033 
10 3 il 
J8ji 
1037 
1038 
1039 
10&0 
1041 
1042 
1a43 
1 a 11 & 
1 o 11s 
10•16 
1047 
1048 
1049 
1050 
10 5 1 
1052 
1053 
1054 
1055 
1056 
1057 
1058 
1059 
1060 
1 a 61 
1062 
rnga 
1065 
1066 
10 67 
1068 
1069 
1070 
1071 
1072 
I O '/ 3 
1074 
1075 
1076 
1077 
1078 
C 
C 
C 
RETURN 
110 WRITE(6, 120)EF 
120 FORMAT(//' URKI -ve argument.• ,1!!12.li) STOP 
END 
C----------------------- --------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE XY(X,Y,U,V) 
Subroutine to convert from VCOliB R~r~m:~:~~r!~ ::~3:~1:Erg~:·rr~m the A,B (AA,BB) point. 
REAL•8 UV X,Y XX YY 
COMMON 1vto4D/L,tN6PJCORR,A1BtASTD,BSTD,ABCOV, 1RSTD,P,0 1 PSTD 6Qs D,P~COV,HHuS D,XH~AN,YH2AN, 2XVAR,YVAH,XYC V 
V:Heyer index 
U = ln(a) : meyer intercept 
XX: X + A 
YY: Y + B 
IF(YY .LT.O . OlDOl 
IF( YY. GE . a·. 01 DO 
u = -xx•v 
RETURN 
END 
V:100.0DO 
V:1 . 0DO/YY 
C-------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE FVAL(V) . 
This r0utlne supplies the value or twice th~ F slallstlc ror a probablllty or 5S (for ~SS 
confidence limits) and degrees or rreedoa : 2 
and COUNT-2 
INTEGER COIJNT REAL 1 R PROB,V 
CUMMOII / CUH1/PROB,COUNT 
N:COUIH-2 
V = . 0 
If tl . LE . O) 
If N.LE . 90 
IF N.LE . 50 
I P N.L E. 50 
IF N. LE. 35 
IF N. LE .30 
IF N. LE.24 
IF N. LE. 20 
IF N.LE.17 
IF N.EQ.14 
IF N.E Q.13 
IF N. F. Q.12 
IF" N. E0 .11 
IF N. EQ.1 
IF II. cQ. 9 
IF N .EQ.8 
IF N. EQ.7 
IF N . EQ . 6 
IF N. EQ . 5 
IF N.EQ.4 
IF N.EQ.3 
IF N.E0.2 
If II. EQ. 1 
V:2•V 
RETURN 
GO TO 10 
V 3. 
V 3.07 
V 3 . 15 
V 3 . 23 
~ ~:~2 
V 3. 49 
~ ~:54 
V 3 _A 1 
V 3.89 
V 3.98 
V 4 • 1 
V = . 26 
V: . 4 6 
V: • 74 
V = • 14 
V = • 79 
V: . 94 
V: • 55 
V: 9.0 
V: 99.0 
10 WRITE(6,20.)N 
20 FOFMAT(// 1 +++++ ERROR N.LE.O lz',I5) 
1:;11Mt1 H 
t,:, 
(.j) 
(.j) 
1019 10 0 C 
C 
ST OP 7 
EN D ·10 1 10S2 
10 3 3 
10 8 4 C-------------------------------------------------------- 18~~ 
10 5 7 
10S :3 · 
10 ~9 
10 9 0 
10 9 1 
1 (\ J' 
10-) 3 
10 9 4 
1095 
1C9o 
1.0.:,7 
10 ,J 3 
1099 
1 1 1."'0 
110 1 
1102 
ll gJ 
1105 1100 
1107 
1108 
1109 
1110 
11 11 
1112 
ll l ~ 
1115 
1 1 It, 
1 117 111 J 
1 11 9 
1120 
1121 
1 1.:'. 2 
112 3 
11 2 4 
1 12 ~ 
112 o 
l !H 
112 9 
11'1 0 
1 131 
1132 
ll j~ 
1 1~ 5 11 0 
11 7 
1138 
1 1 39 
1 t11 0 
114 1 
11 42 
1143 
11 4 4 
11 4 5 
1140 
1147 
114S 
114 ~ 
1150 
1151 
11 5 2 
11 5 3 
1154 
1155 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ISE HH 
SUBROUTINE WEIRD (G RPS, COUN T,INFO,IN D) 
Thii subroutin e plots a hardness/load plot 
REAL MINH.1 MAXH,MINL,MAXL,OSL(50) 1 DUH,HTOP REA L HARDH(50) HARDL(50),HARDH(5u) 
REAL HEAN(50),SL(501,srGMA (50l,HARD(600) REA L ODIAG(60u),OLO u(600) CH~~K PMAXL REAL NAMAXD,LNA , SIGA,SIGBftONST,fARMX l~J rgx r,~ r~F6~~A~ EE,COUNT,S AR 
EXTERNAL LINE EXTERNA L ODD 
EXTERNAL THL 
CO MON 
CO MON 
CO ' ION 
CO ~ION CO H,)N 
C0 ~l)N 
CO HON 
CO HON 
/COHO/O DIAG OLOAD 
I PIC1/N 3SIGB,LNA,SIGA , STAR 
~~~S~fc1I~~~6~~~~~~t.HARDH /PJC4/ OSL 
I COH2/Cc1NST 
/ COH3 / DEE 
/COH4/HAR D 
Set up box size limits on a scale auoh · tha t the pl ots are always super1mposable 
CALL TRMC HR( O. ,0. ,0 . ,0.) CALL BRKPLT(8) 
Plvt two crosses for •tear-ott• markers 
CAL L TRHCH R\~ · 5,o. 6~ ., 5 . ) 
~!tt ~e ¥~~~l1e~· 3 • 
CALL MOVET 0( 2 13.0,3 . 0) CALL PLTC HR(78) 
Wri tes title and labels 
CALL PE~(2 ) 
CALL TEXT(S0.,210.,85.,.21 0 .,INl"0,7) CALL TEXT(40. ,40. 1 o8.,qO. , 
• ~ttcL itNf~ ~GENT 1~79' ,19) 
CALL TRHCHR(2.8,1.4,0.,3.5) CALL LOCCHR(J0. ,10 ., 0) WRITE(S 30 )I·NFO 30 FOR~IAT(IX,58A1) 
CALL RMXHN(OS L1 GRPS 1 MINL,MAXL) CALL RHXHN( HARuH,GRt'S,DUH,HAXH) HT,~P : 40JO . 
lF i HAXH. LE. ~00 · i HT OP:5 00 . IFl MAXH. LE .150. HT OP : 150, 
.IF(HAXL.GT.100 . MAXL:1000. IF(HAXL . LE . 100. HAXL:100. 
CALL PLIHIT(30.,200. ,30.&230.) CALL ULIMIT(O . O,MAXL , O. ,ttTOP) 
Plvl the p,dnts 
CALL PEN(3) 
CALL TRM~H Rl3.5,0.&0.,5. ) CALL PLTGXY 0L0AD,HARu , COUNTl CALL PLTGXY OLO AD,HAR D, COUNT 
15 
1156 
1157 
1158 
1159 
1160 
1161 
1162 
116 3 
116Q 
1165 
1166 
1167 
1168 
1169 
1170 
117 1 
1172 
1173 
117 4 
1175 
117 6 
117 7 
1178 
1179 
1180 
1181 
1182 
1183 
1184 
11 85 
1186 
11 87 
1188 
1189 
1190 
11 9 1 
11 92 
1193 
1194 
1195 
1196 
11 97 
1198 
11 99 
1200 
1201 
1202 gg4 
1205 
1206 
1207 
12 00 
1209 
1210 
1211 
1212 
121 3 
1214 
1215 
1216 
12 17 
1218 
1219 
1220 
1221 
1222 
1223 
1224 g~g 
1227 
1228 
1229 
1230 
1231 
1232 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ISEMH 
10 
20 
Plo t the fitted line 
CALL PLTFUN(5.0,HAXL,0,0DD) 
Plot the error bars 
CALL PEN (2) 
TIP: 12 . •HAXL/1000. 
DO 20 I=l,GRPS 
DO 1 D {: 1 , 2 
X1:0 SL Ii-TIP X2:0SL I +TIP 
Y1:f!A RDL (Il Y2:HARIJII ( I 
CALL MOVETO Xl, YI CALL DRAWTO X2 YI 
CALL MOVETO osl(Il,Yl) CALL DHA WT0 OSL (I ,Y2) CALL Ml)Vf:TrJ X 1, Y2 CALL UHAWTO X2,Y2 
CONTII/IJE 
CONTIIIIJE 
Pl 0 t the Ten Micron Line 
CALL PEll(2) 
PAHMX : CO UST•HAXL/100. 
IF(PA RHX.GT. HTOP) PARMX: HTOP CALL PLTFUN(O.,PARMX,O,TML) 
Pl o t the box 
CALL PEN(l) 
CALL THHCHR(3.560.,0.)5.) CALL ANFH EQ (5 61 ,5,10 CALL BOXX Y(IJ, ) , 
CALL PEil( 2) 
IF(IND .EQ.1 ) CALL TITLE('HAADNESS/LOAD PLOT' 18 l'LOAD Ill GRAM.F.' ,15,'VICY.ERS HARDNESS llU!o!EEA•,~3) 
IF(IND.EQ. 2 ) CALL TITLE('HARDNESS/LOAD PLOT 1 ,1e 1 1'LOAD IN GRAM.F.' , 15 , 'KNOOP H>.RtNESS NUIH:E:R',21 
CALL ULIHIT(30 .,200. , 30.,230 . ) 
Now pl0l hardness versus d1a~onal 8 
CALL TRMCHR!0 . ,0.,0. , 0.) CAL L bRKPLT 8) 
CALL PLIHTT 0.,250.,0. , 251).) CALL ULIMIT (0.,250. , 0.,250 . ) 
Pl o t four crosses for •tear-err• aarkera 
CALL TRM CHR!3 .5, o.,o.,5.) CALL HOVE TO 2.0,3.u ) CALL PLTCHR 78) 
CALL MOVET0(213.0,3.0) CALL PLTCHR(78) 
CALL MOVETO (2 . 0 ,25 7 . ) CALL PLT CHR(78) 
CALL MOVET0(213.,257 . ) CALL PLTCHR(78) 
CALL PEtl( 2 fi CALL TF.XT( II). J. 40. A I\~., 40., 
+'PHILIP SAttGF.NT 1~79',19) 
Write a title and labels 
CALL TEXT(S0.,210.,85.,210. , IHF0,7) 
16 
t.) 
O') 
....:i 
lH 
l ~i 
lH 
1 '9 
1 ~ 0 
1 41. 
1 4 2 
1 4 < 
1 4 ij 
1 4~ 
1 4 c, 
1 47 
1 48 
1 49 
1 so 
1 ~ 1 
1 52 
1 • ' 
, q 
1 55 
1 • 5 
1 57 
1 ss 
1 59 
1 o 0 
1 61 
1 Q2 
1 gJ 
1 6 -
1 6 6 in 
1 t 9 
1 7 iJ 
1 7 1 
1 72 
1 7 3 
1 7 & 1 , , 
1 7 ii 
1 77 
1 78 
lB 
1 ~ 1 1 -, 
1 ~~ 1 ~ ~ 
1 ~, 
1 50 
1 57 
1 SS 
1 S9 
1 JO 
1 ~ 1 
1 :i2 
; ~J 
1 ~5 
1 90 
1 Q7 
1 98 
1 9 9 
1 00 
1 01 
, c2 
1 0 1 
1 ~~ 
1 05 
1 06 
1 07 
1 08 
1 0 9 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CALL PEN(3) CALL TRHCAR(2,8,1.4,0, , 3,5) CALL LOCCHR(30,, 10 ., 0) WRI TE(8,40 )INFO 11 0 FORMAT( 1X,58A1) 
HAXD:70, 
CALL PLIHIT !30,,59 8 , ,30. 1230 , ) CALL TRMCH R 3,5~0. 1 0.,5, CALL ULIMIT o .,HAXu, O.,HTOP) 
Plat the Ten Micron Lina 
CALL HC1VET0 (10 . ,0) CALL DRA ~TO ( 10 . ,HTOP) 
CALL PEN( 2 ) . 
CALL PLTGXY(ODIAG HA RD , COUNT l CALL PLTGXI ODIAG : ttARD , COUNT CAL L PLTFUN 1, ,HAXD,,O, LINE) CALL PEN( 11 CALL BO XXY O ,O) 
CALL PEN(2) 
IF'(IND.EQ.1) CALL TI TLE('HARDNESS/ DIA GON AL PLOT', +22 'DIAGONA LS IN MICRONS' ,20 +•vfCKERS HARDNESS NUMBER',23 l . 
IF(IND . EQ.2) CALL TIT LE('HARDNESS /DIA GONAL PLOT' 1 +22,'DIAGONALS IN HICRONS'{20, +'K~OOP HARDNESS NU MB ER' ,2 ) 
RE TURN 
END 
C-------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE ODD(PARM,LOAD,H) 
S~brauti ne · to return Hand LOAD va lue s to plot the fitted Me yer line. 
~~ ~~GE R ~~~:~fi~,N ,S IGB,CONST,LOAD, H 
~g~~s= ~~~~1~~b~l¥B,LNA,SIGA,STAR 
COMMON /CO M3/DE• 
LO AD : PA.RH 
H : ALOG{CONST/(DEE•DEE)) + 1 ( 1. - 2. /N)• ALOG(LOAD) + 2 ( 2 ./ Nl" LNA H: EXP (H · 
RE TU RN 
END 
C------------ ---------------------------------------------C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE LINE(PARH,DIAG,H) 
Subroutine to re turn Hand DI AG values to plot the f itted Meye r line . 
RE AL LNA,SIGAfN 1 SIGB , CONST , PARH,DI AG,H INTEGER DEE,S Att 
~g ~~~~ ~~i~J~~o~§¥B , LNA,SIGA,STAR 
COl'! ~!vN /COM3/DEE 
DIAG : PARM H ALOG(CONST) - N•A LOG(FLOA T (DEE)) + 
+ LNA + (N -2.)•ALOG(DIAG) H: EXP (H) 
ISEKH 17 
1110 1 11 
C 
C 
RETURN 
END 1 12 
1 13 
1314 c-------------------------------------------------------Pil d11 
1318 
1319 
1320 
1321 
1322 
1323 
1324 
1325 
1326 
1327 
1328 
 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
t~t:HH 
SUBROUTINE THL(PARM , LO AD,H) 
To plot the Ten Hicron Line on an H/Loa d plot 
REAL PARH,LOAD,H,CO NST 
COHHON /COH2/CONST 
H: PARM 
LOAD: H'lOO . /CONST 
R.ETURN 
END 
, . 
~., 
m 
00 
Program MERGE 
72 SL(J,2) • -2,0 
73 SL( l, ll • -1.0 
70 C t C Progrll'!t to inerge two sets of data 
75 HJeN( I, 1) 2 C 
76 DO 70 K:1,HJ 3 C f't11l!p Sargent 
· 9 June - 8 July 1977 77 OIA G(NIIH{3)+K , )) • D!AG(NUH( 1)+1t, 1) 
-
C Oii!pt. Ketallur~y and Material• Sa11nc1 78 OIAG(NIIH( l) +K, 1) • 0, 0 5 C Cambridge. 
79 70 CONT!NIIF. 6 C 
80 NUH(3l : NUH(3) + N(I, 1) 7 REAL D!AG( 200, 3) ,SLC50, 3) 
81 H3eN(J, 2) 8 INTEGER INFO( 58) ,COUNT(J), NUH(O ,GRPS(3) 82 DO AO Kd,HJ 9 INTEGER TEST,DOL,HASH,N(50,3) 8) DIAG(NIIH( J)+K, 3) • O!AG(NUH(2)+1t ,2) 10 C 
8• DIAG(NIJM(2)+K,2) • O. O 11 DATA D0L,HASH/1Ht, 1HI/ 
85 80 CONTINUE 12 C 
86 NUH( J) • NUH(J) + N(J,2) 13 C 
87 N(GRPS(3) ,lh N(l, 1) + N(J,2) 14 C Rt ad the data 
88 C 15 C 
89 90 NUH(2) • NIIH(2) + N(J,2) 16 00 60 K:1,2 
90 C 17 GRPS(K) s 0 
91 100 CONTINUE 18 COUNT(r.J:O 
92 C 19 READ(K. 10, END.260)INFO 
93 NUH( 1 ).NUH( l)+N( t, 1) 20 10 FGRHAT(58A 1) 
9q 110 CONTINUE 21 C 
95 C 22 20 GRPS(K) • GRPS(K) + 1 
96 C 2) READ(Y., •. EHD,270) SL(GRPS(K) ,r) 
97 C Now empty the rost or dlag( 1) and d!ag(2) 
2, READ(K,•,END,280) NUH(K) 
98 C dire c tly into dhg( 3) one at • t.1a• 25 N(GRPS(Y.) ,K) • NUH(K) 99 C 26 C 
100 00 120 1,1,,0 n C 
101 120 COil TI NUE 28 H:NUH(K) 
102 C 29 DO 30 J:1 ,H 
103 DO 160 K:1,2 30 M2:COUHT(K )+J 
10, NUH(K):O 31 READ(K,', END,290) DIAG(H2, K) 
105 HeGRrS(K) 32 30 CONTINUE 
106 DO 150 X.1,H 33 c . 
107 IF( SL(l,K).E0. -1.0) GOTO 100 3' C 
108 IF( Sl. (l,K).E0.-2.0) GOTO 1qo 35 REAO(r.,,o,rno,1001 TEST 
109 GRPS(J) • GRrS(3) • 1 36 ,o FOP KA T( AO) 
110 N(GRPS(J) ,3) • N(l,K) 37 IF(TEST. EQ. DOL) C,OTO 50 
111 SL(GRPS(3),3) • SL(l,K) 38 lf(TEST.NE.HASH) GOTO 310 
112 ~ 39 COUIIT( K) ,:OUNT(K )+IIV~( K) 
113 H2:N( !, K) •o . IF(G?.PS(K) .GT .49) GOTO 320 
11, DO 130 Je1,H2 ,1 IF(OJUST(K) ;GT. 199) COTO 330 
115 DIAG(Nl!lt(3)+J,3) • DIAG(NUH(K)+J,K) ,2 GOTO 20 116 130 CONTINUE •J C 
·117 C u C The pl"'ogram .skips to 50 when all 
118 NU1t(3) , 'HUH(])+ N(I,K) '5 C the data ha3 been read 1n 111th no 119 140 NUH(K):HUH(K) • N(I,K) '6 C (Or"1J1attln1 errora. 
120 150 COHTINUE •1 C 
121 160 CONTINUE '8 50 CONTIN•JE 
122 C '9 COUNT( Kl ,COUNT(lt)+NUH(IC) 
123 C Now wrtte out the new- data onto unit 50 C 12q C rrom dlag(J), •1(3), and n(3) • 51 60 CONTINUE 125 C 52 C 
126 HUH( 11) • HUH( 3) . 53 C Now do tho Hr10, tlrat tho aota ot the 127 NUH( 3) • 0 5• C aa:ne load. 
128 H,GRrSU) 55· C 
129 C 56 N'JK(3 ),0 
130 DO 180 lal,H 57 NUH( 1 ),O 
131 C 58 HeO 
132 WRITE(J,200) SL(I,3) 59 GRPS(J):O 
133 WRITE(J,2>10) N(I,3) 60 C 
13, H2,N(l,3) 61 H.CRPS( 1) 
135 C 62 H2.CRPS(2 l 
136 00 ·170 Jd ,H2 63 DO 110 h1,M 
137 WHITE(J,210) DIAG(NUH( J)+J, 3) 6• C 
138 170 CONTINUE 
Nj 
65 I UH(2),0 
139 C 
J') 
66 C 
1qo NUH(3) • NUH(J) + N(l,3) 
:.!) 
67. DO 100 J111,M2 
141 IF(NUH(3).GE.NUH(0) GOTO 190 68 C n2 WRITE( 3, no) 69 IF(SL(J,2).NE.SL(I,1)) GOTO 90 70 CRPS(JhCRPS(J)+l 
71 SUCRPS(3) ,3) • SL(J,2) 
1'3 C 
1U 
1•5 C 
1•6 
107 C 
1•0 
1•? 
150 
151 
C 
C 
C 
180 CONTINUE 
190 WR!TE(],220) 
200 FORHAT(F6.1) 
210 FORHAT(F6.2) 
220 FORIIAT(' S' ) 
230 FOR11H( 'I') 
240 FORMAT( I2) 
WRITE(6,250) 
250 FORMATC////' All data Hnlpulotlon cmpletod , ') 
152 
153 
15• 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
16• 
165 
166 
161 
168 
169 
170 
C , 
171 
172 
C 
C 
C 
173 
11• 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 C 
180 C 
181 
1ez 
183 
18• 
185 
186 
187 . 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
19• 
195 
196 
197 C 
191 
STOP 
Error 11essages 
260 WR!TE(6, 340) 
STOP 
270 WRITE(6, 350) GRP3(K) ,K 
STOP 
280 WRITE(6,360) GRPS(K) ,I 
STOP 
290 WRITE(6, 370) GRPS(K) ,K 
STOP 
JOO WRITE(6, 380 ) GRPS(K) ,K 
STOP 
]10 WR!TE(6, 390 ) GRPS(K) ,K 
STOP 
]20 WRITE(6,400l GRPSCK),K 
STOP 
330 WRITE(6,410J GRPSIK),,!C 
STOP 
Fonnat stat~m·ents ror error lftessag:es 
340 FORMAT(/1X, '11111 ERROR 11111', 
l' Ho da ta foun1') 
350 FORMAT(/1X, '""' ERROR ll'U', 
11 End of data found where a LOAD value erpected',.1:r4) 
360 FORMAT(/1X, '11111 ERROR 11111', 
1' End or d~ta found ' where a NUH value expected', 2.14) 
310 FORMATC/1X, 'IIHII ERROR HIii', 
1' End of data found where a DIAG value expeoted'#2.I',,) 
380 FORHATC/IX, '11111 ERROR 11111', 
1' End of data round where I or S expected' ,2Ilt) 
·390 roR:!AT(/1X , .,,,,, ERROR ,,,,,., 
1' I eipecte1 but not found, NUH 11 wrong• ,2IA&) 
•oo FORl1AT(/1X,'I·"" ERROR,,,,,,. 
11 GAPS greater than '49 and no end or data in etgU'# 
ll4) 
,10 FORHATC/1X, '11111 ERROR 11111', , 
1' COUKT greator than 199 _and no end or data ln 111:i.t, 
2:X4) 
OD 
~ 
~ 
0 
271 
I. III KHAm.1 Hardness Anisotropy J.bdel 
This rrodel is described in detail in section 2,4,2 and, briefly, 
in Sawyer et al.(1979), The original vetsion was written in 1975 using 
the theory of Brookes et al.(1971) but since then the extensions and 
revisions discussed in 2,4,2 have been added and it has been adapted 
to predict Vickers, as well as Knoop, microhardness anisotropy, 
1 C j g 
i g 
l g 
9 C 
10 C 
1 1 C 
12 C 
13 C 
1Q C 
1~ C 
1 1> C 
17 C 
18 C 
19 C 
2 0 C 
21 
2 2 
~~ 
27 20 
n 
29 
30 
H ii d 
4 1 
42 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
u 
4 ~ 
5 0 
5 1 
52 
~~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
63 
61 
6 2 g~ 
ii 
u 
69 
7 0 
71 
7 2 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ICHAHH 
ICno op Hardness Anisotropy Hodel Honoorystals 
This program calculate:, and plots the anisotropy in 
the errective resolved shear stress,ta~,on the facets 
of a Knoop microhardness Indenter. 
1
~oJ:c~ 8 (P~rt 1 !ig~!rJrf~1:ys~r!~~;Y~9f4_y9~5)~raduate 
~he theory was developed by C.A . Brookes , J.8.0'Neill 
and B.A .W . Redfern ; B.Moxley•s Ph.D. thesis contains · 
a similar computer treatment. 
Updated 23/3/1979 
BLOCK DA'tA 
Philip Sargent 
Hay 1975 Cambridge 
INTEGER SN(4) 1 SD(4)~IP1(4)JSYS\PYRAH,SAXIS,ID(4),DIVIS,CF REAL PI 1 ABc(3) ,ANGLES(3 ,FR ,FR2 REAL 1 8 1Dtt(3) 
LO~IC AL X~ASH,ARNEL~,~ESS,SSUPER,FS UPER,ONEP ,BLACK 
COMMO N / C0M1/SN~SD,SYS 1 IP1 CO~H ON /COM2~ABc,ANGLE~ 
COM ~1 0 N / Cl' H l/PI 
COMM ON /COM6/ I0,IDR 
~g ~~s: ~~g: :1~:~IJA~~~~ELL 
CO~M 0 N /CCH 12/D1V1S 
COHH JS /COM13/SESS,SSUPE R&FSUPER , ONEP COMM ON 1crM 1Q/CF,F1RAM,SAxIS 
gg~~s= ~gg::2~~~it:R 2 
DATA 
r>HA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DAT A 
DATA 
DAT A 
llATA 
END 
== CR~~·sth:r! 3 l~!c:rr:r:r:~:r:nd alip dir~otion 
i ~~P ;;l{h! 1 Jn~!gt~lf1~r i~~! 0 ~~ 5 £he monocr atal. 
SY S Js an lnl eger denotfng the oryst~l syslem (1-7) ID ls the dlrect!on (Miller lndlcies) of the 
indenter al the zero angle alpha position 
PI is 3 . 14 1593 
l~\6~b 0 11of 
SO .' 11-\ ,6,0/ SYS/ / · 
AB C/1 . Of1.0,1.0/ 
PLT1,PL 2 / 0 , 3 1 0.3/ 
Xl' .\S H / . FALSE . / 
AR~C:LL/.TRUE./ 
l~,f~1~oiv~f Q1>1 
SESS,SSUPER LtsuPER1<SESS$F>,<SSUPER$T>,<FSUPER$T)/ ONEP/<ONEP$.->/ 
CFl<CF$1>/ ' 
FR 1/..fR2/<FR 110 . > , <FR2$100.)/ PYR Ml< PYRAM 2)/ 
SAXIS/<SAXIS 1>/ 
PI/3.141593/ 
CALL HAIN 
STOP 
END 
H 
H 
C . 
c--------------------------------------------------------------c 
SUBROUTINE HAIN 
77 C 
ICHAHH 
2 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 g~ 
85 
86 
u 
89 
90 
91 
92 §4 
95 
96 §~ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
This subroutine directs the flGv or CGm:and tG t~e 
subroutines designed to deal with the apec1f1c sJat~ 
or crystal under test. 
INTEGER SN(4) ,SD(4) ,IP1 (4) ,SYS 
COMMON /COM1/SN,SD,SYS,IP1 
10 gire ~Jg,20,30,40,50,60,70),SYS 
RETURN 
20 CALL HEX 
RETURN 
30 CALI, TET 
RETURN 
40 CALL ORTH 
RETURN 
50 CALL TRIG 
RET U f<ll 
60 CALI. MONO 
RETURN 
70 CALL TRIG 
RETURN 
ENO 
-
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
c--------------------------------------------------------------
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Ht C 
lH 11~ 1 9 
1 0 
141 
14 2 
14 3 
1 4 4 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
KHAHH 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE CUB 
Thls subroutine organises the derivat!Gn c, 
L~e~~~~~}!le 11~~t!11!~~i!~ ·g~ft!~!i ;;s~!; sy:::-s :i.:.: 1 =-!'".is:~r 
stre~3 factor (TAU) f0r all 4 facets 0t th 
indenter. 
INTEGER 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 1 8 
INTEr;ER 
INTEG ER 
LOGI CAL 
St\(4) SD(4) IPI(4) 1 SYS DIVIS RE :; U Lf ( 4 L 9 1 l 1 FR 1 , F n 2, P f , Ill C,E.SS ( 4, 91 ) TAIJ(4l TcMP,1.11JRT 
I PR(3 :s(6) ,IDR { 3) ,ALPHA , DPI 
TOTS 11\ 3 i1~/ 1 TOT ~D (3,18),NSN,NSD,DT,ZERO CS 11(3 ~SD .ii l[J(4) 
XDA SH,ARNELL,~E SS ,SSUPE.R,FSUPER,OHEP 
/COM 1/Sl1,SD,SYS,IPI 
/C OM3/PI 
/COMQ/I PR 
/C rJM5/RES ULT 
~~2:1~j rn0g; 
~f2~1f}~Ei~A!ii=~LL 
/r, OMP/DIVIS 
COMM ON 
COMM ON 
COMM ON 
COMM QII 
CrJMl1fi ll 
COM MUii 
COMMf) II 
COMMOII 
COMM QII C(J MMI JII 
COMM OIi 
COMM ON 
~~8~l~~~~~~fiiUPE.R,FS UPER,ONEP 
/C0"120 /DPI 
DPI = DARCOS(0.000) 1 2 
WRITE(6,•)DPI 
SYS:1 QURT:0.25 
CSN I :Still) DO I O I= 1 3 
CSD I : SO ( I) 
IPR ll: DF LOAT(IPI(I)) 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL NORM(IPR(1 ),IPR(2),IPR(3)) 
Thls next bit calculat es the vectr,r ID (1 .~. 
lhe vect0r x•) the crystall0graph1c d1rect!~n 
0n Lhe surface or the crystal where the angle ALPHA ls zero. · 
Ir the vector x• has been 
then that vector ls used . 
IF( . NOT.XDASH) GOTO 70 
J:O 
DO 50 I: 1, 3 
set specifically 
N) 
~ 
N) 
3 
155 
156 
157 
158 
1~9 
, ~o 
161 
C 
C 
-162 
16 > 
16!/ 
165 
166 
167 
19S . C 
1 o9 · C 
170 C 
171 C 
172 C 
173 C 17ij C 
175 
176 
177 
178 
n& 
in 18 l 
I ~ij 
1S5 
1S6 
1 B7 
, s:, 
189 
190 
1 ~ 1 
1 q2 
ii~ 
195 
10 0 
i i~ 
199 
200 
20 1 
202 
:c• :t 
20 ~ 
20 5 
200 
fg~ 
20 9 
21 0 2, , 
21 2 
~l ~ 
21 5 
210 
~n 
21 0 
., )j 
22 1 
222 
22 ~ 
22 ij 
22 5 
226 
227 
22 8 
~iZ 
23 1 
KHAHH 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
J: J + ID(I)*IPI( I ) 50 CONTI NUE: 
IF(J.EQ.O) GOTO 80 
60 ,n1~1}t,,9>J~&l~~ 
1' ID: ',315' IP: XDASH : .FAlSE. 
7 0 IDl 1 l:IPI( 3) ID 2 :0 
ID 3 =-1PI(1) 
80 CONTINUE 
ID not in Plane IP'/ 
', 315) 
This ne xt section mixes up the slip plane and slip directio n lndicies, returning all possible bym-
-metrlcal slip plane normals in TOTSN and all possible slip directions in TOTSD . In eaoh array there are NSN & NSD entries re spectively. 
CALL MIXUP(CSN,TOTS N,NSNl CALL HIXUP(CSD,TOTSD ,NSD NSN:N SN- 1 
NSD : NS D-1 
!rl: 3T~!a?r~~! 0 ~~r~m:tre:o:!I C1g 1 :t1pn:;:t!:.~nd 
ZERO:O 
~~sGETJ!~:JJDl!~~~ RE~ ll LT 2 , ,T ,I : 0 • 0 
RE~lllT >,JJ :0.0 
RESULT ~,JJ :0.0 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 130 I:1,NSN 
DO 120 J:1,NSD 
This ~hecks that the slip system ta 'legal', 1.e. that SN & SD are orthogonal. 
DT:ZERO 
DT: TO TS N 11 , I j' TOTS D 11 , J l DT=TO TSN 2,I 1 TOTSD 2,J +DT DT~T OTSN 3AI 1 TOTSD 31 J +DT IF(DT .N E.2i:;RO) GOTO 1~0 · 
PO 10 T~~~.~uts the slip system into the right f orma t 
S(K) :DFLOAT(TOTSN(K,I)l S(K+3):DFLOAT(TOTSD(K, J) 30 CONTINUE 
CALL N(lRH(S(1),S(2l,S(3l l CALL NO RH(S(ll),S(5 ,S(6 
WR I TE ( 6) 4 0 ) ( TOTS N ( K , I) , K: 1 , 3) , (TOTS D ( K , J) j K:] I 3) ,o FOR HAT( 1X,'(',3(13,1X),')',3X,'(',3(13,1X ,'}) 
DO 90 K: 1 3 
IDR(K) = DtLOAT(ID(K)) 
90 CONTI NU E 
CALL NORH(IDR (1),IDR(2) ,I DR(3)) 
This DO-l0op cycles through all DIVIS angles 
DO 110 L: 1, DI VIS 
ALPHA:0.5D0 1 PI 1 (L-1)/ (DIV1S-1) 
CALL CALC (ALPHA,S,T AU) 
This next bit stores the maximum value or TAU for 
all slip systems (for every taoet and angle) in RESU LT. 
DO 100 H:1,4 
4 
232 
~H 235 
236 
~n 
239 
21!0 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
?.':iA 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
26 ij 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 214 H5 
276 
277 
278 
2x9 
~a7 
282 
~g~ 
285 
286 
287 
288 
2fl9 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
1
3g~ 
02 g~ 
~gi 
18A 
KHAHH 
C 
C 
INDESS!H L):TAU(H) IF(TAU M! . LT.RESULT(H,L)) GOTO 100 RESULT M,L):TAU(H) 100 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 
IF(SESS) CALL GRAFT(4,1,I,J ,.FA LSE.,SSUPER) 
120 CONTINUE 
C 130 CONTINUE 
C Th is next bit sends RESULT (cGntaining the fG r C TAUmaxs ror every one er the DI,IS angles) '- be C plcttedt· rlrstly the four separately,then a=~ C value. he second number in the para~eter lj~ C fer GRAFT ls the ink colour:- 1 (~lac~), 2 (re i, C a nd 3 fGr g reen . 
. 
C 
C 
160 
170 
IF(A RNE LL) GOTO 180 
IF( .N OT. ONEP) CALL GRAFT(4,2,1,1,.TRUE.,FSU?ER) DO 170 L=l,DIVIS 
TEHP:0.0 
DO 160 M:1,4 
TEMP: OURT 1 RES ULT(H ,L )+TEHP CONT l tlU E 
RE SULT( 1, L):TEMP 
CONTINUE 
CALL ~HAFT(l,3,1,1,.TR UE. , . TRUE.) 
RETU RII 
180 CONT INU E 
C 
184 
165 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C . 
C 
190 
DG 185 L=1 ,DIVI 3 
DO 18 4 M: / 4 IF RESULT M,L .GT.0 . 000001 
IFf RE SIJLT H,Ll .LT.0.000001 l CONTINUE 
CONTJIIIJE 
RESULT(H,Lj=1.0/RES~LT(~,~) RESULT(H,L :FR2 . 
IF( .NOT.ONEP)CALL GRAFT(4 ,2,1, 1,.TRUE.,FSUPER) 
DO 190 L=1 DIVIS' 
TEMP = RES6LT(1AL)+RESULT(2,L)+RESULT(3,L)+RESVLT(~,L ) RESULT( 1 L) : Ti:;HP 
IF(TE MP.GE.FR2 ) RESULT(1,L) :FR2 CONTINUE 
CALL GRAFT(l,3,1,1,.TRUE. ,.TR UE.) 
HF.TURN 
END 
C ' C-------------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE HIXUP(HKL,TOTAL,PZ) 
This subroutine mixes up the three 1nteg~rs 1~ ~r~ 
with themselves and their negatives.It re:ur ~s •:l permutations i n TOTAL,wh1ch then conta1r.s (?2-1, 
values . 
INTEGER HKL(3),TOTAL(3,18), F1,F2 
Initialisation 
F1 :0 
F2:2 
DO 10 I: 1, 3 
TOTAL(I 1 1):HKL(I) 10 CONTINUr; 
~J l! t~: ~~:~e~ 8 ~1 ~~[sc~~ct~r~las~e1a~[L set. 
t .J 
~ 
w 
5 
309 
110 11 12 
31~ 
~15 
1
3H 
19 
20 
2 1 
<2 2 H~ 
i~ i 
ur F9 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
~n 
H~ p~ 
,U g 
) ~ 9 · C 
j :i (I 
~4 1 
~42 
34~ j~5 C 
C 
DO 80 I 1: 1 , 2 
This DO-loop sw aps HKL(1) with HKL(2) 
20D07013=1,2 
Thi s DO-loop does the negation twice 
30 DO 60 N:1,3 
This DO-loop ne gates the indices rr om tho left 
HIU.(N):-HKL(N) 
110 DO 50 I 2 = 1 , 3 This DO- l oop rotates the indioies 
CALL CHECK( HKL ,F2,TOTAL) 
li l:H KL !ll II2=HKL 2 
II3:H KL 3 
HKL!2l=Il1 HKL 3 :II2 
HKL 1 :II3 
50 CON TINUE 
60 Cl'NT I N llE 
70 CvNTINUE 
N~w do the interchanging o r the tirst 2 indioee 
II1:HKL(1) 
II2:HiL(2) HKL ( 1 :II2 
HKL(2 :II 1 
80 CONTIN UE 
RETUR N 
END 346 34 7 
3~9 
,49 
3 50 
351 
352 
35 3 35 & 
g--------- -----------------------------------------------------
f i5 
.:, '.) 0 
'~~ ~ ~ q ) 1, .'.) 
<6 1 
~" 2 ,H 
~ 6~ 
~6 -
~C' O U! 
' H 
~7 0 
~n g~ 
Hi 
Hi HZ 
381 
3S 2 
~~a 
355 
ltHAHH 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE HEX 
Thi s su~routlne . organises the derivation o f s1m-
t~e~~ t~~~ire1 t~ ~t~ii!;tf!!Po~I ir~!f·r!!or: !~ss ge~~ 
stress factor (TAU) for all 4 facets of the 
i nJf•nt er . 
INTEGER SN (4)jSD(4 ), IPI(4)fSYS,S1(4),DlVIS 
REAL ABC(3 ANGLt:.S(3} P ,INuESS(4,181) FR1 FR2 
I NTEGER TOTSN(1, 18/, TOTS0(3,18) , NS N,NSD,Df,TE~T INTEGER CSN(3),cSD 1) 1D(4} 
REAL TAV( II) RESULT/4 181) TEMP QURT 
REAL '8 IP R(3 ) ,S(6 ) , S2(~I IDR(3) ALPHA DPI 
L0 GICA L XDASH,ARNELL,SESS,SSUPEA,FSUP~R,ONEP 
CC~M ON 
COM~JN 
COM'.'10 N 
C0 ~1~h.1N 
c r~1 ~i J N· 
C\.'1 ~1~ 0N 
Ct"'~! ~! 0 U 
Cl; ~!~1 1..iN 
C~ M~l ON 
CO~\:-lON 
COMM ON 
CO MMON 
COMMON 
SYS:2 
;~sri1;i~c7~~~ C~S 1 Pl 
/ COM3/PI 
/CL1f14/IPR 
/C0MrRESULT ; rn:s; rnprn~ 
~§3~ii}~5i~ A:~i~~LL 
/C OM12/DIVIS 
/CO M1 3/SESS~SSUPER,FS UPER,ONEP 
/COM15/FR1,rR2 
/COM20/DPI . 
DPI : DARCOS(O . OD0) • 2 
WR IT E( 6 , 1 )DPI 
DT: SN(l )+SN(2) +SN(3) 
6 
386 
~n j39 
390 
391 p2 
3§~ 
Hi 
~§A 
399 
400 
40 1 
402 
403 
4 0 II 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
4 1 0 
411 
412 
4 1 3 
4111 
415 
4 16 
4 17 
4 18 
4 19 
420 
421 
42 2 
42 3 
42 11 
425 
426 
427 
42 8 
429 
430 
4 31 
432 UH 
435 
436 
437 
438 
UriZ 
4 4 1 
4112 
4111 
44& 
445 
446 
447 
114 8 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
4511 
455 
456 
457 
458 
4~9 4 0 
4 1 
KHAHH 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
~i~D~D~~j~§Dr~t!~&?jJO)SN 
IF(DT.NE.O) WRITE(6 10)SD 
10 FORMAT(1Xi 'l#l## ERRORl#lff' ,1ox,•Halformea • 
1'Hcxag0na lndicies; first ~hree : - ',3I5) 
DO ro I= 1 3 CSN I):S tdll CSD I):SD(I 
20 CONTINUE 
CALL PERH(CSN , TOTSN,NSN , SN(4)l 
CALL PER M(CSD,TOTSD , NSD,SD(4) 
TE ST:-( SU(4)'SD(4)) QURT:0.2 5 
DO 30 JJ:1 rIVIS RE SOLT,1,JJ :0,0 RES ULT 2,JJ =0 . 0 
Rl::SULT 3,JJ :0.0 
RESULT 11,JJ :0.0 
30 CONTIHUE 
This next line transforms the indentation 
g1an~ 1nto car te8 1an axe~ which are uaed 
CALL r; fl,J nJ HPI,TPR) 
ThJ s next s ecti on calculates the vectr..r !:) (j .e .. 
l h~ vcctnr x') th~ ~rystall~vraph1~ 11r~~~1~~ 
on the surface or the crystaf wh~re the a~;le 
ALPllA 1 s z ~ rr, . . 
~~liJ~ll~~lg1e!s:~ll d~ne Jn Jntegers usi~g 
~~ct;,~a1~ tiir l~ r~~1gf;~ea~a ~p~ntnz~i~f:~r~;· is 
c0r)rdlnates). 
X' , Z': 0 
x•( 1l+x'(2)+x'(3)=0 
z 1 (1 +z 1 (2)+z'(3):0 
Howev er, lf the vecto r x• haa been set. that 
Is ua e d instead. 
IF(.NOT . XDASH) GOTO 60 
J:() 
so= 43 !=1D~I)'IPI(I) 
40 CONTTIIIJ E. 
IF(J.E (J .0) GOTO 70 
WRITE (6 ,5 0) ID,IPI 
50 FORMAT(//' Vector ID not in Plane IP'/ 
1' ID: ', 315,' IP : ',315) 
60 igA,~Hi= =rPiA,~S
1
~2 
ID 2 =-IP! 4 
ID 3 =-IPI 4 
ID 4 =-IPI 1 1 2 
70 CONTIIIUE 
CALL CHANGE(ID,IDR) 
DO 150 I=l,NSH 
DO 140 J:1,IISD 
This checks that the slip-system f or:ed is 
legal; i.e. that SD lies in th e s lip-plane 
DT TOT SN! 1, Il'TOTSD! 1,Jl DT TOTSN 2,I 'TOTSD 2,J +DT 
DT TOTSN 3LI 1 TOTSD 34J +OT IF DT.NE.Tt:.STl GOTO 1 0 
WR TE(~ 0 ~0)(T0TSH(K,I),K:1,3),SN(4) ,(TOTSD(Z: , J ),Z: •1,~) ,!::.' : . ~ 
tv 
....;i 
~ 
7 
- 62 
- 6~ 
: g5 
46 6 
467 
46S 
46 9 
470 
47 1 
47 2 
47 3 
474 
H 5 47_6 
4 77 
47S 
479 
48 0 
481 
4S2 
tH 
48 5 
4S 6 
4B 7 
4~ 3 
"~ " 49 0 40 1 
4:)2 
4~3 40 4 
4~ -
49 l 
~H 400 
5.J j 
50 1 
5 L)2 
50 3 504 
c;Jc; 
50 5 
· ,; 0 7 
5 0S 
509 
"'10 51 1 
51 2 
~ l ~ 
s 1,; s, 5 
~ l ~ 5 1 9 5 20 
52 1 
5 2 2 
~ ~ ~ 
~ 2 ~ 
5 2 0 
- , ~ 
,_ 
5 2 
5 29 
5 ' 0 
5 3 1 
5 32 §H 
5 ~5 5 _6 
5 37 
11:H AHH 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
'c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C. 
80 FOR HA T(/1X , 1 ( 1 ,4(13,1X},•)• , 3X, 1 [ 1 ,4(I3,1X) 1 1 ] 1 ) 
This next section transrorms the 4-index Miller's indicies into cartesian axes whioh a r e used by CALC . 
1)0 90 K = 1 3 S1( K):TOTSN(K , I) 90 CONTINUE 
S1(4) : SN(4) 
CALL CHANGE(S1,S2 ) DO 100 L:1 , 3 S(L ) :S 2 (L) 
100 CONTIN UE 
DO 110 K, 1 3 Sl(K):TOT Sb(K,J) 110 CONTINUE S1( 4 ):SD(4) 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
CALL CHA NGE(S1 , S2 ) 
S14l =S 211l  5 :  2 
S 6 :S 2 3 
CALL NORM ( S( 4) ,S( 5 ) ,S(6)) 
Thls DO - loop oyoles through all DIVIS angles (0 to 90 de grees) 
DO 130 L:1 , DIVIS 
ALPH A:0 .5D0 1 PI 1 (L - 1)/(DIVIS-1) 
CALL CALC( ALPHA,S , TAU) 
Th ls next bit stores the ma xi mum value o r T~U tor a l l slip sys t ems (for every f acet and angle) in RES ULT . 
¥SDJ ~g . ~·~l~TAU(M) 
IF(TAU ) M).LT -. RESULT(H,L)) GOTO 120 RES ULTIM,L):TAU(M) . CONT:i NUE 
CC' N TI N l l E 
IF(S ESS ) 
CONT INU E CO NTINU E 
CALL GRAFT(4,1,I , J ,. FALSE . ,SSUPER) 
Th is next · bit sends RESULT (containing the four TA Um3x s f o r every one of t he DIVIS angles) to be pl 0 tl e d+· firstly the four separately,then a mean v , lue. he second number in the parameter 11at f0 r GRAFT is th e ink colour ; , for , black,2 for red, an d 3 f o r green . IF(A RNE LL) GOTO 180 
. IF( .NO T. ONEP) CALL GRAFT(4,2,1,1,.TRUE.,FSUPER) DO 17 0 L=1 , DIVIS 
· TEHP: 0 .0 
DO 160 H:1 4 
TEHP: QU RT 1 ~ESULT( H, L)+TEMP CON TI NU E 
RE SULT ( 1,L):TEHP CON TI NUE . CALL GR AFT(1,3,1,1 ,. TRUE . ,.TRUE.) 
RETURN 
180 CONTINUE 
uO 185 L: 1, DIVIS 
6 
538 
539 540 
541 
542 
543 544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 554 
555 556 
557 558 
559 560 
561 
562 
563 
564 
5fi5 566 
56A §Z9 
570 
571 572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 587 588 
589 
590 
591 592 
593 594 
596 §~7 ' 
598 
599 600 
601 
602 
60~ 
gg5 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
g12 
6l~ 
KHAHH 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
164 
165 
190 
DO 184 M: 1 1 4 IF(RESULT(M,L}.GT.0.000001) RESULT(H,Ll:1.0/RESUL: ( ~,L} IF(RESULT(M,L}.LT . 0.000001) RESULT(M,L :FR2 CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF( . NOT . ONEP)CALL GRAFT(4,2,1,1,.TRUE.,FSUPER) 
DO 190 L:1 DIVIS 
TEMP= RESULT(1~L)+RESULT(2,L)+RESULT(3,L)+RESULT( ~, L) RESULT( 1 L) : TcMP 
IF(T EMP.GE.FR2) RESULT(l ,L):FP.2 CONTINUE 
CALL GRAFT(1,3,1,1,.TRUE. , .TRUE . ) 
RETURN 
END 
C-------------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE CHANGE(S1,S2) 
Thls subroutine changes the Miller ind1cies !~R.rt;e~~~~;,~~~r: rr~~e~la~~YI~~1~1!~a~~i~ ). 
INTEGER SN(4) 1 SD(4)!IPI(4)!SYS,S1(4) RF. AL PI A Ill; LI:: '.l ( 3 A!: r, ( ~ REAL • B s2(3),S3(3J,A22,A12,A13;A21 
gg~~8= ~gg~J~IGt ~~AJZit 1PI COMM ON /COH3 / PI 
s21,1=s1r, >11acc1> 
· S2 2 :( 2 1S 1( 2 l+ S 1\1l)/(1 . 732051 1 ABC(1)) S2 3 :;,1(4)/ABC(3 
CALL NORH(S2( 1) ,S2(2) ,S2(3)) 
A21= o.10110678iDo A22=-0 . lio P, 24 8 289DO A12: 0 . 81 649 658 DO A13= 0.577350269DO 
s 31' I = S3 2 = -S2(1) ~A21 S3 3 = ;.2(1) 1 A21 
S2 2 S 3 2 
S2l2l ' A12 + S2(3)'A13 + S2 2 1 A22 + S2/,)'A13 
+ S2 2 "A22 +· s2(~J•A1J 
!1l 11l 
S2 3 S"l 3 CALL OflM(S2( 1) ,S2(2) ,S2(3)) 
RETURN 
END 
C------- ------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE PERM(H~L,TOTAL,F2,ZAX) 
This subroutine permutes t he three integ ~rs !~ HKL with themselves. It ret~rns all per:, ~ati~ ~s in TOTAL,which then cr,ntalns (P2-1) values . 
INTEGER HKL(3),TOTAL(3,18),F2,ZAX 
Initialisation 
F2•2 
DO 10 I= 1, 3 
~J 
'-l 
(J1 
9 
6 15 
6 16 
6 1! 
~19 
620 
621 
. 622 
623 
624 
625 
626 
6 27 
628 
6 29 
6 30 
6 3 1 
63 2 
~H 
6 35 
6 36 6 ,7 6H 
6, 9 
6~ 0 
~ 4 1 
0~ 2 
6 41 
~4 4 
64 5 f4o 
~ ~~ 
~4 9 f 'iO 
651 6 'i2 
65 3 
65 4 
6 ';'5 
e, o 
~·21 
('j a 
6 <;q 
65 b 
6 61 
662 
H • 
00 ~ 
66 5 
666 
~n 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
10 l8~f~~~f1):HKL(I) 
F2 is the number or HKLs in total ao far 
DO 30 I 1 = 1, 2 
This DO-loop swaps HKL(1) with HKL(2) 
DO 20 I2=1,3 
This DO-loop rotates the 1nd1oiea 
CALL CHECK(HKL,F2,TOT AL) 
II 1:HKL! 1 l II2:HKL 2 
II3=HKL 3 
HKL!2!=iI1 HKL 3 = II 2 
HKL 1 •Il3 
20 CONTINUE 
Now do the interc'hanging or the first 2 1ndioea 
II1:HKL(1l II2:HKL(2 
HKL( 1 l:112 HKL(2 =Ill 
30 CONTINUE 
Th is section copies a 
when all three zero. 
IF(ZAX.NE . O) GOTO 40 
F2: F2-1 
RETURN 
-0 K: F2-1 
J:2 1 K 
DC' 50 _ I3:F2,J 
TOTAL\ 1 , I3i=-TOTAL!1, I3-Kl TOTAL,2,I3 =~TOTAL 2,13-K 
50 ~8J{tNd£I3 =-TOTAL 3,13-K 
F2:J 
RETu RN 
END 
negated aet or indioiea exoept 
66 9 
67 0 
6 7 1 
67 2 
6:1 
6 7~ 
~7 ~ 
07 0 
c-------------------------------------------------- ·-----------
~H 
~7 0 
co J 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
6 5 1 
6S 2 
68 3 
68 4 
68 <; 
68 6 
68 7 6S 8 ·c 
~5 9 
~9 0 
C 
C 
69 1 
!:H AHM 
SUBROUTINE CALC(ALPHA,S,TAU) 
gP~i f~ec6il~n"1!le~etween FVEC & SN 
CLAHDA Is the ios(angle) between FVEC & SO CPSI Is the COS(anglel between ARVEC & HVEC CGAMHA Is the COS(an,le) between SD & HVEC 
BOR Is the Brookes,O Neill and Redfern factor. 
INTEGER FACET CF PYRAH SAXIS 
REAL 1 8 CG2f Hvtcc§),FVEt(3),ARVEC(3)iS(6l,SN(3),SD(3) 
REAL•S CPH 1 CLAHDAfCPSI,CGAHHA,BOR,~GAHHA,ALPHA,DOT REAL 1 8 GAH~A, PSI,P 
REAL TAU(4) 
COMMON /COH14/CF,PYRAH,SAXIS 
COMMON /COM20/PI 
DO 60 FACET=l,4 
CALL HALPHA(ALPHA,HVEC,FACET,PYRAH) 
10 
692 
69~ ~~5 
696 
697 
698 
699 
700 
701 
p2 18~ 
705 t°6 18A 
709 
710 
7 11 
712 
713 
71 4 
715 
716 
11i 
tl9 
720 
721 
722 
723 
724 
725 
726 
727 
728 
729 
B7 n2 
73~ 
735 B6 
1iA 7 9 
7 l O 
7 4 1 
742 
743 
7 4 4 
745 
746 
747 
7118 
749 
750 
751 
752 
753 
754 
755 
756 
757 
758 
759 
760 
761 
762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
767 
768 
KHAHH 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C g 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CALL FALPHA(ALPHA,FVEC,FACET,PYRAH,SAIIS) 
AR is at right angles to SD and SR 
AR is lhe axis ab0ut which the ~llp plan~ rcta~es 
ARVEC is the vect0r pr0du~t 0r SD \ Si an1 · ls therefore the same for all FACETS. 
ARVEC 2 :S 6 •s 1 -S( 4 •s 3 RVEC!1l=Sl5l'S!3l-S(6l'S12l 
ARVEC =S 4 1 S 2 -S(5 •• 1 CALL N6RH(ARVEC 1 ,ARVEC(2),ARVEC(3)) 
DO 10 JL:1l3 SN(JL):S(J ) 
SD(JL):S(JL+3) 
10 CONTINU E 
CPHI:DOT(FVEC SN) 
CLAH DA :DOT!FV EC,SD) CPSI = DOT HVEC ARVEC) 
20 CGAHHA=D OT SD,HVEC) 
X89 = 89 1 Pl/180 
IF(ALPHA .E~.o.o . OR.ALPHA.GT.X89) WRITE(6,•)ALPHA,SH,SD, 
+ARVE C,HVEC,FVEC,CPHI,CLAMDA,CPSl,CGAHHl 
T~~t tn nee whe th~r SIN(~amma) s 1.0 
CG2:DABS(1.0D0-CGAMHA'CGAHHA) 
IF(CG2.LE.0.000000001DO)G0T0 30 CG2:D SQRT(CG2) 
30 S~AHHA,GG2 
IF(Cf .EQ. 1) BOR: 0.5D0 1 (SGAHMA + CPSI) 
IF(CF.HE.2) GOTO 40 
SGAMHA : DSORT(SGAMHAl 
SGAHHA: DSORT(SGAHHA 
CP S! = D~O RT!CPSI) CP SI : DSQ RT CPSI) 
BOR: 0.5DO• SGAHHA + CPSI) 
40 CONTINUE 
IF(CF .EQ,3 ) BOR 0.5D0 1 (SGAHMA••4 + CPSI••-) 
IF(CF.HE.4) GOTO 50 
SGAHMA: DSQRTfSGAHMAl 
~~~~"! CPgi~~ij SGAMHA 
non = o . ~~o•(SGAHHA + CP:I) 50 CONTIIIUE 
Calculate tau. 
TAU(FAGET):SNGL(DABS(CPHI•CLAHDA)•BOR) 
60 CONTINUE 
Rf.TURN 
END 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOT(R,S) 
~[!t:~ i~tR(3),S(3) 
vv 
IF( 
DOT 
RET 
10 DOT 
RET 
END 
DABS(R(1)•S(1) + R(2)•S(2) 
V.GT.1.0D-9)GOTO 10 
0.000 
RN 
DSQRT (VY) 
RN 
+ R(3)•s(3)) 
t., 
"-1 
O') 
11 
7 69 
7 70 
7 71 
77 2 
773 
7 74 
7 75 
7 76 
7 77 
i 78 
779 
~s o 78 1 
78 2 
c--------------------------------------------------------------
tH 
7 ~5 
7S 6 
78 7 
7~ 8 
78 9 
79 0 
79 1 
79 2 
793 
794 
7~ 5 
B o 
79 7 
 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
798 799 . 
8J O C 
8,11 
80 2 C 
80 3 C 80 4 
80 5 
8J 6 gg~ C C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE HALPHA(ALPHA,HVEC,FACET,PYRAH) 
This subroutine will return HVEC values in 
i~a=~~~~o~~:~h}~ra~E~AA~sen HVEC is given in 
REAL•8 HLJ.HMtHNJHVEC(3),ALPHA,CHH,CHN,CHL INTEGER F CE , PIRAM 
Gb TO (10 ,20),PYRAM 
10 CHL = -0.707106 781DO CHM: - 0.707106781DO CHN: O.ODO 
GO TO 30 
20 CHM: -0. 1391902DO 
CHL : -0.990265 7DO CHN : O. ODO 
Fr 0m t he ge ometry of tho Indenter raoe(\)_ 
30 ·CALL FACETS(CHL,CHM,~HN,FACET) 
HL CHL"DCOS (ALPHA) + CHM•DSIN( ALPHA) HH - CHL•DSIN(ALPHA) + CHH•DCOS( ALPHA) HN CHN 
CAL NORM(HL,HH,HN) 
CALL TWIST(HL,HM,HN) 
N0w we have lmn valuea ror H ALPHA and indentation plane 
HVEC! 1 i=HL HVEC 2 :HM 
HVEC 3 : HN 
RETURN 
END 
ajuated ror both 
t\0 9 
8 1 0 
8 11 
8 12 
8 13 
8 14 
8 15 
81 6 
8 17 
8 18 
c--------------------------------------------------· -----------
g1 3 
821 
8?2 
BJ 
~2 <; 
e: o 
~n 
82 9 
830 gg 
s:i ~ 8 ~ . 
8' 5 
8~6 
Pi 8J 9 
8 ~0 
8 111 
8 42 
84 3 
84 4 
S4 5 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C· 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
l: HAHH 
SUBROUTINE FALPHA(ALPHA,FVEC,FACET,PYRAH,SAXIS) 
This subrou t ine will return FVEC values in 
i~a!~t~~o~~:~h}~raiL;HA~s en FVEC is given in 
SAXIS = 1 fur tensile axis, F // to the line 
of steepest slope in the facet. SAXIS = 2 for compressive axis, F perpendioular tu the facet. 
PYRAM = 1 f o r Vickers, = 2 for Kn?op. 
REAL•8 FL 1 FMtFNJFVEC(3)fALPHA,CFH,CFN,CFL INTEGER FACE ,P1RAM,SAX S 
GO TO (5,30),SAXIS 
Tensile axis section. 
5 GO TO (10,20),PYRAH 
10 CFL: 0.613953625DO CFM = - 0 . 613953625DO CFN: 0.4~6106733DO 
~gI}5<i6 1 
20 CFM : -0.895906~D0 CFL : +0.125 9268DO 
\2 
846 H~e 
849 
850 
851 
g52 8~4 
855 
856 
857 
858 
859 
860 
861 
862 
863 
864 
865 
866 
867 
868 
869 
870 
87 1 g12 
8H 
875 
876 
877 
8"/ A 
~e~ 
681 
8A2 
883 8811 
885 
886 
887 
888 
889 
890 
891 
892 
2~~ 
895 
g96 
8§A 
899 
900 
90 1 
902 
901 
904 
905 
906 
907 908 
909 
910 
9 1 1 
912 
913 
914 
915 
916 
§1e 
919 
920 
921 
922 
KHAHH 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CFN: +0.11260216DO 
~gl'g<go2> 
Compressive axis section. 
30 GO TO (40,50),PYRAH 
40 CPL O.j508004~5D0 CFH -0 . 5080011 ~DO CFN -0 . 682615 DO 
~gr} <~o3l 
50 CPL 0.0592980DO CFM -0.4218746DO 
CFN -0 .9011 7130DO 
~gr} <g04> 
1 FORMAT!' TENSILE, VICKERS') 2 FORMAT ' TENSILE KNOOP') 3 FORMAT ' COMPRES~IVE, VICKeRS') 4 FORMAT' COMPRES S IVE, KN OO P') 
From the geometry or the Indenter race(1) 
60 CALL FACETS(CFL,CPM,CFN,FACeT) 
FL: CFL •DCOS(AL PHA) + CfM"DSIN(ALPHA) FM:-CFL"DSIN(ALPHA) + CFM•DCOS(ALPHA) FN= CFU 
. CA LL HORM(FL,FM,FN) 
CALL TWIST(FL FM,FN) 
Now we ~ave I~ n values ror F aJusted tor bGth ALPHA and indentation plane 
FVEC!1l=FL FVEC 2 :FM 
FVEC 3 :FN 
RETURN 
END 
C-------------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE FACeTS(L,M,N,JJ) 
INTEGER JJ 
REAL•8 L,M,N 
This routine rotates the vector given to it,s.~n that it returns the vectr,r r,f rac~t JJ 
IF JJ . EQ.1 RETURN 
IF JJ.EQ.2 L=-L 
IF JJ .EQ.4 H:-M 
IF JJ . EQ.3 GOTO 30 IF JJ . LT.1 GOTO 10 
IF JJ . GT.4 GOTO 10 
H ls unaffected as this la atlll working ln indenter coordinates 
RETURN 
10 WRITE(6 20)JJ 
20 FO~MAT(' IIIERROR#U 1' RANGE 1 TO 4 JJa',14) RETURN 
30 L=-L 
M:-H 
RETURN 
END 
F.lCeT IIOT II' , 
~ 
'1 
...:i 
15 
10 77 
10 7 8 
rn i2 
1 OS 1 
10 S 2 
Jg ~~ 
10 85 
1o 86 
1087 
1oea 
10~9 1Q YQ. 
10 ~ 1 
10 92 
18 id 
10 ~ ~ 
10 90 10 :p 
10 9 ~ 
10 ~9 
1 1 00 
11 0 1 
1102 
1hl, 
11 o ij 
1 1 0 5 
11 0 6 
11 0 7 
11 0 8 
11 0 9 
11 10 
11 11 
1112 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
lJ j J · C 
11 15 
11 16 
1 1 17 
11 18 
1119 
1120 
11 2 1 
11 22 
1 1 : ' 
11 2 ~ 
11 25 
11 26 
11 ~J 
11 29 
11 30 
1,, 1 
1 1 ~ 2 
1 1 ~ J 
11 '.i ~ 
11 35 
1 1 '0 
nu 
1 1 ~9 
11 IJ(l 
1 14 1 
11 42 
1 1 4 3 
11 4 ij 
1145 
1146 
1 1 ~7 
114 8 
1149 
1150 
1 151 
lHlKM 
C 
C 
C 
C 
COHHO N 
COHH ON 
COHMON COMM ON 
CO'l 'l ON 
CuM'l ON CO~M ON 
C0 !-1H DN 
COHH ON 
/COH1/SNtSD ~SYS~IPI 
~§g~g~g itRGLE 
/COH 9/ TotsN , TOTSD 
/ COH10/PLT1 , PLT2 
J § 8 ~1J J ~~~~~~!~~§~~1S j§g~;gj~Uc~R2 
CALL 
CALL 
CA LL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
BRKPLT 
ANFREO 
PLIHIT 
UL IM IT 
TRHCHR 
LOCCHR 
PR TCH R 
LOCC HR 
TRMC HR 
8} 
9,9 8 8 ) 
o . ,230 . ,o. ,310 . l 0.,230 , 60.,310 . 
s . ,o.o 1 . 0 610.) 28. 5, 1 5 , , } 
101} 
30. , 11 5. , 0) 
2.1,0 ., 0.,3 , 5) 
This l~ectlon wr ites out t he sl i p-ayatea 
and Indentati o n plane 
10 CALL PEN(l} . 
IF(SY S .EQ.2.0R.SYS . &Q.5) GOTO 40 
WRITE ( 81 20 I ( ·ID ( J} l J = 1 '1) 20 FORMAT( < ,I2,2I, ,' > ) 
WRIT~ (8 f30)(TOTSN( l, IQ),1•1 , 3), 
llTOT ~D ( lJO)?I:1A3} , 2 lPI( I =1I ),C• 30 FORHA r /}1x, • ,121 213,• } <'~I2,2I3l' )'// 1' ,, n (',12,213,' ' 11 Laue class m,m•// 2 ' Co n s traint facto r • ,I2) GO TO 70 
40 CONTI NUE 
50 ~~g g s1 5~/I~ 2 I • >') 
liR I r E ( ~ , 60) ( rot SN? f , IQ} , 1. 1, 3) , SN ( 4) ,( 
1T0TSD ( I , JO),I:1,3} , SD(4},( 
2IPI(Il 1=1,4/ ABC , CF 
60 FORMAr/11x,• l,12ln3,•} <'1.12,3I3,' ) 1 // 1 ' a n (' ,12,;13 • ' 11 Laue class 6tmmm•// 2 ' .:1.,b , c : ,F'i.~ 1 ', ',F7 . 4,' , ',F7.4// 3' Cv n 3 tr a lnt facto r • , I2) GO TO 70 
70 CONTIN UE 
CALL LOC CHR(91 , 108 . O) 1f ' SA X1S .EQ . 1 w~ITE ~.soi I F SAXIS .EQ.2 WRITE 8 ,90 
IF\P HAM .E O. 1 WRIT El 8, 100l 
so J~~~ I¥A1'; E~~1 s rr1
1
~rRtJJ0 Ax1S') 90 FORMAT / ' COM PRESSIVE STRESS AXIS ') 100 FORM AT / 1 VICKERS I NDE NTER') 110 FCR'lAT I ' KN OOP INDENTER') CALL PEN (2} 
IF( FLA CK } CALL PEN( 1} 
o RITE (d ,120) 
120 FORMAT( ! / /' PHILIP SARGENT 1979 ' ) CALL PEN ( 1) 
· CALL PL IH IT!.30. , 210.,30.,190,) CALL PLI HIT 30.1.150. 1 130, 1 250.) CALL llLIMIT o.l~O ., Fn1,FR~} CALL BO XX Y(O,O CALL PEN(2) 
IF(BLACK} CALL PEN(1} CALL TRMCHR(3. ,0. 10. 1 5,) CALL TITLE( ' • 1 1\ .ANuLE',5, l'F :SUH(l/TAU) , 3) 
16 
1152 
1153 
1154 
1155 
1156 
1157 
1.158 
115 9 
1160 
1161 
1162 
1163 
116~ 
1165 
1166 
1167 
1168 
1169 
1170 
1171 
1172 
1173 
117 4 
1175 
1176 
117 7 
117 8 
117 9 
1180 
1181 
11 82 
1183 
1184 
1185 
1186 
11 87 
11 88 
11 89 
1190 
1191 
1192 
1193 
1194 
1195 
1196 
1197 
1198 
1199 
1200 
1201 
1202 
1203 
1204 
1205 
1206 
1207 
1208 
1209 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
121 ij 
1215 
1216 
1217 
1218 
KHAMM 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
RETURN 
END 
8--------------------------------------------------------~----c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE DRAW(H,INK,OPTA} 
This subroutine plots the reaulta. 
~~IEGi~rJ~~A~!Drvrs 
REAL RE SULT(~ 1 181),INDESS(4,181) ,XP TS(181) LOGICAL OPTA,BLA~K 
COMM ON /C 0 ~5 /RE SULT CO MMON /C OH7 /X PTS COHH ON /C OH8 /INDESS 
CO MMON /COH12 / DIVIS COHH ON /COM16/BLACK 
CALL PEtl(INY.} 
IF( DLA GK }CAIL PEN( 1} CALL TH MC II H { 3 . 1 0. , 0 , , 5 . ) IF(OPTA}GOT O 2u 
DO 10 J: 1, DIVIS 
YPT S (J):lt/ DES S (H , J} 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL PLTGXY(XPTS,YPTS,DIVIS) 
RETURN 
20 DO 30 J=1 DIVIS YPTS(J):RESULT(H,J) 30 CONTINUE ' 
CALL PLTGXY(XPTS,YPTS,DIVIS) 
RETURN 
END 
C-------------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE NORK(X,Y,Z) 
~;t~;~Tfx!x:t~1.z•z> 
IF( DABS(L) .CT, 1.0E-40) GOTO 20 X=O . O 
Y:0 . 0 
Z=O.O 
RETURN 
20 CONTINUE 
X X/L 
Y Y/L 
Z Z/L 
R TURN 
E D 
~ 
-.J 
00 
r 
279 
I. IV Calculations Using the Radial Displacement Theories 
For the work with metallic glasses (section 4. 3) and Ego (section 
4,5,2) it was necessary to be able to quickly calculate whether the 
experimental data could be fitted to either of the two models of radial 
displacement (see 2.1.2): the Studman, :Moore, Jones and Field rrodel (SMJF) 
and the Gerk model. If the data does not fit, then, given three out of 
four of the Young's modulus (E), the yield stress (Y), the Poisson's 
· ratio (NU), and the hardness (H), the program RADISH calculates a value 
f <r the remaining quantity which would cause the model to fit the data. 
It does this for both the S1~F and Gerk rrodels together. 
The program RADISH uses the subroutine C05AAF from the library of 
the National Algorithms Croup (NAGLIB). 
The program PLTRD plots H/Y as a function of E/Y for the radial 
displacement models of Hill, Marsh, Gerk and Studrnan et al.(SIUF) for 
Poisson's ratios of 0.3, 0.4, and 0,5. The results are shown in figures 
in section 2.1.2. 
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a 
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11 
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l ~ 
l~ 
a 
1Q 
20 
21 
22 
H 25 20 
H 
29 
30 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
H C 
~~ 
n 
~~ 
41 
42 
t~ 
47 40 
t! 
49 
50 
51 
52 ;J 
§~ 
~1 
a 
61 
62 
~~ 
~6 
tA 
.69 
70 
71 
72 
H 
H 
C 
C 
C 
<; 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Program PLTRD - Plata Rad i al Diaplaoement Hodel• 
REAL EY( 100) ,HY( 100) ,EYB( 100) 
~g~~g~ 7~~~~~ffYBHAX,EY,HY,EYB . 
BETA= 0.383972435 
HYHIN : 0.8 
HYHAX ·= 4.4 
EYPMIN = 1. 
EY EMAX = 10000. 
EYMIN: EYBMIN/0.404026 
EYMAX = EYBMAX/0.404026 
CALL GRFTYP !O,' +') CALL ANFR EQ 1 1 3,4,20) CALL BOXTYP + 1) 
DO 10 I= 1 , 5 
CALL BRKPLT! 8) • CALL PLIMIT ~0. 1 114.5 1 30. 1152- 7 ) CALL ULIMIT AL0u10(EYHHIN 
+ALOG1Q(EYBMAX),HYHIN, HYHA XI 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
FILL(0.3,I) 
PEN(J) 
PLTuLY(EYB,HY,1 00) 
FILL(0 . 4,I) 
PEN(2) 
PLTGLY(EYB,HY,100) 
CALL FILL(0.5,I) CALL PEN(1) 
CALL PLTGLY(EYB,HY, 100) 
CALL rEN(1) 
CALL BOXLY( O 0) 
·IF!LEQ.1!.ChL TULE!' SHJ',4,' ',1,' 1 1 1} IF J.EQ.2 CALL TITLE ·• · GRK 1 4 1 1 1 • ' 1 
IF I . EQ . 3 CALL TITLE I HIL • : 4 : 1 •: 1: • •: 1 IF I . EQ.ll CALL TITLE I HSH',4, 1 1 ,1,' 1 1 1 lf I.EQ.5 CALL TITLE ' JON ' ,4,' 1 ,1,' 1 ,1 
CALL TITLE(' ',1,'(E/Y)•TAN(BETA)' 1 15 1 ' ',1) 
10 CONTINUE 
HY 11=3 .125 EY 1 :56.06 
HY 2 :2.81 
EY 2 :56 . 06 
HY 3):3.6 
EY 3 )=52. 
HY 4 =3 . 26 
EY 4 :54. 
HY 5 =2.97 
EY 5 :45 . 
HY 6 :2.86 
EY 6 =59. 
N:6 
~~ ef~ i1: 1E~<r>•o.4o4 026 
20 CO NTIN UE 
CA LL GRFTYP(-1 1 + 1 ) 
CALL PLTGLY(EY~,HY,N) 
STOP 
END 
77 c---------------------------------------------------------
Pl ot,tng Radial Displacement Functions 
2 
-
78 
i~ g2 84 
~~ 
u 
89 
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H 
~a 
95 
96 §A 
99 100 
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104 
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111 
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113 11 Q 
11 5 
116 
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12 1 
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lH 
125 
12 6 
127 
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13 1 
132 
133 
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1 35 
1J 6 l1! 
119 1ilo 
14 1 
14 2 
1 4 3 
1 4 Q 
145 
14 6 
111'{ 
14 8 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
FUNCTION FSHJ(EY,NU) 
RE AL•8 X,A PO R,S T 
REAL FSHJ,Y,E,NU,BETA 
COMMON /C2/BETA 
Y 1. 0 
E EY"Y 
P 4 1 (1.DO - 2'NU) 
Q 6 1 (1.DQ-tlU) 
R (E/Y)'TAN(bETA) 
S 1 .DO + DLOG( (R+P)/0) 
T = 0.5DO + (2 .D0/3. DO) is 
FSHJ: Y1 T 
RETURN 
END 
C-------- --- -- -------------------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
FUNCTION FGRK(EY,NU) 
REAL 1 8 X APO R,S T 
REAL FGRK,Y,E,NU,BETA 
CO MMON /C2/ BETA 
Y = 1 .0DO 
E = EY 1 Y 
P: 2 1 Y1 ( 1 .D0-NU)/(3 1 E) Q:(1.D0-P) 11 3 
R = 1 . ~0 - EX~(-2. 1 TAN(BETA)/3.) 
S : DLOG( R/( 1-0) ) 
T = 1. 00 + (2 .D0/3 .DO)•S FGRK = Y1 T 
RETURtl 
END 
C--------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
FUNCTION FHIL(EY,NU) 
REAL'8 P Q HU,LAH 
REAL FHil,t,E,ttU,BETA 
COMMON /C2/BE TA 
Y=l.ODO 
E=EY 1 Y 
HU 
LAM p 
~HIL 
RE TURll 
END 
(1.DO + tlU) 1 Y/ E (1.DO - 2'NU) 1 Y/E 
DLOG(3.D0/(LAM + 3•HU - LAH•HU)) 3. DO/( 3. DO-LAM) (Y 1 2 . D0/3 .D0) 1 (1 . D0 + Q1 P) 
C--------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
FUNCTION FHSH(EY,NU) 
REAL 1 8 Z B HU,LAH 
REAL FHSH,Y,E,NU,BETA 
C 
C 
C 
COMM ON /C:2/BETA 
'l: 1. DO 
E:EY'Y 
HU = (1.00 + NU)•Y/E t.:> (X) 
0 
Plotting Radial Displacement Funotlons 
-~===--==---~==~----~ "-, -
-· ~~ 
3 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
17 2 
17 3 
174 
17 5 
176 
177 
17S 
lI3 
161 
1 ~., 
1fi 
1 Sij 1es 
1~6 
:n 1$Q 
1~0 
1 ~ 1 
,~ 2 
1~3 
1 §4 . 
:i~ 
1 97 1~s 
1~9 
200 
201 
2·02 
2113 
C 
LA • (1 . DO - 2'NU) 1 Y/E 
Z 3.DO/(LAH + 31 HU - LAH'HU) 
B 3./(l DO - LAH) 
FH H : yl(0.28DO + 0 .6DO'B'DLOG(Z)) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C---------------------------------------- ·---------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
FUNCTION FJON(EY,NU) 
RE AL1 8 Z 
RE AL JFON,Y,E,NU,BETA 
CO MMON , / C2/ BET A 
I · 
Y: 1. DO 
E:EY 1 Y 
Z: ALOG (EY ' 0.404026/3.) 
FJON • (2. 1 Y/3.)'(1.DO 
RETURN 
END 
+ Z) 
c--------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE FILL(NU,I) 
REAL EY(100),HY(1 00) ,NU,EYHIN,EYHAX,EYB(100) 
COHHON EYBHIN,EYBHAX,EY,HY,EYB 
DO 10 J:1, 100 
EY~(Jl = EX P(ALO G(EYBHIN) + (J-l)'ALOG(EYBHAX/EYBHIN) 
E y 1 J ) = E y B l J l / 0 • 4 0 4 0 2 6 /sa. IFI.EQ .1 HYJ :FSHJEYJ,NU 
IF I .Eo.2 1.HY J • FGRK!Er!JIINul 
IF I.EQ . l HYIJI = FHILIEYIJ ,NU ! IF I.EQ.4 HY J : FHSH EY J NU 
IF (I. EQ . 5 HY .J : FJON EY J :Nu 
WRITE(6~')EYB(J),EY(J),HY ( J),J , NU,I 
10 CONTINO~ · 
RETURN 
END 
Plotting Rad1al,D1apll cemen t Funotiona 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Program RADISH (Radial Diaplaceaenta} 
REAL'8 Y,EfHLNU 1 BETA,EPS,ETA LOGICAL'1 NYO(oO) 
COHHON Y,E,H,NU,BETA,EPS,ETA,INfO 
10 ~6~~if/6811~FO 
WRITE(6,15lINF0 
WRITE(? 15 INFO 
15 FORMAT(l1, ,21X,6DA1) 
READ(5 ')Y E,H , NU BETA 
WRITE(6,20IY,E , H,NU,BETA 
WHITE( 7, 20)Y , E, H,NU,BETA 
BETA = 3. 14 15926 54DO 'BETA/180.DO 
EPS = 1 . D-5 
ETA = 1. D-5 
CALL YCALC 
CALL ECALC 
CALL HCALC 
CALL NUCALC 
WRITE(6,30l WHITE(7,30 
STOP 
20 FORMAT(//21X 1,-Y = ',1'9,3/ +21X,'E • ,1'9.1/21X,'H • ',1'9.3/ 
+21X,'nu = 1 11'9.3121x 1•beta • ',f9.3//// +J2X,'SHJ•,1x, GRK 1 ,1x, Real'/ 
+ +','3lXI' ,7X, 1 __ ,7X,.'--'//) 30 FORMAT( 1T, 
END 
C----------------.------------------------------------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUT I NE SH J (X,A,I) 
REAL•8 X,A , P,0 ,R 1 SfT REAL 1 8 Y~EEH,N U,~E A,EPS,ETA 
~5~r~~Li1 ' IfiP~7t~~ 2 
COMMUN Y,E,H,NU,BETA,EPS,ETA,INfO 
Y2=Y 
E2=E 
H 2 = II 
NU2:llU 
IF,I.EQ . 1lY X IF I.EQ . 2 E X 
If I . EQ.3 H X 
IF I.EQ.4 N =X 
p 
Q 
R 
s 
T 
A 
Y Y2 
E E2 
H H2 
41 ( 1 . DO - 2'NU) 
6•(1.DO-NU) (E/Y)'DTAN(BETA) 
J:~ga·. 0 zg~bo);~t65is 1 
H - Y'T 
N :NU2 
RETURN 
END 
C-----------------------------------------------------
C 
SUBROUTINE GRK(X,A,I) 
1;n l1•ulnt.t ,1~ 11 11•11111 J)1ApJ,.,,.,m.,nt. V1.1not..i<,n• 
~ 
0:, 
I-' 
j 
g~ 
82 g: 
~6 
u 
S9 
90 
91 
92 
l4 
~~ 
§A 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
10~ . C 
110 
111 
112 
C 
C 
REAL • 8 X,A,P,Q,RiSfT 
REAL•8 Y~E~H,NU , ~E A,EPS,ETA 
r3~y~~LI1 'I~F~ft~~ 2 
COHHON · Y,E,H,NU,BETA,EPS,ETA,INFO 
Y2=Y 
E2:E 
H2:H 
NU2:NU 
IF! I. EQ .1 iY=X IF I.EQ.2 E:X 
I F I.EQ. H:X 
IF I.EQ.~ NU:X 
P:2 1 Y1 (1.PO-NU)/(3"E) Q:(1.DO-P)""3 
R = 1 . DO - DEXP(-2•DTAN(BETA)/3) 
S = DLOG( R/( 1-Q} ) 
T = 1.DO + (2.D0/3 . DO) •s 
A= ll - Y•T 
Y=Y2 
E:E2 
H:H2 
NU :Nll 2 
RETURN 
ENO 
113 C------ -----------------------------------------------
1 1 4 
115 
116 
11 7 
118 
119 
120 
, 2, 
122 
123 
12& 
125 
125 
127 
128 123 
: ~ 1 
132 
1H 
1,5 
1'.l5 
P7 
1 ~ S 
1~9 
1 ijo 
14 1 
142 
: t ~ 
, 4 ~ 
14b 
147 
148 
149 
15 0 
151 
15 2 
153 
15 4 
155 
156 
157 
158 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE YCALC 
REAL 1 8 A,B,EPS,ETA,YSHJ,YORK,HY,HYSHJ,HYORK 
REAL 1 8 YIEfH~NU,BETA,EPS,ETA LOGICAL• N,O(oO) 
COHHON Y,E,H,NU,BETA,EPS,ETA,INFO 
EXTERNAL FYSHJ ,F YGRK 
YSH ,1:0. DO 
Y,,RK,O. DO 
HYSM,1:0. DO 
HY ,,R K=O. DO 
HY:O.DO 
IF!E.EQ.O.DOl GOTO 10 If H.EQ.O . DO GOTO 10 
If NU.EQ.O . DO) GOTO 10 
A:1.00 
B:2 1 H 
IFAIL:' 1 
i}t~f~¥~~=['.aiBAltRAITA,FYSHJ,YSHJ,IFAIL) 
!FAIL= 1 
i?rif~~c~C['.a,s~~t~AITA,FYGRK,YORK,IFAIL) 
WRJTE(6, 100)YSMJ,YGRK 
WRlH:( 7,lOO)YSHJ,YGRK 
HYSMJ:H/YSHJ 
HYGRK:H/YGRK 
EYS~J:E/YSMJ 
EYGRK:E/YGRK 
WRITE(6,200}HYSMJ,llYGRK 
WRJTE(7,200)HYSM J,HYGRK 
WRITE (6,300)EYSMJ,EYGRK 
WR ITE(7,3DO)EY5MJ,EYGHK 
\~A\,•u\"' Intl IL-.H ,d l'l:qo\;1,•,•mi>11I l"un,d lu1tn 
159 
160 
. 161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
17 0 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
1 8 3 
184 
185 
186 
181 
188 
189 
190 
19 1 
192 
1 § ~ 
195 
1§6 ly~ 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
21 3 
21 4 
215 
216 
217 
218 
21 9 
220 
221 
222 
~~J 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
23 1 
232 
233 
23Q 
235 
236 
237 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
RETURN 
10 CONTINUE 
EY:E/Y 
HY=H/Y 
WRITE(6,400)Y 
WRITE(7,400)Y 
If(E.EQ.0.00) GOTO 20 
WRITE(6,500)EY 
WRITE(7 ,500)EY 
20 Ir(H.EQ.0.00) RETURN 
WRITE(6,600)HY 
WRITE(7,600)HY 
100 
200 
300 . 
400 
500 
600 
RETURN 
FORMAT 
FOkMAT 
FOHM~T 
FOR IHT 
FORMAT 
FOHMAT 
END 
21X,'Y'' = ',2,P9.i,2Ii//) 21X 'H/Y" : ',2 P9. ,2X //) 
2,x:•E/Y" = '2 F9. 2X ///) 
21X,'Y = ',22X,F9,3// 
21X,'E/Y = ',22X,F9.~// 
21X,'H/Y = ',22X,F9-~///) 
C-----------------------------------------------------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE ECALC 
REAL 1 8 A,B,ESMJ,EGRK,HYSEYfEYSHJ,EYGRr 
r~at~1L11E1:,gyiBf1 A,EP ,EA . 
COMM ON Y,E,H,NU,BETA,EPS,ETA,IiPO 
EXTERNAL FESMJ,FEGRK 
ESMJ:O. DO 
EGIIY.,O. DO' 
EY=O . DO 
EY;, M.J :O. DO 
EYGRK:0.00 
IF!Y.EQ.O.DOl GOTO 10 If H.EO.O.DO GOTO 10 
If NU.EQ.0.00) GOTO 10 
A:H 
B:1.D4'H 
If' AIL= 1 
~it~Fi1c~:~'.ftlBili~A=TA,PESHJ,ESHJ,IPAIL) 
!FAIL: 1 
Y}tIF~~(~~[~a,e,li~h=TA,PEGRt,EGRt,IPAIL} 
WRITE(6, 100)ESHJ,EGRK 
WRITE(7,100)ESMJ,EGRY. 
EY SH J : ESMJ/Y 
EYGRK = EGRK/Y 
WRITE(6,200}EYSMJ,EYGRK 
WHITE(7,200)EYSMJ,EYGRK 
HY= H/Y 
WRITE(6,400}HY 
WRITE(7,400)HY 
RETURN 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITE:(6,250)E 
WHITE(7,250)E 
IF(Y.EQ.O.DO) RETURN 
EY = E/Y 
r:,1l1J111 .. 1.1,,~ J1 :1•ll•1I l1l11i,llf'••._.,,,t. ''"'':t.Sr,h• 
r:-.:, 
co 
t,..:, 
238 
2 39 
2 40 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 254 
255 
255 
257 
258 
~~9 
~oo 
261 
262 
~~a 
265 
·2ti 6 
267 
268 
26Q 
270 
271 
212 
273 
27 4 
275 
276 
277 
279 
rg 
2~ 0 
281 
292 
281 
284 
~~ ~ 
2 87 
288 
289 
290 
291 
2Q2 
293 
294 
2Q5 2Q6 
2~7 
29d 
299 
300 
301 
302 
~g~ 
30 5 
306 
~gA 
309 
310 
3 11 
~12 j:~ 
ili 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
100 
200 
250 
300 
400 
WRITE(6,300) EY 
WRITE(7 , 300)EY 
IF(H.EQ.O.DO) RETURN HY:H/Y 
WR ITE(6,40Q)H Y 
WRIH (7,400)H Y 
RETURN 
FORH AT!21X 'E" =' 2(Fi ,1,2X illj FORHA T 21X:'E"IY: •; 2(F , 3l2X II F,lRHA T 21X 'E • 1 ,<'. 2X 9. II FORMAT 21X:'E/Y • ',22X:F9,3// fORHAT 21X ,'H/Y . = ', 22X,F9 .3I I/) . 
END 
C-----------------------------------------------------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE HC AL C 
REA L• 8 A,B,HSMJ,HGRK,EY 1 HYSHJ,HYGRK 1 HY REAL 1 8 Y,EfH 1 NU, BETA , EP~ 1 ETA LO~ICAL'1 N~·o(oO) 
COMMON Y, E, H,N U~B ETA,EPS,ETA, IN FO 
EXTERNAL FHSHJ,FHGRK 
HSHJ:O . DO 
11 ,;R, =0 . DO 
HYSMJ:O.DO 
HYuRK :O.DO 
HY=O.DO 
H!Y.EQ.O.DOl GOTO 10 IF E.EQ.O . DO GOTO 10 IF NU.EQ.O.DO) GOTO 10 
A= 0 .5D0 1 Y 
e:1000.D0 1 Y 
!FAIL: 1 
i~t~r~i~~=[~~leilfffAITA,FHSHJ, HSHJ,IFAIL) 
!FAIL= 1 
i~t~f~~[~=~~~jB'~f¥u~~A,FHGRK , HGR K, IFAIL) 
WRIT E(6, lOO)H SHJ , HGRK 
WRITE( 7 , 100)HSHJ , HGRK 
HYSHJ :H SM J/Y 
HYuRK: HGRK/Y 
WRITE( 6 ,20 0lHYSHJ,HYGRK WRI TE(7 ,20 0 HYSHJ,HYGRK 
EY:E / Y 
WRI TE(6,400)EY 
WRITEt 7 , 400) EY 
RET URN 
10 CONTINUE 
-WRI TE(6,250)H 
WRIT E(7 , 250)H 
IF(Y.EQ.0.DO) RETURN HY = H/Y 
I/RIT E(6,300)HY 
WRI TE(7 , 300)HY 
IF(E.EQ.O.DO) RETURN EY:E I Y 
WR ITE (6 , 400) EY 
WR ITI::(7 , 400)EY 
\:11l1..'\l\..'1t tnt1 U;\ ,, \, \\ l'\ :11,\a 1•1•111,•11l VIUl\'l lolln 
317 
. 318 
319 
320 
32 1 
32 2 
U4 jn 
327 
328 
329 
B~ 
332 
33~ Hi 
33A 
ih 
342 
~~4 
345 
346 
~~i 
149 
150 51 52 3§4 hi 
35~ 
Hz 
361 
362 
a4 
365 
J6 6 1U 
369 
i"/ 0 7 1 72 
37 3 
F4 
~H 
~H 
3iz 
3A 1 
382 
383 
JS 4 ~~6 
3si ~~9 
~90 
39 1 
H~ 
394 
39~ 
C 
C 
C 
100 
200 
250 
300 
~00 
RETURN 
FORMAT!21X , 'H'' : • ,2(F9.3,2III/) 
~ORMAT 21X,:H"/Y =,' 22(F9.3~2I //) ~g~~~i ~n:,~/Y : ·:2~~:H :3 ~~ FORHAT 21X, 'E/Y = ' , 22X,F9 . 3/I/) 
END 
C------ --------------"--------------------------------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
10 
C 
C 
C 
100 
200 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE NUCALC 
REAL •B A,B,NUSMJ NUGRY. 
REAL 1 8 Y,EiH,nu,~ETA,EPS,ETA LOGICAL ' 1 N~O(oO) 
COMM ON Y,E,H,NU,BETA,EPS,ETA,INPO 
EXTERNAL FNUSHJ,FNUGRK 
NUSMJ ·,O. DO 
NUG RK= O. DO 
IF!Y . EQ.0.DOl GOT O 10 IF E.EQ . O.DO GOTO 10 
IF 11 .E Q.O.DO GOTO 10 
A: 1. D-6 
B: 1 . DO - 1 . D-5 IFAIL:1 
r~riFK~c~t[~t1Bnfl8n~TA,FNUSHJ,IUSHJ,IPAIL) 
IFAIL:1 
r~tI,K1C~~~~tlBnff~R~T A, FNUGR[, I UGR[,IPAIL) 
WR JTE(6, 10o')NU SHJ,IIU GRK WHITE(7,100)NUSMJ,NUGRK 
RETURN 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6 ,200lNU WRITE(7,200 NU 
RETURN 
FORHAT(21X,'nu•• : ' 1 2 (F9.3 1 2I)/II) FOHMAT(21X,'nu • •,z2X,F9.j///) 
END 
~-----------------------------------------------------
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FYSHJ( I) 
RE AL • S X A,FYSHJ CALI. SHJ(X,A, ·1) 
FYSMJ=A 
RETURN 
END : -------------------------------------------
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FYCR((I) 
REAL 1 8 x1A,FYCRK CALL GRK X,A,1) FYGRK=A 
RETURN 
EtlD 
C-----------------------------------------------------C 
DOUALE PRECISION FUNCTION FESHJ(I) 
CAloulAtln~ Rndlal Dlspl a c~M~nt Functions 
t-J 
00 
C,J 
~96 
iii 
C 
C 
REAL 0 8 X1A,FESHJ CALL SHJ1X,A,2) FESMJ:A 
RETURN 
END 
09 
00 
4u 1 
402 
403 c-----------------------------------------------------c 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FEGRK(X) 
REAL"8 x1A,FEGR~ CALL GRK X,A,2) FEGRK:A · RETURN 
END 
404 
405 
IIQ6 
407 
408 
409 
4 10 
411 
412 
413 C-----------------------------------------------------C 
C 
C 
1 . • 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FHSHJ(X) 
REAL 0 8 XIA,FHSHJ CALL SHJ X,A,3) FHSHJ:A 
RETURN 
END 
414 
415 . 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 c-----------------------------------------------------C 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FHGRK(X) 
REAL•S X/A,FHGRK ~~lf~K~~K X,A,3) 
RETURN 
END 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
4 3 1 4,2 
4j3 C-----------------------------------------------------4,4 
4~5 4.,6 
437 
4~8 ~~z 
C 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FNUSHJ(X) 
REAL•8 XIA,FNUSHJ 
~~h~HJ~i X, A,4) 
RET URN 
END 441 442 
443 C-----------------------------------------------------444 C 
445 
446 C 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FNUGRK(X) 
REAL•S x1A,FNUGRK CALL GRK X,A,4) FNllGRK:A RETURN 
END 
Calculating Radial D1aplacement funot1ona 
~ 
00 
~ 
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Appendix II E~erimental Methods 
. 
. 
------------------------------------
II. I Materials 
A systematic coding system was used to identify all the materials 
used in the study and it is simplest to explain the various materials 
preparation treatments using these codes, 
The first two or three characters are letters which identify the . 
COIIl)osition of the material (see table I). 
MSX 
LIF 
Appendix II,I Table I 
.MgO single crystals, supplied by Dr.Sambell (AERE Harwell) as part 
of a batch bought from Semi-Elements Inc. 
LiF single crystals 
A1GO Hot pressed :t.:gO, from powder containing 4% LiF 
EKM Eastman Kodak magnesia: 'IRTRAN 5. (evaporative grade)' 
STU 20% Cr - 25% Ni - balance Fe, stainless steel 
STS, STT stainless steel (as above, but + 0.5% Nb) 
CUP Polycrystalline copper, 99.999% pure 
ACQ . 2605A Allied Chemical !Etglas (metallic glass) 
ACR 
ACS 
ACT 
ACU 
NN 
BN 
2826 
2826A 
2826 ( 111 wide) 
2605 
II 
II 
II 
II 
Hot -pressed silicon nitride (Norton 132) 
Hot - pressed silicon nitride (Brown Boveri) 
NC Hot , pressed silicon carbide (Norton) 
After the mater.ial coIIl)osi tion code, a single digit may appear. This 
identifies a srra.11 piece of material which has been therrromechanically 
treated , This applies on the the polycrystalline MgO and the stainless s t ee l 
s pecimens . 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
286 
After the heat-treatrrent code there is a single letter which 
differentiates between the snall pieces cut from the heat-treated specimen. 
Such small pieces of stainless steel were subjected to further annealing 
treatments and for other naterials the letter serves to distinguish 
between different surface preparation treatnents. 
The last character, or pair of characters, applies only to a set 
of data from a specimen, Several sets of measurerren~s were made on IIX)St 
specimens, sorretines under different circurrstances, e.g. wet or dry, hot 
or cold. Thus a complete code for a set of indentation data would be: 
STU4A15, STU - niobium free stainless steel, 4 - rolled to 51% of its 
foroor thickness, A - annealed 10 minutes at 805_0 c, 1 - indentations made 
in the centre of the specimen where the grains are larger, 5 -
amalgarration of sets of data 1, 2 and 4, 
STUl 
STU2 
STU4 
STUlC 
STU4A 
MG09 
MCDlO 
MCDlOA 
MJOlOC 
EKM2 
EK M2C 
Appendix II.I Table II Stainless Steel 
Rolled 24% reduction in thickness 
As recieved (annealed) 
Rolled 49% reduction in thickness 
As STUl plus annealed 8 minutes between 895°C and 913°C 
STU4 plus 10 min anneal at 805°C 
Appendix II, I - Table III MgO Polycrystals 
Hot-pressed Mg() ( +4% LiF): 60 mins at 830°C and 60 mins at 1250°C 
followed by an air anneal at 1350 C for 24 hours 
Hot-_pressed MgO (+4% LiF): 45 mins at 850°C and 45 mi.ns at 1250°C 
MCD10 piece vibratory polished and 'thumb' polished 
MGOlO piece annealed l week at 1300°C , polished as MCDlOA 
As r ecieved random chunk 
Pol i s hed very slowly for s everal days on a cotton lap wheel with 
i rm dianond pas te· 
(Table III continued,) 
EKM6 
EKivEE 
EKM2 annealed 150 hours at 1270°C and 408 hours at 1390°C 
Piece of EKM3, standard metallographic polishing treatment 
· 287 
:MgO and LiF crystals were cleaved to the required size; LiF was 
cleaved with a razor blade by hand at room ten~erature whereas MgO crystals 
were cleaved,after first cooling them in liquid nitrogen, with a steel 
blade and light hanmer. 
LiF crystals were always indented on the as-cleaved surface whereas 
MgO crystals (except where specifically indicated in the text) were first 
mechanically polished, 
The polycrystalline ceramic specinens were cut to size with a 
diamond/stainless steel annular bladed saw (Capco Q35 Mk,2), The stainless 
steel was cut with a hack-saw and the copper by spark ~~chining,, 
II. I I Surface Preparation Treatments 
Grinding and Polishing 
Water lubricated SiC paper wheels were used to grind the surfaces 
of all specimens (except the metallic glasses) flat, Small specinens 
were waxed down (with Lakeside 70, supplied by Whitwear Lapidery Co,) to 
dural blocks for the polishing treatment, The steel and single crystal M.gO 
r 
specinens were polis~ed with Hyqez (Engis Ltd.) diamond paste with grit 
sizes 6, 1 and 0,25 microns on silk lapping wheels on a Kent 2A machine 
(Engis Ltd,), Polishing polycrystalline MgO by this method caused whole 
-grain pull- out in all by the larger grain sized specirrens ( Mffi9 and EKm): 
MgO single crystals were surrounded by pieces of glass microscope slide on 
the dural block to present a flat surface and to prevent scoring of the 
lapping cloths with the corners of the crystals, 
288 
Vibratory (Erosion) Polishing 
Grinding produces a highly fractured . surface in MgO, However, several 
days in a type Ml.4 Metallurgical Vibratory Polisher (Mclean Research 
Engineering Ltd,), charged with 0,05 micron ganma alu~ina powder nade into 
a slurry with 50/50 glycerol/water, produced smooth surfaces with no grain 
pull-out. These surfaces were unacceptable on the polycrystalline specinens 
because they were highly contoured due to the crystallographic anisotropy 
in the erosion rate, (This was confirmed in separate tests on single 
crystals cut into circular slices with an ultrasonic drill,) Erosion 
polishing Vlith a slurry of diarrond powder produced grain pull-out. 
Flat surfaces on polycrystalline MgO specimens were produced by 
alternate vibratory polishing and very slow polishing on silk lapping 
wheels with 0.25 micron diairond paste, Some specinens were polished for 
an hour by hand using a clean thumb and 0,1 micron dianond paste (e,g, 
lGOlOA). 
Chemical polishing (orthosphosphoric acid, see below) and cherro-
-rrechanical polishing (NH4Cl etch in the alumina slurry on a polishing 
wheel) were not successful in polishing polycrystalline MgO, 
Stainless Steel 
No stainless steel specirrens for which results are reported in this 
thesis were electropolished, but they were all electroetched, Comparative 
tests on the niobium stabilised alloy showed no significant difference 
between the hardness behaviour of electropolished and electroetched 
specimens, It has been assuired that the same effect holds for the niobium 
free alloy, 
I 
' a. 
I 
I 
; r 
t 
I 
I~ 
---- :----- "'"JIIIII-
·289 
Appendix II. II Table I 
etchant/polish use 
Oxalic acid (saturated used to electroetch grain boundaries in 
solution at room tenp.) stainless steel 
5 volts for 1 minute. 
3: 1: 1 (by volune) mixture 
of NH4Cl (sat. soln.): H2o 
: H2so4 (cone.), 1 to 2 mins. 
0.5 M A1Cl3 solution at 55°c, 
1 to 2 mins. 
0.1 g FeF3 per litre H2o at 
55°C for one minute 
500 ml cone. orthophosphoric 
acid + 300 ml glycerol + : 
90 ml H2o, 
at 8 amps dm-2 for a few 
minutes 
Cone. orthophosphoric acid 
at 100°c to 150°C for a few 
seconds 
both were used to produce etch pits in 
single crystal :r,:g0 and to reveal grain 
boundaries in polycrystals 
used to produce etch pits in LiF 
used to electropolish flat surfaces 
of stainless steel 
chemical polish for MgO 
I 
f 
I 
Appendix III The Indenters 
Two types of diarr.ond pyramid indenter were used in this 
study, the Vickers and Knoop indenters, Diagrams of the shapes of these 
indenters are shown in the figure. The unrecovered depths (h) of the 
indentations made with the indenters are given by: -
d/h = 30.5 
d/h . = 7.0 
for the Knoop inderiter 
for the Vickers indenter 
where 'd' is -defined in the figure, 
The two diagonals of a perfect Knoop indentation are 
related by:-
d/w = 7, 11 . 
Knoop indenter 
Vickers indenter 
T 
d 
i 
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"Doesn't have a point of view 
Knows not where he's going to 
Isn't he a bit like you 
And me" 
Lennon and McCartney 
L 
